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Part I: A Mathematics Curriculum for General Bducation 



Chapter 1: Democracy and General Education 

My purpose in Part I is to develop a model of general 

mathematical education: that is, to identify aims appropriate to 

a course of mathematical education which forms part of a programme 

of general education. To do so presumes, of course, that it is 

possible to justify both the inclusion of mathematics-related aims 

and content in the curriculum, and their organisation around a 

unit entitled 'mathematics'. I will offer arguments for both these 

presuppositions, as well as for my model of general mathematical 

education. 

I regard it as particularly important that these arguments 

should be anchored in a global theory of general education, rather 

than an ~ ~ theory which professes to deal satisfactorily with 

a small part of general education in isolation. For it is only 

from the viewpoint of a global theory that it is possible to 

evaluate the conflicting and competing claims for the inclusion of 

individual curricular units. Nonetheless, ~ strategy of 

exposition anticipates, to a certain extent, my conclusions. Where 

appropriate, I will illustrate and discuss global arguments with 

particular reference to aathe .. tics. In this way I hope to indicate 

both the general criteria underlying my global theory of general 

education, and their application to the particular case of 

mathematics. 

(1) Educational change and the idea of de.ocracJ 

The long public debate over the democratisation of our school 

system has focused predominantly on its selective function, in 

particular on the way in which the organisation of schooling helpe 



to reproduce a stratified and differentiated social and occupa-

tional structure. Discussion of the content and aims of the 

education which schools provide has not been prominent. 1 

2 

The dominant reformist view has sought equality of opportunity, 

a shift from ascribed to aChieved status, froa aristocracy to 

meritocracy. This view steas from a conception of deaocracy which 

champions the right of each individual to iaproTe his social and 

economic status. It demands not that the school should relinquish 

its selective role, but that it should exercise it rationally, 

effectively and equitably_ There haa, of course, been increasing 

disagreement over the rationality, effectiveness andequity of 

different foras of selection. As a result, there has been a 

shift from sponsored to contest mobility, leading to a delayed 

ascription of roles, and from overt to hidden selection. In 

particular, patterns of curricula have become aore diffuse, and 

curricular differentiation has become the instrument rather than 

the outcome of selection. 

A aore recent, but less influential view seeks equality of 

outcome as the necesa&r1 prerequisite of a aore even distribution 

of wealth and status, either within society as a whole, or 

2 between particular groups within society. It suggests that the 

school should abandon, or at least adapt its selective role as 

part of a progr ... e of positive intervention aiaed at diainishing 

variations in wealth and status within society. The protagonists 

of this view welcoae the deferment of .election and the diainution 

of differentiation, although they believe that these processes have 

not yet advanced sufficiently. 

Both these views are based on priaarily econoaistic conceptions 
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of democracy: that is, they define democracy principally in terms 

of some ideal principle underlying the just distribution of wealth 

and, to a lesser extent, status within society. Their principal 

concern is the selective function which the school fulfils, and 

which influences the distribution of wealth and status. Their 

concern with the educational purpose of the school is subordinate 

to their concern with its selective function. 

Over the last century these reformers have successfully 

challenged first, the restricted availability of education, and 

then, differentiation within the educational slstem. This century 

of educational change has led to the comprehensive school, aixed

ability teaching, proposals for ca.aOn syste .. of exaainations at 

16 plus in both England and Scotland, and a certain .easure of 

positive discrimination in the allocation of educational resources. 

I u not convinced that dellOcracy in its full sense can be 

reduced, either in principle or practice, to econoaic deaocracy, 

a&.irable as that concept .. y be in its own right. In principle, 

a conception of deaocracy which asserts people's equal rights in 

society has not just an economic, but. political and cultural 

dimension as I hope to ake clear at a later point. And in 

practice these three aspects of democracy are interdependent and 

autually sustaining. III a society in which the influence of the 

principle of ecoDOaic de.ocracy, at least in its stronger foras, 

is notably absent fro. other iaportant social institutions, and 

in which the principle itself is far fro. generally accepted, the 

effectiveness of educational change in advancing econo.ic democracy 

is likely to be limited if that change ignores other aspects of 

democracl· 
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For these reasons I believe that, despite the desirability of 

their aims, the predominant influence of economistic conceptions 

of democracy on the debate about the democratisation of our school 

s1stem, and on the ensuing changes has been unfortUDate. 

The extension of educational provision and opportunity has b •• n 

rationalis.d and support.d, how.ver, not only in teras of .conomic 

democracy, but as iDStruaental to the maintenance of social ord.r 

and to the encourag.ment of .conomic growth in a changing and 

incr.asingly compl.x soci.ty. Ind •• d, this s.cond argum.nt fits 

neatly with that of .conoaic d.mocracy, and the r.sulting .conoais-

tic vi.w of .ducation has exerted a profound influence on public 

debate sinc. the Second World War.' For the individual, .ducation 

is seen as the instruaent of personal .conoaic and social 

advancement through the acc.ss it off.rs to more skilled e.ployaent: 

for the .conoaic aaDag.r, .ducation is the instrua.nt of man-

pow.r planniq which provides the 'hUllall capital' to sustain 

.conoaic growth. Mot surprisingly th.n, a&nJ of the proponents of 

the ext.nsion of .ducatioDal opportunitJ have alli.d th .... lves 

with a technocratic model of vocationally-orient.d education, con

sistent with the econoaic presuppositions of their argument. 4 

Mow, an awareness of the role of .ducation in advancing 

ecollOllic democracy bas 10118 had a place in radical thought. We 

find, for exaaple, 'fhelwall, a leadiDg radical of the 1790's, 

arguiDg in his ''lbe Rights of Nature', that all children should be 

educated so that, 

"if they bave the virtu. and tal.nt [theJ should 

be abl!f to iaprov. th.ir condition and mount to 

th.ir int.llectual l.v.l, though it be from the 

lowest to the very highest station of society ... 5 
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But there is another aspect of democracy, and another view of the 

role of education in advancing democracy which deserve our 

attention. In the first half of the nineteenth century, the self-

education of the working classes through the Corresponding 

Societies, Secular Sunday Schools, Hupden Clubs, Oweni te Halls of 

Science, and Chartist Halls and Schools was seen by the theorists 

of the Radical .ove.ent as an instrument of self-realisation and 

6 political emancipation. This flowering of independent working 

class education was strongly influenced by the viewe of education 

advanced by Radical writers such as Paine, Godwin, Owen, Carlile, 

Thoapeon and Lovett.? 

The first characteristic of the Radical tradition was a reject-

ion of theories which saw man's patterns of behaviour as innate, 

and a belief in the foraative power of education and the ultiaate 

perfectibili ty of 1IaD. The second characteristic was an .. phasis 

on science and scientific education as a aeana to truth. Paine, in 

his widely read and influential 'The Age of Reason', argued for a 

secular education baa.d on science, which would enable IIaD to be 

tree to realise biaself, to underatand hie place in the UDiverse 

and to act accordingly. Be attacked the aythologr of Christianity 

as a barrier to science, aDd the central place of classical 

languases in conte.porary education as irrelevant to .Dlightenaent 

and understanding. !hia arswaent waa taken up and developed, 

notably by Carlile who argued that scientists should .ake their 

discoveries kAown to all, i. order to drive out superstition and 

dogaa: scientific truth about the univerae was the condition for 

hUll8.Jl prosress and eDlishte.ent. l'iDal.ly, as their .. phasis on 

science and attack on religion auggests, the a .. bers of this 
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tradition argued for a secular education, and the deyelopment of 

a secular morality. 

The content and aims of education were of the highest signifi-

cance to the early Radicals. The independent working class 

education of the first half of the nineteenth century centred on 

the physical, natural, social and political sciences, and encouraged 

discussion and arguaent about the relation of their ideas to 

contemporary issues. Its intentions were liberal and general, and 

were closely linked to the struggle for political democracy. 

The pre-eminent bearer of this tradition in our tim. is 

Willi8118.8 He argues that we are living through 'a long revolution' 

which has three aspects. The democratic revolution by which people 

"govern theuelves, and llake their own decisions, 

without concession of this right to ~ particular 

group, uationality or class,,9 

is at an early stage. Thi8 achievellent of political dellocracy is 

made aore difficult by the increasingly cOilplex social organisation 

created by the continuing industrial revolution. Beside and beyond 

these lies the cultural revolution which will extend the active 

proces8 of learDiDg and the ability to ca.unicate in varied and 

effectiYe ways throughout society. 

Williams ia particularly COncerned that education should 

prepare individuals to participate fully in democratic decision 

aakiDg, and that it should help to develop, and give access to, a 

co.-on intellectual culture. He criticises the lack of attention 

given by the traditional grammar-school curriculum to social studies, 

to non-literary and popular art forae and to the history of 

scientific discovery and its social effects. The curricular Ilodel 
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he adTances is as follows. 

(a) ExteneiTe practice in the fundamental languages of English and 

ilia thelia tics; 

(b) General knowledge of ourselTes and our enTironaent, taught at 

the secondary stage not as separate academic disciplines but 

as general knowledge drawn fro. the disciplines which clarify 

at a higher stage, i.e. 

(i) biology, psychology, 

(ii) social history, law and political institutions, sociology, 

descriptiTe economics, geography including actual industry 

and trade, 

(iii) physics and chemistry; 

(c) History and critici_ of literature, the Tisual arts, IlUsic, 

drllll8.tic performance, landscape and architecture; 

(d) ExteneiTe practice in democratic procedures, including meetings, 

negotiations, and the selection and conduct of leaders in 

de.ocratic organizations. ExteD8iTe practice in the use of 

libraries, newspapers and I18.gazines, radio and teleTision 

prograames, and other sources of information, opinion and 

innuence; 

(e) Introduction to at least one other culture, including its 

language, history, geography, institutions and arts, to be 

giTen in part by ~isiting and exchange. 10 

While Williams' curricular model is at a high leTel of generality 

and lacks an articulate rationale, it builds on the Radical 

tradition with its concern that pupils should come to see and 

understand the world through the eyes of science, and should 
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develop the ability to participate articulatel~ and effectively in 

political decision making. To this Williams adds a concern with the 

arts in their widest sense, and with different patterns of life and 

culture. 

This is the tradition of educational theorising which I wish 

to extend in arguing for a democratic aodel of general education. 

While its proponents have often been over-optiaistic about the role 

which education aight play in advancing democracy - attributing to 

it a primacy or autono~ which it does not possess - I believe that 

they are fundaaentally correct in arguing that a certain form of 

education is a necessary prerequisite for a fully democratic 

society. 

(2) The idea of general education 

The very vagueness of the terms 'liberal' and 'general' 

education which reco .. enda thea to the debater, renders thea 

inadequate for the planner. For the ca..on kernel of the different 

foraulations of these concepts - beyond which aaDJ extend no 

further - is essentially negative. General education is not ....... 
vocational or specialist education. M&n1 of the positive defini-

tiona are very weak, -.king general education syno~oUB with 

little aore than the study of a 'broad' or 'balanced' selection of 

subjects. There are three levels for such definitions. Weakest 

is that where general education is defined solely in teras of the 

number of subjects that pupils stud1. Next coa. those which insist 

on a certain range of subjects. FiDally, there are those which 

prescribe the inclusion of certain subjects or areas of experience 

in a curriculum for general education. 
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11 For example, Bunter presents the Scottish Ordinary Arts 

degree as an example of general education on the grounds that 

12 students have to study at least five subjects. Drever argues from 

the second level, observing that a certain range of subjects is 

required, thus preventing undue concentration on cognate subjects, 

and notes that previously it was obligatory to include in the 

curricula for the degree, a philosophical subject, a foreign or 

classical language, and a mathematical or scientific subject (the 

third level). 

Thus, in these senses, both Scottish and English schools offer 

a general education up to age 16, in that current practice is for 

pupils to study a large nuaber (first level) and a wide range 

(second level) of SUbjects. The recent Munn Report13 proposes a 

slightly stronger definition by prescribing the inclusion of seven 

subjects, or subject-types in the Scottish curriculum (third level). 

Nonetheless, definitions of general education which focus 

solely on the or8lDisation and structure of the curriculum are 

relatively weak. For however aaD1 subjects a pupil a&1 stud1, how-

ever exhaustive and wide-ranging the, .. , be, such a definition 

ignores the possibility that', within each subject, the perspective 

is that of the speciali8t: that the subject unit is conceived as 

part of the forution ot the future specialist, and ai .. to Uipart 

the knowledge, skill and understanding appropriate to this end, 

rather than that which will be of value to the non-specialist. 

That this is the case with current Illathell8.tics curricula will become 

more tully apparent at a later point. 

In recent ,ears 'general education' has acquired another 

connotation. It has becoae a euphemism for non-certificate 
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education. One example is the recently developed 'Mathematics for 

General Education': the title is justified by its authors on the 

grounds that they believe that it will encourage a more positive 

attitude towards the education of non-certificate pupils than the 

originally proposed 'Non-certificate Mathematics,.14 Now, while 

the sentiments implicit in this justification are entirely laudable, 

I doubt the wisdom of arrogating the title 'general' to a form of 

mathematical education which is not grounded in any theory of 

general education, and which, it transpires, is general neither in 

the view of mathematics and mathematical activity which it promotes, 

nor in terms of the group of pupils at which it is aimed. 

What all these definitions lack is a clear, positive rationale 

to act as a guide to the aims, content and organisation of a 

curricula for general education, and of the units which it 

comprises. 

(3) Democratic general education 

It is man's intellectuality which makes human society possible. 

Through it man builds syste.. of ideas which eDable hill to 

interpret and intervene in the world. Medical treatment, economic 

planning, the adaptation of physical enviroDaent, religious 

observance, government and education are examples of human inter-

ventioDS based on these syste .. of ideas. This is not to argue 

that ideas are autonomous or asocial, nor that man's intellec.tuality 

is the motor of social and historical change. It is siaply to 

draw attention to the fact of man's intellectuality, and the 

possibility of understanding, and thereby regulating and trauf01'll-

ing the world, which it holds out to hia, lillited as it 8&y be. 
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The positive formulation of general education which I wish to 

advance starts from the belief that the overriding aim of general 

education should be to give access to man's intellectuality. to the 

systems of ideas through which he makes sense of. and modifies his 

experience. The need for general education arises froll the rich-

ness, variety and extent of these systems. Certainly no individual 

could expect to ... ster aore than a small fraction of thell during 

his lifetille. The division of labour, and the associated 

specialisation of knowledge, skill and understanding is a social 

reality which the school cannot ignore. 

It is here that questions of political and cultural democracy 

arise. For the po8sessionlO-an appropriate fraaework of under-

standing is a prerequisite of participation in any activity. Any 

educational process equips its subjects to participate in society 

in certain ways. 

Political decisions are decisions about the kind of society 

that we will live in. A political decision is one that can be seen 

to influence or effect change - or the absence of change - in the 

world in which we live. Of course, the social significance of an 

issue, and thus the legitillacy of its inclusion in the political 

arena, may itself be a matter of political controversy. Arguments 

over the role of 'political' considerations in sport and education, 

or over the degree of public scrutiny to which certain planning 

decisions should be subject - for example, those relating to the 

construction of lIotorways and industrial complexes, or the develop-

ment of nuclear power - exellplify how political disagreellent may 

reflect different demarcations of the domain of politics. 

Nonetheless, although views may differ over the extent to 
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which decisions have political significance, or should be subject 

to public control, in all societies, and particularly in an 

industrial society such as ours where innovation is in many senses 

institutionalised, decisions which clearly have the potential to 

change the nature of the society have frequently to be made. Such 

decisions are made, not only within the formal institutions of 

national and local government, but within the network of institutions 

around which social life is organised; institutions such as 

industrial and commercial enterprises, financial institutions, 

professional bodies, trade unions, and the mass-communications media. 

Effective political democracy - the collective control of the 

processes by which the natural and social world is regulated and 

transformed - depends on the ability of members of society to 

recognise and comprehend the issues involved in making such decisions, 

as well as their right to participate in the process of decision

~ing. 

The role of general education in advancing political democracy 

is a modest one. It is clear that in a complex and changing 

society not even the specialist can expect to have at his finger

tips the detailed knowledge and understanding needed to resolve the 

many issues which arise in deciding - say - Britain's constitutional 

future, or on the development of a nuclear power programme, or on 

the ratification of an international trade agreement. It would be 

most misguided to expect that general education could anticipate 

those issues which were likely to exercise society over the coming 

half century, let alone provide the detailed knowledge and 

understanding - much of it still undeveloped - needed to make a 

satisfactory decision on these issues. What general education can 
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offer is an insight into the fundamental principles underlying the 

complex systems of ideas which man has developed, and into the 

significance of these systems. It provides a foundation on which 

more particular understanding can be built as the occasion arises. 

For example, a curriculum for general education is likely to 

deal - if not in name in substance - with concepts such as the atomic 

structure of matter, radioactivity, mutation, pollution, renewable 

and non-renewable resources, exponential growth and dec81, and 

extrapolation on which a more specific understanding of the issues 

surrounding the developaent of nuclear power can be built; the 

processes by which nuclear power can be produced, the foras of 

enTironaental pollution which 88y result, the feasibility of using 

alternatiTe energy sources, the methods of projecting future power 

needs, and so on. 

The part which general education plays, then, in advancing and 

securing political democracy is to provide a basic understanding 

of the ways in which man interprets and intervenes in the world. 

The basis of the democratic ideal is the belief that all 

people have the same rights in society. Economic deaocracy asserts 

their right to share the wealth that society produces, political 

deaocracy their right to shape the developaent of society. But 

social life cannot be reduced simply to its economic and political 

dimensions. Cultural deaocracy is a more coaplex phenoaenon. 

Ultimately it asserts the right to 'beloDg' in society. Under that 

rather Tague rubric can be grouped the right to have access to, and 

to deTelop or reject man's systeas of ideas in order to examine 

and .ake sense of the world, and the right to deTelop a senaibility 

and to find a fora of life within society. These two right. are 
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linked to the extent that the choice of a form of life is based on 

some view of the world in which that life takes place. 

This definition of cultural democrac1 aa1 appear to be social 

rather than personal, to place societ1 betore the individual. Such 

an interpretation would be mistaken. Certainly this view dis.isses 

the roaantic fiction ot the individual as apart from, or above 

society: instead it is based on the recognition that personal 

fulfilment i. fulfilment within society, even it it involves changing 

rejecting or distancing oneselt troa society. This is what 

Heidegger aeans when he talks of the herai t as "being with others in 

a deticient aode". Etfective cultural deaocrac1 depends on the 

accessibility ot different world-views and foras of lite, not just 

to allow individuals or groups to choose a fora of life, but to 

.ake possible a co .. on understanding ot ditferent world-views and 

foras of life, and the political questions which these 8&1 raise. 

White15 lists a nuaber ot foras of lite, including those 

devoted to the pursuit of truth, to artistic creativit1' to others' 

good, to physical prowess and adventure, to physical pleasure, to 

religious devotion, the acquisition of goods, the acquisition of 

power over others, and, ot course, the ever-present alternative, the 

surrender of choices about one's lite to others. These are clear11 

'ideal' t1Pes. In practice, the life ot aDJ'individual i. 11ke11 

to reflect sa.e combination of such ideals. Siailar11 the view 

that individuals or sroupa choose a fora of life is idealised. 

ManJ aspecta of a fora of life .. y be traditional - inherited, or 

adopted without scruti~. 

Again the role of general education is a aodest one. It cannot 

conceivab11 exaaine all potential world-views and foraa ot lite. 
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What it can do is to provide an intellectual framework within which 

different kinds of sensibilitl and forms of life, and the world

views on which thel are based can be understood or investigated, 

whether they haYe been consciously chosen, or s~ply inherited by 

members of societl. 

Deaocratic general education, then, attempts to provide a 

framework of understanding which opens up human intellectuality, 

and through it huaan endeavour to all, as a prerequisite of cultural 

and political democracy. It aims to proYide a key to the systems 

through which man aakes sense of, and modifies his experience. 

Clearly, if it is a prerequisite ot effectiYe democracy, such 

an education should be available to all, regardless of the 

specialised and differentiated social roles that they vill play. 

Considerations of aptitude and ability, or motivation do not provide 

legitiaate grounds for restricting the availability of such an 

education. On the contrary, these considerations, if applicable, 

point to the necessity of identifying methode ot aaking the tramework 

which general education offers intelligible to the less able, and 

meaningful to the unmotivated. Given a co .. itaent to deaocracl, 

this is a sillple corollary of 0\11' co_on hUlUUli ty and our social 

enstence. 

There is a further argument of a rather difterent kind for 

such a general education. It points to the uncertainty and unpre

dictability ot the f~ture in a coaplex and changing SOCiety such 

as ours, and suggests that an ed~cation which focuses on particulars, 

or on specialised knowledge and understanding is likely to become 

rapidly redundant. An education which deals with broad principles 

over a vide area of understanding ia more likely to eDAble the 



members of such a society to adapt effectively to their changing 

environment. 
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These are not simply arguments for general education which can 

now be quietly discarded. They generate criteria against which a 

proposed programme of general education must be evaluated. The 

arguaents fro. political and cultural democracy suggest that it is 

not enough for a curriculum for general education to faailiarise 

pupils with the basic principles of systems of ideas. It is essential 

also, that the nature and significance of these systems of ideas, 

and the ways in which they help man to interpret and intervene in 

the world should be considered within the curriculum. The argument 

from change suggests that general education should aim to convey a 

framework of understanding which can acco .. odate the dynaaic of 

social and intellectual change. 

The view that general education should give access to man's 

intellectuality runs, to 80me extent, counter to currently 

fashionable notions such as 'community education' and 'total 

education' (which I understand to comprise social, personal, aoral, 

and leisure education). Certainly it is a reassert ion of the 

intellectual purpose of the school, from which many o! these notions 

seem to be a flight, encouraged both by the ossified and largely 

academic goals set by traditional subject curricula, and the failure 

o! maQy schools to achieve these intellectual goals with the 

majority of their pupils. There i. no reason why schools should 

not pursue aims additional to those o! general education. There 

is certainly a place in curriculum planning for more directly 

utilitarian aims related to pupil~ everyday needs, and for more 

specialised aias which take account of pupils' individual interests. 
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What is important is that general educational aims should not be 

subordinated to other aims, or entirely driven from the curriculum 

by such aims. Further, there is no reason why general education, 

as I have described it, should not use the local community as a 

resource. Nor is it antagonistic to the aims of social, personal, 

aoral or leisure education. Indeed, it offers access to the basic 

intellectual frameworks within which the more specialised issues 

that these topics raise can be understood. The only prescription 

iaplicit in ., arguaent is that general educational aims should be 

pursued by the school, and that they should be pursued for !!l pupils. 

The view that general education should give access to man's 

intellectuality is one which command. fairly wide support among 

curriculum theorists, 88 does the view that such an education should 

16 17 be available to all. Theorists such as Phenix and Schwab in 

the United States, and Hirst, Peters18 and White19 in the United 

Kingdom all broadly support such a view: where there is less 

agreement is over the form and content of a curriculum for general 

education. 
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Chapter 2: Knowledge and the Disciplines 

I 

The argument so far has been rather abstract. While it may be 

hard to dissent from the conclusion that all pupils should be 

offered a general education which makes human intellectuality 

accessible, it would have rather aore significance if the form and 

content of general education, and their relation to the argument in 

favour of such an education could be made aore concrete. 

But a coherent programae of general education .ust be based on 

an analysis of the systeas of ideas which man has developed, an 

analysis which will influence the more specific aias, content and 

organisation of the curriculum. The path to a more concrete model 

of general education is through an analysis of these systeas of 

ideas. 

(1) The disciplines the.is 

I have already observed that ideas underpin man's interpreta-

tion of his world and his interYention in it. The distinction 

between the two processes is reflected, in soae measure, in the way 

in which systellS of ideas are structured. Soae systellS of ideas 

are organised around issues of interpretation, others centre on 

probleas of intervention. For exaaple, geoaetry, as we co_only 

understand it, is priaarily concerned with interpretation: sUrYey-

ing, by contrast, focuses on interYention. Astronomy, geography 

and aesthetics are priaarily interpretative, while aerospace 

engineering and environaental planning and design are primarily 

concerned with interYention. 

Most contemporary curriculua theorists restrict their analysis 

of systems to interpretative systellS, on the grounds that the 
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developed systems of intervention are all based on knowledge 

locatable within some interpretative system. This is the approach 

of the two analyses which have been particularly influential in 

curriculua theory in recent years, those of Phenix and Hirst. 1 It 

is in the works of these two theorists that the thesis that 

knowledge falls into a limited nuaber of logically distinct cate

gories - the disciplines thesis - can be found in its most developed 

forms. 

Hirst arguea that there are seven logically distinct forms of 

knowledge; mathematica, the ph1aical sciences, the human sciences, 

and aesthetic, moral, religious and philosophical knowledge. Phenix 

suggests that knowledge falls into six logically distinct realms of 

.eaning; synoetics, aesthetics, symbolica, empirics, ethics and 

synoptics. However, 8Uch of his argument is framed in terms of 

disciplines which, he argues, exhibit distinctive logical structures 

and patterns of meaning which enable them to be grouped in realms. 

Phenix's argument is not entirely clear here. His realms seem to 

cut across his disciplines to some extent: parts of the disciplines 

of philosophy and religion belong to the realm of synoetics, others 

to synoptics; parts of literature to synoetics, others to aesthetics. 

Indeed, Hirst has criticised the loose and unconvincing relation 

between disciplines and realms in Phenix's arguaent. 2 

I propose to exaaine the thesis in relation to mathematics. 

There are a nuaber of reasons for this choice of approach. First, 

while there are fairly Bubstantial disagreements between Hirst and 

Phenix at a more general level, their characterisation of 

mathematics, and their arguments for its status as a discipline are 

remarkably similar. Second, mathematics ia an area in relation to 
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which the disciplines thesis has been taken as particularly clear 

cut. To test it here is to test it where it is strong. Finally, 

I am particularly concerned with the practical implications of the 

thesis for curriculum design in aathematics. 

(2) Mathematics as a diSCipline: exposition 

Mathematics is one of Hirst's seven 'forma'. Be describes a 

form as 

"a distinct way in which our experience becomes 

structured round the use of accepted public symbols"} 

and argues that for an area of knowledge to be a form it IlU8t 

possess 

(1) certain central concepts that are peculiar in character 

to it, 

(2) a distinctive logical atructure ordering its concepts, and 

relations between them, 

(3) a distinctive way in which propositions are tested against 

experience, 

(4) distinctive .ethods of enquiry. 

Be identifies (3) as the crucial criterion. 

" •• the central feature •• (to which these criteria point) 

•• is that disciplines can be distinguished by their 

dependence on ao.. particular kiDd of test against 

4 experience for their distinctive expressions." 

Although Hirst'a description of aatheaatics i. fragmentary and 

his work lacks a systematic arguaent for regarding mathematics as 

a discipline, it is possible to construct the form of such an 

argument fro. his writings. We are told that, 



" •• nuaber, integral and matrix (are distinctive 

concepts) •• in uthematics,,,5 

and, crucially, in view of his account of the criteria for 

deaarcating disciplines, that, 
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" •• (the validity of mathematics) depends on deductive 

demolUltrations froa certain sets ofaxioll8.,,6 

More particularly he atates that, 

" •• the truth that the lengths of the sides of a right 

angled triangle satisfy the equation a2 = b2 + c2 rests 

on the truth of a aequence of earlier propositions which, 

in turn, depend on the arlo_ of Euclidean geoaet!'7.,,7 

Mathematics is one of the 'disciplines' that aake up Phenix'. 

'reala' of syabolica. He argues that a discipline is identifiable 

b~ its representative ideas and their structure (Hirst's (1) and 

(2», the aethods of enqui!'7 and testing that it employs (Hirst's 

(3) and (4», and its subject .. tter (effectively reducible to 

Hirst's (1) at soae theoretical level). 

Phesix's description of math._tics is aore compact and detailed 

than that of Hirst. He argues, as Hirst appears to, that, 

" •• The aethod of _the.tics is essentially postulational. 

!his aeana that certain postulates, or axioas t are 

arbitrarily chosen as part of the foundation of a given 

_the .. tical system. These postulates are not "self-

evident truths," as, for eDllple. the axio.. of Euclidean 

geoaet!'7 were formerly thought to be. They are &8suaptioDa 

taken aa a starting point for the development of a chain 

of deductive inferencea." 8 
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He argues further that: 

"The subject I18.tter of I18.thell8.tics is •• formal. (abstract) 

s~bolic systems within which all propositions are 

consistent with each other.n9 

Phenix identifies certain concepts as central to aatheaatics. 

"These ideas of ele.ents, sets, equality, SUll, product, 

and difference comprise basic teras from which all other 

aathell8.tical concepts can be developed, provided certain 

basic logical concepts are also presupposed.u 10 

(3) Criticism: the Dature of a discipline 

But throughout the work of Phenix there is ambiguity about 

whether the definition of a discipline which is being .. ed is indeed 

a logical one, based on distinctions between the truth criteria 

used to evaluate propositioDB and theories, rather than a social 

one which identifies a discipline with some historical tradition 

of enquiry and activity, or a ca.aoneenee one which tacitly 

reflects ele.ents of both. 

On those occasione when Phenix deals explicitly with the 

problem of demarcating disciplines he argues for a logical definition 

which makes distinctioDS between disciplines on the basis of the 

truth-criteria, and the associated concepts and methods which 

characterise a particular area of knowledge. On other occasions, 

however, Phenix appears to use a co.aonse .. e definition of a 

discipline which is not strictly founded in the logical criterion. 

Passages such as the following seem to conflate social and logical 

definitions. 



"The general test for a discipline is that it be the 

characteristic activity of an identifiable organized 

tradition of aen of knowledge, that is, of persoa who 
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are skilled in certain specified functioa that they are 

able to justify by a set of intelligible standarda.,,11 

While Hirst consistently asserts the priority of the logical 

definition, he sees social and logical definitioa as coinciding, 

at least in the disciplines as they are currently constituted. 

"The developaent of mind has been marked b,. the progressive 

differentiation in hu.aa consciousness of some seven or 

eight distinguishable cognitive structures, each of which 

involves the aaking of a distinctive fora of reasoned 

judgement and is, therefore, a unique expression of aan's 

rationality. This is to Bay that all knowledge and 

understanding is logic all,. locatable wi thin ••• 

mathematics, the ph,.sical sciences, knowledge of persons, 

literature and the fine arts, aorals, religion and 

philosophy. These would .eem to me to be the logically 

distinct areas.n12 

The case of arithaetic points to the weakness of Hirst's 

position, and to the seriOUsness of the confusion in that of Phenix. 

Both regard arithmetic as clearly part of .the.tics. But in 

what sense are the aritaetical propositions we learn, construct 

and use dependent on deductions froa axio .. ? To.ake statements 

about numbers we do not .ake deductions fro. axioms in any sense 

which preserves the distinctiveness of that conceptual sche.e. 

Rather we use a number of geo.etrical and physical analogies (such 

ae the nuaber line), and rules of calculation, to construct and 
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test arithmetical statements. 

Of course it might be argued that, while we do not actually 

construct and test arithmetical propositions in such a manner, their 

truth is in some ultimate sense dependent on their deducibility 

from some set of axioms. But, as we shall see in a later section, 

this argument can only be sustained at the expense of the meaningful

ness and applicability of arithmetical propositions. Further, such 

an arguaent would appear to be incompatible with Hirst's claim 

that 

"It is quite impossible to learn facts, to know thel! as 

facts, without acquiring the basic concepts and criteria 

for truth involved.,,13 

Now it is part of our commonsense knowledge that arithmetic is part 

of mathematics. But arithmetic does not satisfy the logical 

criterion for inclusion in the discipline of mathematics. Here 

logic conflicts with commonsense. 

The confusion between logical and commonsense definitions of 

mathematics is then a serious one. Indeed, I hope to show that 

to adopt the logical definition of mathematics which Hirst and 

Phenix advance is to exclude virtually all of what is, and has been, 

commonly termed mathematics, whether we interpret 'deduction from 

axioms' as a characterisation of the method of procedure adopted 

by mathematicians, the form in which they present their conclusions, 

or the epistemological basis of mathematical knowledge. 

(4) Criticism: a socio-historical perspective 

Interpreted as a characterisation of the concerns, or methods 

of procedure of mathematicians, or of the form in which their con

clusions are expressed the logical definition of mathematics adopted 
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by Hirst and Phenix admits little of what, in the commonsense terms 

of mathematician and layman alike, passes as mathematics. The 

great mass of it must be excluded as based on d'Alembert's optimis-

tic credo; 

Allez de l'avant: la foi vous viendra. 

Quite simply the majority of mathematicians spend their time 

producing interesting and plausible guesses, supported by informal 

reasoning, in order to develop mathematical systems, or to apply 

mathematical ideas and procedures to problems elsewhere. The 

methods they employ do not approach the degree of rigour demanded 

by Hirst and Phenix. Full-blooded deductive rigour is the goal of 

only a small nuber of IIIathematicians. 

Clearly this view raises even greater problems in relation to 

the history of mathematics. Phenix would be compelled to agree with 

Russell that the history of mathematics starts in 1854. 

"Pure mathell8.tics was discovered by Boole, in a work which 

he called the 'Laws of Thought' (1854). This book 

abounds in asseTeratiolUl that it is not mathell8.tical, the 

fact being that Boole was too aodest to suppose his book 

the first ever written on mathematics •••• His book was 

concerned with formal logic, and this is the same thing 

14 as I18.the_tics." 

Hirst would be slightly less exclusive. Euclid's geo.etry and Cauchy's 

analysis are on the right lines, but riddled wi t~ error. and 

oaissions. 

Enquiry governed by other conceptiOns of IIIathematics is dis-

aissed, and the knowledge it produces not recognised unless, and 

until it has been put into deductive form. This dogmatic viewpoint 
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excludes from 'mathematics' the mathematics of ancient Egypt, 

India and China, a great deal of Greek llathematics, and Arab 

algebra. The mathematics of the 17th and 18th centuries, which 

included book-keeping, ballistics, navigation, astronomy and optics, 

guided by Descartes' view of mathematics as the science of quantity, 

is excluded by this dos-atism, as are the topological and 

algebraic enquiry of the 19th century, and the m.taaathell8.tical 

enquiry of the 20th century which have led some mathematicians to 

conceive of their work as the study of structure. Dogmatism 

conceals diversity, dissent and change in .. thematics as we commonly 

understand it, by excluding that which is anomalous through its 

definition of the discipline. 

Lakatos has pointed out the basic weakness ot this logical 

definition. 

"Fol'lll11ism denies the status of llathellatics to most of 

what has been comaonly understood to be 88thematics and 

can say nothing about its growth. None of the 

'creative' periods and hardly BD1 of the 'critical' 

periods of mathematical theories would be admitted into 

the foraalist heaven, where matheaatical theories 

dwell like seraphia, purged of all the impurities of 

earthly uncertainty. Formalists, though, usually leave 

open a saal1 back door for fallen angels; if it turns 

out that for sa.e 'aixtures of matheaatics and soaething 

else' we can find foraal systeas 'which inc1~de them in 

a certain sense', then they too may be admitted. On 

these teras Newton had to wait four centuries until 

Peano, Russell, and Quine helped him into heaven by 
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foraalising the Calculus. • •• Perhaps we should mention 

here the paradoxical plight of the aetamathematician: by 

foraalist, or even by deductivist standards, he is not 

an honest I118.thematician. Dieudonne talks about 'the 

absolute necessity imposed on aDJ mathematician who 

cares for intellectual integrity' to present his 

reasonings in arioll8.tic fora.,,15 

(5) Criticism: a philosophical perspective 

Having established that an interpretation of Hirst and Phenix's 

logical definition of mathematics as a characterisation of the 

procedure of mathematicians, or of the form in which they present 

their conclusions, excludes much of vhat we co .. only understand as 

mathematical activity, I'now intend to show that, interpreted in 

epistoaological terms sufficiently rigorous to preserve its power 

of demarcation, their logical definition excludes virtually all of 

.. thematics as we conventionally understand it. In order to do so 

it vill be necessary to explain the .. &Ding of some of the technical 

teras which mathematicians use to distinguish different kinds of 

mathematical theories. 

(1) Inforaal _the .. tics and truth 

In inforaal mathe_tics - that is the kind of mathematics that 

most of us are familiar with - teras and propositions have specific 

meanings. !he fundaaental question is whether or not a proposition 

or a theor,J i8 true, what Godel teras 'correct as regarda content'. 

Axi~tising • theory reduces the problem of the truth of its 

theore .. to that of its axiou, for if the axi ... are true (and 



the rules of inference preserve truth) then the deductive method 

transmits truth down to the theorems. By axioaatising a theory 

.atheaaticians hope to reduce the truth of its propositions to 

that of a set ofaxiOll8. Clearly, then, the deductive method does 

not solye the problem of truth, it only transfers it. At some 

point we still become dependent on soae direct test of truth in 

tera8 of, for example, arithmetic, logical or spatial 'intuition'. 

(ii) Formal deriYation and foraal slste .. 

There are certain rules of inference which allow us to draw 

i ... diate conclusioDB from suitable propositional forms. For 

example modus ponens 

If P then Q 

P 

Q 

and conyersio simplex 

Some A's are B 

Some B's are A 

A proposition is formally deriyable from a set of axioms if 

we can b1 aaDipulatiDg the axioms in accordance with certain rules 

of inference obtain the proposition. The iaportant aspect of 

this process i8 that the meaning of teras or propositioDB is 

i_terial to the drawing of the conclusion. That is why we call 

it a formal deriYation. A foraal s1stem is defined by a set Qf 

axiOllS and a set of rules of inference. It is simp11 an axiomatic 

s1stem in which teras and propositioDB are uninterpreted. 
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(iii) Deduction and Proof 

An axioaatised inforaal theory (a deductive system) shorn of 

its .eaning is, then, just a foraal syste.. We say that the 

informal theory is a model of the foraal system. A deduction of a 

theorea fro. the axioas in the deductive system runs parallel to a 

foraal derivation of the identical propositional form in the 

formal systea. 

But in inforaal aatheaatics 'proof' is a wider concept than 

'deduction fro. axioas'. The admissible methods of proof include 

not just the syntactic (meaning-independent) techniques of 

derivation, but se.antic (meaning-dependent) techniques such as the 

use of counter examples. 

(For example we can prove that the proposition, For all 

natural numbers n. strictl: greater than 1, 2n_l is a prime is 

~ false, by use of the counterexample, 2 -1 = 15). To show such 

results deductively we would have to demonstrate that no fora&! 

derivation yielded the appropriate propositional fOraB. 

It was in the hope of eliminating such semantic teChniques and 

developing a more rigorous concept of proof that aodern aatheaati-

ci8.l18 turned to the axio_tisation of inforu.l aatheaatics. They 

hoped that by axlo_tising a _the_tical theory they could 

conclusively reduce its theore.a to a set of self-evident axioms. 

But self-evidence is elusivel When Russell deduced a contradiction 

fro. Frege's axioaa for set theory, Frege revealingly confessed of 

the guilty axio. of abstraction, 

Itl have never disguised froa ayself its lack of the 

self-evidenee that belongs to the other axioaa aad that 

IIll8t be properly deMJ'lded of a logical law." 16 



Such an aa-ission, whether genuine or a manouvre to preserve 

the theory, underaines the claims of self-evidence as a guide to 

certainty. To avoid these awkward questions at the very start of 

their enterprise mathematicians neatly inverted the problem. They 

developed a formal theory, and then asked whether it had &D1 models. 

Clearly a miniaal condition for a fora&! theory to have some 

model is that the theory be consistent (loosely, free from 

contradictions). Then it can be argued that the theory characterises 

some structural pattern. The mathematicians' hope was still of 

course that this structural pattern could be shown to be a familiar 

one, essentially that of, say, arithmetic or Euclidean geometry. 

The now well-known results of G8de117 (and those that followed) 

destroyed such hopes by showing that the axiomatic method has 

severe and unavoidable limitations. The area G8del chose to 

demonstrate this was that of the arithmetic of whole numbers, the 

foundation of classical mathematics. The axioaatisation he 

considered was that of Russell and Whitehead, the lynchpin of the 

arguaent that mathematics can be reduced to logically .elf-evident 

propositions. Although for his main result G8del chose a particular 

axioaatisation of a particular area, he showed how his argument 

would apply to other axiomatisations of set-theory and of arithmetic. 

First G8del (in a result later strengthened by Rosser) showed 

that for any consistent axioaatisation of the arithmetic of whole 

nuabers there is some true proposition which is not deducible fro. 

the axioms. That is to say that consistent axioaatisations of 

arithmetic are necessarily incomplete. Another way to express this 

is to say that BD1 formalisation of arithmetic baa non-standard 

models - that is models essentially different in structure from the 
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intended one. We express this by saying that the axiomatic system 

is not categorical. Arithmetic and other similar mathematical 

theories cannot be reduced to a consistent set of axioms from which 

it is possible to deduce all truths of the system. AU1 consistent 

axioaatisation misses some truths of the system. EYen worse, G8del 

showed that there are certain consistent axiomatisations in which 

we can deduce propositions which are false. Another way to express 

this is to say that for such axiomatisations none of the models is 

the intended one. Finally O8del demonstrated that no system can 

be proved consistent by .ethods formalisable within the system itself. 

One way to aYoid the force of O8del's conclusions might seem 

to be to attempt to circumYent the. by proYing the consistency of 

axioma tisa tiona, and filling the gaps shown by the incompleteness 

theorem, in so.e .eta-theory. But this merely moves the problems 

of proof and consistency back one level and leads to an infinite 

hierarchy of increasingly obscure and decreasingly plausible 

theories; .oreover it still leaves the problem of the truth of the 

axioms untouched. 

Hirst and Phenix are caught in a logical fork. They must 

either abandon the conventioDal notion of truth entirely and re

place it with 'deducibility from axioms' - in which case mathemat

ics so redefined becomes meaningless triYiality - or they must 

admit some co.bination of deductiye and critical methodologies. 

Phenix appears at time. to take the first course. Certainly 

he sees mathematics as concerned with the deductiye relations 

between propositioDAl forms within arbitrarily chosen axiom 

systeas. But such a yiew is inconsistent with his claim that 

mathematics is about numbers, points, and lines, or even sets. For 

as we have seen no such conceptual system is unambiguously defined, 



either in meaning or structure, by a~ axiomatic system. 

~thematics' in this first sense is purely about the deductive 

relations between propositional forms which could as justifiably 

be interpreted in scientific, .oral or aesthetic terms as in 

mathematical teras. 

To follow the second course is to lose the claimed deaarcation 

of the disciplines, and thus entails the abandou.ent of the 

disciplines thesis in its present form. It is not clear in what 

way 'aathematics ' in this sense is either a coherent unit or 

epistemologically distinguishable frca science. 

The definition advanced by Hirst and Phenix fails, then, to 

demarcate aathe .. tics as we co..only understand it, either episte

mologically or aethodologically. Certainly aathematics has developed 

a concern for logical structure and becoae popularly associated 

with that concern. But it has not been, and is not exclusively 

concerned with logical structure. This developing concern is part 

of a process of social change, reflected in the continuing 

methodological diversity and complexity of mathematics. Indeed, many 

would argue that it is the sustained .ethodological diversity of 

mathematica, the counterpoint of criticism and deduction, that 

confers its power and interest. 

(6) Disciplines as traditions of enquiry 

This view can be developed to give an account of the 

discipline. which ia both more consistent with our CO .. on under

standing of them, and restores to them their social and historical 

identity, while acknowledging the role of logical and intellectual 

considerationa in shaping their development. It sees a discipline 
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as a growing and changing system of ideas within a tradition of 

enquiry, but recognises that one feature of such traditions is 

the attempt to impose a simplifying rationality on the growing 

system of ideas, to develop superordinate principles which help to 

summarise the results of past enquiry, and to guide future enquiry. 

Sometimes a single powerful and economical framework may come 

to dominate the field. The conception of aathematics as 'the 

science of quantity' is an example of a conceptualisation which 

dominated a discipline, and is still not without influence, both 

as a suaaary of mathematical knowledge, as a principle regulating 

mathematical enquiry, and as a criterion used to demarcate 

mathematics from other disciplines. 18 

A8 well as periods of relative stability, howeTer, there are 

periods of dissent and change in the deTelo~ent of a discipline. 

Several fraaeworks may coexist or compete within the discipline. 

For example, the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries saw 

a renewed concern with rigour among some mathematicians, and an 

attempt to resolve the intellect~ proble .. associated with the 

concept of the infinite, in order to give the calculus firaer 

foundations. Other matheaaticians vere attempting to establish 

that, in geometry - what ve would nov call Euclidean geometry -

the parallel postulate could be deduced from the other postulates 

and axioms. The persistent probleae and paradoxes of the infinite, 

and the inTention of anomalous 'non-Euclidean' geometries stimu-

lated new conceptions of the nature of mathematics and aathematical 

truth, new conceptions of proof and its role in aathematics, and 

nev prograaaes for the developaent of mathematics, among more 

philosophically inclined mathematicians. 



The development of geo.etries radically different fro. 

Euclidean geometry, but still capable of describing the physical 

world, seriously undermined existing theories of mathematical 

knowledge which accorded Euclid's geometry an absolute status. It 

catalysed a reassessment of the relationship of mathematical 

knowledge to knowledge of the physical world, and a search for 

theories to replace the discredited idealist and empiricist 

theories of mathematics typified by those of Kant and Mill re-

spectively. 

This search led mathematicians to reconsider the relation of 

logic to mathematics. Hot only did certain matheaaticiana start to 

work in the area of logic in an attempt to illuminate and resolve 

problema about the foundations of matheaatics, they developed 

conceptions of mathematics which included logic, or even tried to 

reduce mathematics to logic. Thus an area which had been considered 

for centuries to be quite distinct from mathematics, and bad lain 

stagnant outside the diSCipline, was assimilated to mathematics and 

developed within the discipline, under the influence of these new 

. 19 conceptlona. 

»uring the nineteenth century there was a shift from informal 

to formal methods of mathematical criticism. Attention aoved from 

the seaantics of mathematical systems to their logical s1Dtax. As 

a result many mathematical concepts were 'stretched': so indeed were 

some logical concepts. The extension of the applicability of 'all' 

from non-empty classes to all classes reaoved the 'existential 

import' of the term and opened up the possibility of vacuous 

satisfaction, thus changing the very meaning of truth.20 

The optiais. of soae mathematicians about the power of tora&! 
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methods gave rise to a number of programmes which aimed to formalise 

mathematical knowledge in order to establish that it was reducible 

to a small number of axioms which were self-evident, or failing 

that consistent and complete. G8del's results put an end to this 

attempt to restore mathematics to its pedestal of absolute truth. 

Of course, in the nineteenth century as nowadays most 

mathematicians were not in the slightest bit interested in founda-

tiona! problema. They were interested simply in mathematics for 

itself, or as a useful tool, whatever its ontology or epistemology. 

Foundational research interested them only to the extent that it 

threw up interesting new ideas and methods which they could adapt 

to their own concerns and purposes. Similarly, questions about 

the foundations of the mathematics which they developed and used 

did not inhibit them: they were quite happy to pass these problems 

over to their more philosophically-minded fellows, and to proceed 

as before. 

But here too there were changing frameworks which sought to 

summarise knowledge and to guide enquiry. The revolutionary 

definition of geometry as the study of the invariant properties of 

figures - which underlay Klein's Erlanger programme21 - assimilated 

topology to the geometric tradition, and opened both metric and 

topological geometry to the powerful methods of the structural algebra 

developing at that time. This reconceptualisation of algebra as 

concerned with structure rather than quantity is another example 

f ...... ,..... . f 22 o a C~1ng govern1ng raaework. 

There are cases of frameworks which have had a profound 

influence at both the philosophical and practical levels - the 

Greek synthesis of arithmetic and geometry through the theory of 



proportions,23 and the Cartesian synthesis of algebra and geometry24 

spring readily to mind - and which have dominated mathematics for 

considerable periods. By and large, howeyer, mathematics has been 

characterised by diversity, dissent and change at this level. 

Mathematicians are heirs to a continuing debate, which haa a pre

scriptive as well as a descriptive aspect, about the nature of 

mathematical knowledge and enquiry, rather than the passive 

inheritors of established conclusions. 

By contrast, mathematicians, whatever their philosophical or 

aphilosophical persuasion, are broadly agreed about the subject of 

the debate. All seek to rationalise, extend or apply the same corpus 

of knowledge. As I have already observed, different programmes for 

mathematics exist symbiotically. The application and adaptation of 

mathematical ideas and procedures to problems outside the discipline 

raises mathematical problems which are pursued for their own sake, 

while the continuing enlargement of the corpus enhances the 

repertoire of concepts and techniques available to the applied 

mathematician. 

Theories, originally deyeloped without regard to use, have 

found applications - conics in describing planetary motion, non

Euclidean geometry in relatiyistic mechanics, Boolean algebra in 

circuit design. Conversely theories deyeloped with applications in 

mind have been pursued and extended for themselves - calculus has 

produced a superstructure of analysis which would have bewildered 

N.ewton: the theory of groups originated with a problem in the theory 

of equations and blossoaed, via problems in crystallography and 

atomic physics. The process of reinterpretation and restructuring, 

the as.iailation of new ideas and the synthesis of old ones, and 
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the interplay between different programmes, all help to create 

broad assent in the demarcation of mathematics. At any one time 

its extremities may be fluid and controversial, but its interior 

commands agreement. 

Even the philosophers broadly agree. An intuitionist might 

quibble as to whether parts of mathematics had been properly 

justified or were justifiable, but he would agree that they were at 

least mathematical conjectures. Similarly a formalist might be 

reluctant to accord much of mathematics full statue in the absence 

of adequate formalisation, but he would aspire to give it this status 

by formalising it. While characterised in different ways and 

subjected to different methodological demands, the content and 

boundaries of mathematics are, in general, agreed. 

Finally, mathematics possesses a distinctive - if evolving -

methodological repertoire which is generalisable over the different 

branches of the discipline. The same notions of thought-experiment 

and proof underlie the development, extension and systematisation 

of different areas of mathematics, and the common notions of 

modelling influence the development of mathematics in its applicable 

role. While, during the 17th and 18th centuries, mathematics came 

close to assimilation to science, since then it has reaffirmed its 

methodological independence.25 

This evidence suggests that any conceptualisation which is to 

take account of diversity, dissent and change in mathematics must 

admit the logical complexity of the discipline, or at least the 

controversiality of claias about its logical status. It suggests 
,,~ 

that a more plausible and accomouting conceptualisation is of 

mathematics as a changing and growing system of knowledge within a 



tradition of enquiry. 

This socio-historical conceptualisation of a discipline as a 

tradition of enquiry is still more compelling than the logical 

alternative proposed by Hirst and Phenix, when we consider those 

areas where diversity, dissent and change are more explicitly in 

evidence, even central to the coherence of the unit. In the 

humanities, for example, disciplines might be better defined in 

teras of traditions of disagreement, than D1 any cumulative agreement. 

The disciplines thesis, reformulated in these teras, appears Con-

siderably more plausible, if les8 pleasingly exact, than in its 

origiDal logical for.ulation. In this new version the boundaries 

between disciplines are potentially more diffuse: indeed, there 

may be several equally plausible demarcations of the organisation 

of knowledge and enquiry. From this perspective there is no clear

cut or enduring map of the disciplines. But, as the example of 

mathematics and the topographical analogy suggest, neither is 

organisation arbitrary and change anarchic. Change builds on exist

ing rational structures of knowledge and, in general, proceeds within 

established discipliDary boundaries. It is easy to overestimate the 

extent of revolution within man's organisation of knowledge and 

enquiry. 

(7) The relativist critique 

There is, however, a currently influential school of thought 

which, at least in soae of its more extreme versions, argues that, 

"knowledge is not disinterested and that the cODBtruction 

of a corpus of knowledge is inextricably linked to the 

illt.rests of those who produce it.,,26 



and that, 

"the implications of treating what counts as knowledge 

as problematic is inevitably to abandon notions of 

for.al logic and to offer no explicit epistemology 

or truth criteria.,,2? 

"Knowledge at all levels, coa.on sense, theoretical 
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and scientific, thereby becomes thoroughly relativised, 

and the possibility of absolute knowledge is denied.,,28 

ftKnowledge and hUll8Jl thought are reversibly one and 

the same thing. 'Knowledge' is the external face of 

subjective reality.,,29 

FrOll this it i8 concluded that there are no grounde for claiming 

that educatioaal or academic knowledge is superior or preferable to 

the everyday co .. onsense knowledge which people possess. 30 The 

teacher i8 co.pared to the colonist and the missionary. 

ftOne group _y iapose its logic or 'truth' on another 

and this is a fora of colonization, be it the 'truth' 

a aissionary taposes on darkest Africa or a aiddle 

class white OIL an Indian resenatioll, black-Barlem or 

lower workiag-clua child.,,31 

Further, it is argued that, 

ftsubjects are .,.stificatiollB which arbitrarily differen-

tiate and objectify the physical and symbolic 

uaiverses ... 32 

The arguaent for this position seeas to be based OIL the assuaption 

that claiaa to knowledge 8Rst be either absolute or arbitrary. 

EYidence of changing sy8teaa of idea8 - in particular from Kuhn' 8 
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accounts of scientific change - is taken to exclude the first 

possibility, and it is concluded that systems of ideas are arbitrary 

social constructs. 

Unfortunately the dichoto~ between the absolute and the 

arbitrary is implausible. Indeed, Young, Eeland and Gorbutt's 

selective deployment of Kuhn's arguments ignores those parts which 

cast doubt on this view. While they emphasise rupture and paradigm 

change, the assimilation of existing knowledge to the new paradigm, 

the rarity of paradigm shifts, and the role of reason in paradigm 

change are passed over.3} 

The members of this relativist school set up an absolutist 

straw-aan as the representative of objectivism. It is not surprising 

then, that both Young and Jenks attribute to Hirst an absolutism 

which he has specifically repudiated, rather than countering the 

arguments he offers for his position. 

Jenks writes, 

"Cdirsil is legislatiug for the permanent indubitable 

status of his 'foras' as the fiDal, inevitable and 

indisputable paradigm ••• lt is as if the philosopher 

has placed limits upon the perception of .ind and 

knowledge through the revelation of his objectivist 

'fol'll8' • ,,34 

This certaiDly runs counter to Hirst's state.ent that, 

"As distinct fro. a Kant ian approach, it is not my view 

that in elucidating the fundaaental categories of our 

understanding we reach an unchanging structure that is 

iaplicit, indeed a priori in all ratioDal thought in 

all ti.es and places. That there exist any elements in 
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though t that can be known to be illlllune to change, making 

transcendental demands on us, I do not accept.,,35 

Young makes the same accusation of absolutism, 

"The problell with this kind of 6hilosophicaY critique 

is that it appears to be based on an absolutist 

conception of a nUllber of distinct forms of knowledge 

which correspond closely to the traditional areas of 

the academic curriculum and thus justify, rather than 

examine, what are no lIore than the historical constructs 

of a particular tille. It is important to stress that 

it is not 'subjects', which Hirst recognizes as the 

socially constructed ways that teachers organize 

knowledge, but forlllS of understanding, that it is 

clailled are 'necessarily' distinct. The point I wish 

to .ake here is that unless such necessary distinctioDB 

or intrinsic logics are treated as problematic, 

philosophical criticism cannot examine the assumptions 

of acadellic curricula. ,,36 

But to treat Hirst's position aa problematic, and to observe that 

it provides a basis for supporting what are seen as conservative 

patterns of curricular organisation, is not to refute it: at least, 

not. as ve con-ventio'D8.lolo., argue. It is n.ot cloeer whether here Young 

is intentionally following his dictum that, 

't it is in the end personal co_i t.ents that are the 

grounds for action, whether that action is deciding what 

to do in the classroom or the 'adequacy' of a researcher's 

account. The point is not to ask whether particular 



research methods are, of themselves, 'good' or 'bad', 

but to ask for what and for whom are we providing 

accounts.,,37 
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Intentionally or not, Young points to the Achilles heel of this 

extreme form of relativism, whose proponents, in Popper's words, 

Uinvite the application of their own methodl!l to 

theaselves with an almost irresistible hospitality.,,38 

Nonetheless, there are eminently reasonable grounds for rejecting 

the attack of this relativist school on rationality. Quite simply, 

rationality does not entail an absolutist view of knowledge, nor does 

the abandonaent of an absolutist view necessitate a refusal to judge 

between competing systems of ideas. 

To take an extreme, but illwainating example, philosophers such 

as Quine and Putnam who adopt a pragmatist perspective on logic 

have suggested that there could be reasons for revising the 

(classical) logic we employ.39 That is, unlike the realist 

Intuitionists, such as Brouwer, who maintain that classical logic 

is mistaken, they argue that a choice of logic is to be made on 

grounds of convenience, simplicity and econo~. Indeed Putnam has 

proposed that the distributive laws of classical logic be abandoned 

to enable quantur- aechanics to be simplified. 40 Such philosophers 

maintain neither that logic is absolute, nor that it is arbitrary: 

their project is su.aarised in Neurath's analogy of 'rebuilding 

our raft while afloat on it.,41 The absolutist straw-man bears 

little resemblance to current theories defending the rationality of 

42 knowledge, notably Popper's theory of objective knOWledge. 

Further, even a historical relativist like Kuhn is prepared to 

defend rationality.43 
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Moreover, clai .. about the differences between, or the 

incommensurability of ideatioDal systems - for example 'academic' 

and 'commonsense' - need to be treated with caution. To stay with 

the example of logic, to establish that a system of logic is a 

genuine rival to classical ~ogic, it is necessary to show that the 

difference between the systems is not simply one of notation or 

trivial meaning variance. And even if the systell8 are rivals they 

may share a substantial sell8lltic and structural core. The relation-

ship between ideatioDBl systeas has to be analysed more deeply 

before their inco .. ensurability can be accepted. Indeed Keddie 

acknowledges this indirectl~ in observing that Labov'. work on 

nonstandard English established that such speech, 

"can be shown to confora to the strictest prinCiples 

of Aristotelian s~llogis ... ,,44 

The case for 'academic' or 'educatioDal' knowledge is, first, 

that in general, it is both more pla~ible and powerful than 

, co_onsense' al terna ti ves - al th.ugh always open to cri tici.. -

and second, that without access to this knowledge one is in no 

position to participate effectively in a society in which, for 

better or worse, this knowledge provides the grounds for action. 

Finally, the boundaries of disciplines, while not absolute, are 

certainl~ not capriciOUS, but reflect the evolving ratioDBlity 

through which II8J1 aakes sel18e of his world. They are fallible, but 

equally they are defensible. 

Despite the extravagance of aaDJ of its claims, this relativist 

school has served a valuable purpose in drawing attention to the 

tendency of teachers and schools to differentiate and. stratify 

knowledge, and to present it as absolute rather than reasoDable. 45 



Freed of its extreme episteaology, the work of this school, like 

tha t of Freire, 46 plausibly asserts the importance of relating 

learning to the experience of the learner. Keddie, for example, 

eaphasises this point. 

"The learning of any 'logic' is a highly situated 

actiTity which cannot be treated as though it were 

context-free if it is to become part of the life 

world of the learner.,,47 
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The relatiTists sound a salutary warning against the reification of 

human knowledge and enqui17, while illustrating the dangers of an 

excessiTe subjectiTism. 

(8) Conclusion 

Despite the disagreemente among philosophers and curriculum 

theorists about the Dature of the distinctions between disciplines, 

there ia a considerable degree of congruence between the maps which 

48 49. 50 51 the,. draw. Bellack, Schwab, B1rst and Peters, and WIli te 

all recognise the co.-only-made distinctioDS between matheaatics, 

the natural sciences, the social sciences and the humanities. Hirst, 

Peters and White wish, of course to make .ore refined distinctions 

within the hu.anities, subdiTiding that area into aesthetic, 

religious, .oral, philosophical and possibl,. historical knowledge. 

Similarl,., one could argue for subdiTisioDB of the other areas into 

units such as geo.etrJ, algebra, aDal,.sis and statistics, or ph,.sics, 

chemistry, astroDomy, ,eolog,- and biolog,-, or econo.ics, SOCiology, 

anthropolog,- and p8,.cholog,-. As far as mathe_tics goes, the 

eTidence which has been offered of recurrent, and largel,. successful 

attempte to synthesise and unify the branches of matheaatic8, and 
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of their coamon methodological repertoire, points to the greater 

plausibility of the larger unit in summarising these traditions of 

knowledge and enquiry. This is a relatively uncontroversial 

judgement: the corresponding judgement in relation to natural 

sciences is more contentious, and is very definitely so in the 

social sciences and humanities. I make no claims for these areas, 

but observe that to acknowledge their meaningfulness, as most 

theorists do, at least reduces a global problem to a number of 

localised problems. Even the more speculative schelles of Phenix?2 

and Broud~' start froll co .. onsensically familiar disciplines, 

which are then grouped into their, sometimes idiosyncratic, organ-

ising categories. 

This fundamental agreement Over a map of man's interpretative 

systeu is unfested in _~ millions of words. By comparison, 

little attention has been paid to the analysis of systems of inter

vention. Broudy's curricular schelle, and Tykoc iner' s54 analysis 

of knowledge froll which it is derived, are notable in encollpassing 

systems of interTention as well as interpretation. In Broudy's 

scheme this is confined to a component labelled 'Social Problems'. 

This he relates to Tykociner's categories of pronoetics (sciences 

providing for the future; agriculture, medicine, technology and 

national defence), regulative sciences (social cybernetics; 

jurisprudence, economics, management and government) and dissemina-

tiTe aciences <education, educational psychology, library science, 

journalism, and sciences of mass co .. unication). 

The absence of ~ sustained concern with systeas of 

intervention on the part of curriculum theorists, and the lack of 

a developed analysis of the. is to be regretted. At first sight 
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certainly, there seems little doubt that the socio-historical 

conceptualisation of discipline could fruitfully be extended to 

cover systems of intervention. While drawing heavily on the inter

pretative disciplines, areas such as agriculture, engineering, 

medicine, law and governaent could be plausibly interpreted as 

evolving traditions of intervention. On the other hand, while 

logical conceptions of a discipline, in striving to establish its 

purity, tend to turn their backs on its applications, the socio

historical conception which I have advanced welcomes this aspect of 

knowledge, and tends to blur the distinction between interpretation 

and intervention, which in the development of a discipline are 

often closely related. 
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Chapter 3: A Curriculum for General Education 

(1) The structure of the curricula 

The practical significance of the disciplines thesis lies in 

its use in justifying or criticising patterns of curricular 

organisation. While both Hirst and Phenix are cautioua about the 

implications of the disciplines thesis for curriculum design, it 

is clear that both are s,apathetic to the argument that it is in 

general desirable to base curricular units on distinct logicall,. 

defined disciplines such as aathematics. Hirst writes: 

"The logical distinctness of the different forma of 

knowledge and the close inter-relation of the various 

elements within a form or sub-division of it, would 

see. to suggest that the most rational way in which to 

develop the modes of understanding, would be by direct 

organisation of the curriculum in unite corresponding 

to the forlD8.,,1 

Phenix and Hirst are agreed on the basic argument for disci

pline-based curricular units. It is, in the words of Phenix, 

that, 

"The difficulty with crOSS-disciplinary studies is that 

they offer a temptation to shallow, nondisciplined 

thinking because of the mixture of methods and concepts 

involved. They require more knowledge and skill, 

greater care, and better mastery of materials than do 

studies within a particular discipline, where the lines 

of productive thought may be kept more directl,. and 

continually in view. tt2 
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While I share with Hirst and Phenix the belief that curricular 

units which possess a clear and powerful rationale are more likely 

to be educationally effective, I am sceptical about the particular 

logical rationale that they propose. This argument that a 

discipline-based curriculum structure is least likely to lead to 

confusion between the concepts and criteria which belong to the 

different disciplines loses its force if, as has been argued in the 

case of mathematics, any meaningful conceptualisation of the 

discipline has to admit logical complexity. 

Further this argument sits uneasily with Hirst's clai. that 

"There is no obvious reason why a form of knowledge 

based school subject should not deal with many 

practical applications of the knowledge falling under 

the form,"} 

and Phenix's that, 

"It should be possible to teach fundamental studies in 

such a way as to capture the interest of the student, 

particularly if ample use is made of examples of 

applications." 

For even if we accept uncritically Hirst's and Phenix's claims 

about the basis of mathematical knowledge, it is clear that, in 

applying this knowledge, our reasoning becomes of necessity logically 

complex. To represent a physical situation in mathematical terms, 

or to follow a aoral argument, requires a synthesis of the con

ceptual structures that underlie different kinds of judgement. 

A further objection to a curriculum organised around discipline

based units is that such units are likely to be introverted, 

focusing on a single system of interpretation and thus ignoring both 



the inter-relation of different systems of interpretation, and 

the role of intellectuality in human intervention. This is a 

charge which could justly be levelled at some of the discipline-

based curricula developed during the sixties which displayed a 

dogmatic commitment to a single, Darrow conceptualisation of the 

discipline amounting to intellectUal imperialism. In propagating 

a Darrow, often introverted view of the discipline these curricula 

reified and decontextualised it. Small wonder that, for instance, 

aaD1 aatheaaticians scarcely recognised their discipline in the 

offerings of the new mathematics curricula.5 

This is an objection of which Hirst is certainly aware. 

Indeed, in meeting it, he undermines still further his argument for 

logically defined curricular units by suggesting that a looser 

conceptualisation of discipline-based 'subject.' can resolve such 

proble ... 

"But do such interconnections ••• necessitate a new non-

subject type of curriculua unit? Not if the term 

'subject' is taken as widely as it has traditioDally 

been ••• What we need are un ts ••• which do not seek to 

'integrate' the forms of knowledse, or cut across them 

for no real reason, but which are true to the dependence 

of some elements of knowledge on knowledge of other 

kinds.,,6 

It is apparent, in the light of the.e observations, that the project 

of basing curricular units on logically defined diSCiplines is ill 

founded. EYen Hirst abandons a strictly logical definition of 

diSCiplines in favour of a more diffuse co.-onsenae one when it 

comes to planning curricular units. 
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Criticism of the introversion of discipline-based units has 

led to a search for 'relevance'. On. recent manifestation of this 

approach can be seen in the demands for educational reform advanced 

by the New Left-oriented student aoveaent of the late sixties, 

although aaD1 of their ideas were taken, rather uncritically, from 

Neill and the Progressive movement. It is one of history's ironies 

that while authority was strenuously opposing these ideas in higher 

education, they were being promulgated in official pronouncem.nts 

on primary education. If, the stUdent argument went, discipline

based curricula fragaent knowledge and fail to treat society as a 

totality, thus acting as instruments of mystification, what is 

needed are 'relevant' units which r.cognise no int.ll.ctual boundar

ies and focus on huaan problems.7 The appeal of 'relevant' unita, 

however, now extends further than the left. In recent years there 

has been widespread discussion, if rather l.ss adoption, of 

'integrated studies' and 'aultidiscipliDary' courses. 

The main kind of alternative unit championed by the critics of 

the discipline-based curricula. is the issue or problem-centred 

unit, which exallinea a particular problem, or class of problema 

confronting aan. This approach seeks to organise the curriculum 

around the problema which confront aan and deaand his intervention. 

Certainly, isaue-centred units have .uch to reco .. end them. They 

involve pupils in a direct encounter with the kind of questions 

which democratic general education ai .. to help the. to resolve. 

Such units give pupils an opportunity to beco •• familiar with, and 

to synthesise different syste .. of ideas, and to relate these ideas 

to 'real' probl .... 

A unit focus.d on 'th. energy crisis', for .XAIlple, .igh t examine 



the following topics: 

( 1 ) Wha t is energy? Wha t forlD& doea it take? 

(2) The generation of energy froa: 

(3) The 

(4) The 

(5) What 

Coal and the hydrocarbons, 

Wind, wave, river, sun, tide, earth, 

Nuclear fission and fusion. 

uaes of energy in: 

HOlle, 

Industry, 

Transport and co_unica tiolUS. 

environaental iapact of the generation and use 

is the enerl1 crisia? 
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of energy. 

T_ growiDg cOIlSUilption of energJ in a changiag world; 

Population growth, 

Urbanisation and industrialisation. 

The projection of future trends; 

Prediction, 

Renewable and non-renewable resources, 

herg,- conaenation. 

!he politics of energy resources; 

Nuclear power and nuclear weapolUS, 

OPEC and the international eco~. 

(6) Alteraati'u futures and energy policy; 

Continued econOllic growth, 

The steady-state econollY, 

The low-technolol1 society. 

Other exaaplea of issue-centred units aight be: Industrial de.ocracy, 

State subsidy of the arts, Science and religious belief. 
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Despite their undoubted strengths such units have a number of 

serious weaknesses. First, such units may fail to make clear the 

generalisability to other issues of the systeas of ideas Which have 

been used to analyse and resolve the particular issue at the centre 

of the unit. Mants understanding of radiation and the structure of 

matter has enabled him not just to build bombs and to produce 

electricity on a large scale, but to date archeological and geologi

cal finds, to diagnose and treat various medical complaints, to 

detect aetal, whether the-hijackerts gun or some ancient buried 

artefact, and to take photographs by night. MOdels of exponential 

growth and decay can be used not just in predicting population, 

energy needs, and the decline of a radioactiYe source, but in 

describing and predicting phenomena as diYerse as the loss of dye 

from clothes, the yolume of traffic on roads, the cooling of 

bathwater, the increase in value of an inYestment, and the bouncing 

of a ball. Similarly, the basic econo.ic and political concepts 

used in analysing tthe energy crisis' are equally applicable to 

the issues surrounding the exploitation of aD1 natural resource 

and the production of any coaaodity. 

Certainly these ideas .. y recur in other units and thus in 

other contexts, but such repetition is likely only to exacerbate 

a second weakness, the difficulty of ensuring that the issue

centred curriculum giYes sufficient coverage of the fundamental 

general frameworks of interpretation, and the general frameworks of 

interYention based on them. We want pupils to understand, for 

example t the concepts of cell and molecule, as well as that of 

ato., to understand the relation between these concepts, and the 

analogies between their analytic functions. We want pupils to be 
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aware that the exponential model is not the only possible model of 

growth and decay. There are, for example, linear, polynoaial, 

inverse, and periodic .odels, each of which haa distinctive 

characteristics. And, at a more general level, we want pupils to 

be familiar not just with the approaches of economic. and politics 

to the study of social life, but with those of anthropology, 

psychology and sociology. 

Third, aD1 curriculum must take account of the dependence of 

certain ideas upon others, and the grouping of ideas in related 

clusters. To understand nuclear fission one must understand some

thing of atomic structure: to take another exaaple, the ideas of 

limit, infinite and asymptote are closely related. 

An issue-centred curriculum is at a clear disadvantage when 

compared to a discipline-based curriculum, both ill ell8uring a 

satisfactory coverage of the fundamental interpretative syste .. , 

and ill taking account of their structure. Indeed, even to attempt 

to do so would require a second, tacit structure underpinning the 

overt organisation of the issue-centred curriculum. Certainly a 

unit focuaed on 'Matheutical IIOdels of growth and decay' or 

'Radiation' is much more likely to develop a coherent understanding 

of these systems of ideas than a number of is.ue-based units which 

deal only Obliquely with parts of these topics. 

Bellacx draws attention to previous experience with issue

centred curricula during the Progressive era of the 1920's, 

1930's and 1940's. 

"Difficulties in this approach soon beoo.e apparent, not 

the least of which was the students' lack of firsthand 

acquaintance with the disciplines that were the source 

of the concepts and ideas essential to structuring 
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probleas under study. Without adequate understanding 

of the various fields of knowledge, students had no 

way of knowing which fields were relevant to problems 

of concern to them. Indeed, without knowledge of the 

organised fields it was difficult for them to ask the 

kinds of questions about their probleas that the various 

disciplines could help thea answer. tlB 

Issue-centred units, then, are unsatisfactory vehicles for the 

developaent of an understanding of the interpretative systems on 

which human intervention and problem solving are founded. They are 

unlikely to do justice to the structure of these systems, or to 

their general applicability. They are, on the other hand, particu

larly valuable in showing how these systems are used and combined 

in solving proble ... 

A second possible approach is offered by the activity-centred 

~. Activity-centred units focus on soae aspect of man's 

intervention in the world: cO..unication, technology, environmental 

planning, industry and education are examples of forms of intervention 

on which such units might be based. Such units are in IIIlny ways 

close to issue-centred units. They are ult1aately addressed, if 

more generally, to the same kind of problem solving, and are equally 

eclectic in drawing on the fundamental interpretative systems. 

Hence they share the major disadvantages and advantages of issue-

centred units. For this reason they are no substitute for discipline 

related units. As an alternative to issue-centred units they offer 

a more general approach which inter-relates different problems, but 

are open to the criticism that they can deal only in a very 

fragmented manner with broad issues such as 'the energy crisis' which 
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involve considerations related to several kinds of intervention; 

government, environmental and economic planning, and technology in 

this case. Their .ain advantage over issue-centred units is that 

they offer a potentially more coherent and economical account of 

problem solving. 

Thus, at closer examination it becomes clear that, while they 

may be of considerable value in supplementing discipline related 

units in a curriculu. for general education, issue and activity

centred units cannot supplant discipline related units. It seems 

that, even if the disciplines cannot be distinguished in purely 

logical teras, they have, as syste .. of interpretation and 

traditions of enquirJ, an intellectual and social coherence which 

a curriculua for general education cannot ignore. 

Indeed, the shift from the dogaatic, and ultiaately implausi

ble logical conception of a discipline to the aore flexible 

socio-historical one points the way to a discipline related unit 

which is capable of countering the accusations of introversion and 

absolutism levelled at the conventional discipline-based unit. 

For the socio-historical conception of a discipline enables us 

to build an awareness of diversity, dissent and change into 

discipline related units, rather than evading or suppressing them. 

Similarly, fro. this perspective it becomes quite appropriate for 

a diSCipline related unit to investigate the relations between 

that discipline and other systeas and traditions of interpretation 

and intervention. It offers a principled, rather than pragmatic 

justification for Hirst's strategy of adapting the discipline

based unit in preference to abandoning it. While we aut beware 

o! reifying the relation between traditions of enquiry and syste .. 

of interpretation and the resultiDg cliscipliDarJ structure, no 



curriculum can afford to ignore the parsimonious but powerful 

framework that the disciplines offer for the analysis of the 

fundamental interpretative aspect of human intellectuality. 

(2) The discipline-centred unit and the Scottish democratic 

tradition 

It is against this background that I want to argue for 

discipline-centred, rather than discipline-based units in a curriculum 

for general education. This terminology is intended to distinguish 

between a unit which confines itself to the kinds of knowledge and 

understanding falliag within soae syste. or tradition of inter

pretation - discipline-based - and a unit which starts fro. the 

discipline but considers ita relation to other systems and 

traditions of interpretation and intervention - discipline-centred. 

The discipline-centred unit .akes possible a coordinated exposition 

of the related systems of ideas which aake up the interpretative 

framework offered by the discipline. At the same time it attends 

to the application of these ideas to probleas of intervention, and 

to problems of interpretation occurrins within other disciplines. 

Whereas conventional discipline-based units tend to convey a 

static and reified view of the nature and .ethoda of the discipline, 

the discipline-centred unit aias to develop an understanding of the 

discipline within its changing social, intellectual and historical 

context. The unit is a reflexive one in which the nature, .ethod 

and purpose of the discipline is open to investigation. The 

discipline-centred unit adds to the technical perspective of the 

discipline-baaed unit, a cultural perspective. 

A precedent for the discipline-centred unit aa the basis for 
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a curriculua for general education is provided by the curriculum 

associated with the 'democratic' intellectual tradition which achieved 

its fullest expression in the Scottish universities of the eighteen

th and early nineteenth centuries.9 At this time it was normal for 

students to enter university directly from the parish schools at 

the age of 15 or 16, to spend four years following a general 

course in the classics, philosophy and the exact sciences, before 

proceeding to specialist or professional training. This course 

included classes in Latin (or Huaanity). Greek, Mathematics, Natural 

Science (or Natural Philosophy). Logic and Metaphysics, and Moral 

Philosophy. The perspective of philosophy - a 'philosophy' which 

included the fledgling social sciences as well as .etaphysics and 

ethics - coloured the treatment of the non-philosophical subjects. 

Great attention was paid to the first principles and metaphysical 

basis of each of the disciplines, and to their social and cultural 

context. 

In Natural Science, consideration of the principles of 

scientific enquiry and the exper~ental .ethod, and the applications 

of scientific understanding to the development of technology and 

the analysis of practical probleas, was a aajor ele.ent of the 

course. 

Of the aatheaatical and classical courses Davie writes, 

"'rhe Professors of Matheaatics found ••• that the best 

way to render their task of iaparting the elements 

of geo.etry, algebra and ari thaetic interesting to 

the ... lves and their youthful pupils vas to concentrate 

on the philosophy and history of the branches of 

.. thematics in question, and to treat the sathematics 

class as a cultural course, concerned with the relatione 



of the subject to social life and to the plain man. 

So, too, sOlie thing similar happened in relation to 

Greek and Latin, and, in the process of teaching, the 

emphasis was much more on the aesthetic ya1ue of the 

poetry than on its grammatical peculiarities, and 

Professors preferred rather to give some understanding 

of ancient civilisation than to insist on the business 

of textual ellendation.,,10 

Similarly, philosophy, as taught at this time, was as much 

concerned with the application of philosophical principles to 

li terary, historical, economic, social, legal, IIa thell8. tical and 

scientific questions as with the pure study of ethics and the 

theory of knowledge. 

In each class, then, the emphasis was not SO much on technical 

detail as on the philosophical foundations and the 'commonsense' 

of the subject - its origins and deYelopment, and its relation to 

society. Indeed, the contrary tendencies of the ancient English 

universities which, in science for example, Bade, 

"the facts of nature mere pegs on which to suspend 

festoons of algebraic drapery", 11 

or where, in classics, 

"words are more carefully studied than things",12 

and, 

"an accurate knowledge of the niceties of ancient 

languages is often found accollpanied by little study 

f nl d o to to ,,12 o e arge 1nves 19a 10DS , 

were deplored by the defenders of the Scottish tradition. 

For Jardine, the leadins ideologue of the Scottish 'democratic' 
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tradition in education,13 the well-educated man was one capable of 

making his special or professional concerns publicly comprehen

sible. The emphasis in the Scottish tradition on the elucidation 

of general principles, and their application to theoretical and 

practical problems was designed to produce both an intelligent 

public, and articulate and readily intelligible specialists. 

This Scottish example shows how a curricular unit starting 

from the ideas of a discipline can radiate outwards to consider the 

social and intellectual context in which the development of these 

ideas took place, their intellectual foundation, and their 

application to practical and theoretical problems outside the 

discipline. The discipline-centred unit is a compromise between 

the discipline-based and activity-centred units which can hope to 

evade the sterile introversion of the former and the eclectic dis

order of the latter, while preserving the intellectual structure 

of the former and incorporating the awareness of the world displayed 

by the latter. 

For these reasons I believe that the discipline-centred unit 

is basic to a satisfactory curriculum for general education. 

Discipline-centred units need to be complemented by activity or 

problem-centred units, but they cannot be dispensed with. For they 

offer an understanding of the fundamental interpretative systems of 

thought on which the resolution of practical and theoretical 

problems, and an understanding of different forms of life are based, 

without isolating these systems of ideas from the very issues and 

aspects of the world which give them importance to the common man, 

and thus underpin the argument for a general education which aims 

to help pupils sustain and advance political and cultUral democracy. 
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As I argued earlier, it is not sufficient for a curriculum which 

espouses this aim merely to familiarise pupils with the basic 

principles of these interpretative syste.a in isolation: it must 

actively examine the nature and significance of these ideas, and 

the ways in which they help man to interpret and intervene in the 

world. 

While it offers a precedent for the discipline-centred unit, 

the particular form and content of the curriculum of the Scottish 

democratic tradition are, in some ways, outdated. Indeed an 

examination of this curriculu. and the way in which it was subse-

quently modified provides an illustration of changing conceptions 

of disciplines. In the huaanities, it reflect. an age when literary 

and aesthetic sensibilities were dominated by the models of Greek 

and Roman civilisation, and developed in a course which taught the 

rudiments of the classical languages as a means of access to the 

classical writers, and to native authors writing in the classical 

languages. During this period, however, the domiDaDce of classical 

models was increasingly challenged: this challenge is reflected in 

the develo~ent of the academic study of English literature in the 

14 
nineteenth century. 

While the scope of the humanities was enlarged during this 

period, that of philosophy was narrowed. While natural science had 

long since become demarcated from philosophy (although still termed 

'natural philosophy' in the curriculu.) it was the work of the 

teachers of this period, Smith, Ferguson, Millar and Robertson 

which helped to lay the foundations for the dev.lo~ent of an 

autonoaous social science. 

Siailarly, leaving aside the distinctive .aphasis on first 
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principles and applications, the actual discipline-based content of the 

mathematics and physics courses, and the rather rigid separation 

between them, reflected a classical view of the nature of mathe

matical and scientific knowledge which was at odds with the 

developing algebraic-analytic methods in mathematics and their 

application to physics. Eventually both the humanistic perspective 

~ the classically influenced content disappeared from the 

Scottish curriculum under the influence of this new mathematical 

movement and increasing pressure for more specialised university 

education. 

Nonetheless, much of the change which a curriculum plan for the 

present must recognise has been within disCiplinary boundaries. 

With the important addition of social science, the form of the 

Scottish democratic curriculum still remains fundamentally true to 

the summation of knowledge and the organisation of enquiry in our 

present society. As the example of mathematics suggests, knowledge 

may have grown immensely, and conceptions of the disciplines 

changed markedly, but current patterns of knowing and enquiring 

can be seen to be directly related to those of two centuries ago. 

(3) A curricular pattern for general education 

This argument points to five discipline-centred units, 

mathematics, natural science, social science, philosophy, and 

arts, as the basis for general education. These represent the 

distinctive intellectual traditions which man can bring to bear on 

the problems which confront him. The nature and demarcation of the 

curricular units beyond mathematics is, however, not essential to 

my argument: I am prepared to accept that further units, or 
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different demarcations may be needed. The important claim which I 

make, and the one which is central to my argument, is that a 

satisfactory curriculum for general education should include a 

discipline-centred unit focusing on mathematics. 

At this point it is appropriate to interject a supplementary 

arguaent to couater the objection that while these traditions may 

be distinctiYe, some of them, and here Bathematics or philosophy 

might be cited, are far from the i .. ediate problema of the world, 

and deserve little or no place in a curriculum for general education. 

This argument is, I belieye, mistaken. First and most important, 

it elevates a largely unexamined principle of 'practicality', 

'utility' or 'relevance' to a position of unjustified influence on 

the curriculum. Ruaan aspiration and achieve.ent canaot be reduced 

to the resolution of taaediate or practical problema: indeed there 

is even dissent about what kind of problema fall into these 

categories. The imposition of such a narrow view of what is valua

ble on the curriculua would prevent it from offering the insight 

into different world-yiews and forms of life, which, it was argued 

in Chapter 1, ought to be one of the principal aiae of a democratic 

general education. 

Secondly, even if we accept the premise that 'relevance', 

howeyer defined, ought to be the principal criterion for the 

inclusion of content in the curriculum, it is certainly the case 

that parts of !!! the disciplines are apparently remote from 

practical concerns. Equally, it is possible to point to parts of 

all the disciplines which bear directly eyen on eyeryda, proble .. ; 

concepts of number, shape and size from aathematics, or of truth, 

right and responsibility from philosophy, for example. 



Finally, while certain systeme of ideas, or forms of enquiry 

may appear at present to have little bearing on practical problems, 

that does not mean that they will not find such uses in the future. 

Mathematicians, for example, have been surprised time and time 

again at the way in which seemingly 'pure' parts of abstract 

mathematics have found applications and uses. Fifty years ago, few 

people can have imagined the role that abstract algebra would play 

in the design of computers, or anticipated the development of 

operational research, which draws on .uch of what was then 'pure' 

mathematics to resolve a huge variety of planning and managerial 

problems. Indeed, the developaent of the electronic computer has 

catalysed an explosion in the application of mathematics which 

shows little respect for traditional notions of which parts of 

mathematics are, or are not applicable. 

This is no argument for abandoning 'utility' altogether as a 

criterion: a curriculum for general education which made no 

reference to it would be indefensible. But it suggests that the 

sovereignty of this criterion may lead to a selection of curriculuar 

content which is Darrow, and insensi ti ve to social change. 

The main deficiencies, however, of popular conceptualisations 

of relevance are that they emphasise the particular and the concrete, 

to the exclusion of the general and the abstract; and that they 

place little or no emphasis on understanding the processes through 

which knowledge is produced, structured and applied, and the hUlllan 

context of these processes. 

In applauding relevance, we imply that education should help 

pupils to understand and participate in the world, where before it 

has seemed to turn its back on that world. I have argued that to 

understand the world we .annot escape the abstraction and 



generalisation of the disciplines; and that to understand the 

relation of the disciplines to the world, and the relevance of 

their abstractions and generalisations to it, we must step back 

and reflect on the nature and context of the discipline. The 

fundamental criticism is not of the disciplines themselves, but 

of their introverted and self-regarding presentation in the 

discipline-based curriculua. 
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For these reasons I would insist that the kind of general 

education that I envisage is highly relevant. But a satisfactory 

conceptualisation of relevance which is consistent with SJ argument 

from democracy would place a strong emphasis on understanding 

intellectual processes, and the structure of individual and social 

purpose and consequence within which these processes take place. 

Each curricular unit should seek to answer certain fundaaental 

questions about the relation to the world of the discipline on which 

it centres; 

What kind of aims does the discipline profess, and how might 

these aims be justified and criticised? 

How do the practitioners of the discipline go about achieving 

these aiss, and why do they do it in these ways? 

How does what the, do affect or reflect a wider society? 

It is clearly important, then, that each of the distinctive 

intellectual traditions should be represented in the curriculua, 

and taught in a way which illustrates their relation, actual or 

potential, with the world - this is implicit, in aDJ case, in the 

idea of the discipline-centred unit - but neither the form nor the 

content of the curriculua should be restricted to conform to some 

narrow and dogaatic view of what is practical or useful. 
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The inclusion of discipline-centred units corresponding to the 

distinctive intellectual traditions would seem, then, to be a 

necessary prerequisite of an effective curriculum for general 

education of the type which I have advocated. The question remains 

as to whether this is a sufficient condition for democratic general 

education, bearing in mind the likely limitations of discipline

centred units, and the importance of giving pupils experience in 

tackling the kind of problema and issues which can only be under

stood and resolved from a multidisciplinary perspective. 

I have already hinted that I do not consider a curriculum 

consisting solely of discipline-centred units to be sufficient. 

It seems to me that, while the discipline-centred unit is perfectly 

adequate to deal with the relations between that discipline and 

others, and to show how the particular systems of ideas which the 

discipline offers bear on a variety of probleas of human intervention, 

it does not provide a satisfactory framework within which to 

consider the synthesis of ideas from several disciplines in solving 

problems. For such a task any single discipline-centred unit is 

likely to be a lopsided and ineffective vehicle. There is also 

the danger that the strong unifying framework which the concept of 

discipline offers a&1 be undermined b1 the attempt to include this 

kind of 'social problea solving' in a discipline-centred unit. 

Such considerationa support a curriculua plan for general 

education in which discipline-centred units are coaplemented by 

activity or problem-centred units. The function of the discipline

centred units is to give a broad understanding of the disciplines 

themselves: their purposes, methoda, concepts, rationales, develop

ment, mutual interaction and interpenetration, and the applicability 
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of the _1steme of ideas that each offers to a variety of problems. 

The function of the activity or problem-centred units is to show 

how to approach particular probleas or issues, drawing on the 

intellectual resources which the disciplines .ake available. 

A Curricular Model for General Education 

The outer ring contains the basic discipline-centred units. The 

arrows round the outer ring indicate that the inter-relationa 

between the disciplines are considered within the discipliDe

centred units: i.e. the relation of Mathe.-tics with Natural 

Science, Social Science, Arts and Philosophy will be considered in 

Mathe .. tics, and so on. The inward pointing arrows indicate that 



the discipline-centred units examine the application of their 

distinctive intellectual frameworks to problems of intervention, 

and provide the ideas and concepts which will be used in the 

activity or problem-centred units. 
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Chapter 4: Mathe_tics in the General CurriculUll 

I want now to relate the curricular theorising of the preceding 

chapters more directly to the _the_tics curriculua as it iS t 

and as it aight be. The arguaent for de.ocratic general education 

leads to a demand for the inclusion of a particular kind of 

_the_tical education in the curriculua; one which is concerned to 

illUiliDate the purposes t .ethode, concepts, ratioDale and de .... lopllent 

of _the_tical activity and argua.nt, the interaction of _the

II&tics with other disciplin.s, and the autual innu.nce of 

_the_tics and ita social context. 

Th. qu.stioDS which are central to a g.neral _the_tics course 

are as follows: 

Wha t are _ the_ ticiaDII trying to do? 

What is the point in doing it? 

How do th.y go about doing it? 

Why do th.y do it that vrq? 

How does what th.y do aff.ct, or r.n.ct the r.st of social 

acti ... ity? 

(1) Th. current .th •• tics curricula 

The first weakn.ss of existing II&thelll8.tics curricula is their 

•• thodological narrowness. This is a criticis. which appli.s 

.qually as r.gards the suitability of the curriculUII as a training 

in t.chnical skille t and has b.en advanced by KD1 who ha.... ....ry 

diff.rent ",i.ws of general education, or who are sol.ly concerned 

with the .theaatical education of future specialists. 

Hirst, for exaaple, -.y have .. th._tics curricula in ainci 

when he souds a not. of caution to those who would use his 



arguments to justify existing curricular units and structures, 

"ManJ well established courses need to be critically 

re-examined both philosophically and psychologically 

before they can be accepted as suitable for liberal 

education. Superficially at least most of them 
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would seem to be ~uite inappropriate for the purpose.,,1 

Certainly, little of school mathematics i. concerned with proof in 

any meaniagful sense: none of it approaches the degree of formal 

rigour implied by the phrase 'deducibility from axio .. '. It i8 not 

until the last years of school, by which time the great majority 

of pupils have left 8chool, or abandoned the subject, that proof 

co.e8 to play any great role in school aatheaatic8. 

The dominant concern of current atheutics curricula is that 

pupils should become familiar with a collection of informally and 

loosely justified conceptual s1steaa, and an associated network of 

standard probleas and procedures. The overarching aill is that 

pupils should beco.e competent user8 of these conceptual s1stems, 

in particular that they should be capable of utching procedures 

to standard problems, or minor variations on them, and executing 

the appropriate procedures. So, for example, pupils learn to solve 

simultaneous linear equations by the techniques of elimination, 

8ubstitution and aatrix inversion, and to recognise and solve 

• siaul taneous e~ua tioJUI proble .. • 8uch as 

""'elve expensive flower bulb8 ud eight cheap one8 

coat £3.80. Rine of the e%panaive one8 and four of 

the cheap ones cost £2.65. Find the price of each 

kind of bulb. ,,2 
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The mathematical argument and activity which pupils encounter in 

school generally takes the fora of simple rule-citing and rule-

following. Strictly speaking it _y be deductive, but it baa 

little to do with proof as the aathe .. tician understands it. 

Of course, one of the origiDal aiaa of the 'modern aathe-

aatics' aoveaent was to counter the lack of concern for aethod 

and structure in traditioDBJ. curricula. It was argued that 

aatheaatics ought to be presented to pupils in the same sequence 

as that used by constructivist logicians in building up .. thematics 

from set theory.' But, in practice, this concern that the 

structure of the curriculua should conform to that adopted by 

certain of the progr ... es which aim to give .. theaatics a unified 

foundation baa had oDly a slight iapact.
4 

While set theory has 

been included as a new topic, it has penetrated the treatment of 

the remaining curricular content only at a superficial level. 

There has been a rather half-hearted attempt to anticipate structur-

al algebra through ritualistic mention of the comautative, 

associative, distributive, identity and inverse laws in the 

presentation of the ideas of nuber, .. trix and vector. But the new 

curricula - and this 8&y be no bad thing - lack a coherent 

deductive thread running through their presentation of aaterial. 

The second proposed innovation, a aove to 'discovery' or 

'active' learning has been little .ore successful than the first. 

It is interesting to note however, that the inductive model of 

discovery-learning which the curriculu planners iaported from the 

revised natural science curricula ran directly counter to the 

deductivist ideology which underpinned the proposed e.phasis on 

structure in _the.tics. So one modern curriculum, for eX8Jllple, 

allows pupils to 'discover' Pythagoras' Theorem by asking them to 
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find trios of squares which will 'fit' exactly to form right-angled 

triangles.5 Indeed, if anything, modern curricula, shorn of the 

traditional deductive presentation of Euclidean geometry place even 

less emphasis on proof than their predecessors - however debased a 

form proof may have taken there. 

But, as I have indicated earlier, while proof is a central part 

of the mathematician's methodological repertoire, it is doubtful 

whether its role can be properly understood without an awareness of 

the other parts of this repertoire. This is an argument which has 

been developed well by pOlya6 and Lakatos;7 by Polya from the 

commonsense viewpoint of the practitioner, by Lakatos from the 

viewpoint of the philosopher. Both are concerned to show that there 

is aore to mathematical method than proof and deduction: in 

addition, Lakatos offers a novel and powerful insight into the role 

of proof in mathematics, and its relation to other parts of the 

mathematician's methodological repertoire. 

Polya starts by pointing out that it is not merely the form in 

which a mathematician finally presents his argument which is of 

methodological interest, but also the process of enquiry through 

which the result was formulated and a proof constructed. He 

refers to this process as plausible reasoning. and to the formal 

canons governing proof as demonstrative reasoning. 

"Finished mathematics presented in finished form 

appears as purely demonstrative, consisting of proofs 

only. Yet mathematics in the making resembles any 

other huaan knowledge in the making. You have to 

guess a mathematical theorem before you prove it; 

you have to guess the idea of the proof before you 



carry through the details. You have to co.bine 

observations and follow analogies; you have to try 

and try again. The result of the mathematician's 

creative work is demonstrative reasoning, a proof; 

but the proof is discovered by plausible reasoning, 

by guessing."B 

Polya describes the informal methods which aatheaaticians use to 

extend their knowledge, the mathematical heuristic. His _in 
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concern is with guessing, and with distinguishing a more reasonable 

guess from a less reasonable one. He outlines the ways in which 

the processes of specialisation, generalisation, analogy and the 

examination of consequences can help to generate and criticise 

conjectures. 

Polya's argument has been developed by Lakatos who argues, 

"that informal, quasi-e.pirical, matheaatics does not 

grow through a monotonous increase of the number of 

indubitably established theorems but through the 

incessant improvement of guesses by speculation and 

criticism, by the logic of proofs and refutations.,,9 

Lakatos considers that, while Polya has done full justice to the 

place of guessing, or naive conjecturing in the mathematical 

heuristic, he has ignored the important role of proof. Lakatos 

observes, following aatheaaticians such as Hardy, Littlewood and 

Yilder, that proofs seldom actually prove. Rather than dismiSSing 

proof entirely, however, he argues that its significance lies in 

the way that it forces the improvement of naive conjectures, and 

throws up Dew deductive conjectures. Thus, for Lakatos, the 

presentatioD of a matheaatical theory in demonstrative form is 
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merely a convenient, if opaque summary of the criticism of previous 

conjectures and proofs. The mathematical enquiry of Lakatos, like 

Popper's scientific enquiry, "begins and ends with problellB lI
•
10 

Polya and Lakatos allude to the different kinds of judgement 

which may enter into mathematical enquiry: profundity, generalisa-

bility, siaplicity, econ~, applicability and beauty are examples. 

Of course, in the kind of enquiry within established conceptual 

frameworks with which Polya deals, such criteria are subordinate to 

those of validity. On the other hand, Lakatos suggests that at the 

leading edge of mathe .. tical enquiry where conceptual frameworks 

are in the process of develo~ent, such considerations may be 

paramount. 

Although Poly. and Lakatos are predominantly concerned with 

'pure' mathellatics, the case of 'applied' .. the_tics is in II8.DY way. 

analogous. First note, however, that the name is unfortunate: it 

suggests the application of a mathe .. tics that is alreaQy there. 

Very often, of course, quite the reverse is the case: 80.e elusive 

'real' pheno.enon or problem inspires a new piece of mathe .. tics. 

Whatever the case, the plausible reasoning surrounding the 

developaent of aatheaatical model. and techniques involves 

processes of conjecture and criticisa similar to those alreaQy 

discussed in the I pure' case. In particular, whether the applied 

aatheaatician draws on existing _the.tical structures or develops 

new ODes to a.et a particular problea, he seeks aodels or 

technique. which 'fit' well, and are siaple, generalisable, clear 

and reliable. 

. 11 12 These v1ewa lead Polya and Lakatos to be critical not only 

of the deductivist approach to the presentation of mathematics -
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where convoluted axioms and definitions spring from the aathematical 

conjuring box to lead inexorably to seeaingly unguessable theorems 

by .eans of proofs, full of apparently arbitrary twists and turns, 

from which the fiDal. result finally, and often unexpectedly 

eaerges - but of any authoritarian presentation where the reasoning 

behind the fiDal. edifice is passed over. 

Polya argues that pupils ought to learn plausible reasoning in 

their I18.thell8.tics course. Here his ... in arguaent is from the needs 

of the future I18.the .. tician. He suggests, however, that the non

specialist will find that the strategies of plausible reasoning 

in I18.theaatics are applicable in other areas. 

Both these arguments need to be treated with caution. I have 

already argued that the neecia of the future specialist ought not to 

shape a curriculua for general education: it a&1 be that the 

general curriculua turns out to .eet specialist needs, but these 

should not be allowed to distort its purpose. And, given the lack 

of plausibility of the classical 'transfer of training' theory, 

experience does not portend well for the second argument, which 

iaplies a transfer of plausible, rather than deaonstrative reasoning 

fro. I18.thell8.tics. 

The work of Polya and Lakatos, in coabiDation with the learning 

theories of psychologists such as Bruner and Piaget, has 

encouraged, and been used to legitiaise, 'acti.,.e' or 'discovery' 

learning approaches to the teaching of aatheaatics. Again, there 

are a number of dangers in this argument. 

First, it has helped to encourage a Daive connation of 

cogni tive theories of learning, heuristic theories of aathe.tical 

enquiry and deducti.,.ist theories of aathe .. tical knowledge, which 

has led to the phenoaenon I ha.,.e noted already - a pedagogy based 
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on a deductivist ordering of content within which new material i. 

introduced fro. an 1nductivist perspective: a pedagogy ultimately 

false to all three theories. 

Second, for this approach to lead pupils to knowledge of the 

conceptual systeas and procedures institutionalised in our society, 

activity or discovery.ust be guided. Even Dawson13 who cites 

Lakatos at length seeas to .iss the fundaaental point of Lakatos' 

argoent that ultillately II8.D creates .. the .. tics. If this is indeed 

the case, then it is not sufficient, as Dawson suggests, s1aply that 

pupils should posses8 the skills and attitudes needed to attack 

probleas in a ratioDRl and critical fashion. In order to recreate 

our .. the .. tics they .uat bave access to the past judge.ents 

institutionalised in our _the .. tical systellS. Of course, very 

little discovery learaing is unguided, and even le88 recreates 

.. the .. tical activity authentically. Certainly, to produce 

authentic _the_tical enquiry it would be necessary to disengage 

it coaplete11 fro. the acquisition of .. thematical content. The two 

aiaa are incoapatible ia the same learning activity. 

Third, the arguaeat for active learaing often runs ahead of 

itself. Although priaari11 an arguaent about a.ana, it is often 

not clear whether active learning is being proposed simply as a 

.eaDS to existing ends, or whether it eJlCOIIpa&ses completely new 

ends, or a .inure of old and new. The argoent would benefit fro. 

a clarification of ends before active learning is considered as a 

.eana to these enda. 

The criticiaaa of the .. thodological narrowness of the con

ventional ... the_tics curriculUll offered by Polya, Lakatos and the 

propone.ts of active learmng, although they need to be handled with 
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care, offer iaportant insights which can be used in building a 

mathe_tics curricula for general education. In particular, they 

draw attention to certain aspects of the hidden curriculum of 

present courses, the tacit fraaework of assumptions and beliefs 

which these courses transait to pupils. 

The lack of attention to the process of mathematical enquiry 

and the authoritarian presentation of aatheaatical knowledge 

encourage a view of that knowledge as unque.tio_ble, and fWldallen

tally Wlchanging - the developaent, reinterpretation and restructuring 

of knowledge, and the reasoning which sustaiaa it and giYes it 

coherence are passed over. The highly structured tasks generally 

set for pupils, pro.ote a Yiew of aathe .. tical activity as the 

routine application of techniques, and capricious juggling with 

conceptual syste.. This, and the occasional encounter with proof, 

where the outcoae is known in advance, and line follows line with 

military precision, paints a picture of aathematical enqUiry as a 

relentless aarch towards a pre-existent truth. Such a state of 

affairs is hardly desirable in aD1 .. thematics course; certainly 

not in one which aiaa to open up the discipline to the nonspecialist, 

to give hia an insight into aatheaatics as a fora of enquiry, a way 

of understanding. 

Methodological aarrowness is not the only weakness of existing 

_the_tics curricula as instruments of general education. Present 

aatheaatics curricula an4 the great aajority of their critics hold 

in coaaon the assumption that the over-riding afa of a aathe .. tics 

course should be to teach pupils to 'do .. tha', to develop aathe

aatical knowledge and expertise. Where they differ is either in their 

conception of what cOWlts as 'doiag aathe', or over the kind and 
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extent of knowledge and expertise which pupils require. 

It may see. perTerse to draw attention to this assumption, let 

alone to question it. Certainly su.ch an assumption would be fu.lly 

justified in a course with directly utilitarian ends in .ind, 

equipping pupils with the technical expertise needed in everyday 

life, in so.e vocation, or for further specialist education in 

mathematics or aathematically-based sUbjects. All these ends re

quire, priaarily, that pu.pils should, in soae sense, be capable of 

'doing aatha'. Nonetheless, the readiness of our assent to this 

assumption is only aD iDdex of the extent to which utilitarian and 

specialist conceptions of education take priority over generalist 

conceptions in .. the_tical education. Indeed, onl,. a weak con

ception of general edu.catioB which identifies it with dilu.ted or 

discontinued specialist education is capable of coexisting with the 

currentl,. doaiDant, utilitarian and specialist .odels of .. the .. tical 

education. 

This is not to suggest that utilitarian and specialist aims 

have no place in the school curriculum, but simply that the,. are no 

substi tu.te for generalist ailla, and that the latter should not be 

subordiDated to the.. lor is it to suggest that a .. the .. tics 

course based on a strong conception of general education, such as 

the one I have advanced, can, or should not aill to give pupils some 

.easure of technical knowledge and expertise. For general 

education, however, this aim is not paramount, and entails a broad 

understanding of central mathematical comeepts rather than a 

detailed knowledge and a developed aanipulative competence. The 

development of a measure of technical expertise is, in a general 

aatheaatic8 course, instrumental to the attainment of a wider 
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understanding of aathematics and aathematical activity. 

The reason why developing the abilitr to 'do maths' cannot be 

the over-riding aim of a general mathematics course becomes more 

apparent if we iaagine a course incorporating the changes 

recommended by Polya, Lakatos and the proponents of active learning -

one incorporating a heuristic presentation of content, and aiming 

to develop the skills of plausible reasoning - and note that it 

too has an undesirable aspect to its hidden curricula, particularly 

if it ignores, as the forementioned critics of present curricula 

do, applied aatheaatics. Quite simply, such a course presents 

mathematics as socially diseabodied, ignoring its past and present 

interactions with the society which nurtures it. While such a 

course acknowledges the 4ynaaic nature ot mathematics, it presents 

it as an autonomous area of knowledge and tradition of enquiry, 

isolated from a wider societr. 

(2) Desipiy a seneral .the.tics curriculUII 

I am now in a position to outline the kind ot .the .. tic. 

course which would satisfy the criteria for general education 

advanced in previous chapters, and take account of the criticisms 

I.have .de of existing courses and ca.only proposed alterDatives. 

Briefiy, such a course has four interdependent and over

riding aiu: 

(a) to familiarise pupils with the central principles and 

rationale of the aajor conceptual systems of aatheaatics, 

(b) to give pupils an insight into the Dature of _the.tical 

enquiry, arguaent and knowledge, 



(c) to give pupils an insight into the development of 

mathematics and its relationship to a wider society, 
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(d) to de~elop the ability of pupils to apply this knowledge 

and understanding to their concerns as individuals and as 

citizens of a democratic society. 

(ii) Technical skills 

Before I amplify this brief statement of aims I want to say 

soaething about the relationship of general mathematical education 

to the kind of education in aathematics which ai.e to develop the 

technical knowledge and expertise which will be of use to pupils 

in their e~eryday li~es, or in work or further study. There is 

certainly a core of technical aatheaatical expertise which is likely 

to be of direct use to the aajority of pupils, although, inevitably, 

there is soae disagreement about it. precise boundaries. It is 

clearly desirable, on these grounds of direct utility, that all 

pupil. should becOlie familiar with soae core of technical _the_ti

cal expertise, as well as pursuing the general .. the_tical aims 

for which I ha~e argued. In general, however, existing curricula 

go far beyond aDJ definition of an essential utilitarian core into 

areas of technical expertise which will conceivably be of direct 

use only to a swl Ilinorit1 of pupils. It is uterial of this 

sort which must be re~ised or excised in planning a common course 

in mathe.tics. 

A CODOn course in _the .. tics should aim to familiarise pupils 

with a widely uefu! core of technical _theaatics. This need not 

detract fro., IlOr !apede it. over-riding general aims. Indeed it 

is like11 to be iDBtruae.tal to their achieve.ent. And while a 

co..on courae is not directly concerned with specialist aias, it 
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can be designed so as to provide a firm foundation for subsequent 

specialist courses. Other things being equal, material of value to 

the intending specialist can be chosen as a vehicle for general 

aims. While such a course is unlikely to produce the level of 

technical sophistication at which present courses ai., to compensate 

for this it has a wider aethodological compass, and offers the 

potential aatheaatician a better grasp of the nature of his subject. 

And it aims, of course, to familiarise hi. with the central concepts 

of his specialism. 

It is important that the aaterial of the 'everyday' technical 

core should not be presented in a way which encourages a aistaken 

view of aath ... tics, and thus prejudices the attainment of general 

aims. The core. as it is usually and, I believe, correctly 

conceived, focuses on the basic conceptual systems of nuaber, shape 

and size, and the techniques to which they giTe rise: the aim is 

to develop the ability of pupils to apply these systems to commonly 

encountered situations, and to correctly and easily execute the 

appropriate aatheaatical procedures. Bere the iamediate social 

significance of the ideas is soaething of which pupils are already 

likely to be aware: what is not apparent to BaDJ pupils, and not 

aade clear by current approaches is the rationale behind the 

aatheaatical systems and techniques which we all use in everyday 

life. 

(iii) RatioD&lisation 

For exaaple, in the current curriculum to learn about 

percentages i8 usually siaply to learn to use a collection of 

procedural rules - changing between percentage, deciaal and 

fractional fora, and calculating a given percentage of soae quantity. 



At best these procedures will be embedded in the conceptual frame-

work of fraction, ratio and proportion. But this still leaves 

aany questions unasked and unanswered; 

Why do .. the .. ticians use deciaal and vulgar fractions and - -
percentages to represent parts and relative sizes? Why not have a 

single systell? And if it is worth having three systells, in what 

situations, or for what purposes is each preferable? 

Does the ca.mon denolliaator for the percentage-idea have to be 

1oo? Would any denolliaator do? What nu.bers might be rivals to 

1oo? What considerations led to the choice of 1~ Are any other 

systems used in similar or analogous situations - weights and 

measures, angle measure? 

To answer these questions is to reconstruct the rationale 

behind the development and continuing use of percentages. 
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Often such questions can be built into a heuristic presentation 

of a topic. For example, one approach to the exposition of methods 

of measuring and calculating area is through what Lakatos would 

tera the rational reconstruction of their development. Starting 

froll an intuitive notion of area, and the simple case of comparing 

the size of two shapes where one can be fitted inside the other, the 

cOllplex superstructure of ideas and teChniques which aathematicians 

have built on this can be ... de articulate and rational. A fuller 

outline of this example can be found in Appendix 1. 

The adoption of a heuristic approach, showing the rationale 

behind the development and use of _the_tical .ethods, and locating 

thea in their historical and social context Ileans that both 

utilitarian and general aias can be satisfied within this part of 

the co_on course. It is also possible that an understanding of 



the rationale of techniques will help pupils to use them more 

adaptably and intelligently. 

(iv) Methodological and cultural elaboration 
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The greater part of a co.-on course needs, however, to be 

designed with general aims directly in mind. Nonetheless, this 

part can build on the basic matheaatics of number, shape and size. 

Number theory, for exaaple, offers a rich and readily accessible 

domain in which to illustrate the mode of enquiry of the pure 

mathematician. Whereas in traditional Euclidean geometry many of 

the results proved at great length seem trivial and intuitively 

obvious, surprising, and often deep conjectures abound in number 

theory. Furthermore, the familiarity that pupils alreadJ have with 

nuabers makes this an ideal area in which to encourage them to 

formulate, test, and attempt to prove conjectures of their OWD. 

And, at the same tiae, such activity reinforces and enhances basic 

number skills. 

Aritbaetic is also a good area in which to illustrate the idea 

and problema ofaxioaatisation - although this is likely to be best 

dealt with later in the course. Nor need arita-etic be unremittingly 

pure. Sequences provide some of the aimplest and most elegant 

mathematical models which are of very wide applicability. The need 

for soae kind of convenient notation soon becomes apparent in this 

kind of work and can provide a motivation for introducing simple 

algebraic notation. 

The formal emphasis in traditional geometry aay account for 

its .iniaal concern with applications, limited, usually, to 

mensuration, simple constructiona, and the elements of scale 
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drawing and navigation. This state of affairs has only been 

confirmed in the modern change to motion or transformational 

geometry. Surprisingly, the wide applicability of simple geometric 

ideas to the design of engineering structures and mechanisms -

bridges, buildings, playground toys, household gadgets, bicycles 

and motor vehicles, drills, cranes and the like - has been ignOred: 4 

Similarly the relation between geometric ideas of pattern and art 

and design has been little exploited. The use of tesselation in 

Celtic and Islamic art and the graphics of Escher, the symmetries 

of common logograms, the developaent - and limited realism - of 

perspective, anamorphic art, op art, and the design of containers 

and packaging are examples of topics on this interface. 15 

While elementary gea.etry aay not be a good area in which to 

illustrate proof, the study of pattern in geometry, notably in 

tilings and tesselations is a valuable precursor to the study of 

the concept of area. 

(v) The choice and presentation of central concepts 

Extension and elaboration in the presentation of basic 

mathematics can help to fulfil general aims. But a course which 

went little beyond elementary arithmetic and geometry could hardly 

convey an impression of contemporary mathematics. The question 

then arises as to what material to include beyond this basic 

mathematics. There are a number of criteria which can be used. 

First, the systems of ideas chosen should be powerful, 

significant &ad versatile, and should be pursued to a point where 

these qualities can be illustrated. One serious criticism of 

modern mathematics curricula is that pupils spend a great deal of 

time on material which is of strictly limited mathematical value, 
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and often go no further than learning definitions whose signifi-

cance will not become apparent until some subsequent course to 

which the majority will never proceed. It is imperative that a 

common course be self-sufficient and self-justifying. The material 

which is included must be both central to mathematics, and 

developed to a level where its purpose and value can be appreciated. 

And, of course, the material chosen must be a suitable vehicle for 

illustrating the methodological and cultural dimensions of 

matheaatics. 

The result of applying these criteria is likely to be a more 

single-minded pursuit of a smaller number of areas than is 

currently the case, and the use, whenever possible, of 'current 

interest' aaterial which is relevant to mathematics. Furtheraore, 

by concentrating on a core of central aathematical concepts, a 

generalist co .. on course can provide a sound foundation for 

subsequent specialist studJ. 

If ~ field is central to aatheaatics it is analysis. This 

is the fundamental tool of the applied _thematic ian, and in and 

around it the pure aatheaatician has built his most elaborate 

theoretical edifice. Through an inforaal, heuristic develo~ent of 

the calculus, it is possible to explore both ... the_tical modelling 

and - from Zeno's paradoxes16 to Peano's and Hilbert's space 

filling curves, and Von Koch's snowfiake curve 17 - exaaplE of the 

aethodological probleas which stimulate the development of 

aathe.tical syst8118, and influence our view of _the_tics. 

Another field which calls for inclusion in a general aatheaatics 

course i8 that of probability and statistics, on the grounds both 

of its widespread use, and its influence on ideas of _the_tics. 
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Although originating as an adjunct of gambling it is nov videl~ used 

as a modelling deTice in the natural and social SCiences, and in 

management and planning. 

A third area which no general aathesatics course can avoid 

is that of computing. First its social impact is potentially 

enormous - we are only starting to appreciate its influence on 

patterns of employaent, and the threat which its UDSuperTis.d use 

presents to CiTil liberties. Second, it has immensely ext.nded 

the power and pot.ntial of applied mathematics, and - on the 

eTidence of Appel and Hak.n'. recent proof of the four colour 

18 conjecture - say haTe as gr.at an .ff.ct on methods in pure 

aatheaatics. FiDally, work in the th.o~ of autou.ta raises 

iJIlportant questioD8 about the nature of .. thematical thought and 

the limitatioDB of .. the ... tical syste., as vell as wider questions 

about the nature of 'int.lligence' and 'cr.ativity'. 

Be~ond this there is likel~ to b. much .ore dissent. Oae area 

which I feel baa a great d.al to contribut. to a g.neral course is 

that of combinatorial and graph theo~: first, it is a r.adily 

accessible and f.rtil. area of .. th .... tics in its own right; second, 

its applicatioDS are wide and relatiTely easily understood; third, 

aaD1 of its id.as are applicable to probability and computingl 

fiDall~, it prOTide. ele.entary exaaples of non-aetric g.om.tries 

to contrast with the metric geoa.try which the pupil has already •• t. 

Although this cont.nt would be an excellent foundation for 

subs.qu.nt specialist training, a co.aon cours. should present it 

in a way T.ry different from that appropriate to specialist courses. 

For, ia this ar.a b.~ond basic mathematics, the acquisition of 

technical skill is only inatru..atal to the achi.Temeat of the vider 

generalist aiaB of understanding .. thematics aDd aathe_tical 
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activity as a whole, and of relating them to their social, histori

cal and intellectual context. These ai .. call for a presentation 

which is info~ and heuristic, and refers to the development, 

use and impact of aatheaatical ideas to a depth and degree .uch 

greater than present courses, where, if history enters at all, it 

consists solely of attaching a aaae or anecdote to some theorem 

or teChnique. A satisfactory history of aatheaatics asks why ideas 

became 1aportant and were pursued, and what effects they had inside 

and outside the discipline. 

The difference in approach is likely to be particularly 

marked ill applied .. theaatics. The aim of the course is not that 

pupils should aemorise and acquire proficiency in the use of, 

sa1, the Newtonian square root algori tha, or that the1 should be 

capable of solving convoluted problema on confidence limits. It 

is that they should uaclerstand what an algori to is, why and where 

they are used, and ~ some algorithae are preferable to others; or 

the meaning and iaportance of confidence limits, and that these 

limits depend on certain US\IIlptioDB about the initial data. 

Clearly, then, considerably less time needs to be spent on acquir

ing detailed technical knowledge and practising technical skill, 

and a great deal more on developing an understanding both of the 

general processes of aatheaatical reasoning and the general 

structure of aatheaatical argument, and of the relation of 

aatheaatics to human life as a whole. 

It will be apparent fro. this discussion of content and its 

presentation that the ai .. of general aathematical education 

cannot be usefully separated. The presentation of content and the 

pupil activity which accompanies it convey, implicitly or explicitly, 

a view of aathe_tics and .. the .... tical activit,.. RecogniSing this, 
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a general mathematics curriculum uses the presentation of content 

and related pupil activit~ to initiate and illustrate reflection 

on utheaatical enquiry and arguaent, and on the wider social 

relations of mathematics. 

(vi) Pupil activity 

While a didactic presentation of mathematics, through rational 

reconstruction, is possible in all these areas of content, some lend 

the .. elves particularly well to actual pupil participation in 

I18.thematical activit,.. HUilber theol"1 and combinatorial and graph 

theory are excellent aedia for pupils to .ake and test their own 

conjectures, and to CODStruct and criticise proofs for the .. elves. 

Sillilarl,., as their technical expertise in coabinatorial and graph 

theory, probability and statistics, the theory of functions, and 

finally, anal,.sis accumulates they can start to build and evaluate 

sillple mathematical aodels. In cOllputing they can quickl,. start 

to design and execute algorithms and problea-solving strategies. 

This experience of matheaatical activit,. on the part of pupils 

is an illportant part of a general aatheaatics course; first and 

forellOst, because onl,. a very lillited understanding of .. thell&tics 

is likely to be achieved b,. soaeone who bas never had this 

experience, but second, because pupils ought to have an opportunity 

to find out whether they enjo,. and value II&thematical activity. 

(vii) Reflection 

On and aroWld. this experience of aatheaatical activit~, and 

the presentation of content auch of the reflective work of the 

course caa be built. Often, indeed, heuristic presentation or pupil 

activity can be built around historical or social thelles - 'the 
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developeent of counting sy.tems and calculating deYices', 'methods 

of presenting iDforaation', 'models of growth and decay', or 

'paradoxes' - through which the social context and impact of 

mathematics, and the nature and limitations of _the_tical knowledge 

and argument can be explored. Even where this thematic continuity 

is not possible, consideration of the development, rationale and 

implications of different pieces of aatheaatics is likely to throw 

light on the broad issues with which the reflectiVe part of the 

course is concerned. Later such insights can be suaaarised and 

synthesised in a lesson dealing more directly with reflective i~sues. 

For example, the contrasting respoaaes of Greek and Babylonian 

.theaaticians to the knowledge that certain nabers could not be 

expressed in rational form, and the arguaents that raged between 

aathematicians throughout the eighteenth and early nineteenth 

centuries about the value of establishing rigorous foundations for 

the calculua, exemplify the persisting coexistence of very different 

views about what is iaportant in mathe .. tics, and of the nature and 

purpose of _the.tical enquiry. Descartes' search for a universal 

method, reflected in his synthesis of algebra and seometry, and 

contemporary work in m.taaathe .. tics and artiticial intelligence 

demonstrate a similar concern to extend, or at least demarcate the 

power ot mathematical enquiry. And both have significant implica

tions for our use ot concepts such as 'intelligence' and 'iaagination' 

in relation to aatheaatical activity. 

Example. ot the social impact ot mathematics abound, trom the 

role of surveying in the governaent of Ancient Egypt, through the 

influence of ballistics on seventeenth and eighteenth century 

wartare, to the ettects of the computer on our society. 
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The reflective part of a general mathematics course seeks to 

illuainate mathematics and mathematical activity as an intellectual 

and social phenomenon, to make pupils aware of the nature and 

context of mathematical activity, and of its role in resolving -

and creating - intellectual and social proble_. In this way the 

course provides a cultural perspective to co.plement the technical 

perspective in those parts which deal with central concepts and 

aathematical activity. 

I will summarise this chapter in teras of a simple model for 

describing the subject matter of mathematics courses. First, this 

model distinguishes between, on the one hand, 'doing' or learning 

to 'do' mathematics - the perspective of the participant - and, 

on the other, stepping back to examine mathematics from some wider 

perspective; that is, between the Articulation of the methods and 

concepts of matheaatics, and Reflection on .. thematics. 

Within Articulation the model distinguishes between a presenta

tion of mathematical methods, concepta and activity which is 

concerned solely with establishing, or laying down and acting in 

conforaity with a body of • correct' or conventional syste .. , rules 

and relations, and a presentation which goes beyond thia to exaaine 

other kinds of evaluations and reasoDS anderlying the structure of 

_the ... tical methods, concepts, arguaents and activity. The firat, 

Standard Articulation, takes the framework of mathematical systems, 

rules and relations for granted. While it IIa1 be concerned with 

relations within the system, it do .. not examine the basi. of the 

syste., or the intraaion ot considerations logically external to 

it, in its use. Honstaadard Articulation does exaaine such 



aspects of _the_tical systellS, arguments and activity. For 

example, using a given Newtonian model of motion to resolve a 

problem about the path of a projectile is Standard Articulation; 

discussing the appropriatenesa or accuracy of the model, or the 

clarity and econo~ of two alternative methods of solution which 

employ the model, is Nonstandard Articulation. 
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This is an important distinction. A course which emphasises 

Standard Articulation to the exclusion of Nonstandard presents 

.. theaatical activity as solely concerned with 'getting the right 

answer' within .ome taken-for-granted freaework of rules. Now, 

while this describes certain part. and aspects of aathe_tical 

activity, it is, as the arguaents of Polya and Lakato. establish, 

an inadequate one. Further, as Lakatos is aware, such a course 

tends to encourage a view of aath ..... tic. as .0 ... kind of ultra

physics - or as an arbitrary and capricious gue. Heuristic 

pr.sentation, or open-end.d aath ... tical activity which ai .. to 

give an auth.ntic insight into the growth, develo~ent and 

application of .. thematics cannot avoid consideration of Non

.tandard evalua tiona and reasolUl. 

Within R.flection, the .odel distinguishes b.tween MethodoloSi

cal Refl.ction - discussion of philosophical and psychological 

questioDS about the nature of _th ... tical knowledge, arpaent, 

enquiry and tho\lght, and the judge.ents underlying them - and 

Cultural Reflection - discussion of social and historical questioDS 

about the development of _th._tics, and its interaction with a 

wider society, in particular, its iapact OD man's world and ideas. 

I have argued for a general .. the .. tics course which concerns 

itself, to a substantial degree, with Reflection of both kinds, 

and which embeds its Standard Articulation in the Nonstandard 
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Articulation which underpins and augments it. I have suggested that 

current courses cannot aeet these criteria; that they ignore both 

kinds of Reflection, and pay little attention to Nonstandard 

Articulation. This suggestion provides the starting point for the 

eapirical study described in Part II. 



Part II: An Empirical Study Of Mathematics Teaching 
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Chapter 5: The Research Proble. 

In Part I I argued that a strong conception of general 

education entailed a co .. itment to a mathematics curriculum very 

different from that which is current in Scotland. I will now 

present empirical evidence that ~ Characterisation of the present 

Scottish curriculum is justified; that it does indeed differ in 

certain crucial respects fro. ay model of a general .. thematics 

curriculum. 

School attendance in Scotland is compulsory until the age of 

16. The great majority of pupils co.plete at least four years of 

secondary education. It is in the years S1 to S4, then, that we 

would particularly hope to detect the influence of general educa

tional aias on the Scottish mathematics curriculum, and it is here 

that the study which I will describe sought evidence of the 

influence of such aias. 

First, however, one important point must be clarified. In 

what sense is it aeaningful and justifiable to talk of 'a Scottish 

mathematics curriculu.'? 

(1) The Scottish .. thematics curriculua 

The Scottish educatioDal syste. forms a single administrative 

structure with the Scottish Education Department (SED), and 

latterly the Consultative Co .. ittee on the Curriculua (CCC) and 

the Scottish Certificate of Education Exa.ination Board (SCiIB) 

at its apex. The nor.a1, and officially endorsed organisational 

pattern divides s1/s4 into a two year coaaon course in S1 and S2, 

followed, at the start of S3, by the allocation of pupils to two 

year certificate or noncertificate courses in individual subjects. 
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The certificate courses lead to presentation in the SCE '0' Grade 

at the end of S4. Virtually all pupils follow some kind of 

uthell8.tics course throughout S1/S4. In S1/S2 all follow a common 

courae, although in the many schools where ability setting is 

introduced at the end of S1 (or even earlier), the second year of 

the course is likely to be common only in name. At the start of 

S3 around 6~ of pupils embark on a course aimed at presentation in 

both Mathematics and Arithmetic at '0' Grade, and a further 25~ on 

a course aimed at presentation in Arithmetic only. The great 

ujority are still following the same course at the start of S4, 

although ~ are not eventually presented, and still fewer are 

finally successful, as the following table shows. 1 

Career of a cohort of pupils through 83 and 84 (1974-76) 

~ studying a ~ presented in ~ A-C ~ D-E 
certificate the subject at award award 

Subject course in the '0' Grade 
subject at the 
start of S3 

Arithmetic 84 64 40 14 

Mathematics 61 35 21 9 

Base for ~: total number of pupils at start of S3 

There are two SCE syllabuses in Ma thell8. tics, A. and B. Each 

is associated with a set of nationally prepared curriculum 

materials specifically designed for that syllabus: the series of 

textbooks 'Modern Matheutics for Schools' (MMS) is associated 

with Syllabus A, the 'Modular Mathematics' workcarQ/sheet system 

with Syllabus B. The two syllabuses run broadly parallel through-

out S1 and S2 before diverging to some extent in the later two 
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years. As a result, a number of schools which only present 

candidates on Syllabus A Bake use of Syllabus B materials during 

the CODon course. Perhaps around 1~ of Scottish schools make 

use of 'Modular Mathematics' IIB.terials during the common course. 

In the rellB.inder, the common course is almost invariably based on 

MMS: indeed, almost all use MMS as the class text. 

The great majority of S3 and S4 certificate pupils follow 

courses aiming at presentation on Syllabus A: 98~ of presentations 

are on this syllabus. 2 Those following the double course in both 

Mathematics and Arithaetic ai.ost invariably use MMS. The more 

'able' of those following the single course, if they have a text

book, .. y use 'Modern Aritbaetic for Schools', a compilation of 

the arithmetic chapters from MMS. 

This evidence points to a single dominant mathematics 

curriculum in S1/S4 which is adapted in various ways to take account 

of what are perceived as the differing abilities of pupils. In 

particular, in 53/54 some pupils study only the Arithmetic part of 

this standard course, while others on noncertificate courses 

study a diluted version of this already curtailed course. To this 

extent it is appropriate and justifiable to talk of a Scottish 

uthematics curriculum. 

(2) The e.piric&! study 

The first step in planning the study was to decide what kind 

of evidence was needed, and how it could be obtained. In fact, this 

stage of the research took place in parallel with the development 

and clarification of the theoretical concepts which were introduced 

in Part I. This first stage combined participant observation in 
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schools with reading in areas - the philosophy, history and 

sociology of aatheaatics and science, curriculum theory, and 

studies of teachers and teaching - which might illuminate both the 

fundamental theoretical issues raised by general mathematical 

education, and the ways in which theoretical conjectures could be 

eapirically tested. Froa this stage came the outlines of the 

study. 

This study, described in the following chapters, is in two 

parts. The first exaaines three critical manifestations of the 

curriculua - classroom talk, curriculum materials and examination 

papers - in order to prOTide evidence on Which to judge the extent 

to which the present Scottish mathematics curriculum satisfies the 

criteria for general aathematical education which have been 

advanced in the preceding chapters. 

Classroom talk and curriculum aaterials are the major direct 

influences on the outcomes of pupil learning. National curriculum 

materials and examinations represent the 'official' curriculum. 

They are likely to exert a powerful influence on teacher behaViour, 

and thus indirectly on pupil learDing. 

The second part of the study exaaines the views of mathe

matics teachers on the role of mathematics education in the first 

four years of the secondary school, and the ways in which they 

approach the teaching of mathematics in these years. 

For conTeDieaee I shall refer to the first part as 'the 

curriculum study', and the second as 'the teacher study'. 



Chapter 6: The Curricula Study - Ailll8 and Methods 

( 1 ) The aills of the curriculum study 

The principal hypothesis which the curriculum stu~ was 

designed to test is that the present mathematics curriculum is 

alliOSt exclusiyely concerned with technical expertise in aathe

aatics - how to 'do aatha' - rather than with the nature of 

aathematical lmowled«e and enquiry, and the social, cultural and 

intellectual context ot aatheaatics. 

An auxiliarr hypothesis is that the conception of 'doing 

maths' current in the curriculua centres on using, or working within 

certain given traaeworks ot rules which define what is 'correct' 

or 'appropriate', ignoring the .are fundamental issues ot yalidity 

involved in constructing, and justifying the application of these 

fraaeworks, and the use of criteria other than those ot yalidity 

in evaluating aatheaat1cal procedures and constructs. 

(2) The develop!ent of an analytic instrument 

The research strategy adopted for the curriculum study was a 

systematiC content analysis of clusroOil talk, curricula aaterials, 

and exaaiaation question papers. A search ot the literature 

revealed that there vas no content analysis instrument available 

which could be used or suitably adapted to aeet the purpose. of 

thi8 study. A ne" iutruent, the Math_tics Topic Handling SY8teil 

(MATHS), was developed which eabodies the critical distinctions 

underlying the hypotheses described above. 

The full iutruent is de8cribed in Appendix 2. In brief it 

operationali8 .. the theoretical distinctiou introduced in Chapter 4, 
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between Methodological Articulation, both Standard (SMA) and 

Nonstandard (NMA), and Reflection, both Methodological (MR) and 

Cultural (CR). Topics falling into none of these classes are 

categorised as Residual (RES). 

I will discuss the aethodological issues raised in the 

development of MATBS in the context of the classrooa version which 

is the most complex and difficult to use. The basic rationale is, 

however, the s .. e for all versions. 

The central issue in developing a content analysis system is 

the definition of a unit of content to which the theoretical dis-

tinctions, which the system seeks to operationalise, can be tied. 

The 'topic' On which MATHS ia based, starts fra. the work of 

Gallagher. 1 Gallagher's 'topiC' is a more flexible unit for con

tent aDalysis than, for exaaple, the 'venture' of Smith and Meux. 2 

In particular, it serYes better as a aodel of loosely structured 

talk. By allowing the interleaving and interpenetration of the.es 

the 'topic' 80del can aCC~date 4igression and the parallel 

development of themes, whereas the 'venture' 80del tends to aske 

sense of such talk by ignoring it, or by absorbing it into so.e 

larger Wli t. 

The 'topic' is also aore suitable than units such as the 

'episode' of S.ith and Meux,' the 'incident' of Nuthall and 

Lawrence,4 or the 'topical cycle' of Bellack,5 which only .odel 

question-centred dialogue, in view of. the likelihood - apparent 

fro. the pilot studies - that a high frequency of teacher .onologue 

would be found in the observed classrooaa. 

Jo.ethel •• s MAfBS differs from Gallagher's Topic Clas.ification 

Syste. (roS) ina aUber of ways. First MATHS is concerned with a 
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different facet of classroom talk. Gallagher's system aims to 

describe what he teras the 'cogn1tiye' dimensions of classroom talk. 

He dey eloped the 'topic' as a 'natural' unit of content which 

could be multiply coded on three 'cognitiye' dimensions, 

Instructional Intent, Conceptualization, and Style. The details of 

these dimensions need not detain us here. For MATHS the descrip

tion of the substantiye content itself is the end. 

The second difference arises from this difference in aims. 

Because MATHS is directly concerned with the content of classroom 

talk, it subdivides and categorises in a single process. Categorical·, 

distinctions are incorporated in the sUbdiyision rules. In 

particular, these analytic distinctions take priority over 

naturalistic ones. 

Third, MATHS codes directly from audiotapes rather than in

directly from transcripts. Gallagher points out that the 

preparation of transcripts is laborious and time consuming, and 

that the nuance of spoken language is lost in the process. On the 

other hand coding from transcripts is probably rather easier and 

more reliable. Gallagher's study suggests, nonetheless, that 

satisfactory agree.ent between obserYers is likely to be attainable 

from the coding of audiotapes. Giyen its clear adyantages in 

other respects, this method v.as preferred. This particular 

problem does not arise, of course, in the analysis of textbooks 

and examiaation papers where printed matter can be coded directly. 

Fourth, while it is not entirely clear from his description 

of TeS, it see .. that Gallagher's system codes only whole class 

discussion. MATUS codes all substantiye talk, including that 

between the teacher and indiyidual pupils or groupe of pupils. In 

particular, it codes talk occurrill8 during what the TCS would code 
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solely as Activity. Pilot studies suggested that the great 

majority of substantive talk came from the teacher and was addressed 

either to the whole class or to individual pupils. In order to 

ascertain whether the content of discussion differed between these 

two situations, a distinction between Class and Individual 

discussion was introduced, with the dividing line set, rather 

arbitrarily, at four pupils. Again, this is a problem which does 

not arise in the textbook and examination versions. 

Fifth, Gallagher's 'developed' and 'undeveloped' 'topics' and 

'themes' have been dropped. The definitioDS ot, and distinctions 

between these units lack a theoretical basis to sanction their use 

as indicators of the degree of emphasis or elaboration given to 

topics in different categories. Indeed, the lack of uniqueness 

of naturalistic divisions at each of, and between these levels -

evident in Gallagher's stUdies and those of Smith and Meux -

suggests that an adequate theoretical basi. is unlikely to be 

forthcoming. 

Instead, MATUS uses a simple time aeasure to quantify the 

e.phasis given to different categories. Such a measure has the 

advantages of beiDg easy to use, and produciDg data which are highly 

reliable and easy to interpret. The basic unit of .easure.ent is 

a 10 second interval. Given the ambiguity of the opening and 

closing of individual utterances and topical units, and variations 

in tape speed, to use a smaller unit would be to claim a spurious 

accuracy for measurement. 

The aain function, however, of the developed/undeveloped 

distinction in Gallagher's TCB is to set. threshold below which 

topics need not be - on the Conceptualization dimension - or are 
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not - on the Style dimension - categorised. This device smooths 

out ubiguous or insubstantial talk. The threshold that the TCS 

sets - 15 lines of typescript, equivalent to around one minute of 

talk - seems rather high for the purposes of MATHS. MATHS lowers 

the threshold to 15 seconde: that is, no topic has a measured 

length of less than two 10 second units. A topic which lasted less 

than 15 seconds would be extreme11 insubstantial. It could consist 

of little more than a single state.ent; there would certainly be 

no tille for interchange. It seems reasonable to suppose that any 

topic to which illportance is attached will be dwelt on for longer 

than 15 seconds. 

This, then, is a rather lIore sensitive smoothing device than 

that of TCS. For consistenc1, and greater sensitivity of measure

ment, we rule that periods of silence or chaos within the boundaries 

of a segment are deleted if they exc.ed 15 seconds in length. In 

analysing textbooks and examination papers the problell8 of defining 

thresholds and units of m.asure.ent are less cOllplex. For text

books the sentence was chosen as the threshold, and the line or 

line equivalent as the unit of measgrellent, for exaainatiol18, the 

question and its mark respectively. 

Finally, one weakness of Gallagher's S1stell is its lack of 

definition of the nature of 'auxiliary' co .. ents grouped under the 

headings of '_nagellent' and 'structuring'. In this aatter MATas 

aspires to a rather lIore precise definition by laying down ground 

rules for identifying such co .. ents. 

(3) The choice of a sample 

The other important issue at the planning stage was the choice 
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of particular instances of classroom talk, curriculum materials, and 

examination papers to be analysed. For this choice might affect 

the Talidity of generality of the finding8. 

It seemed important to analyse a broad sample of clas8room 

talk from aathell8.tics cluses in the year8 S1 to 84. The 81l1lpling 

plan was in two stages. First, a number of 8chools were to be 

chosen and asked to cooperate in the study. Then similar classes 

in each school were to be chosen for observation. 

It was decided to sample only from the Central Region of 

Scotland. There is no eTidence to suggest that curriculum and 

teaching practice. in .econdary school .. thematic8 Tary between 

regions within Scotland. In addition, because of its geographical 

position, teachers in Central Region are drawn from a Yariety of 

sources, both in teraa of uniTersity and college training, and of 

previous teaching experience. 

Within each school it wu decided to observe classes in S1 

and 83. In S1 classes are furthe.t from the influence of SCE 

examinations and mo.t likely to be following a co .. on course: 

here we might expect to find evidence of any strongly held 

interpretations of general aatheaatical education. By S3 course. 

have diyerged and diff.rences in their content are likely to b. 

apparent. (Since the study was to take plac. in April, May and 

JURe 1977 - a period which straddled the SCE .xaminations - it 

would not have D •• n pos.ible to oD.erv. s4 clu.es. In any cue, 

the S3 cl ..... observ.d would be well - about half-way - into the 

S3/S4 course at the time of obs.rvation). 

After consultation with the C.ntral Region Education 

Department, and with its approya!, .ight schools w.r. approach.d, 
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of which four agreed to cooperate in the study. At least one 

preliminary visit was paid to each of these schools before observa

tion started, to determine the ~ in which the mathematics 

department organised ita classes, and to make arrangements for 

observation. 

Two schools were in the same urban, industrial area. Both 

were fully developed six-year comprehensive schools, one with 

around 1800 pupils, the other with around 700. The third, situated 

in a small industrial town, was a fully developed six-year 

comprehensive with around 900 pupils. The fourth, situated in a 

saall rural, co..uter town, was in the process of developing from 

a four-year junior secondary into a five-year comprehensive. At 

the time when the observation took place, years S1 to S3 were 

comprehensive. This school had around 350 pupils. 

The organisation of _thematics courses was similar in all 

four schools. In 81, mathematics classes were mixed-ability: from 

82 onwards they were set by ability. Around half the 83 pupils 

were following a course leading to presentation at SCE '0' Grade 

in both Matheaatics and Arithmetic, a further quarter were aiming 

at presentation in Arithmetic only, and the remainder were following 

noncertificate courses. 

As a result it was decided that three classes would be 

observed in each school; one mixed-ability from 81, one 'above 

average' (double 8ubject) froll S3, and one 'below average' froll 

S3. Note that 'above' and 'below average' are not .ere statistical 

artefacts: they correspond to real organisational and curricular 

distinctions. 

So .s to view as m&D1 different teachers as possible, and to 
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inconvenience individual teachers as little as possible, each class 

observed was to have a different teacher. The principal teacher 

of mathematics in each school was asked to identify those teachers 

in his department willing to cooperate in the stu~, and to 

select, in as unbiased a manner as possible (given the constraints 

above) the three classes to be observed. The researcher's 

impression is, however, that in all cases the choice was arrived at 

through a process of discussion and reasoned choice, rather than 

one of unguided choice. 

The saaple is, then, certainly not random. Observation took 

place only in the four schools prepared to cooperate in the study, 

and, in each school, only in classes approved by both the principal 

teacher and the clas8 teacher - in two cases an observed class was 

taught by the principal teacher. In one school it became clear at 

the last moment that the teacher of the 'below average' S3 class 

originally chosen was not prepared to cooperate in the study, and 

an additional 81 class had to be substituted. But while this was 

not a random sample from the three populations, it is plausible 

that the bias was towards those classes and teachers which were seen 

as satisfactory if not positively successful. For exaaple, in 

each school it was the top 53 class from the 'above average' 

population which was chosen to be observed. The schools had 6, 

2, 4 and 2 'above average' classes respectively: the probability 

of this event happening strictly by chance is just over 1~. A.ny 

bias at the selection stage is likely to be towards teaching 

styles and classes that are approved by the teachers themselves. 

The second way in which classroom observation data .. y be 

biased is related to the actual fact of observation. Teachers "y, 
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consciously or unconsciously, alter their behaviour towards models 

which they believe will bring approval. Nonetheless they remain in 

a 'real' situation to the extent that the presence of an observer 

is a marginal addition to existing constraints and influences on 

their behaviour, which will remain long after the observer has gone. 

It seems plausible that the largely unknown dispositions of a young 

graduate student are not likely to exert a great influence on the 

behaviour of teachers, in the face of existing and less transient 

influences: furtheraore any alterations would have to be sustained 

over a number of lessons, and corresponding alterations 8ustained 

throughout the interview and the informal conversation which the 

'teacher stUdy' entailed. 

All but one of the 12 classes chosen were observed over at 

least three 35-40 ainute periods. Each observed class waa recorded 

on a 2-track audio-cassette. On one track was a record of class

room talk from a radio-aicrophone attached to the teacher's person, 

on the other a coaaentary on any events or details which aight 

assist coding, given by the observer who sat at the back of the 

classroom throughout the lesson, monitoring the recording equipment. 

In the case of one class, equipment failure .. de it possible only 

to record two periods. In all, thirty-eight periods were recorded 

and analysed. 

The choice of curriculum materials and examination papers for 

analysiS was much siapler. Previous discussion has pointed to the 

significance of the series of textbooks 'Modern Mathematics for 

Schools'. The four schools in the study were no exception to the 

pattern which has been described. In three of the four the 81/S2 

co .. on course was baaed on MMS and the appropriate volumes issued 
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to pupils. The fourth used 'Modular Mathematics' materials but 

supplemented these with work from MMS for certain groups of pupils. 

In all four schools certificate courses were on Syllabus A and 

the S3/S3 double course was based on MMS, which was issued to all 

pupils following it. 

In all of the schools the work of the department was organised 

around the standard curriculum materials: the shared assumption 

was that all teachers of S1 and of 'above average' S3 classes 

would basically work through these texts. No single text was 

favoured for S3 'below average' classes. Indeed, maD1 were not 

issued with, and rarely used texts. Those in use, and in stock for 

use with such classes, differed little in content from the arith

metic sections of MMS. The main difference lay in the number and 

simplicity of the examples in the exercises. 

This evidence pointed to an analysis of the seven volumes 

of MHS which cover the full '0' Grade course. 

We have seen how S3/S4 certificate courses in Scottish 

secondary schools aim towards presentation at SCE '0' Grade. 

Although 98~ of presentations in Mathematics and Arithmetic are 

on Syllabus A, it was decided to include Syllabus B examinations 

in the study in order to test the hypothesis that, in terms of the 

distinctions of MATHS, there is no difference between the two 

syllabuses. While the individual items in examinations on a 

particular syllabus change from year to year, the broad principles 

underlying the construction of the examination are unlikely to do 

so without some explicit indication. For these reasons it was 

decided that an analysis of the 1975 and 1976 '0' Grade examina

tions in Mathematics and Arithmetic on both syllabuses would be 

sufficient to provide valid evidence. 
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(4) The reliability and validity of the data 

The MATHS eoding system is intended to operationalise a model 

of the eontent of mathematies curricula. When we ask whether the 

data it-produees are valid and reliable, we are asking questions 

abeut 'fte adequacy of the lIodel and its operationalisation, and 

the way in which the system has been used. 

A lIodel fulfils two fUnctions: it generalises and it simplifies. 

Strictly, generalisation is a form of simplification; to generalise 

is to ignore or discard the unique, but theoretically insignificant 

characteristies of individual phenollena. To theorise, or to build 

and use 1I0dels is, then, to cOllllit oneaelf to Simplification of 

sOlie kind. This is a point which is often lIisunderstood. Many 

teachers and sOlie researchers claim that no model can adequately 

describe individual phenollena. Inaslluch as this observation is 

correct it is trivial; for While, in principle, there aay be no 

limit to the complexity of the discriminations which can be made 

about an individual phenollenon, it is clear that, in practice - in 

particular, in our use of language - we necessarily use such 

simplifying models and theories, if only tacitly. 

There are a nuaber of deunda that can be IIB.de of an instru

ment, and corresponding grounda on whieh it can justifiably be 

criticised. 

First, it should have a sound and articulate theoretical basis. 

An instrument based on an inconsistent, unjustifiable, or ambiguous 

theory, can only produce data whieh are, at the best, meaningless 

and, at the worst, positively mialeading. 

Second,the instruaent itself should be as sillple, clear, and 

concise as possible, uking only those distinetions which have 
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theoretical significance, and making these clearly and adequately. 

Third, the instrument must be sensitive to the 'ecology' of 

the phenomenon under observation. The data it produces should not 

be a mere statistical artefact; it should reflect the 'reality' of 

the phenomenon. 

Fourth, the process of gathering data should not unduly disturb 

the 'ecology' of the phenomenon, nor influence the observations 

which are made. 

A number of factors affecting the validity of the data pro

duced by MATHS have already been discussed. Arguments have been 

advanced for the validity of the conceptual distinctions on which 

the system is based, and the adequacy with which these distinctions 

are reflected in the 8Y8tem. It baa been argued that the U8e of 

the instrument involves no significant distortion of the 'reality' 

of mathematics curricula, and the possible bias of s .. ples has been 

explored and delimited. None of these potential flaws is amenable 

to direct e.pirical investigation; argument alone can identify and 

guard against the •• 

The one aspect of validity which can be examined empirically 

is the extent to which the distinctions made by MATHS are clear 

and unambiguous. The purpose of the reliability study which 

follows is to conduct such an empirical examination. 

If the distinctions made by MATHS are clear and unambiguous 

then different observers should agree in their coding of the sam. 

situations. In short, coding should be reliable. 

Gallagher, to whose Topic Classification System MATHS is close, 

usee a relatively weak test of reliability; he compares, for a 

particular les8on, the final percentage distributions between 
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categories which different coders produce. 

A stronger test of reliability examines not just the final, 

aggregated data, but the pattern of raw codings from which it is 

derived. 

The first part of the HATHS reliability study examines the 

most complex version of the system, the classroom version. If 

ambiguity or lack of clarity is present in the system it is in the 

use of this version that this is most likely to show. 

The method adopted to establish an index of reliability was 

as follows. Three single lesson tapes were each analysed independ-

ently by two coders. The two resulting codings of each tape were 

then compared to establish an index of agreement. For each tape 

the utterances selected by one or both of the coders to mark the 

boundaries of segments (or deletions) were recorded in sequence on 

a sheet. These markers defined first, a collection of intervals 

coded as substantive by at least one of the coders, and a second 

c,ollection of intervals - contained wi thin the first - where the 

coders were agreed both on the substantiveness and the specific 

categorisation of discourse. 

t-1,3 
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In the hypothetical example above the intervals coded as 

I 
M~ 

substantive by at least one of the coders are M1-M2, M3-M5 and 

M6-M9. The intervals over which the coders are entirely agreed 

are M1-M2, M4-M5 and M6-M7. 



Once all the markers and intervals had been determined the 

tape was played through and the time at which each marker occurred 

was noted. From this information interval lengths were calculated. 

Finally, the ratio of the length of the intervals over which there 

was complete agreement - the second, and smaller, collection - to 

the length of the intervals coded as SUbstantive by at least one 

coder - the first collection - was calculated to provide an index 

of agreement. 

In the example above this index would be given by the expression 

L(M1-M2) + L(M4-M5) + L~M6-M7) 
L(M1-M2) + L(M3-M5) + L M6-M9) 

where L(A-B) signifies the length of the interval A-B. 

Clearly the value of the index must lie between 0 and 1, the 

first value signifying a complete absence of agreement, the second, 

complete agreement. 

The three analyses which sade up the MATHS reliability study 

gave ratios of 0.75, 0.83, and 0.94. In the firat two caaes 

virtual11 all the disagreement was due to a single difference in 

interpretation of the coding instructions. In both lesaons there 

was a period of talk which consisted of the teacher soliciting the 

answers to questions in an exercise. One coder had treated thia 

as substantive, the other aa nonsubstantive. When disagreement 

due to this difference was removed the coefficients roae to 0.97 

and 0.99 respectively. On this index, then, there was an extremely 

high level of agreement between the two coders. 

Under normal circumstances this would be impressive and quite 

adequate evidence for the reliability of coding using the s1ste •• 

But the observations coded were unusual in one reapect. As was 
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anticipated in the hypothesis, virtually all topics were coded as 

belonging to a single category (SMA). Thus, while this first 

study provides strong evidence of the ability of the coders to 

distinguish between substantive and nonsubstantive talk, it 

provides weaker evidence of their ability to distinguish between 

the substantive categories of the system. 

To remedy this weakness a second study was conducted. The same 

coders independently coded 54 passages of varying length, drawn 

from a number of printed sources, each of which was taken to 

constitute a single topic; these can be found in Appendix 4 • One 

coder, the researcher, constructed the item bank in such a manner 

that, by his judgement, the distribution of topics was different 

from that found on the classroom tapes; in particular, all the 

substantive categories were represented to sOlie degree. 

The coders agreed on the classification of 53 of the 54 

topics which were distributed as follows, 

SMA 

12 

IOU. 

13 

MR 

7 

CR 

14 

The contested topic was classified as MR by one coder and as 

CR by the other. 

The second study provides the evidence lacking from the first. 

Combined they suggest that the distinctions made by the MATHS 

coding system are clear and UDAIIlbiguous; that coding using the 

system is indeed reliable. 
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Chapter 7: The Curriculum Study - Evidence and Conclusions 

(1) Classroom talk 

Thirty-eight periods of classroom talk, consisting of seven 

double periods and twenty-four singles,1 were observed. On 

average, there was slightly more than 20 minutes of classroom talk 

per period. Individual figures ranged from just over 9 minutes 

to just under 39. 

The distribution of classroom discussion between the two 

Group categories, Indi.idual and Class, varied considerably over 

the observed periods. There were some where all discussion fell 

into one or other of the categories. Overall, around ~ of talk 

fell into the Individual category. There was no marked difference, 

however, in the distribution of topics by Content between the two 

Group categories.2 For this reason the Group distinction will be 

ignored in presenting results. 

The results in Tables 1, 2 and 3 give clear evidence that the 

classroom talk fell almost exclusively into the SMA category. Indeed 

no MR topics occurred throughout the 38 periods, and in only 2 

did CR topics occur, on one occasion only fleetingly. While NMA 

topics occurred more frequently, they typically occupied only a 

small fraction of discussion time. 

Two lessons stood out as exceptional relative to the typical 

pattern. In one 81~ of the discussion was CR: here the teacher 

was explaining the purpose of ueiDg statistics to a 'below average' 

S3 class. In the other, 35. of the discussion was RES: here the 

lesson was on life insurance, and part of the lesson was taken up 

with discussing the reasons for taking out life insurance, the 



Table 1 ~ of classroom talk in each Content cate~o£l b: 
school, class type, and subject area 

School Class Subject Doub1e/ Content Category 
type area .ing1e SMA NMA MR CR REE 

S1 A S 91 9 0 0 0 
A D 76 21 0 0 2 

S3U C D 98 2 0 0 0 

S3L A S 12 7 0 81 0 
A S 100 0 0 0 0 
A s 87 10 0 1 1 

S1 M S 100 0 0 0 0 
A. S 95 5 0 0 0 
M S 100 0 0 0 0 

S3U M D 100 0 0 0 0 
M D 98 0 0 0 2 

S3L A D 98 2 0 0 0 
A D 100 0 0 0 0 

S1 A S 98 2 0 0 0 
A S 100 0 0 0 0 
M s 98 2 0 0 0 

S3U M D 91 9 0 0 0 
A S 100 0 0 0 0 
M S 100 0 0 0 0 

S3L A S 100 0 0 0 0 
A S 100 0 0 0 0 
A S 100 0 0 0 0 

S1 A S 100 0 0 0 0 
M S 100 0 0 0 0 
A S 100 0 0 0 0 

S1 A S 82 18 0 0 0 
A S 100 0 0 0 0 
A S 100 0 0 0 0 

S3U M S 100 0 0 0 0 
M S 100 0 0 0 0 
A S 65 0 0 0 35 



Key to Tables 1, 2 and 3 

Class type: S1 = first year mixed-ability 

S3U = third year 'above average' 

S3L = third year 'below average' 

Subject area: A ~ Arithmetic 

M = Mathematics 

C = Computer studies 

Table 2 Mean ~ of classroom talk in each Content 
Categop: bl class type, and subj.ct area 

SMA NMA MR CR R~ 

S1 (n=15) 94.4 5.2 0 0 0.3 
S3U (n=13) 95.3 1.7 0 0 3.0 
S3L (n=10) 89.5 2.1 0 8.2 0.1 

Arithmetic (n=23) 91.2 4.0 0 3.3 1.4 
Mathematics (n=13) 98.1 1.6 0 0 0.3 

All (n=38) 93.4 3.2 0 2.2 1.2 

Table 3 Median ~ of classrooa talk in each Content 
Category bl class type, and subject area 

SMA NMA MR CR RES 

S1 (n=15) 100 0 0 0 0 
S3U (n=13) 98 0 0 0 0 
S3L (n=10) 100 0 0 0 0 

Aritblletic (n=23) 98 0 0 0 0 
Math .... tic. (n=13) 100 0 0 0 0 

All (n=38) 100 0 0 0 0 



regulations surrounding it, and the way in which life insurance 

companies operate. 

The overall uniformity of the results is striking. The 

infrequency with which lessons di.erge by more than ~ from the 

stereotypical scores for each Content category indicates the 

degree of uniformity. 

Table !t- Nuaber of periods outside ~ range (n I:: 38) 

SMA < 98 NMA) 2 MR) 2 CR~ 2 Rm) 2 

10 9 o 1 1 
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These results suggest that, as far as MATHS is concerned, there 

are no substantial differences between the content of classroom talk 

in different types of lesson - aathe or arithmetic, S1, S3 'above 

a.erage', or 83 'below average'. There is a co_on pattern running 

through all of them. 

(2) Textbooks 

The results from the textbook analysis are even .ore clear cut 

than those from the classroom obse"ation. Again, virtually all 

content falls into the SMA category. Topics in other categories 

are infrequent and insubstantial. 

Interestingly, the one exception to the overall pattern is 

computer studies, the one non-exaained subject area covered by 

MMS. The high le.el of CR in this s.bject area is due to a chapter 

in Book 6 which describes uses of computers in business and 

industry: he" CR constitutes nearly 60J5 of the content. Over the 
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other three computer studies chapters in the series, CR falls to 

a typical 0.5~ 

Table 5 ~ of textbook content in each Content Cate!o~ 

by subject area 

SMA. NMA MR CR 

Algebra 99.6 0.2 0 0.3 0 
Geoaetry 99.2 0.1 0 0.7 0 
TrigonOlletry 99.9 0 0 0.1 0 

A.rithlletic 96.6 0.8 0 0.9 1.8 

Computer studies 85.9 0.1 0 14.0 0 

All 98.1 0.3 0 1.0 0.6 

(3) Examination papers 

The results from the analysis of eXBJllination papers could 

not be aore clear cut: in all eight eX8Jlinations analysed, all the 

questions sought answers in the SMA. category. 

( 4 ) Conclusion 

These results provide strong evidence for the principal 

hypothesis of the curriculum study: that the present mathematics 

curriculum is concerned alaost exclusively with technical expertise 

in .. theJDatics. 

They provide equally strong evidence for the sUbsidiary 

hypothesis that the conception of 'doing aathe' implicit in the 

curriculum is a limited one which ignores the fundamental methodol-

ogical issues at the heart of mathematical activity. 



Chapter 8: The Teacher Study - Aims and Methods 

(1) The aims of the teacher study 

The basic purpose of interviewing the class teachers was to 

discover what kinds of knowledge, skill and understanding they 
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aimed to develop through their teaching: in particular, whether they 

aimed to develop the kinds of knowledge and understanding which 

relate to the conception of general mathematical education 

advanced in Part 1. 

A second purpose was to discover the extent to which the 

'official' curriculum determined what pupils were taught, and to 

relate teachers' expressed aims to the aias of this curriculum. 

Moreover, if carefully designed, the interview might yield 

further valuable information about the way in which aathematics 

teachers viewed their subject and the teaching of it. In fact it 

became apparent during the course of the pilot studies that, how

ever the interview was designed, it was likely to elicit a general 

discussion of these matters. 

The interview schedule was designed to be open with respect to 

specific aias and objectives. The teachers were to be encouraged 

to talk about their teaching from a number of different starting 

points. In this way it was hoped to obtain a full account of the 

teacher's aims, while avoiding the possibility of influence involved 

in more direct questioning. 

(2) The design of an interview schedule 

The interview was in three sections, of which the first and 

last were common to all teachers. The first dealt with a particular 
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lesson which had recently been observed, and provided an opportunity 

for the teacher to talk about the way in which an individual lesson 

had been planned and taught, and to describe the objectives which 

it sought to realise. 

The second section asked teachers of 81 and 83 certificate 

classes to describe their views on the standard curriculum and any 

ways in which they deviated from it. Teachers of 83 non-certificate 

classes were asked to talk about the kind of curriculum that the 

class followed. 

The last section dealt with two background factors which it 

was felt might influence the aims of individual teachers. These 

factors were; other subjects that the teacher had studied at post

school level, or taught at school level, and other occupations that 

the teacher had had. Here the teacher was given an opportunity to 

describe how such factors - if relevant - influenced his or her 

teaching of mathematics. 

The basic structure of the interview was provided by a number 

of key statements and questioDS. Throughout the interview the 

subjects were probed for the reasons behind their reported beliefs 

and actions, and for exemplifications of general statements. On 

occasion key questions and statements were slightly rephrased in 

order to acknowledge the particular context, or statements made 

previously by the teacher. It was hoped that this would help to 

sustain the informal atmosphere in which the fullest account of the 

teacher's views might be forthcoming. 

The pilot stUdies suggested that some teachers were ill at 

ease when confronted with questioDS, phrased in general terms, 

about the curriculum, and that an interview conducted solely at 
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this level would elicit little information from them. There was 

also evidence that the answers given to general questions might 

be a verbal gloss, only loosely related to the actual practices of 

the teacher. The opening section, tied to a specific lesson, and 

the probing for examples in the second and third sections fulfil a 

similar dual function. First, they provide a specific, and 

possibly more congenial introduction to more general questions: 

second, they encourage the formulation of generalisations consistent 

with teaching practices. 

The full interview schedule can be found in Appendix 3. Section 

1 was dropped from two of the twelve interviews, in one case 

because the teacher had been returning examination papers during 

the specified lesson, and in the other because the teacher was 

pressed for time. All twelve teachers answered Sections 2 and 3. 

All the interviews were recorded on audiotape. 

(3) The analysis of interview data 

Not surprisingly, given the open structure of the questions in 

the interview schedule, responses to individual questions tended to 

be discursive, often touching on aatters related to previous or 

later questions. For this reason a flexible method, deriving from 

1 the work of Becker, was used to analyse the interview data. 

Becker's aethod was developed for use in participant observation. 

Its value for our purposes is that it aakes it possible not only 

to analyse the rather unstructured stat •• ents of the teachers, but 

to assess their veracity and interpret them. 

Adapted to the present problem, the •• thod consists of 

formulating a hypothesiS, then searching the interview tapes for 
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evidence that, directly or indirectly, confirms, makes plausible, or 

refutes the hypothesis. To exemplify this technique in action I will 

describe the way in which it was used to test the general hypothesis 

that teachers of S1 and S3 'above average' classes stick very closely 

to the set curriculum, against the statements of a particular teacher. 

This teacher made a number of statements bearing on the 

hypothesis. He answered the question (1.2) about his reasons for 

teaching a particular topic that day, 

"Well simply again, this is the next part of the course: 

according to the book the next section's leading through." 

In answer to question (2.1)(c) on the relation of classwork to the 

set curriculum he started, 

"What I mainly want to do is teach what is there to 

be taught properly", 

and went on to explain that he was quite happy to teach what "those 

higher up" had laid down. 

Then talking about the problems of teaching classes of uneven 

ability, 

"Likes of this morning I could have went on to the next 

part of the lesson or the course without any trouble 

with maybe twenty-five out of whoever was there. But 

the other half dozen, they would have been in trouble. 

And again as far as I'm concerned I've got to get them 

through an exam, and if I can get those other six 

through the exam I think I'll have succeeded." 

In answer to the questions (2.6) and (2.7) about introducing out

side topics he answered simply "No", and, 
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"No again. I stick very rigidly to the vork that's involved." 

Here he proceeded to explain, 

"Again this lilly be just because I'll into school. I 

don't knov. Well I've been in a year and a half and 

perhaps I don't feel free enough to do other things. And 

again plus the fact that it is the certificate class and, 

as I say, at the end of the day, that's what these pupils 

want, a certificate, and that's what I vant to get thell 

as well really. And at the IlOllent I don't feel I've got 

tille aaybe to give thell sOllething outside of that." 

Probed about whether there were any topics he aight have liked to 

talk about had he had tille, 

"No again. As I say again I'. perhaps not outward looking 

that way myself: it's aaybe aJ personality. As I say I 

believe there's a job there, I'a involved with that job, 

and I get on with that job. Again this My cOile back to 

ay work in industry. You were given a job and that was 

it. As far as the curriculua's concerned I stick 

rigidly to it." 

He felt that the only university subject he had taken which 

was of value in teaching aatheaatics was Education, since it was 

the only one which had dealt with the aaths that was in the school 

curriculum. Indeed, he had coaplained to one of his mathematics 

professors that the university mathematics courses were not 

relevant to what he was going to be called on to teach. As he put 

it, 

"Again it vas aore or less what I've said about the 

curriculum here: it's there and that's what's to be 



done and that's all there is to it." 

Finally, everything that this teacher said during the inter

view was perfectly consistent with the events which took place 

while he was under observation in the classroom. 
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In the example above we have not siaply direct evidence that 

this teacher seeks to stick close to the set curriculum - in the 

form of his statements to that effect - but evidence which ties 

these statements into a wider view of his role as a teacher. The 

consistency of the teacher's statements, and their e.beddedness in 

a larger world-view, lends them a plausibility as accurate accounts 

of his beliefs and actions which a siaple answer to a direct 

question lacks. This is the strength of this method. It uses not 

just direct, but indirect evidence to teat hypotheses: in particular, 

it testa for consistency throughout the interview, and within a 

aore general framework of belief and action. 

There are, of course, other factors which must be considered 

in &ssessing the validity of the teachers' accounts. Firet, the 

researcher had already seen aeveral lessons taught by the teacher 

by the time of the interview, and discussing one of these lessons 

provided a bridge between the classroom observation and the 

interview. This places pressure to be consistent on the teacher, 

and at the same time provides additioDBl evidence which the 

researcher can draw on to test his hypothesea. 

Second, the teacher is talking about his beliefs and actions 

aa a teacher to another individual whoa he knows to have been a 

teacher - teachers invariably sought this information at a very 

early stage in the research encounter - and who, because of his 

lack of status and power, poses very little threat to the teacher. 



Indeed some of the teachers seemed to positively velcome this 

opportunity to talk about their vork, and coamented on this fact. 
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A fev vere much less enthusiastic, possibly because they disapproved 

of educational research and its practitioners in general. At least 

one teacher voiced her suspicions, 

"I don't vant to sound old fashioned but I thiDlt 

that in sOlie vays the old system of teaching aathe 

for good pupils had something to co .. end it in 

comparison vith vhat we do nov. What has happened 

I thiDlt is - I have to say it you knov - theorists -

ve're at the mercy of the theorists really - have 

said that time should be spent on trying to encourage 

children to understand the reasoning for something." 

Other teachers talked about their "hobby-horse" or "bias", or in 

st.ilar vay. excused their express ins opinions which, it vas implied, 

might bore, or fail to meet the approval of the researcher. 

Nonetheless, such evidence suggests that, whatever they 

imagined the researcher's opinions to be, teachers were quite pre

pared - or possibly determined - to say vhat they thought on these 

professional matters. 
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Chapter 9: The Teacher Study - Evidence and Conclusions 

(1) The role of the set curriculua 

The first hypothesis I vill examine is that the curriculum of 

S1 and 'above average' S3 classes is strongly influenced by the 

nationally standard curriculWl. Three of the S1 classes were 

following a curriculum baaed on 'Modern Mathematics for Schools'. 

The remaining two used the 'Modular Mathematics' aaterials with some 

additional work in arithmetic drawn from MMS or similar sources. 

Four of the five teachers of S1 classes reported themselves as 

rarely introducing topics of any kind outside the set curriculum. 

This was consistent both with their other statements and with 

observations aade in their classes. Two of these teachers could 

think of only one case; when teaching about statistics they asked 

pupils to bring in exaaples of charts and graphB from newspapers. 

Another teacher reported only that she had given her class some 

nuaber puzzles for entertaiuent, the fourth only that he aentioned 

the use of scale drawing in geography when he taught that topic. 

All those teachers gave direct indications that the basic order 

and direction in their teaching came fro. working through the set 

curriculUII. 

One teacher reported hiaself as straying frequently from the 

set curriculUJI. By this he meant two things. First, that he 

occasionally deleted topics which he regarded as unimportant or 

too difficult, and anticipated future content when an appropriate 

situation presented itself. Second that he often answered pupils' 

questiOns on outside topics: the examples he gave were explaining 

the meaning of a word pupils had found on the board from a previous 
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English lesson, and explaining how clouds formed. He also mentioned 

that he occasionally used examples from geography and physics: for 

example maps and orienteering to introduce 

such as angle and gradient. 

mathematical topics 

All four S3 'above average' classes were following a curriculum 

based on Syllabus A, and used 'Modern Matheaatics for Schools' as 

their textbook. In two cases where it was anticipated that the 

class would cover the set examination curriculua in a shorter time 

than that available, it was department policy that computing should 

be studied. 

One teacher reported htaself as never introducing topics falling 

outside the standard curriculUll, two 8.8 only rarely doing so. In 

one case the only exaaple that could be recalled was .entioning the 

difference between ~he definition of gradient used in mathematics 

and that used in geography. In the other the teacher gave what he 

suggested was an exhaustive list: h. had .entioned that examples 

of statistical graphs could be found in newspapers, explained that 

the angle in a semicircle property could be used in aarking a 

running track, and .entioned that it is possible to use calculus 

to show that the standard shape of a tin can is not the .ost 

econo.ical in use of tin. Again, all these teachers gave evidence 

that for the. teaching aaths was basically a utter of working 

through the set curriculUil. 

Finally, one teacher reported that he frequently introduced 

topics not in the set curriculUil. These were of two types: first, 

extensioDS of the theory being covered - .ore rigorous proofs, 

generalisationa - and second, problem solving - presentiDg pupils 

with non-routine probleas in aatheaatics and logic to solve. In 



all eases there was substantial direct and indirect evidence for 

these reports. 

There is very strong evidence then, that the majority of 

these teachers stuck very close to the set curriculum. In only 

two cases is there evidence of aD1 real concern with topics and 

approaches lying outside the set curriculua, and in only one of 

these cases vas this discursion related to mathematics. 

(2) The aias of the teachere 

This conclusion is given added plausibility when we come to 

test the hypothe.is that teachers are Dot concerned to develop 

the broader methodological and cultural llIlderstanding which is 

central to the conception of general matheaatical education 

advanced in Part I. 
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These teachers of 81 and 83 'above average' classes had sur

prisingly little to s81 about the purpose of teaching their subject, 

even in response to the very general questions in the second 

section of the interview. What they did have to Bay assumed that 

the purpose of mathematical education was the transmission of 

various types of technical skill and knowledge. There was no 

evidence that aDJ of these teachers had ever entertained the 

possibility of teaching towards the broader aias which the hypothesis 

concerns: there was certainly no mention of anything rese.bling 

them. 

This apparent lack of concern with the purpose ot teaching 

mathematics prompted the formulation of a further hypothesis that 

these teachers were not so much concerned with the value of 

curricular ai .. as with their feasibility. 



Two of the teachers did offer evaluations of the aims of the 

present curriculum. The S3 teacher who introduced problem

solving into his lessons felt that a greater eaphasis in this area 

was desirable as it would give pupils "aore facility to think 

practical problellS out". Another teacher IUlde no specific 

. suggestions, but felt that auch of the present curriculua was 

irreleyant to the yocatioDal neede of the majority of pupils. 

The relUlining teachers gaye little eyidence of any direct 

concern with the Yalue of curricular aims: their primary concern was 

their attainability. One, for example, while prepared simply to 

accept the curriculum laid down by "others who know what should be 

taught", considered that the changes of the sixties had improyed 

the mathematics curriculua because, 

"you don't have to be really III1thelll8.tically ainded to 

tackle some of these Geil problellS." 

Indeed, the concern that aaD1 pupils were unable to aaater the 

content of the curriculua was Yoiced, in yaryiDg degrees, by all 

nine of the S1 and S3 'above average' teachers. Seyen suggested 

that certain parts of the course should be oaitted, or given less 

emphasis with less able pupils. 

For example, seyeral teachers questioned the set geoaetry 

curriculUJI on the grounds that IIaD1 pupils find it difficult, 

another questioned the «aphasis on algebraic manipulation on the 

saae grounds. Others suggested that maDJ pupils were not capable 

of learniDg aost of _the.tics and that for this reason they 

should be taught only the mini.al core of basic arithmetic and 

aathematical skills which they were likely to be capable of 

learning and to need after leaving school. 
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This last example may seem to contradict the earlier statement 

that the teachers were not primarily concerned with aims. This 

is only marginally so. The evidence suggests that the purpose of 

teaching mathematics was not an iaportant issue for these teachers. 

Mathematics was simply there to be taught. What concerned them 

was that so maQ1 pupils seemed to lack the ability or motivation 

to learn mathematics. It was this fact which formed the basis 

of their criticisms of the present curriculum, not beliefs about 

value or purpose. 

While the importance of differences in pupils' ability to 

learn mathematics was spontaneously mentioned by all these teachers 

as a reason for changed emphasis on content, it was usually 

necessary to probe for statements of belief about the purpose or 

value of learning specific parts of mathematics, or mathematics in 

general. The eight teachers who expressed views all argued that 

there were certain arithmetic skills which all pupils would find 

useful in everyday and working life after they left school. There 

was also agreement that the present curriculum was of value to the 

small number of pupils proceeding to study mathematics at 

university level. 

Beyond this there was little agreement or conviction. Four 

teachers expressed doubt and confusion. As one put it, 

flI have found very little _the of value to me. I 

just think it's an experience, it's a subject which 

you study, which some are good at, some are bad at, 

and I make no wild claims about it at all." 

Or another; 

"You see, I think really for an awful lot of children 



at school what they're doing has probably got very 

little value, but maths I don't think is any different 

from any other subject in that respect. Perhaps it 

gives them a little, it interests them for a while 

and it keeps them occupied. And there's nothing else 

for them to do." 
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The reaaining four advanced with varying degrees of confidence, 

arguments that the study of mathematics disciplines the mind. Two 

talked about the subject "stretching the mind": another two about 

it developing "logical thinking" t defined by one as t 

"If you obey the rules you get the correct answer, 

if you don't obey the rules you don't get the 

correct answer." 

Only in one of these four cases - that of the teacher who advocated 

an emphasis on problem solving - was there evidence that this 

justification for mathematics actually influenced teaching behav

iour, either as observed or reported. 

Beyond the recognition of certain basic arithmetic needs, then, 

arguments about the value or purpose of mathematics had little 

place in the justifications which teachers offered for their views 

on the kind of curriculum appropriate to their pupils. The dominant 

consideration was what pupils were believed to be capable of 

mastering, rather than what they ought to learn. In short, teachers 

assUlled that pupils should learn simply what they appeared to be 

capable of learning. 

A similar phenomenon was evident in the views of the teachers 

of 83 'below average' classes. Three such classes were observed. 

One was aiming at presentation in Arithmetic at '0' Grade, the 
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others were noncertificate. All three teachers acknowledged the 

aim of developing basic aritbaetic skills. For the teacher of the 

certificate class this aim was paramount. Answering question 

(2.6) he explained, 

"Well with this particular class I keep qUiet about 

mathematicians and try to keep it all on a very basic 

'that world out there' level. It's arithaetic for use 

rather than for - well, I have tried to interest them 

near the end of term, in thinga that I've thought 

fascinating; little bits of number theory, things like 

that. It's like water off a duck'a back. So I tend 

now to stick to 81 last of trying to get them to 

calculate reasoDabl,. accuratel,.." 

He did, however, introduce storiea about 'that world out there' in 

order to .otivate the pupila and, 

"to get across to thea that out there they won't 

alwaya have paper and pencil, and that the .ethoda 

we teach will not alwaya be applicable, and that they've 

got to find soae way to use their co_on s.nse to get 

an aD8wer that'a appropriate to the circUIIStances." 

The opening statements of the replies of the two teachers of 

noa-certificate classea to queation (2.2NC), asking what kinds 

of thiaga the,. did with their classea, offer a faaciJUlting insight 

into tleir thinking. 

"It'a ... illly general arithaetic. They like nothing 

better than adding up a striag of figures or 

aultiplying, so it's _illly that." 

"AlI1thing I thiDk the,. can absorb, that the,. a,. use 



later on, that they may meet later on, although 

a lot of them won't use mathematics again." 

Both teachers mentioned what they termed 'interest based' 

topics. 

"They like something that seems a bit different 

to them from maths. Not mathematics, a gUle." 

One of the teachers explained why he taught this way. 

"That type of pupil is the kind of pupil that in a 

larger school, it's not geared to them, they don't 

come to school. So it's got to be soaething that 

they enjoy doing, and that they can do. They'd be 

quite hapP1, and they are quite happy if we do an 

exercise and show thea how to do something - say 

in algebra - and you give them forty examples of 

a similar kind. They can do them and they're 

hapP1 and they like doing it, rather than doing 

something they can't do. They get very discontented." 

These reaarks suggest that the primary considerations in planning 

the curriculua of these DOncertificate classes are ones of 

feasibility- The questions 'Will they uuderstand it?' and 'Will 

they enjoy it?' seea to take precedence over the questions 'What 

are the substantive aims of this curriculum?' and 'How does this 

topic help to realise these ai .. ?'. 

Again, with these 'below average' S3 classes there was no 

evidence of a concern to develop a broader methodolOgical and 

cul tural understanding of _the_tics. The oDl.y teacher who cUle 

near such a conception was the teacher of the certificate 
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Arithmetic class, with his concern to motivate his pupils by 

talking about 'the world out there'. He was, incidentally, the 

only teacher in whose classes CR topics were observed. 

(3) The significance of teachers' backgrounds 
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Although most of the teachers had studied subjects other than 

mathematics they found that this experience was, in general, of 

little or no value in teaching mathematics. Indeed a widespread view 

seemed to be that, 

"Maths goes out Lto other subject.!? rather than them coming 

back into mathB." 

Similarly, the three teachers who had worked in occupations 

other than teaching found this experience of little value in 

teaching mathematics, other than in -.king them more 'realistic' 

about the standards of arithaetic competence current, and acceptable 

outside the school. 

In addition, none of the twelve teachers referred to aD1 

involve.ent with aatheaatics outside that directly related to 

teaching the subject; the preparation of lessons, looking at 

curriculum Blaterials, attendiq inservice couraes. Indeed. three 

teachers specifically indicated that they avoided anything to do 

with mathematics outside their teaching responsibilities. A fourth 

made a point of explicitly communicating his lack of enthusiasm 

for mathematics to his pupils. 

(1+) Conclusion 

Both the hypotheses which the teacher study set out to test are 

supported by the evidence it provides. First, there is no evidence 
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that teachers are concerned to develop the broader .ethodological 

and cultural understanding which is central to the model of general 

mathematical education advanced in Part I. Second, there is a 

great deal of evidence that these teachers' actions and beliefs 

are hardly touched by considerations of the value or purpose of 

the subject they teach. Their goals are, in many wa1s, not subject 

goals but organisatioDBl goals; to cover the set curriculum, to 

get pupils certificate passes, to keep pupils occupied and amused, 

to get pupils to attend classes. 

These teachers, then, largely saw and taught aatheaatics as a 

static, socially disembodied, taken-for-granted corpus of technical 

knowledge and skill. They organised their teaching not so auch 

around a fr .. ework of beliefa about the purpose and value of 

includiD8 aathell8.tics in the curriculum they taught, as around an 

organisatioDBl fraaework ca.aon to all subjects, and unrelated to 

the particular content of the _the_tics curriculum. 

It seeas, then, that, to advance our understanding of what 

goes on in individual classrooms and schools, we .uat turn to the 

larger areaa within which change in the organisational framework 

around which teachers structure their activity takes place. For 

this reason Part III will examine the evolution of the Scottish 

school mathe_tics curriculum. 



Part III: The Development of the Scottish Mathematics Curriculum, 

1887-1977 



Chapter 10: The Origins and Development of the 'Traditional' 

Secondary Matheaatics Curriculum, 1887-1962 

(1) The Growth of a national system of secondary education 
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The late 19th century saw radical changes in the structure of 

the Scottish educational system. At the heart of these changes lay 

a new conception of the relation of school to university, and of 

the functions of these institutions.1 

In the traditional system the university took up where the 

elementary school left off. There were no formal entrance require

ments and the courses of the first Junior year assumed little or 

no previous knowledge so as to neutralise differences of educational 

and social background. The four year Arts curriculum of Language, 

Philosophy and Science held pride of place, and was the precondition 

of specialist or professional study. While the content of the 

individual courses was relatively elementary in the specialist 

sense, each was treated from the distinctive philosophical 

perspective of the Scottish Enlightenment. It was this character

istic which gave the Arts curriculum its coherence and its 

intellectual strength. It provided a humanistically-oriented 

common course of general education, prior to specialist or vocational 

training. 

'Secondary' or 'higher class' education was restricted in 

availability and varied in standard. In -DJ rural areas it was 

unknoVD, while at the opposite pole, ~ or the private and 

endowed city schools were in coapetition with the universities as 

providers of post-elementary education for the upper middle classes, 

aspiring to enter the ancient English universities, or the Civil 
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Service at home and abroad. The changes which took place over this 

period led to a much sharper differentiation between secondary and 

university education. The former became for the first time, a 

central and distinctive part of the Scottish educational system, 

while the latter changed markedly in character and function. This 

process is reflected in the development of a national system of 

secondary education, and the growth of specialist study in the 

universities. 

The 1889 Universities Act, which followed the Reports of 

Commissions in 1878 and 1889, instituted stiff compulsory matricula

tion requirements, restructured the degree regulations in the Arts 

faculties to permit early specialisation and introduced science 

faculties. in all the Scottish universities. The effect of these 

changes, which bec .. e effective from 1892, was to raise the age 

of university entry by two years from 15 O~ 16 to 17 or 18, and 

to promote the growth of specialist study. In the Arts faculty 

the Ordinary curriculum became an alternative to Honours where 

before it had been a precondition. 

The founding of an independent Scottish Education Department 

in 1885 marked the start ot an era of vigorous growth in secondary 

education in Scotland. The new conception of the relationship 

and functions of school and university clearly demanded an 

extension of secondary education to enable the school to take the 

place of the university as the instrument of general education. 

The SED encouraged the extension of secondary education in two 

ways, with fiDaDcial assistance from the popularly termed 'Equivalent 

Grant', made available under the Education and Local Taxation 

Account (Scotland) Act of 1892, and by establishing a national 
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system of examinations. 

Chrystal, Professor of Mathematics at Edinburgh University 

had conducted a feasibility study for a natioDal examination in 

mathematics during 1887.2 His tests were designed on the 

assumption that completion of the secondary curriculum should 

equip the pupil to enter the Senior classes at university. This 

assuaption did not, of course, reflect current practice, for many 

students, even if they had passed through all or part of secondary 

education, spent a year in the Junior classes at the university, 

before entering the Senior classes and the three year Arts 

curriculum proper. 

Chrystal's experiment was judged a success. It established 

that, at least in _thell8.tics, a co_on examination was feaaible, 

and the variation in standards it revealed gave strength to the 

argument of the reformers that a natioDal system of examinations 

was needed to raise the standard of secondary education. In 1888 

the SED introduced a school leaving certificate, aodelled on those 

offered by the ancient English universities. The _in aim behind 

the introduction of the certificate was to set standard levels of 

achieve.ent for secondary education, in order both to raise the 

standard of existing 'higher class' education, and to bring a halt 

to the rapid multiplication of examinations set by the universities, 

the professions and other such bodies.' 

The SED origiDally planned to set examiDations for the Leaving 

Certificate at two grades, the First, or Higher, corresponding to 

the Senior local examinations, and the qualifying examinations for 

entry to the three year Senior Arts course - both already set by 

each of the universities - and the Second, or Lower, corresponding 



to the existing Junior Local Examinations, and the preliminary 

examinations for entry to the university medical course. But, 

as we have seen, in the 1880's some of the large city 'higher class' 

schools were still in competition with the universities in pro-

moting advanced tuition, and for their benefit, a more advanced 

grade, Honours, corresponding to the entrance examination for the 

Indian Civil Service, was added. It was, however, short lived. 

The growth and development of the new Honours courses in the 

universities and the decision, in 1900, to award the Leaving 

Certificate on a group basis, rather than in individual subjects, 

led to the Honours grade being discontinued in 1907. 

The new certificate was largely successful in achieving the 

aima set out for it. After an initial show of reluctance the 

Scottish universities agreed to recognise it on the condition that 

the papers in Latin, Greek and Mathematics - the subjects of the 

university Junior year - were approved by the universities before 

being administered. The new examination was quickly accepted by 

the ancient English universities and the major professions. Soon 

success in the Leaving Certificate became the common aim of pupils 

in those institutions offering 'higher grade' education. 

In the early years of the certificate, then, the examiners 

were university professors and, although in tiae replaced by 

inspectors, the professors left their stamp on the examinations, and 

through thea on the curriculum itself.4 By the turn of the century 

the shape of the five year acadeaic secondary curriculum had become 

clear. In aathematics it was to resain substantially unchanged for 

aore than 60 years. 
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(2) The School and University Curricula 1887-1924 

The secondary mathematics curriculum was then, initially drawn 

up by university professors. The intention behind its design was 

that it should prepare a pupil for university study. In the early 

years of the certificate a precise syllabus was not officially 

laid down, although the questions set in examinations followed a 

relatively consistent pattern. It is clear that a process of 

adaptation and negotiation between the examiners, on one hand, and 

teachers and pupils, on the other, was taking place. By the time 

of the 1904 'Note as to Mathematical Papers',5 however, a stable 

and explicit curriculum had been reached which did not change 

until 1924. 

The curriculum was in four parts, Ari thlletic, Geoaetry, 

Algebra and Trigonometry. Arithlletic covered the elementary rules, 

prime factors, weights and measures, vulgar and decimal fractions, 

approximate calculation by decimals, and 'practical problems' which 

included what we now call 'social arithlletic' - profit and loss, 

insurance, foreign exchange, interest and so on. This was the one 

part of the curriculum designed with non-university needs in mind. 

Indeed, until 1905, when the practice was forbidden, (and after 

1932, when it was again peraitted) it was common to present certain 

pupils in Arithaetic only in the Leaving Certificate. In Geometry, 

the emphasis was firaly on Euclid, although 80me scale drawing 

and aensuration were included. Algebra consisted of formulae, 

graphical representation of functions, equatiOns, linear, quadratic 

and saul taneous, indices and logari thas, surds, the .~ell8.inder 

Theore. and progressions. Trigono.etry covered the ele.ents, and 

the solution of triangles. 



Until around 1910 a student who completed the Higher course 

in Mathematics at school would find much of the university 

Ordinary course in Mathematics familiar. 6 The Ordinary course 

served a dual purpose as the first course in the Honours degree 

in mathematics and as the mathematics course for the Ordinary 

Arts degree, and vas pitched mathematically more at the level of 

the student who might have passed Mathematics at the Lower Grade 

in the Leaving Certificate, than at that of the intending Honours 

mathematician with a good pass at the Higher Grade. If he intended 

to take Honours the student would proceed to the Intermediate 

Honours class where more advanced plane trigonometry, analytic 

geometry, conics and the calculus were studied, and finally to 

Advanced Honours for a fuller treatment of the integral calculus, 

spherical trigonometry, solid geometry, and differential equations. 

The generalist cultural spirit of the traditional Ordinary 

course in mathematics was at odds with the specialist, technical 

spirit of the developing Honours course, modelled on those of 

Cambridge and the continental universities. From this latter per-

spective the Honours student was merely marking time for a year 

while he took the Ordinary course, time which could be used to 

better effect if the Honours course were to be extended and made 

more ambitious. 

Around 1910, then, the universities started to extend the 

Honours curriculum. They were able to accommodate new topics in 

the Advanced Honours course by covering the content of the existing 

Honours course in the first two years of the new course. This 

entailed the introduction of a Second or Higher Ordinary course 

which rapidly became the standard first course in mathematics for 
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intending Honours students in mathematics, leaving the (First) 

Ordinary course for those students taking the Ordinary Arts degree. 

(Edinburgh, for example, introduced a Second Ordinary in 1909, 

Glasgow a Higher Ordinary in 1910). 

By the early 1920's a new university Honours curriculum, which 

was to survive, in broad outline, until the fifties, had been 

established. The Edinburgh curriculum of this tille is typical. 

Date of 
Introduction 

1916 

1916 

1922 

Arts Science? Syllabus 

2nd Ordinary Mathematics I 
Mathematics 

Algebra; Interpolation; 
Differential and 
Integral Calculus; 
Spherical Trigonometry; 
Co-ordinate Geolletry. 

Intermediate Mathematics 2 Higher Algebra; 
Differential and 
Integral Calculus; 
Differential Equations; 
Solid and Descriptive 
Geometry. 

Advanced 
Honours 
Mathematics 

Mathematics 3 Foundations of Analysis: 
Mathematics 4 Convergence; Continuity; 

Uniformity; Integration; 
Fundamental Theorem of 
the Calculus. 

General Analysis: 
Contour Integration; 
Gamma Function; Fourier's 
Theorell; Legendre's and 
Bessel's Functions; 
Elliptical Functions, 
Partial Differential 
Equations; Calculus of 
Variations. 

Higher Algebra and 
Geometry: Determinants; 
Matrices; Tensors; 
Differential Geometry; 
RelatiVity; Non
Euclidean Gea.etry. 

Mathematical Laboratory. 



(3) First Reforms in the School Curriculum 1924-1936 

Until 1924 there were no notable changes in the school 

mathematics curriculum. Between then and 1936 a number of changes 

were made, primarily in the geometry course: they can be followed 

in detail through (four) issues of the 'Note as to Mathematics,.8 

There was a progressive reduction in the number of proofs required 

in plane geometry, solid geometry was removed from the course -

first in its formal aspects and then entirely - and the analytical 

geometry of the straight line, and later the circle, was introduced 

in place of the deleted material. 

The 1931 SED memorandum presents the changes as a readjustment 

of the balance of the curriculum to take more account of the needs 

and abilities of the majority of pupils. The opening paragraph 

reads: 

"It is no doubt a common experience among teachers of 

mathematics that the difficulty of certain parts of the 

present course is out of all proportion to their useful

ness to the average pupil. The schools have to meet the 

needs of those 'who will later proceed to the University 

as well as of the much larger number who have no such 

intention, and the general tendency is to give 

precedence to the claims of the minority.,,9 

Now there is no doubt that many pupils found parts of formal 

geometry hard, and were forced to resort to the memorisation of a 

large number of proofs without understanding them. The change to 

a group leaving certificate meant that many pupils who would not 

formerly have stUdied mathematics to certificate level were forced 
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to do so. It is also quite conceivable that the curriculum 

planners believed that these pupils would find analytical geometry 

easier, or, less plausibly, useful. But we are bound to note that 

there were other factors which made these changes likely. 

In university mathematics classical formal geometry had long 

been in decline. In Edinburgh, for example, Euclid disappeared 

froll the specialist curriculUII in DaIle in 1903, and in spirit in 

1916. By contrast the basic ideas of analytic geometry and calculus 

were now central to large areas of the contemporary mathematics 

curriculum: by the twenties they constituted a major part of the 

first year university curriculum in mathematics not just for the 

Honours mathematician but for the physical scientist. The 

substitution of the elemenusof aDalytic geometry and the calculus 

for some of the aore recondite aspect. of classical formal 

geometry in the school curriculUII is .y!! curricular change that 

one would expect the influence of the universities, direct and 

indirect, to be promoting at that tille. Only the removal of 

inforaal solid geolletry in 1936 is anomalous from this perspective. 

But, as we shall see, this was reinstated to the curriculum soon 

after the war. 

(4) The 1947 Report and its aftermath 

In 1947, the Advisory Council on Education presented their 

Report 'SecondarY Education' which recommended a number of sub

stantial changes in the mathematics curriculum. It criticised the 

existing curriculum for its: 

"excessive preoccupation with the inner ordering of 

.athematical truth as against the application of it 

to the real world,,10 



and recommended that the curriculum should be more concerned with 

the practical and applicable aspects of mathematics, and less 

concerned with the abstract and theoretical. 

Their major recommendations for curriculum change were: 

(1) The reintroduction of informal solid geometry, 

(2) A ruthless reduction in the number of proofs required 

in the geometry course, 

(3) The introduction of calculus for the most able pupils, 

(4) A substantial reduction in the content of the algebra 

course; in particular, for most pupils nothing beyond 

the simultaneous equation and a graphical treatment of 

quadratiCS, 

(5) A much greater emphasis on practical work in geometry 

including a thorough training in mensuration and 

technical drawing, 

(6) The introduction of .. chanics. 11 

Recommendation (1) was uncontroversial. (2) - in direction, 

although perhaps not in scale - and (3) simply confirmed the pre

war pattern of change, and were likely to be broadly acceptable 

to university and university-influenced opinion. (4), (5) and 

(6) on the contrary represented a dramatic break with the 'pure' 

tradition of Scottish acadeaic mathematics. 

These proposals would haYe turned school mathematics into a 

'technological' rather than an 'intellectual' subject. Indeed the 

existing curriculua in technical 8ubjects was closer to these 

proposals than the existing mathematics curriculum. An academic 



treatment of mechanics might have found some support in university 

circles - it was comaon in English schools - but not the relatively 

untheoretical and practical treatment proposed, and certainly not 

at the cost of the traditional academic curriculum in algebra and 

geometry. 

These proposals were perceived as a threat to the preparation 

of university .athematics students and the continuation of the pure 

mathematical tradition in Scottish education. It is clear from 

paragraph 475 of the Report that academic mathematicians had already 

expressed strong opposition to them. 

"Some of our witnesses whose work has lain within the 

more academic tradition of Scottish mathematics urged, 

if we may put it so, that!!!! mathematicians must get 

busy with real Mathematics before the VIth Fora,,12 

To placate this opposition the Council suggested that there 

should be alternative examination syllabuses, one of which would 

require the traditional theoretical and logically rigorous approach 

to mathematics. In the event they were unsuccessful. The SED 

continued to offer a single syllabus and modified it in accordance 

with proposals (1), (2) and (3). While some of the .ore elaborate 

aanipulative work on trigona.etry was excised, (4) was largely, and 

(5) and (6) entirely, ignored. 13 

In passing it is worth noting two other important facets of 

the 1947 Report. First it firmly repudiated the 'transfer of 

training' theory which had exerted a strong influence on educational 

theory and practice in the twenties and thirties, and was frequently 

used to justify the compulsory study of mathematics. Second the 

Report provided support for the alternative utilitarian argument 



for the study of mathematics by promoting the idea that the 

interest of pupils in the subject is related to the 'usetulness' 
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and 'applicability' of the subject content; this was an idea which 

had a considerable influence on junior secondary education and 

which continues to intorm much current discussion of the curricu-

lum of the noncertificate pupil. 

(5) Conclusion 

The changes effected in the school curriculum between 1924 

and 1952, then, fall into a simple pattern; a gradual diminution in 

the coverage of, and emphasis on the formal geometry of Euclid, 

in favour of the elements of analytic geometry and an informal 

treatment of the calculus. Where it had occurred change in the 

school curriculum reflected change in the university curriculum. 

The last changes in the 'traditional' curriculum took place 

between 1960 and 1962 with the introduction of the '0' Grade 

examination. 14 In Mathematics the reduction in emphasis on formal 

geometry was carried still further. Statistics was introduced to 

the Arithmetic syllabus. This reflected the growing use of 

statistical techniques throughout industry, ca.merce and research. 

In the decade between 1963 and 1973 the 'traditional' 

mathematics curriculum vanished, swept out by the international 

movement commonly known as 'The New Mathematics'. In 1973 the 

last 'traditional' examination on the Higher Grade was set. 



Chapter 11: The Origins and Development of the New Mathematics 

1952-1968 

To fully understand the changes which took place in the 

Scottish mathematics curriculum in the sixties, we must digress 

from our main theme to examine the history of the 'New 

Mathematics'. 

(1) The United States 

The 1950's saw the institutionalisation of a new mathematics 

curriculum in university undergraduate courses, on an interna

tional scale. This new curriculum incorporated not simply new 

topics but a new approach to aathematics, both more formal and 

more abstract. Abstract algebra, topology, function theory, 

probability and statistics, and numerical analysis, aoved into the 

curriculum. The ideas of set, relation and function, started to 

permeate the treatment of old and new topics. 

The growing distance between the content and approach of the 

school curriculum and that of the university generated pressure 

for change in the school curriculum. Until the school curriculum 

was reformed university matheaaticiana could not fully implement 

the changes that they wished to see in the university curriculum. 

The United States had taken the lead in curriculum change at 

university level. It was here that pressures for reform in the 

school curriculum first built up. 

The first institutional expression of the curriculum reform 

aovement in mathematics was the University of Illinois Committee 

on School Mathematics (UICSM) founded in 1951. UICSM set the 

pattern for the many curriculum develo~ent projects which were to 



follow over the next decade, not only in mathematics but in science. 

The Illinois project-workers drew up a new mathematics curriculum, 

designed materials for teaching it, tested these in pilot schools 

and revised them in the light of this practical experience. They 

also trained teachers to use the materials and (unlike a number 

of projects) only made the materials available to teachers trained 

in their use. 1 

Throughout the mid-fifties, discussion and small-scale 

deyelopment of aatheaatics curricula were taking place in academic 

circles. In particular in 1955 the College Entrance Examination 

Board (CEEB) appointed a Co .. ission on Mathe .. tics to examine the 

high school .. thematics curriculum. This period, howeyer, saw 

little discussion or change in the schools theaselves. It took an 

exterDal event, a startling deaonstration of the achieyements of 

Soyiet technology in late 1957, to disturb the equilibrium of 

American education. 

Sputnik was a catalyst rather than a cause. It acted as a 

symbol around which a number of previously unrelated or conflicting 

social forces could realign to produce effective pressure for 

educational change. For those to whom it was a sign of America's 

technological backwardness or military weaknesses - in particular 

those traditioDally unsympathetic to educational and social 

expenditure - education became an arm of economic .anagement or 

natioDal defence. For the curriculua reformers Sputnik offered a 

pretext for change; for the articulate middle class parents of 

college-bound pupils, it bec .. e a symbol of the failings of the 

educational system. In short, Sputnik created a cliaate of 

opinion in which fiDaDCe and support for change were unusually 

. 2 forthcom1ng. 
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Early 1958 saw the founding of a number of curriculum develop

ment projects, including the government financed School Mathematics 

Study Group (SMSG) which was to become the leading mathematics 

project in the US. In late 1958 the National Defense Education Act 

(NDEA) set the development funds flowing. Funding agencies and 

project workers were agreed on the broad aim of the projects, to 

redesign the curriculum of the college-bound pupil to produce 

mathematicians, scientists, and technologists, both in greater 

number, and with a higher level of knowledge and skill. 

Although the federal government provided most of the funds for 

curriculum development through the NDEA and the National Science 

Foundation (NSF), the university-based reformers were careful to 

avoid federal control. They argued that, as academics and profess

ional educators, they alone could provide the authoritative 

insights into a subject necessary to design a satisfactory 

curriculum, and that they should be given a free hand in doing so. 

The university perspective can, not surprisingly, be seen in 

the conclusions of the CEEB Commission on Mathematics which 

reported in late 1958. It strongly endorsed the ideas which formed 

the basis of the 'modern mathematics' programme for reform -

principally represented by UICSM and SMSG - an emphasis on the role 

of deduction, a concern for 'structure' in mathematics, and the use 

of the unifying concepts of set, relation and function.' 

By 1959 the broad outline of a new school mathematics 

curriculum was clear. The central problem was now that of imple

mentation. College pressure and fiaancial induce.ent would help. 

But the key element, a rationalisation of change, emerged from the 

Woods Hole Conference of Septe.ber 1959. 
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The Conference brought together the leading academic figures 

associated with the major contemporary curricular development 

projects in mathematics and science, and a number of prominent 

psychologists and educationalists, to discuss how science education 

could be improved in American primary and secondary schools. Here, 

attention was focused, for the first time, on the processes of 

teaching and learning. While there had been an implicit awareness 

of this dimension in the work of many of the projects, until Woods 

Hole their overriding and explicit concern had been with curricular 

content. 

Behind the conclusions drawn in the conference report4 was the 

belief that, to adapt to a future increasingly marked by change, 

the pupil required not knowledge and skills of particulars, but 

an understanding of the basic ideas and structure of a subject, and 

a mastery of the high order cognitive skills which would enable 

him to apply this understanding to a variety of particular situations. 

The report asserted that, 

"the curriculum of a subject should be determined by the 

and that, 

most fundamental understanding that can be achieved 

of the underlying principles that give structure to 

the subject,,5 

"it is possible to present the fundamental structure of 

a discipline in such a way as to preserve some of the 

exciting sequences that lead a student to discover for 

himself,,6 

A curriculum based on these principles, the report argued, would 



facilitate learning and increase motivation among pupils. 

The role of the university scholar in the design of such a 

curriculum was seen as central. 

"Designing curricula in a way that reflects the basic 

structure of a field of knowledge requires the most 

fundamental understanding of that field. It is a 

task which cannot be carried out without the active 

participation of the ablest scholars and scientists.,,7 

"To decide that the elementary ideas of algebra depend 

upon the fundamentals of the commutative, distributive, 

and associative laws, one must be a mathematician in a 

position to appreciate and understand the fundamentals 

of mathematics ••• oDly by the use of our best minds in 

devising curricula will we bring the fruits of 

scholarship and wisdom to the student."B 

Finally, the report argued, in the nOW famous dictum, 

"that any subject can be taught effectively in some 

intellectually honest form to any child at any stage 

of deTelopment.,,9 

McClure aptly summarizes the conclusions of Woods Hole as 

"a fusion of nineteenth century education emphasis 

(academic and solid subject matter elements) with the 

currents of the early twentieth century (Progressive 

education and the child-centered curriculum).,,10 

The significance of Woods Hole was in providing a common 

rationale, apparently founded in psychological theory, for what 
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had previously been a relatively haphazard collection of innovations 

in different subject areas. First, the formulation and endorsement 

of this rationale by the authoritative figures who attended the 

conference gave an increased legitimacy both to the individual 

projects represented here, and to contemporary curriculum reform 

in general. Second, it provided a rationalisation of the autonomy 

that the university-based projects enjoyed, and of the form taken 

by the curricula that they had developed_ a form which, at least 

superficially, seemed closer to the ideals of the pure mathematician 

than to the needs of the technologist. Finally, and most 

significantly, this psychologically-based rationale provided re

assuring answers to the questions which teachers ask about any 

innovation, questions about the feasibility of the innovation given 

the constraints under which they work, in particular those related 

to the abilities and attitudes of pupils. 

(2) Europe 

The unprecedented concern with curriculum reform, manifest in 

the U.S. in the wake of Sputnik, attracted international attention. 

The American example was a powerful argument for reformers elsewhere; 

it provided a means of capturing the interest of government and 

industry. For, in Europe, outside interest stemmed primarily from 

economic considerations. Contemporary economic orthodoxy argued 

that the level of educational provision was a major - perhaps the 

major - factor behind economic growth. Government encouragement of 

curriculum reform in matheaatics and science was part of a larger 

policy ai.ed at ensuring the availability of an adequate supply of 

skilled manpower to sustain and promote economic growth. Whereas, 
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before the war, virtually all professional mathematicians were 

employed as teachers in educational institutions, the early fifties 

saw the start of a steadily growing and unsatisfied demand for 

mathematicians and the particular skills and abilities they 

possessed, in business and industry. This was a result of the 

increasing number of non-military uses which were being found for 

techniques such as operational research and computer automation and 

simulation, pioneered, mainly in strategic work, during the war 

11 years. 

In the U.K. the insufficient supply of scientifically-trained 

manpower had been a consistent concern of government and industry 

since the war, a concern reflected in the post-war Percy and 

Barlow Reports, a stream of reports from the Advisory Council On 

soientific Policy throughout the fifties, and the Robbins, Swann, 

and Dainton Reports of the sixties. 12 

In England there were three major conferences on curriculum 

reform in mathematics between 1957 and 1961, at the universities 

of Oxford, Liverpool and Southampton. All were financed, at least 

in part, by industry. Membership caae from schools, universities 

and industry.13 Their concerns as assumptions were broadly the 

same. For example, the Foreword to the Southampton Conference 

Report, by the then Minister of Education, Sir David Eccles, opens, 

"The schools and industry are both short of mathematicians. 

The fact of the shortage and its gravity has been 

recognised in the educational world for some time. We 

know that the quality of mathematics teaChing could and 

should be improved, the curricula brought up to date, 

and above all the number of mathematicians with good 



qualifications increased,,14 

The introductory chapter starts in similar vein, 

"We see little reason to argue the importance of fully 

trained professional mathematicians to this country ••• 

There is scarcely any sense in which we as a country 

would not be disastrously the poorer were we to neglect 

the study of mathematics. Yet it can only be studied 

if the teachers are there to teach it, at all levels, 

in sufficient quantity and quality. Are we training 

enough professional mathematicians and teachers of 

mathematics at this time? That a serious, indeed 

critical, situation exists in this country is clearly 

recognised within the teaching professions of science 

and I18.thelll8.tics.,,15 
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Government support and encouragement for curriculum reform in 

the sixties is just one of a number of measures, froll expansion of 

university provision in science in the late forties and early 

fifties16 to current attempts to develop elite engineering courses and 

to encourage industrial sponsorship for students on science-based 

courses1? which reflect the continuing policy aim of increasing 

the supply of scientific manpower. 

This concern about the availability of scientific manpower was 

shared by all the major developed countries. In late 1959 the 

Organization for European Economic Co-operation (OEFI:) (now the 

Organization for Economic Co-operation and Develo~ent (OECD), 

which includes all the large, non-communist developed economies) 

held a conference at Roy~ount in France which was to play a major 
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role in disseminating the 'New Mathematics'. Indeed, in many ways 

the conference was little more than a propaganda exercise. The 

organisers had, it seems, already decided that reform was necessary 

and that it should broadly follow the American example. 

"Despite the great amount of discussion and study of the 

problems of mathematics teaching, much of it is not 

having the desired impact on'schools ••• This lag between 

the new ideas and ~6r effect on the schools is of course 

inevitable - and even desirable. Nevertheless, it was 

felt that the time had come to arrange a well prepared 

exchange of views between those pioneering new ideas in 

mathematics teaching, and those with responsibilities 

for policy and its implementation in this field in OEEC 

, ,,18 countr1es 

The conference arose from a coalition of interest between the 

economic planners and the largely university-based reformers. At 

a rhetorical level both groups sought to 'improve and modernise 

mathematics teaching' but beneath this apparent consensus lay differ-

ent conceptualisations of the 'problema' of existing mathematics 

teaching. 

From the viewpoint of the planners the major 'problem' was that 

too few pupils were studying too little mathematics at all levels. 

The economy required an increasing volume of more highly mathemati-

cally skilled manpower. 

Unfortunately (or for the university pure mathematicians 

fortunately), the planners lacked a clear idea of the kinds of 

mathematical skills in which pupils were supposedly deficient. They 
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wanted change which would facilitate learning, and increase 

motivation and interest among pupils. They viewed mathematics as 

a ladder, and saw the purpose of change as helping and encouraging 

pupils to climb higher than they had in the past. Certainly they 

wanted 'modern' rather than 'traditional' mathematics, but this 

meant to them simply replacing a rather rusty old ladder with a 

longer and shinier new model which was easier to negotiate, and 

reached higher. To them both led in the same upwards direction. 

The anology is, of course, false. There are different kinds 

of mathematics and different kinds of mathematical achievement. 

The reforaers had, by contrast, a very clear idea of the kind 

of mathematics they wished to see in the school curriculum. Indeed 

for them the 'problem' was that school mathematics was the wrong 

kind of mathematics - change in the school curriculua had not kept 

pace with that of the university. The existing school curriculum 

WaB a poor preparation for the retormed university curriculum, 

and this was, in turn, holding back further reforms at university 

level. The reformers had what the planners thought they wanted, 

the prototype of a new, aodernised school curriculum. And wishful 

thinking and serious theoriSing - such as that of Bruner - had 

already invested the new curriculum with exactly the properties of 

clarity and excitement which the planners sought. 

Both viewpoints are, however, still apparent in the following 

formulation of the Conference's task, which comes from the 

official Report of the Conference, 'New Thinking in School 

Mathematics'. 

"To decide the nature of the .. thematics that all capable 

youth should learn if they are to go on to further study 
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of science, engineering or mathematics in the university. 

To find out what mathematical training and competence the 

university professor desires in his beginning students. 

To discover - in view of the shortage of scientifically 

trained personnel in industry, government, research and 

teaching - how aathematics can be presented so as to 

attract larger numbers and produce more secondary-school 

graduates with high competence in the subject,,19 

This view of school mathematics as essentially a preliminary 

to university study makes university mathematicians the authoritative 

arbiters of curriculum content at school level. 

"The nature of matheJDatics - and the designation of the 

types of JDathematics that are important - are rightfully 

the decisions of mathematicians. What portion of 

aathematics can be taught below university level, to 

whom it can be taught and the way it can be taught are 

then the decisions of educators, teachers and writers 

of textbooks,,20 

It is not surprising, then, that the main speakers, Dieudonn~ 

and Tucker, whose proposals for reform are reproduced in consider

able detail in the conference report, were both university 

professors of aathematics. Nor, in view of its constitution, is 

it surprising that the conference was strongly influenced by 

American developments. The chairman of the conference was Stone, 

a university matheJDatics professor and prominent American reformer, 

and four of the remaining fifteen speakers at the conference were 

American. Indeed the programme recommended in outline in the 



conference report is very close to that of the major American 

projects and provided the basis for the influential 'Synopses for 

Modern Secondary School Mathematics' which the OECD published 

in 1961. 

(3) Scotland 
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By the early sixties, then, there was strong and influential 

international support for curriculum change. In Scotland, 

characteristically, the initiative came from the centre. The S.E.D. 

like the Ministry of Education south of the border, was particularly 

concerned about the shortage of mathematics teachers which had 

grown increasingly acute during the fifties. The annual reports 

on Education of the Secretary of State over this period mention 

the gravity of this problem with clockwork regularity. 

In 1961 the SED took the initiative and set up a committee 

to consider this problem. It seems plausible that two of the main 

factors precipitating this new initiative on what was, by then, a 

relatively old problem, were the burgeoning international interest 

in curriculum reform, and its authoritative endorsement at 

conferences such as Woods Hole and Royaumont, and pressure from a 

small number of active and influential reformers in the universities 

and colleges, and in the ranks of the inspectorate. 

This impression is strengthened by the report of the Committee 

on Mathematics, entitled 'Recent Changes in Honours courses in 

Mathematics' written by several of the University mathematicians 

on the co .. ittee.21 The .. in body of the report is an exposition 

of the 'New Mathematics', which was at that time finding its way 

into the university curriculua. The introduction offers two 
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arguments for corresponding curriculum reform at school level. 

First, 

"if mathematics in schools can be made more interesting by 

the introduction of some modern ideas, this of itself 

might encourage more boys and girls to continue their 

22 study of the subject to a higher level" 

Second, given the changes taking place in the university curriculum, 

"Changes ••• /J.n the school curriculll!V ••• are even now 

necessary and ••• appear to be inevit&ble,,23 

The quality of these arguments is not impressive. The first, 

as its phraseology concedes, is based on optimism rather than 

experience, the second is an example of value-based historicism. 

Nevertheless, the introduction concludes, 

"it is hoped to encourage the establishment in a number 

of schools of pilot groups to experiment with the 

introduction into school syllabuses of modern aspects 

of aathematics. The Co.-ittee confidently expects that 

the work of these groups will lead in a relatively 

short time to cODSiderable developments in the teaching 

of I18thematics in schoolatt24 

In April 1963, the SED appointed the MAthematics Syllabus 

"review the school mathematics syllabuses and to initiate 

in a number of schools experimental work on the 

introduction of certain aspects of modern mathematicstt25 

The Co.-dttee cODSisted of fifteen principal teachers of 



mathematics, the principal mathematics lecturers from two of the 

colleges of education, four inspectors of schools, and three 

university mathematicians. Robertson describes the work of the 

committee as follows: 

"The committee noted the trends in the development and 

teaching of mathematics in a number of countries as 

well as in the Scottish universities and colleges, and 

critically examined, a8sessed and redrafted the school 

syllabus against this background, with the aim that the 

related courses should be interesting and relevant, and 

should form a sound foundation for those pupils who would 

continue the study of mathematics at a later stage,,26 

A draft '0' Grade syllabus was discussed with representatives 

of the universities and other institutions of post-school 

education in December 1963, and the resulting syllabus was made 

public in April 1964. The co.-ittee started to produce a series 

of texts to cover the new course. In September 1964, when school 

trials started, 60 Scottish 8chools adopted the course. 

As the Scottish Mathematics Group (SMG), the teacher and 

lecturer members of the Committee rewrote the trial materials to 

produce a serie8 of textbooks, Modern Mathematics for Schools 

(MMS),27 which has been by far the most frequently used series of 

texts in Scottish Schools, since that time. Indeed, it is no 

exaggeration to say that for many teachers MMS is 'The New 

Mathematics'. In particular it is used by most teachers as the 

authoritative commentary on the published SeE syllabuses. 

The new curriculum which had emerged by 1965 was a compromise, 

in many ways a conservative compromise, between traditional and 
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modern ideas. In algebra, calculus, trigonometry and arithmetic, 

most of the traditional content - including, for example, what the 

Royaumont conference report had described as the "detrimental" and 

"deplorable" theory of quadratics, and the "unnecessary burdens" 

of long multiplication and division - remained, although it was now 

treated in the new language of set, relation and function. 

Even in geometry much of the traditional content survived. So, 

for example, the new curriculum contained no topology but retained 

a suitably rephrased, but still relatively exhaustive study of the 

"irrelevant" triangle and circle. 

There were, of course, entirely new topics. Sets, functions, 

matrices and vectors appeared in their own right as well as in the 

modern treatment of familiar traditional topics. There was an 

elementary introduction to probability, and the inclusion of a 

simple form of linear progr8lllling and an iterative algorithm for 

finding square roots was a bow in the direction of numerical methods. 

While the new curriculum was undoubtedly the greatest upheaval 

in mathematics teaching in Scotland since the establishment of the 

Leaving Certificate, by comparison with many other contemporary 

curriculum revisions in mathematics it was distinguished by its 

caution. The relatively conservative character of the new 

curriculum was no doubt attributable to the predominance of class

room teachers on the committee which designed the new syllabuses and 

prepared the related curriculum materials. This caution was not 

without its benefits. It aeant that much of the new curriculum was 

broadly recognisable to teachers as a 'modern' treatment of familiar 

material. More generally, the predominance of classroom teachers 

in the planning of the innovation ensured that the new material was, 
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in general, 'suitable' for teachers and pupils - that the majority 

of teachers and pupils could cope with it - and recognisably so. 

The SCEEB28 circular containing details of the new curricula 

is at pains to emphasise the similarities with the traditional 

curriculum, 

"In general, the new topics do not supplant those in 

the traditional syllabus; they aim to give a greater 

understanding of the various algebraic techniques and 

processes, and consequently to facilitate the appreciation 

of a situation and the acquisition of the skill necessary 

to carry out the appropriate operations.,,29 

Note the Brunerian conflation of the logical and psychological 

senses of 'understanding' in the foregoing extract; the assumption 

that the solution to the logical-philosophical problem 'How can we 

secure mathematical knowledge?' also answers the psychological-

pedagogical problem 'How can we help pupils acquire mathematical 

knowledge?' 

The Circular was also anxious to convince teachers that this 

new, rather abstract, curriculum would interest pupils, if only 

because for at least the last thirty years teachers had been told 

that it was practical, useful mathematics that interested pupils. 

The attempt to assimilate the new mathematics to the traditional 

ideology makes interesting reading. 

"While the language of sets links mathematics with the 

world around the pupil it also gives meaning to the 

idea of a variable and allows a thorough development 

of the study of equations and inequations" 



"Probability, statistics and iterative methods are 

intrinsically interesting" 

"LTransformational geometri/ should be relevant and 

interesting for all pupils,,30 
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The SED had made curriculum change feasible by sponsoring 

the preparation of textbooks and ensuring the availability of 

certificate examinations; now it promoted change through inservice 

training and inspectorial exhortation. But ultimately it was the 

schools which faced with the choice between the traditional 

curriculum and a recognisable new curriculum chose to abandon the 

traditional. Even at the pilot stage around 2~ of the Scottish 

schools offering certificate courses had adopted the new curriculum. 

The rapid and universal adoption of the new curriculum certainly 

contrasts with the experience of England and the United States. 

The Dainton Report, in early 1968, talked admiringly of 

"the speed and comprehensiveness of the changeover 

to the new syllabuses in Scotland,,31 

By then almost all first year potential certificate candidates in 

mathematics were following the new curriculum. 

The cautious design of the new curriculum and the emphasis 

placed, at the dissemination stage, On content change, and on the 

continuities between the traditional and reformed curricula brought 

fast universal take-up of the innovation by schools. But success 

on these terms was in aaD1 waYs self-defeating. The price that 

had to be paid was counter-reformation in the classroom which, 

while it left the new content intact, assimilated it to traditional 

approaches to, and strategies of teaching mathematics. This we 

shall return to in the following section. 



Chapter 12: The Non-Academic Curriculum and the New Mathematics 

(1) The Context 

So far we have been exclusively concerned with the academic 

certificate curriculum in mathematics. But it does not represent 

the only tradition of mathematics teaching which can be found in 

secondary schools today. 
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While there was, from 1900 onwards, a gradual extension of post

elementary education, academic secondary education remained restricted 

to the able and the socially privileged. 1 Between 1903 and 1936 the 

great majority of pupils entered the two or three year 'supplementary 

courses' or 'advanced divisions', generally conducted in the 

elementary schools, rather than a 'secondary' course. These courses 

had, in general, a vocational bias - commercial, technical, domestic, 

agricultural, nautical. The teaching of mathematics as a separate 

subject concentrated on revising and extending the arithmetic course 

of the elementary school which covered what we nowadays term basic 

and social arithmetic. 

Similarly, in the secondary school those whose vocational 

aspirations lay in the direction of commercial life, or who lacked 

ability or interest in the academic mathematics course, were able 

to follow a course in Arithmetic or Commercial Arithmetic, examinable 

at the Lower Grade of the Leaving Certificate. 

Although the 1936 Education Act conferred the name of 

'secondary' on all post-primary education, it was clear that 'junior 

secondary' education was to be of a different type from 'senior 

secondary'. Andrew, the Senior Chief Inspector, in his 1936 Report, 

identifies the nature of the change when he writes that it, 



"admits the right of the individual to the type of post 

primary education most suited to his needs, without 

involving him in 8.DY terminological discrimination,,2 
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The raising of the school leaving age to 15 in 1947 marks the 

start of sOlie form of secondary education for all. In the same year 

Circular 108 laid down that virtually all children should transfer 

to secondary school between the age of 11t and 12i, and certainly 

none after 13. This meant that most pupils could now expect to 

spend at least three years in a secondary school. From then until 

the late sixties the 6o-8~ of the age group who failed to gain entry 

to the traditional academic senior secondary course, received junior 

secondary education, either in separate institutions, or in 

separate streams in an omnibus secondary school. 

In the senior secondary school there continued to be a signifi-

cant minority of pupils (often girls) who never embarked on, or 

rapidly dropped out of, the academic mathematics course, and 

followed a course similar to that of junior secondary edueation. 

It was the elementary school tradition of mathematics teaching 

which was carried into junior secondary education. The 1947 ACE 

Report argues that, 

"the evidence is conclusive that very many children, 

perhaps even a majority, are incapable of progressing 

any distance in •• Gatheu.tici! •• or of extracting 

any substantial benefit from fJ.ti/ study,,3 

The Report concludes that, of the great majority of junior 

secondary pupils, 

"little mathematics can be required ••• beyond simple 
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everyday arithmetic, easy mensuration and the veriest 

elements of graphical work - with the immediate usefulness 

of what is being done evident at all times ••• Arithmetic 

should be treated throughout as a "tool" SUbject,,4 

The narrow utilitarian approach to mathematics which character-

ised junior secondary education can be inferred from the fact that 

even an adventurous and idealistic document of the time, the 1955 

Memorandum on Junior Secondary Education, spends the first three of 

its four paragraphs on the aims of mathematics teaching stressing 

the everyday and vocational importance of basic arithmetic and 

mathematical skills, and bases its discussion of the content of 

courses squarely on the perceived vocational and everyday needs of 

pupils. 

"The technical subjects in the school course for boys, 

and many of the occupations normal for men, demand a 

degree of competence in geometry and algebra which is 

not asked for either in the other subjects of the 

girls' courses or in the posts usually open to women. 

Further, it is a common experience of many teachers 

that applications of these branches of mathematics 

which occur in everyday life tend to do so in circum-

stances whi~h interest boys more than girls. Courses 

in geometry and in algebra, therefore, are not regarded 

as essential in mathematics courses for girls,,5 

For the girls, 

"A large part of the course ••• IlUBt have as its basis 

the arithmetic of home and shop,,6 



The 1962 Report 'New Ways in Junior Secondary Education' 

describes the achievement of junior secondary education as follows, 

"Effort has been directed mainly towards ensuring that 

work is directly related to the pupils' abilities, 

needs and interests, and that it is permeated by a 

sense of realism and purpose that makes it a practical 

preparation for life ••• In mathematics ••• the work 

frequently deals largely with the useful application of 

mathematics to such matters as timetables and ready 

reckoners, budgeting, taxation, hire-purchase, everyday 

formulae, statistical graphs, mensuration and surveying"? 

For the majority of junior secondary pupils, then, the mathe

matics course covered little more than 'basic' and 'social' 

arithmetic, and occasionally more specialised skills related to 

some anticipated social or vocational role. A small number of 

junior secondary pupils did study a more complete mathematics course, 

particularly after the introduction of the SCE '0' Grade examinations 

in 1962. In general such a course was modelled on the academic 

Certificate course with which teachers were familiar, but adapted, 

where the occasion demanded, to what were seen as the interes~and 

abilities of junior secondary pupils, and their needs in work and 

further education. 

(2) The Interaction 

The curriculum of the 'junior secondary pupil' was reformed 

not by direct design but through the introduction of the comprehen

sive school and the comaon course. The process of curriculum reform 

in the early sixties did not involve, and scarcely touched, the 
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junior secondary schools. It was intended and planned as a reform 

or the curriculum of the university bound student in the senior 

8 secondary school. 

In October 1965 when Circular 600 was issued the new 

curriculum was already well established in senior secondary courses, 

where it was being followed by around 7~ of the first year 

entrants in Scotland. Schools and teachers were faced with a 

dilemma. The rhetoric of comprehensivisation - 'equality of 

opportunity' and 'a grammar school education for all' - pointed to 

a common course in mathematics based on the new academic curricu-

lum, whereas the received wisdom of mathematics teachers -

exemplified in the 1947 ACE Report - suggested that neither 

teachers nor pupils could cope with such a situation. The 

dilemma was only exacerbated by the impending raising of the school 

leaving to 16. 

The short term response - and one which continues to be 

common - was to offer a co .. on course based on the SMG curriculum 

for an initial period sometimes as short as a term, typically 

one school year - and then to set pupils by ability. Under such a 

plan only the upper sets continue with the full certificate course, 

while the remainder pursue diluted versions, which for many of the 

lower sets contain little more than traditional 'basic' and 

'social' arithmetic. 

Many teachers of certificate classes found that a suitably 

adapted SMG course which ignored the logical and conceptual 

structure of mathematics and placed an increased emphasis on the 

acquisition and practice of standard content - specific skills, 

was quite adequate for successful presentation for the SCE 



examinations. This vas. after all, a familiar, and, in relative 

terms. a predictably effective strategy for optimising pupil per-

formance in such examinations. 

This adaptation found official sanction. first in the revision 

of MMS "to cater more adequately for the wider range of pupils now 

taking certificate courses" ••• in the light of ••• "experience 

gained in the classrooll,,9 and second in the production for Glasgow 

Corporation Education Comaittee of two rival series of textbooks10 

ailled at non-certificate and certificate pupils. by a group of 

teachers concerned. 

"that the 'average pupil' ••• was finding more difficulty 

with the content of Modern Mathematics syllabuses than 

was anticipated ••• Ldue t£7 ••• the oversophisticated 

treatment encountered in many Modern Mathematics texts •••• 

~n~ •• the difficulty in extracting the essential 

features of topics.,,11 

In mathe.atics, as in other subjects, the rhetoric of egalitar-

ianism was translated in practice into the aim of maximising 

pupils' chances of gaining the tangible rewards of certification. 

In 1972 the SCEEB decided to band awards at '0' grade from A to E. 

Bands A to C were to correspond to the existing pass standard. 

while D and E were intended as a recognition of achieyellent for 

candidates who performed less well in the examination. This change, 

of course, acted as a 'multiplier'. Its effect was to increase 

still further the range of pupils who could hope to reap some re¥ard 

from the SCE examinations. The outcome was a dramatic increase in 

the proportion of pupils presented for certificate examinations 

which was not accompanied by a commensurate rise in the number 
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of passes, as the following figures show. 12 

s4 '0' Grade presentations and awards in Arithmetic and Mathematics 

Year 

1970 

1971 

1972 

1973 

1974 

1975 

1976 

Arithmetic Mathematics 

Presentations- Passes- Presentations· 

39.7 32.2 25.7 

43.0 34.1 27.1 

44.6 35.3 28.6 

48.7 37.1 31.4 

61.2 38.8 34.9 

62.3 39.1 35.1 

64.5 40.7 36.2 

-as a percentage of the S1 population 
three years before 

Passes-

19.2 

20.5 

21.7 

21.6 

21.5 

20.9 

21.2 

One further innovation points to the institutionalisation of 

this response. In 1972 a working party was set up 

"(1) To review and, where necessary, adapt the content of the 

existing alternative syllabuses for use within a wide range 

of abilities in S1 and S2 

(2) To devise a course in mathematics which is suitable for the 

needs of pupils who do not in the first instance, propose to 

continue the study of mathematics beyond the Ordinary grade 

of the SOE. The course would be prill8.rily concerned with 

providing a general mathematics education but would be 

devised in such a way as to permit pupils who so wish to 

carry the subject further.,,13 
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The working party produced the Modular Mathematics Scheme for 

S1/S2 and the 'Syllabus B' curriculum for S3/S4 leading to 

presentation at '0' grade. Syllabus B excludes a large amount of 

the more formal and theoretical content of Syllabus A in algebra 

and geometry. This has been replaced by a much fuller treatment of 

statistics along the lines of the existing '0' grade in Statistics. 

Although the main attraction of Syllabus B for teachers, and 

its original rationale, is that it is more 'suitable' than Syllabus 

A for 'the average pupil' (a euphemism for 'easier'?), such a 

curriculum is, in content, considerably more useful for the potential 

university biological or social scientist, than Syllabus A. 

The progress of Syllabus B has been held back by two factors. 

First, the refusal of the Scottish Universities Council on Entrance 

(SUCE) to recognise an '0' grade on Syllabus B as a qualification 

for university entry has resulted in the new Syllabus being still 

confined, in S3/S4, to the original pilot schools, and there only 

'1 bl' '1 14 S J to classes of ess-a e pUpl s. econd, while at the S1,S2 

stage Modular Mathematics has been adopted by a number of non

pilot schools which use it as an alternative to the S1/S2 course, 

based on MMS 1-4, its higher cost, in a time of financial restrict-

ions, and the uncertainty over the S3/S4 continuation have deterred 

schools from adopting it. 

(3) The outcome 

It is possible to talk of a typical current pattern of 

mathematics education in Scottish schools. While the proportion 

of pupils in different courses may vary from school to school, the 

structure of ~e course is remarkably stable. 
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All pupils will, in S1, embark on a common course based on MMS, 

or, less frequently, Modular Mathematics. They will initially be 

taught in mixed ability groups but by the start of 82 it is likely, 

and by the start of 83 certain, that they will have been set by 

ability. Once this setting has taken place the curriculum of 

different groups rapidly diverges; the lower the set the greater the 

emphasis on arithmetic. 

All pupils will be required to study some 'maths' in 83 and 
15 

84. SCMSTE l197i7 suggests, for example, that around 4~ should 

embark on a course aimed at presentation in Arithmetic ~ 

Mathematics (or in a smaller number of cases, statistics). It 

suggests that a further ~ should aim at presentation in Arithmetic 

only. Finally 3~ will be presented in no examination. In practice, 

many schools have allocated even larger proportions of pupils to 

certificate courses in recent years, and there has been a consider-

able drop-out prior even to presentation. In certificate classes, 

the tendency is, understandably, to concentrate exclusively on the 

prescribed content. In noncertificate classes little more than 

basic and social arithmetic is generally taught. SCMSTE L19?~ 

and SCMSTE l19?i7 can be seen as attempts to widen the curriculum 

for the less able 6~, most of whom, as the figures on page 166 Show, 

fail to achieve any certificate passes in mathematical subjects. 

In short comprehensivisation and RSLA have had no notable 

effect on the content of school mathematics, only on the range of 

pupils following the full academic curriculum. It is the merito-

cratic, rather than the democratic, aspects of the comprehensive 

ideology which have influenced schools. Change has been focu6ed 

on the selective, not the educative, function of schools. The 
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result has been a move away from 'sponsored' towards 'contest' 

mobility in the secondary school, which has incidentally, rather 

than intentionally, altered the content of the curriculum for some 

groups of pupils. 



Chapter 13: The Pattern of Curriculum Change 

The foregoing sections have offered a largely sequential 

account of individual changes, or proposals for change, in the 

certificate curriculum. In this section I will draw on this 

account in developing a more general understanding of change. 

(1) The Perceived Functions of Mathematical Education 

To understand curriculum change in mathematics we must look 

at what are perceived as the purposes and problems of teaching 

the subject. There is a broad consensus both on the value of 

mathematics, and on the reasons for its value. This extract 
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from the Norwood Report exemplifies both elements of the consensus. 

"In the first three years of the secondary Grammar school 

Mathe_tics should in our opinion be taken by all 

pupils ••• first, it is essential that all pupils should 

gain at least a knowledge of such mathematics as is 

necessary for everyday affairs and some acquaintance with 

the most elementary mathematical principles, secondly, 

full opportunity must be given for mathematical ability 

or disability to declare itself ••• We contemplate that 

for the succeeding two years the majority of pupils 

should continue a course of Mathematics which would be 

appropriate to those who need Mathematics for their 

career" 1 

Here the purpose of teaching mathematics is conceived in direct 

utilitarian terms as meeting the everyday and vocational needs of 

pupils for certain arithmetic and mathematical skills and knowledge. 
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The consensual nature of this belief, at least among parents 

and pupils, is illustrated clearly in the findings of the 1968 

Schools Council Survey,2 which established that English (including 

reading, writing and spelling) and mathematics (including 

arithmetic) are seen by parents as by far the most important 

subjects for their child to learn at school. Around 95~ and 9~ 

of parents rated English and mathematics, respectively, as 

'important for their child to learn at school.,3 

Similarly pupils and recent leavers rated mathematics and 

English well above other 'nonvocational' subjects in terms of 

their 'usefulness to learn at school'. Around 9~ of pupils and 

8~ of recent leavers rated mathematics as 'useful to learn at 

SChOOr. 4,5 

It is clear from the survey that the high valuation accorded 

to mathematics by parents and pupils is due to its perceived 

everyday and vocational utility. For example if we examine the 

reasons given by 15 year old leavers for considering a subject as 

'useful to learn at school' the valued characteristics of 

mathematics emerge strongly.6 

Leavers were asked to name up to three school subjects which 

they considered useful. They were then asked to describe the ways 

in which each of the subjects they bad named was useful. This 

gives a rating for each of the different ways in which a subject 

was perceived as useful. For example, 7o.¥ of the leavers who 

named mathematics thought that it was vocationally useful, 1~ that 

it provided recreational interest and enjoyment, and sO on. In 

the table below the first three columns indicate the spread of 

ratings. The first column gives the highest rating that any of 
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the 14 subjects received on each of the particular ways of being 

useful, the second the median rating, and the third the lowest 

rating. The fourth column gives the ratings of mathematics on each 

count. The final column gives the rank order of mathematics among 

all 14 subjects on each particular count. 

% RATINGS RANK 

Kinds of usefulness highest median lowest I118.ths maths 

VOCATIONAL useful in 94 44 4 70 4 
job, helps 
get a good 
job 

DOMESTIC useful in 79 2 0 2 7 
the home, 
when 
married 

GENERAL generally 29 17 1 22 6 
useful, 
important 

~REATIONAL provides 33 10 0 1 13 
recreation-
al interest/ 
enjoyment 

LIBERAL develops 56 1 0 0 11.5 
character, 
broadens 
outlook 

BASIC speaking 31 0 0 12 2 
properly, 
reading, 
writing, 
counting 

Mathematics is seen as vocationally useful (only technical 



and commercial subjects have higher ratings), and as providing 

basic skills (only English has a higher rating). It is not seen 

as recreational (only commercial subjects have a lower rating) or 

as broadening one's outlook (rated on a par with technical and 

domestic subjects, and PE). 
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As we established in a previous section, government, business 

and industry have, since the war, seen mathematics teaching as 

important because of the manpower needs of the economy. Attention 

has, in the main, been focused on two 'problems'; ensuring the 

'numeracy' of school leavers entering employment or vocational 

training directly, and increasing the supply of highly trained, 

specialist mathematicians, scientists and technologists. This 

concern has been consistently reflected in government policy; for 

example, the encouragement and financing of inservice training and 

curriculum development in mathematics, various measures aimed at 

increasing recruitment, and improving the quality of recruits 

to mathematics teaching, and the recent institution of the Assess

ment of Performance Unit (APU) to monitor 'standards' in mathematics 

and other vocationally important subjects.7 

This utilitarian view of mathematics is also found in the 

official SED documents dealing with the mathematics curriculum. 

Here the problem of determining the curriculum is seen as one of 

satisfying the needs of different groups of pupils within the 

constraints imposed by their differing abilities and interests. 

The 1931 Memorandum on the mathematics curriculum reflects 

this perspective of needs, abilities and interests, when it talks 

of, 



.. the difficulty of certain parts of the present course ••• 

Lbei~ •• out of all proportion to their usefulness to 

the average pupil,,8 

It also suggests that both the interest and usefulness of the 

mathematics course to the average pupil depend on the number of 

practical applications it contains. 

Similarly the 1947 ACE Report argues that the mathematics 

curriculum should, 

"take account of the needs and limitations of the 

pupils in question,,9 

For example, while the aembers of the Committee considered the 

proposed curriculWl, 

"suit&b/..lil and sufficien@ •• for the average pupil,,,10 

they were concerned as to whether, 

"the small Ilinority who have it in thell to be mathellatics 

specialists L:Woul~ manage to cover, in two years of 

Vlth forll work, all the manipulative practice and the 

lIore theoretical, systematic approach to the subject 

i t · for the ..... .;versl· tv" 10 necessary n prepara lon _~ ~ 

Again they considered that for, 

"the girl who combines passable general ability with 

undeniable weakness in Mathematics ••• the sensible 

course is to attempt little beyond "tool arithmetic", 

since anything lIore ambitious is unlikely to be 

required for the career she will elect to follo~,11 

The Report suggests again that the interest of the 'average' or 



'less able' pupil is directly related to the practicality and 

utility of the subject matter taught. 
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We have already seen, in an earlier section, how the emphasis 

in the 1955 Memorandum on Junior Secondary Education is on the 

everyday and vocational utility of mathematics as both the index 

of its value and the basis of interest in it. Similarly the 

Brunton Report of 1963,12 whose motivational theory centres on the 

idea of the 'vocational impulse', draws attention to the exceptional 

vocational importance of English and mathematics among the general 

subjects, and sets out a minimum requirement of vocationally relevant 

content in these subjects. 

The introductory note to the 1965 SCEEB circular on the modern 

'0' Grade Syllabuses, describes the aim of the new curricula in 

arithmetic and mathematics as, 

"to provide a useful and appropriate study for pupils 

whose further use of mathematics will be in the home, 

in business and in industry and commerce, as well as 

to form sound foundations for those who will proceed 

to study mathematics at higher levels.,,13 

The 1977 Munn Report14 follows Hirst in identifying a number 

of distinctive modes of enquiry, and argues that each of these 

should be represented in the school curriculum. The inclusion of 

mathematics in the curricula, along with English, PE, RE, social 

studies, science and aesthetics, is justified on these grounds. 

But, in the case of each of these areas, the Report devotes rather 

more space to specific arguments for the inclusion of each in the 

curriculUJll. Mathematics, the report argues, is b1portant because 

it is a prerequisite for engaging in other important curricular 
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activities, such as science, and because it contains the basic 

numerical skills which are essential for life in present day 

society; there is more than a hint of the vocational when the Report 

writes, 

"The scope of this basic social need is not analysed here, 

but we believe that is a task to be performed by 

mathematics teachers in co-operation with industrialists 

and others in identifying what is required in detail. 

It is clear that the need exists, and that, for all pupils, 

mathematical stUdies will retain a high priority in 83 

and 84".15 

The purpose of school mathematics is seen, then, as providing 

the technical expertise which pupils will need 

(1) In everyday life, 

(2) In studying other subjects at school and post-school 

level, 

(3) In some occupation or differentiated social role, 

(4) In studying mathematics at university. 

These are, of course, not the only needs which mathematical 

education might seek to meet. Mathematical education of another 

kind might make a sUbstantial contribution to liberal or humanistic 

education, to aesthetic education, or to social education, for 

example. Nonetheless, it is these directly utilitarian purposes 

which are consistently cited in arguing for the value of mathemati

cal education and which inform its aims, content and approach. 

There is an element of imprecision in this analysis of 

'utility'. In one sense 'vocational utility' is all embracing. On 
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one hand much of the arithmetic which is of use in everyday life 

is essential for many of the occupations that leavers enter 

directly from school. Further, if we wanted to, we could certainly, 

for any specific skill of everyday arithmetic, find some occupation 

in which it was needed. In addition the demand for employees with 

mathematically-based higher or further education, and the likelihood 

of students with such an education entering an occupation calling 

for the use of their specialised skills and knowledge, might lead 

us to conceptualise needs (2) and (4) as, in some ultimate sense, 

vocational. In this sense, 'vocational utility' subsumes the other 

categories. But while the conceptual simplicity which results 

from this reduction of 'utility' to a single category may suit the 
the 

level of discussion o£!politician, it does not provide an adequate 

conceptualisation for understanding curriculum change. In any 

case, in the official reports we have examined 'vocational utility' 

is used in a more precise and restricted sense; that is 'usefulness 

in those occupations which school leavers enter directly'. This 

is the sense in which we shall use it for the present, although, as 

we shall see later, this sense still has its complications. 

(2) Change in the Mathellatics Curriculum 

We shall now examine the extent to which these different areas 

of need are reflected in the changing certificate curriculum. 

From its inception the curriculum has been split neatly in two, 

into Arithmetic and Mathellatics; this distinction bas, as we have 

seen, been consistently maintained. In particular, the content of 

the Arithmetic certificate course has traditionally resembled (or 

rather perhaps influenced) that of noncertificate courses in 



'mathematics'. The institutionalization of this distinction in 

the structure of curriculum and examinations suggests that it is 

a significant one of which any analysis ought to take account. 
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In its origins Arithmetic was 'practical': it concentrated on 

skills which were judged useful in 'everyday life' - the elementary 

rules, vulgar and decimal fractions, percentages, money, weights 

and measures, simple mensuration and the like. Specifically 

'vocational' skills were left to courses in commercial or technical 

subjects. (For example, there has, since the start of the Leaving 

Certificate examinations, been a specialised curriculum in 

Commercial Arithmetic, or latterly Accounting, which assumes a 

previous knowledge of the contents of the Arithmetic curriculum.) 

Mathematics by contrast was 'intellectual'; it was, in content 

at least, primarily a preparation for university mathematics. We 

shall look first at change in the Mathematics curriculum. 

The major official proposals for change in the Mathematics 

curriculum since the start of this century are as follows: 

A The introduction of elementary analytic geometry to the 

curriculum in place of some parts of classical formal 

geometry (between 1924 and 1936), 

B The successful recommendation (in the 1948 ACE Report, 

implemented in 1950) that calculus should replace some further 

parts of classical formal geometry , 

C The unsuccessful recommendation (in the 1947 ACE Report) that 

an alternative curriculum, placing much less emphasis on 

formal geometry and theoretical algebra, and more on practical 

aspects of mathematics such as geometrical drawing, mensuration 

and mechanics should be introduced, 
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D The introduction of the 'Alternative Syllabus' (now 'Syllabus 

A') (between 1963 and 1968) containing 'modern' topics and 

treating 'traditional' topic~ in 'modern' terms, 

E The introduction of 'Syllabus B' placing less emphasis on the 

formal and theoretical parts of algebra and geometry, and 

more on statistics (between 1971 and 1975). 

These changes have been discussed in previous sections. The 

table below summarises the ways in which these changes brought, 

or would have brought, the curriculum closer to one appropriate to 

the different areas of need of which it is commonly argued that the 

mathematics curriculum ought to take account; (1) everyday need, 

(2) other subject need, (3) vocational need, (4) university 

mathematics need. This will also help us to identify those interests 

which are able to influence the curriculum. 

successful (.;') / 
unsuccessful (x) 

./ A 

B 

x c 

I D 

x E 

PROPOSAL UTILITY 

more (+)/less (-) useful than existing curriculum 
in area 

(1) (2) (3) (4) 

+(university physical 
science) 

+(university physical 
science) 

+(school & college 
technical studies) 

+(university 
biological & 
social sciences) 

+(engineer
ing trades) 

+ 

+ 

+ 



Undoubtedly, the major change in the Mathematics curriculum 

since its inception has been the 'New Maths' (case D). Here, as 
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with all the other successful proposals, the contemporary Mathematics 

curriculum was - and the evidence suggests quite intentionally _ 

brought closer to the changing university mathematics curriculum. 

Both the unsuccessful proposals would have created an alternative 

curriculum much further removed from the university curriculum than 

the established curriculum of the time. Again this was the inten

tion of the proposers. This is strong evidence for the influence 

of the university mathematics curriculum on the school curriculum. 

Indeed, it points to this as the major influence. 

It is harder to identify the pattern of influence, if any, 

behind the much slighter correlation between change in the curriculum 

and the needs of the university physical scientist. One could argue 

that cases A and B reflect the contemporary influence of what we 

might call the 'Cartesian' view of aathematics as 'the science of 

quantity' on the mathematics curriculum of the university and 

school, as much as the influence of the interests of physical 

scientists. By contrast many physical scientists disagreed strongly 

with the 'structural' conception of mathematics underlying the New 

Mathe and protested vehemently against its introduction to the 

schools, although it is not clear that the watered-down structuralism 

which found its way into the school curriculua seriously affected 

the traditional emphasis on the acquisition of manipulative skills, 

or that the main victim of reform, the Euclidean approach to 

geometry, was of greater value to the potential stUdent of physical 

science than the transformational geometry which replaced it. This 

does suggest, however, that the influence of such needs and of the 



interests which represent them has been only of marginal signifi

cance in determining the pattern of curriculum change. 
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Case C provides an example of a proposal for change which was 

specifically intended to come closer to the mathematical needs of 

the engineering and allied trades. Its failure points to the lack 

of influence of vocational needs and vocational interests on the 

curriculum. 

Case E is more complex. Perhaps the major purpose behind its 

design was to provide a curriculum which would be more manageable 

for the majority of pupils. On the other hand the course itself, 

with its emphasis on statistics and its eschewal of the more 

recondite aspects of pure mathematics certainly comes closer to 

meeting the needs of the potential biological or social scientist 

than Syllabus A. 

The conclusion that we must draw from an examination of these 

five proposals for curriculum change is that the dominant and 

consistent influence on the Mathematics curriculum has been the 

university mathematics curriculum. 

There are a number of ways in which this influence is exerted. 

First, the universities, in particular university mathematicians, 

have exerted a direct political influence on the content of the 

school mathematics curriculum. In the 1880's the conditions under 

which the universities agreed to accept the new Leaving Certificate 

amounted to direct university control of the course content. Even 

today the universities can exert direct pressure at several points 

in the development of a new curriculum. First through their 

representation on the Consultative Committee on the Curriculum and 

on its Central Committee on Mathematics, then through their 
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representation on the SCEEB Board and Mathematics Subject Panel, 

and finally through SUCE which can refuse to recognise a new 

curriculum or examination for university entrance. The Syllabus B 

curriculum is an example of an innovation halted at this last ditch. 

Second as the origins of both the 'traditional' and 'modern' 

curricula illustrate, university mathematicians may play a major 

role in initiating and promoting curriculum change, in the past 

through informal networks, but now through participation in the 

official SED structure of subject committees and curriculum 

development panels. 

Finally this overt influence of the universities on the school 

curriculum is legitimased, and a stronger indirect influence 

exerted, by the status and authority of the universities as the 

repositories of learning. University mathematicians are the 'subject 

experts'. What they choose to teach, or to endorse, is made 

legitimate as 'mathematics' or more generally as knowledge. Most 

teachers of mathematics receive the 'mathematical' part of their 

training in university mathematics departments. Their conception 

of mathematics is developed through their school and university 

experience; it is influenced by the selection from knowledge that is 

transmitted to them, and by the way that this knowledge is made 

intelligible. 

(3) Change in the Arithmetic Curriculum: 

We now turn to the Arithmetic curriculum. Here the major 

proposals for change in the certificate curriculum have taken place 

since 1960. The changes are as follows: 



F The introduction of etatistics (between 1960 and 1962), 

G The Alternative Syllabus which introduced the study of 

number systems, number bases, permutations and theoretical 

probability, 

G The change from imperial to metric measures (between 1968 

and 1973), 

I The change to decimal currency (between 1969 and 1971), 
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J The introduction of the alternative Syllabus B in Arithmetic. 

Syllabus B differs principally from Syllabus A in including the 

study of flow charts and of simple computer programming, in 

assuming the use of the slide rule and calculator (rather than 

logarithms) as aids to calculation, and in excluding the more 

abstract aspects of arithmetic. Some topics treated as 

Arithmetic in Syllabus A, are, in Syllabus B, treated as part 

of the Mathematics curriculum. 

We now examine these changes, one by one. 

F: Since the Thirties the use of statistical methode of analysis 

and representation, in industry, commerce and the social and 

natural sciences had been growing rapidly. By the early fifties 

statistical representation was becoming a relatively common 

feature of most people's experience, and statistics was moving 

into the aainstream of the university mathematics curriculum. 

Thus, while there does not eeem to have been strong pressure 

for the introduction of an elementary treatment of statistics, 

it was a change to which outside interests - parents, employers, 

politicians and academics - were unlikely to be unfavourable. 

In addition, however, experience had shown this to be a topic 
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Which average and less able pupils were capable of tackling, 

and enjoyed. It was thus an obvious candidate for filling out 

the new '0' Grade Arithmetic curriculum. 

G: It is significant that at a time when (in relative terms) 

cataclysmic changes were taking place in the Mathematics 

curriculum, the traditional core of the Arithmetic curriculum 

remained untouched. New topics resulted from the use of the 

Arithmetic curriculum as a receptacle for the overflow from 

the brimming Mathematics curriculum, rather than from a re

structuring or extension of the approach and content of the 

traditional Arithmetic curriculum. A minor, but interesting, 

exception was the greater attention paid to tolerances, 

approximations, and errors in the new curriculum. By contrast, 

this change corresponded to vocational and other-subject needs 

rather than those of the new university mathematics. 

H,I: Here the curriculum planners sought to anticipate, rather than 

reflect, change in everyday and vocational needs. In both cases 

change in the school curriculum was linked to a government time

table of change. In case I the timetable was almost universally 

followed both inside and outside the schools. In case H however, 

industry and commerce have tended to lag far behind the official 

programme of change and this has led to a mismatch between the 

skills of school leavers and the immediate needs of many 

employers. 

J: Like G, J is overshadowed by the Mathematics curriculum 

with which it is associated; its future hangs in the balance not 

on its own acceptability, but on that of the Syllabus B 'package' 



as a whole. It is worth noting however that it includes the 

main part of the traditional core (logarithms being the only 

notable exception). 

~hat is striking then, about the Arithmetic curriculum is how little 

it has changed. The original curriculum, aimed at the 'everyday 

needs' of the Victorian pedagogue's commonsense stereotype of man, 

has survived virtually intact. What change there has been has added 

peripheral topics rather than restructuring or eweeping away the 

old. A simple index of this stability is the absence of significant 

change in the curriculUll until 1960. 

~e have already mentioned that there is a substantial common 

ground between the arithmetic skille which are judged useful in 

everyday life, in studying other subjects, and in work or vocational 

training. Even in junior secondary education where the emphasis on 

vocationalism was extremely high, vocational needs were, in general, 

seen as being best served by giving pupils a thorough grounding in 

basic and social arithmetic, rather than in any more vocationally 

specialised skills. This also seems to accord with the desires of 

employers then and now. The Brunton Report for example, argues that 

while employers expect the school to provide a foundation of broadly

based skills, they prefer to train their own employees themselves 

in the specific techniques which their work requires. 

In effect the skills which e.ployers expect the echools to 

provide are largely those which are, in any case, part of basic and 

social arithmetic. When employers require recruits to have '0' 

grade Arithmetic or Mathematics they do eo because they believe that 

these are relatively reliable indices both of 'general ability' and 

of competence in the skills on which vocational training is based. 
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In particular, the vocational value of '0' grade Mathematics for 

most school leavers lies not in its content, but in the association 

between success in that examination and relatively high facility 

in basic arithmetic skills. In the relatively small number of 

cases where more specialised skills are required they are provided 

and certificated not by the mathematics courses and examinations, 

but by the more directly Tocationally oriented technical or commercial 

courses and examinations. 

The stability of the Arithmetic curriculum suggests that it 

has in general been able to meet the demands of different interests 

(even if it has often gone beyond what is strictly necesaary to 

meet them) and that these demands have changed little enough to 

be capable of aCCO~\dation within the traditional curriculum. 
1 



Chapter 14: The Politics of Curriculum Change 

(1) A General Outline 

In the Scottish educational system the traditional pattern of 

innovation, of which the mathematics curriculum provides just one 

example, is 'centre-periphery'. Until the mid-sixties curriculum 

change simply 'emerged' from the SED. Since then the SED has 

delegated, rather than devolved, some of its responsibilities to 

the SCEEB and the CCC, and their numerous sUb-committees. 

But, in either form, the centralised process of decision making 

has been little documented. For this reason most of the conclusions 

which we draw about this process can be no more than tentative. On 

the other hand, this very lack of evidence enables us to draw at 

least one firm conclusion; it testifies to the absence of public 

participation in the process. The development of the SCEEB and the 

cce may have given certain professional groups within the educational 

system a greater influence, but it still effectively excludes 

outside influences, as the evidence of the Secretary of the SED to 

the Commission on the Constitution demonstrates. Asked how the 

Department reacted to the public at large, and in what way it was 

sensitive to public opinion, the Secretary replied, 

"To a considerable extent through Parliament. On the 

more specialised issues, through teacher opinion, 

reflected either through the teachers' associations 

or to an increasing extent through the sort of 

advisory apparatus we have, which very largely now 

involves teachers, headmasters, principals of 

colleges, directlyN1 
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Whereas most aspects of Scottish life are governed by British 

legislation and ultimately administered by Whitehall, the SED is 

one of a small number of specifically Scottish agencies which enjoy 

a considerable degree of autonomy. Virtually all the legislation 

governing education in Scotland is Scottish, and on those issues 

defined as 'educational', rather than 'political', the Department 

is free to arrive at independent decisions. 2 

On the other hand, the most widely controversial 'political' 

decisions - those, for example, on the school leaving age, 

comprehensive education, the price of school meals - are made at a 

(British) national level. Here it is the DES - which also adminis-

ters non-university education in England and Wales, and, through 

the UGC and the research councils, university education and 

research in Britain - which is most closely involved in decision 

making. For this reason almost all interest groups outside the 

educational system - the eBI, the TUe, the political parties, for 

example - and many within - the NUS and CASE for example - are 

organised on a (British) national level, to exert pressure at the 

centre. 

Further, whereas the policy of the DES may be influenced by a 

strong education minister who is free to give almost all of his 

or her attention to the policy of the Department, an equivalent 

situation is most unlikely in relation to the SED. The Scottish 

Secretary and his junior ministers all have multiple responsibil

ities within a range of London and Edinburgh-based departments. 

It is also clear that the SED has little formal contact with 

the DES other than on the small number of 'political' issues. Kellas 

writes, 



"Contact between civil servants of the SED and the DES 

rarely concerns substantive matters of policy. It is 

assumed that each department has its own educational 

system to administer, and that the one should not get 

in the other's way ••• in fact, most SED trips to 

London are to the Treasury, or to Parliament, when 

legislation is being pushed through.,,3 

It is clear that the SED welcomes the administrative convenience 

which results from its sheltered situation. In a system dominated 

by educational specialists it is easier to make and implement 

d 
., 4 

ec~s~ons. 

In the Scottish educational system, then, the influence of 

parents, pupils, politicians and employers is weak. It is the 

professional groups within the education system, and the civil 

servants who make policy. And in the area of the curriculum, in 

particular, professional claims to special expertise strengthen the 

forces which exclude public influence. 

(2) The Mathematics Curriculum 

In the matter of the mathematics curriculum, what evidence there 

is suggests that it is the same interests which exerted influence 

in the pre-1965 informal system which are represented in the cce 

and SCEEB network; the SED - both the administration and the 

Inspectorate, the universities, and, increasingly in recent years, 

an atypical group of teachers, experienced, committed to innovation, 

and promoted (within the school, or as local authority advisers or 

college of education lecturers). These teachers have the same kind 

of professional background as the members of the Inspectorate, and 
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have shouldered a part of the development burden which fell on the 

inspectorate in the early sixties. Similarly the SCEEB has taken 

up many of the inspectors' administrative responsibilities, leaving 

them free to make, or influence, general policy.5 

One interesting example of this important facet of the 

politics of curriculum change is provided by the precipitate 

abandonment of Imperial measures in the curriculum. Remarkably, 

the CCC subcommittee on Decimalisation and Metrication included no 

representative of industry and commerce: its membership was 

exclusively drawn from 'inside interests,.6 It is hardly surprising, 

then, that the recommendations of this subcommittee failed to take 

account of the slower pace of change to metric units in industry 

and cOllllllerce. 

Within this small circle of decision makers, however, complex 

considerations come into play. For the universities the matter is 

relatively simple. They have power but very little responsibility. 

The SED on the other hand, in deciding whether to promote an 

innovation will be concerned with how it has been, or will be, 

received by the teachers and the schools, and by the universities. 

Similarly the critical factors governing the acceptability of an 

innovation to ordinary teachers and schools are likely to be its 

feasibility, and its acceptability, first to the SCEEB (if it relates 

to a certificate course, as most innovations do), and then to the 

universities. 

It is relatively easy to construct simple and politically 

significant indices of acceptability to the universities, and to 

the SED. 



SID: Did the SID or SCEEB offer an examination 

reflecting the curriculum innovation: 

universities: If an exam was offered, was it accepted by the 

Scottish Universities Entrance Board (SUEB) or 

SUCE? If not, is there evidence of university 

opposition? 
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There is no such simple index of acceptability to schools and 

teachers. In practice the factors of feasibility and acceptability 

to ordinary classroom teachers are closely linked. A curriculum 

innovation may fail because it makes demands on teachers which 

they are unable to meet, or because teachers are unconvinced of 

its value, and thus do not adopt it, or adopt it without conviction. 

An innovation may fail because, 

(1) The new content is unfamiliar to teachers, 

(2) The innovation requires new teaching methods anq/or 

assumptions about teaching and learning, 

(3) The content/teaching methods appear to be, or prove to be, 

unsuitable (too difficult/uninteresting) for pupils, 

(4) The innovation makes much greater demands on resources -

teachers' time, materials, space. 

On the other hand, all these factors can be manipulated by the SID 

and local authorities through, 

(5) The provision of inservice-training, 

(6) The revision of curriculum materials and content, 

(7) The provision of additional resources to schools taking 

up the innovation. 
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Let us examine the five proposed innovations in the mathematics 

curriculum in the light of these considerations. 

Case A is straightforward. The university Ordinary curriculum 

had included analytic geometry since the end of the nineteenth 

century. The new content was therefore familiar to most secondary 

teachers in the late twenties. As the 1931 Memorandum, and later 

the 1947 ACE Report testify, traditional Euclidean geometry was 

generally agreed to be boring and incomprehensible to the majority 

of pupils. Teachers were unlikely, therefore, to reject this less 

formal alternative on such grounds. Finally there is no evidence 

of conflict between the universities and the SED on this matter. 

The leaving certificate syllabus was altered by the SED and 

accepted by the universities in four stages between 1924 and 1936. 

Proposals B and C, although presented as alternatives, were 

fundamentally in opposition. While both offered the prospect of a 

further reduction in the unpopular Euclidean geometry, B represented 

a continuation of the academic tradition; C offered a quite different 

practical mathematics. The new material of B, the calculus, had 

been part of the university Ordinary mathematics curriculum since 

around 1910. By contrast the university trained teacher was unlikely 

to have encountered the practical mechanics and geometrical drawing 

with which C proposed to replace Euclidean geometry and theoretical 

algebra. In addition it raised questions about resources and 

teaching styles. For aathematics teachers, then, C would have been 

a leap in the dark. Moreover, C was, as we have seen, strongly 

opposed by the universities. Given these conditions its eclipse 

is not surprising. 

Change between 1924 and 1961 moved the curriculum in a direction 
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which was broadly acceptable both to the universities and to teachers, 

although for rather different reasons. For the former it brought 

the school curriculum closer to the reformed university curriculum. 

Of the latter it made few demands, and produced a curriculum which 

in prospect appeared, and in practice, proved, at least no more 

boring and no less comprehensible to the majority of pupils. 

Proposal D, however, presents us with a case which is much less 

clear cut. Here change introduced to the curriculum new material, 

and a new approach to matheaatics, which was only familiar to recent 

Honours graduates. Initially, at least, there were also suggestions 

of new teaching methods. notably 'discovery learning'. Purely in 

terms of providing textbooks suitable for the new curriculum there 

was a clear need for additional resources. All these initial factors, 

therefore, were likely to predispose teachers against the change. 

On the other hand it is clear that the SED was determined that this 

change should be successfully implemented in schools. 

The SED funded the preparation and production of textbooks for 

pilot schools, and supported in-service training on a massive scale. 

By the end of 1967 around 5~ of Scottish mathematics teachers had 

attended at least one in-service course on 'modern mathematics,.7 

Most local authorities were equally unstinting, making generous 

funds available to schools who took up the new curriculum. There 

can be little doubt that the enthusiastic endorsement of the 'New 

Maths' by the SED and the provision of generous funding for its 

development, dissemination and take-up were crucial factors in its 

initial success. 

We have seen how initial propaganda was at pains to emphasise 

both the continuity between the traditional and modern syllabuses, 
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and the relevance, interest and lack of difficulty of the new 

material and approaches. We have also seen how, as the curriculum 

developed, certain elements of the original conception diminished 

in prominence - discovery learning, and the emphasis o.n 'structure' 

in particular. Successive versions of the SMG texts retreated back 

to traditional notions of pedagogy and gave greater emphasis to 

traditional content and approaches to the subject. This adaptation 

to 'teachers I problems' was the price that was paid to secure the 

success of the new curriculum. 

As its remit shows the purpose of Syllabus B (case E) was to 

carry this process of adapting the 'new maths' a stage further to 

meet the changed circumstances of the common course and RSLA. It 

was an innovation addressed from the onset to the problem of producing 

a modification of the existing Syllabus A to the capabilities and 

interests of a larger group of pupils. Unlike the Syllabus A 

development committee, the Syllabus B committee, with the exception 

of a representative of SCEEB, contained only teachers (including 

in that category ex-mathematics teachers who had moved on to be 

college curriculum tutors).8 

Most of the content of their new curriculum was already familiar 

to teachers, either from Syllabus A or from the '0' Grade Statistics 

curriculum introduced in 1967. The design of the S1/S2 Modular 

Mathematics curriculum materials, however, assumed a significant 

change in teaching methods away from 'lock-step' class teaching to 

group and individualised methods. 

As might be expected, the propaganda for Modular Mathematics 

concentrated on reassuring teachers about this aspect of the innovation. 
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liThe introduction of comprehensive education has had a 

dramatic effect upon the teaching of mathematics. Mixed 

ability classes have presented class teachers with the 

problem of interesting pupils of widely varying levels of 

ability while presenting useful and challenging work to 

the more able pupils. Aiming the lesson at the middle of 

the ability range leaves many of the pupils dissatisfied, 

and leads to classroom problems. In this situation the 

mathematics teacher needs help. The Modular Mathematics 

course is designed to provide a core of content for all 

pupils with special provision for the less able and 

supplementary material for the most able pupils. Because 

of the individual nature of the work each pupil can 

proceed at a rate which suits his or her own level of 

ability. The class teacher is able to attend to the 

difficulties of individuals or small groups knowing that 

the other pupils are able to work on material which is 

interesting to them and within their capabilities,,9 

Early experience with the new curriculum, however, established that 

it was far from 'teacher proof'. Many teachers found ways to adapt 

the new materials to existing teaching styles. This flexibility, 

no doubt, worked in favour of the innovation. Teachers could, if 

they wished, accept it simply as a modification of the content of 

the existing 51/52 course. One important factor which inhibited 

schools from adopting Modular Mathematics was the cost of the new 

curriculum materials; in particular the expensive worksheets could 

be used only once • Although certain local authorities were 

prepared to offer schools additional funds, the financial cutbacks 
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of the mid-seventies hit this innovation when it was made generally 

available in 1974. 

A second crushing blow, and the one which seems to have halted 

Syllabus B (of which Modular Mathematics is the first part), was 

the refusal of SUCE to recognise the '0' Grade in Mathematics on 

Syllabus B. Adaptation had gone too far for the universities; they 

played their trump card. 

These two cases suggest two things: First, that given financial 

and political support by the SED (and possibly local authorities) 

change in the content of the curriculum which is not immediately 

acceptable to teachers can be implemented, although it is likely to 

be adapted in the process. They provide little evidence of the 

success of attempts to change teaChing methods. Second, they show 

that the universities retain an effective power of veto over 

curriculum change at certificate level. 

There is a co.-on pattern to the three major cycles of innova

tion in the Scottish mathematics curriculum - the establishment of 

a national curriculum (1887-1904), the introduction of analytic 

methods (1924-1950), and the introduction of 'modern' mathematics 

). In the first stage, new mathematical content and views 

of mathematics are promoted by the universities; in the second these 

are taken up and adapted by the schools (within bounds ultimately 

set by the universities). 

The role of the SED is harder to assess. Curriculum change is, 

formally at least, initiated by the SED; it, and its associated 

apparatus (SCEEB, CCC), act as the major formal channels of 

communication between the universities and the schools. But there 

are times when the SED seems to have a policy of its own on innovation; 
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the first and third cycles of innovation in the mathematics 

curriculum can be seen as part of a larger SED endorsed and sponsored 

programme of change. Given the relative autonomy of the profession

als in educational decision making in Scotland, it might be argued 

that it often takes a purposeful individual or group within the 

SED (Craik, Secretary from 1885-1905 or Brunton, HMSCI from 1955-

66, for example) to promote and guide change. 

The pattern which emerges is one in which the universities 

propose, the SED sponsors, and the schools dispose of change. The 

universities exert the major influence on the direction that change 

takes, the SED plays the major role in deciding if and when change 

is to take place, and the schools control, to a large measure, the 

extent and speed of change. 



Conclusion 



Chapter 15: The Political Dynamics of Change 

Very briefly, the three main parts of this thesis have (I) 

argued for a 'democratic general education' in mathematics, 

emphasising the social, intellectual and cultural context of 
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the discipline; (II) established that the existing pattern of 

mathematical education fails to meet such generalist aims, and 

examined the perspectives of those who currently teach the subject; 

and (III) traced the development of this pattern of mathematical 

education and the forces influencing it. I intend, in this con

cluding chapter, to bring together, and build on the arguments of 

all three parts, in considering the conditione which are likely to 

lead to effective curriculum change towards the generalist model 

which I have advocated. 

(1) The Politics of Change 

It is striking how little the secondary school curriculum has 

changed over the last century. This stability contrasts vividly 

with the accelerating growth and change in the content, structure 

and application of knowledge in the society of which the school is 

part. The present day curriculum is still firmly set in the mould 

of the late nineteenth century. 

This mismatch between curriculum and society has only been 

exacerbated by the changing role of the school system. A curriculum 

for the Victorian intellectual elite has been uncritically preserved 

as the model for popular secondary education a century later. The 

only substantial concession to this century of unprecedented 

intellectual achievement and social change has been the excision of 



the classical languages from the curriculum. 

An examination of this period also displays the limited 

ability of the school system to reform itself. While change may 

have found its earliest, and most articulate exponents within the 

system, it has largely depended on external pressure and support 
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for its realisation. To cite the most prominent example, it has 

been the commitment of successive governments (with a variety of 

motivations) to expand educational provision and extend educational 

opportunity which has led to significant change in the institutional 

structure of the school system over the past century. 

Within the system a sometimes grudging consensus has upheld 

the main outlines of the traditional curriculum. No group has had 

the strength to sustain a major initiative; all have been capable 

of frustrating the intentions of others. The result has been 

marginal change, the bare minimum judged necessary to accommodate 

the tremendous structural changes: the basic consensus has been 

preserved. 

It is not unreasonable to suggest that the reluctance of govern

ments over this period to enter the 'secret garden of the curricu

lum' has allowed this incipient inertia to predominate, despite 

the ehanging institutional structure of the school system, and the 

changing composition of its audience. 

This is not so much a Scottish as a British pattern. Kogan, 

discussing the education system of England and Wales, writes, 

"The British system for the government of education is •• 

strong, largely continuous and consensual in its working 

and assumptions •• LMost current educational policies have 

beeB{ inherited from the first of the public education 
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systems at the beginning of the twentieth century.,,1 

He describes change in the English system as, 

"Pluralistic, incremental, unsystematic, reactive.,,2 

Indeed, change in both systems has run largely parallel, although 

in matters of curriculum and examinations England has tended to 

lead. On the other hand, once started, change has been completed 

more quickly in Scotland due to the stronger, and more explicitly 

centralist role of the SED in the Scottish system. 

Not that power in the English system is as devolved as it is 

sometimes taken to be. Kogan argues that during the fifties the 

then Ministry of Education changed from, 

"being the holder of the ring between the 'real' forces 

in educational policy making •••• to being the enforcer 

of positive controls, based increasingly on knowledge 

which the Department itself went out to get.,,3 

Reviewing the period 1960-74, the same author concludes that, while 

the exercise of power is rarely explicit, 

"the only certainty is that the DES wields determinant 

authority and great power.,,4 

Certainly, in matters of curriculum, the supposed autonomy of the 

headmaster and head of department within the 'pluralist' English 

system can be exaggerated. Choice here is choice within a relative

ly narrow spectrum of alternatives. 

Thus, while the Scottish and English school systems remain 

administratively independent, and preserve a number of distinctive 

characteristics, the pattern of change within each has been broadly 

similar over the past century. In both systems radical change in 
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the curriculum has been impeded by a similar conservative consensus, 

upheld by similar interests (although, in Scotland, the lack of 

pressure from outside groups has subjected the consensus to less 

strain, and as a result the gradual change that has ocurred here 

has been even less marked). Moreover, common to both systems is 

the wider and overweening British society which imposes common 

economic, political and cultural pressures on the two systems. In 

particular the assimilation of the Scottish universities to an 

emerging British university system during the nineteenth century, 

removed the mainspring of the autonomous Scottish cultural and 

educational tradition. 

In the absence of a Scottish Assembly it is probable that 

Scottish education will continue to follow broadly British trends, 

although these may be given a distinctively Scottish elaboration. 

More specifically, curricular change of the order entailed by my 

proposals is likely, as I will argue, to require a degree of politi

cal sponsorship which makes its isolated emergence in the politically 

unfocused Scottish context, most unlikely. For these reasons I 

propose to continue my discussion of curriculum change in the wider 

British context. 

I have argued that a conservative consensus within the school 

system both reflects and sustains inertia. The one period when 

curricular consensus visibly faltered was during the sixties. As 

I have described, the anachronism of the school curriculum, particu

larly in ~thematics and science, had become widely apparent at a 

time when doctrines of social and economic planning, and, in 

particular, of the expansion of 'human capital' were gaining influence. 

It was at this time that Britain saw the first real attempt at 
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government intrusion into what the then Minister of Education, Sir 

David Eccles, termed 'the secret garden of the curriculum'. 

In the early sixties Eccles proposed the creation of an expert 

Curriculum Study Group within the Ministry of Education as a 

response to the pressures of rapid change and increase in knowledge. 

The intention was to ensure that decisions made by the Ministry 

would be better informed by educational considerations and would be 

more closely related to more general social and economic plans 

adopted by the government of the day.5 

Arousing the fierce opposition of the teacher unions, and 

lacking political support, the CSG was stillborn: the Schools 

Council was the compromise which emerged. At much the same time 

the SED set up the Consultative Committee on the Curriculum, rather 

different from the Schools Council in constitution, and more limited 

in purpose, but sharing the aim of stimulating and coordinating 

curriculum renewal. 

The constitutions of both the Schools Council and the CCC 

originated in a centre-periphery model for the dissemination of 

educational policy, which seeks to redirect the largely negative 

power of teachers to impede change, into more positive channels. 

This concept of teacher-sponsored change was reflected in the pre-

dominance of teachers on the committees of these two bOdies. It 

has been styled, 

Ita deliberate resort to demOCracy.,,6 

Both bodies, however, have had to operate within the unchanged 

constraints of the 'internal' balance of power. They have had to 

legitimise policies and innovations not only in the eyes of 

university-dominated examination boards, and cost-conscious 
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central and local government, but to the mass of teachers who have 

little contact with, or knowledge of, these bodies. 

The result, particularly in Scotland where most of the 

development work has been carried out by serving teachers, is a 

tendency to take a fragmented and gradualist view of curriculum 

change, a predisposition to work within and preserve consensus. 

Where articulate criticism of the consensus surfaces, the structural 

pressures within both bodies tend to suppress it. As MacDonald and 

Walker put it, 

"The 'cooperative machinery' of the {Schooli/ Council 

represents the system, and therefore lacks a mandate 

to criticise it. It is locked within the protocol of 

courtesy.,,7 

1970, the start of the Thatcher administration at the DES, is 

a turning point in recent educational policy, marking a break with 

the educational liberaliSM common to the Conservative and Labour 

administrations of the previous decade, under Eccles, Boyle, and 

Crosland. The optimistic commitment of government to innovation 

and expansion in education has disappeared, to be replaced by a 

hardening scepticism, and an increasing assertion of DES authority. 

In particular, the period since 1970 has seen increasing 

government interest and intervention in curricular matters; the 

setting up of the Assessment of Performance Unit in 1974, the 

transfer from the Schools Council to the DES, in 1976, of the task 

of reorganising school examinations, and pressure on the Schools 

Council to reform itself to reduce the influence of the teachers' 

unions, and increase that of the DES and interests outside the 

education system, which has borne fruit in the Council's third 
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(1978) Constitution. Each of these initiatives testifies to a 

growing politicisation of decision-making on curriculum and 

examinations. There is little sign that politicians or public have 

yet realised either the political significance, or the complexity 

of the issues underlying curricular change. Both parties have 

consistently represented curricular decision making as a purely 

technical matter of finding ways of meeting supposedly uncontentious 

national needs. 

Nonetheless, inasmUCh as it points to an important shift in 

the pattern of decision making, this development is to be welcomed. 

First, and most important, although the current alignment of 

political forces has lent support to the traditional curricular 

consensus, this in itself has made a significant breach in the 

principle that curricular matters should be kept outside 'politics'. 

This is an important development, if, as I have argued, thorough

going curriculum reform depends on government sponsorship for its 

success. Certainly, sponsorship for the kind of change which I 

have advocated depends on a much stronger, and more overtly 

ideological politicieation of educational decision making. The 

value of this breach of principle is that, in placing curricular 

matters on the political agenda, it offers the proponents of 

democratic curricular change a wider, and potentially more sympath

etic constituency, which brings with it the real possibility of a 

slow realignment of the forces which at present inhibit change. 

Second, it is desirable that decisions about change (or its 

absence) in the educational system, with their far reaching social 

implications, should be made democratically. Certainly those 

working within the education system must be party to such decisions, 



but they have no justification for claiming a monopoly on them. 

Finally, such a move clearly identifies the issues of value 

involved in such decisions as political issues: in doing so it 

offers teachers and other educationalists some protection from 

unreasonable criticism which originates in the conflict between 

the demand that the school embody and transmit values, and our 

society's confusion, or pluralism of values. 

The natural sponsor, within the wider political system, for 
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the kind of innovation which I have advocated is a party of pro

gressive social reform, a tradition represented in Britain by the 

Labour Party. The development of democratic general education, as 

I have argued for it, continues the process of democrat1sing the 

educational system, by enlarging the focus of change from a 

primarily economistic concern to diminish inequalities of wealth and 

status, by reforming the structure of the school system, to a 

concern to reform the curriculum and pedagogy of the school, 

motivated by political and cultural considerations. 

In Sweden, for example, a succession of Social Democratic 

governments have, since the Second World War, sponsored a develop

ing programme of educational reform, and notably the reform of 

curriculum and pedagogy, which has been seen as part of a wider 

policy of social reform aimed at democratising Swedish society. 

In other countries, however, governing parties have assimilated 

the democratisation of education to rather different ideologies. 

In France educational reform has arisen partly in response to public 

discontent, centred on the universities, culminating in the violent 

events of 1968, and partly as an arm of economic management. The 

postponement of differentiation until 14 ('promotion collective'), 



and the development of a common curriculum ('tronc communI) in the 

early years of the secondary school have been introduced by a 

government of the right which has incorporated educational planning 

into a broader middle term plan for economic and social development, 

and tried to reconcile the conservative respect for tradition with 

the growing entrepreneurial demand for an intellectually flexible 

and technically sophisticated labour force. 8 

A recent French Secretary of State summarises this view as 

follows, 

"The radical transformation of social life has upset the 

ideas of French education, for it has given rise to two 

unprecedented phenomena. 

The first has been the continuous acceleration of 

economic activity •• LThe increasingly elaborate industrial 

machin!?. is demanding more and more knowledge, and more 

and more specialization. The framework of education is 

becoming much too narrow for the acquisition of knowledge 

which is, at the same time, encyclopaedic yet precise •• 

The second phenomenon has been the need to make the 

comprehension of the whole world surrounding us accessible 

to substantially all the population. No longer can we be 

content with an initial transmission of knowledge to an 

elite: to begin with, the demand for democratisation has 

broken down the social barriers in the universities. But 

above all, the complex economy of our advanced society calls 

for greater knowledge from a greater number of peoplee,,9 

The particular direction which this government has sought for 

curriculum change has been motivated by the consideration that, 



"If culture is, first of all, the understanding of the 

world in which one lives, then the pupil's comprehension 

of the technological world is an important aim. To 

achieve such a comprehension one must allow all children 

to discover the links between science, technology and 

economic and social problems.,,10 
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In the United States, as in France, governments have seen the 

extension of educational opportunity as an instrument of economic 

progress, and of social and political stability. Entwhistle com

pares the viewpoints of British and North American educational 

conservatives, taking Bantock and Bestor as examples. He contrasts 

the disdain of Bantock and other Black Paperites for the educational 

capacity of the majority of people, and their opposition to a 

common curriculum, with Bestor's belief in the need to transmit 

intellectual culture throughout all sections of the population. 11 

"American public schools have the responsibility of raising 

up a nation of men and women highly literate, accurately 

informed, .and rigorously trained in the process of 

rational and critical thought. If the schools fail in this, 

then we may expect to see the collapse or defeat of 

democratic self-government through the sheer inability of 

its electorate to grapple intelligently with the complex 

problems in science, economics, politics and international 

relations that constantly come up for public decision.,,12 

The forces for educational change in the United States have not, 

of course, been moved solely by such altruistic considerations. As 

in France, the sometimes violent expressiOns of public expectation, 
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the demands of an expanding and increasingly technological economy, 

and strategic considerations have all helped to produce consensus 

about the desirability of extending educational opportunity. 

In Sweden, France and the United States, then, as in Britain, 

the extension of educational opportunity, and change in the curricu

lum have largely depended on government sponsorship. Further, in 

each country, whether in or out of government, parties whose ideals 

were largely antipathetic to educational expansion and chang~, have 

bowed to prevailing social and economic forces, to tolerate, and on 

occasion encourage reform. 

This suggests that, to a certain extent, given different 

ideological emphases, educational reforms may prove capable of 

straddling conventional political boundaries. Educational expansion 

can be conceptualised, on one hand as national investment and 

private consumptio~t on the other as extending opportunity and 

producing social change. However, the progressive nationalism of 

the American and French right, which endorses educational change as 

a measured response to social and economic pressure, and appeals in 

its management of change primarily to apparently apolitical, 

technocratic considerations, is hardly elastic enough to encompass 

the kind of change I have advocated. 

Moreover, on the British right, this progressive nationalism 

is overshadowed by a more rigid conservatism, reflected in the 

emphasis in Conservative education policy on the retention of 

privilege, and the preservation of traditional values and forms. 

Educational liberalism has had its defenders within the Conservative 

Party, but they have been few, and, in general, have found them

selves on the def~nsive. For example, Boyle's tolerance of 
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comprehensive schools, as shadow Education Secretary during the 

mid-sixties, came under continuous attack from within the party, 

and this policy did not survive his exit from office. Kogan argues 

that, 

"LBoyle's liberay philosophy tells us nothing about the 

trend of post-war Conservatism, as Mrs Thatcher's decisions 

and declared policies since his time have since made 

plainer.,,13 

The best that can be expected from the British right is a 

pragmatic acceptance that the public is unlikely to favour the re

versal of successful educational change, which can be seen to 

present more worthwhile educational aims, and to offer greater 

opportunity to the majority of school stUdents. A~ political 

sponsorship for democratic educational reform in Britain is likely 

to come from the left, and the survival and success of such reform 

is likely to depend on the degree of enthusiasm, and the care in 

planning which is given to it. 

Here, unfortunately, the record is not particularly impressive, 

as the short account of the introduction of comprehensive education 

which follows will make clear. Labour education policy since the 

war has in many ways been no less pragmatic than that of the 

Conservatives. It has certainly lacked any strong guiding princi

plea, partly, of course, in the hope that change, unencumbered with 

such principles, would win readier acceptance. In many ways this 

attempt to make reform uncontroversial has been a double failure, 

producing undirected, unsystematic and ineffective change, While, 

at the same time, discrediting, and heightening opposition to the 
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very idea of reform. 

There can be no doubt that, despite the growing politicisation 

of curricular decision making, the proponents of radical reform 

start from a difficult position, weakened by the consequences of 

the very lack of principle which they seek to remedy in educational 

policy. The pragmatic tradition weakens not only their attempt to 

gain sponsorship, but the transformation of this sponsorship into 

effective educational change. Here is the greatest political 

obstacle to radical reform, once the principle of non-intervention 

in curricular matters has been breached. 

(2) The Management of Change 

For successful reform depends on more than simple government 

sponsorship. Creating a dynamic of change within the school system 

is only the first part of effective innovation. For innovation to 

be successful, the new aims and practices which it entails must be 

clarified, and their implementation planned. On the one hand, 

opposition to change may originate in, and is often articulated as 

misrepresentation of aims, or criticism of the plans for implement

ing these aims. On the other, change directed only by ambiguous 

rhetoric, is likely, at best, to preserve traditional aims and 

practices under new names, at worst, to undermine the achievement 

of even traditional aims. A clear contrast in styles of managing 

innovation, which illustrates these points, is provided by the 

differing British and Swedish approaches to comprehensivisation. 

In Sweden government comaitment to a comprehensive school 

system emerged from a managed process of informed decision-making.14 

Between 1940 and 1947 a government sponsored committee of enquiry, 
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a non-political body of expert educational opinion, made a complete 

survey and evaluation of the national education system. In 1946 a 

School Commission consisting of representatives of the five 

political parties, and a non-political member to represent parental 

interests, was appointed to make policy recommendations for the 

development of Swedish education, in the light of the extensive 

report of the committee of enquiry. 

In doing so the Commission had access to expert advice, through 

the assignation of professional educationalists to advise its 

specialist subcommittees. The Commission's 1948 Report was a de

tailed and exhaustive document which clearly located its recommenda-

tions for reform within a wider framework of educational and socio-

political aims. It made recommendations not only about the extent 

and structure of compulsory schooling, but also about appropriate 

patterns of curriculum and pedagogy. Its central recollllllendation 

was the establishment of a compulsory, nine-year, comprehensive 

school. For the first eight years (until the age of 15) pupils were 

to follow a common course in unstreamed classes (although a small 

optional element in the curriculum was to be permitted in the 

seventh and eighth years). 

A parliamentary Act of 1950 led to the establishment of a 

number of experimental comprehensive schools. Throughout the 

succeeding decade, research, development, and eValuation continued, 

until, in 1962, an Act was passed making comprehensive reorganisation 

compulsory throughout Sweden. 

In Britain, although the 1944 Education Act permitted the 

establishment of comprehensive schools, there was little support 

for them from either party.15 In 1948 a Labour Education Minister 
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turned down plans for comprehensive reorganisation in Middlesex on 

the grounds that the tripartite system was 'logical and usual'. 16 

The initial drive towards comprehensive education came at local 

government level, on occasion on ideological grounds, but more often 

prompted by the problems of providing viable secondary education 

in areas of dispersed population. 

The early development of comprehensive schools was piecemeal 

and largely pragmatic. These were marginal institutions, lacking 

a clearly formulated set of alternative values, and under pressure 

to succeed within the terms of the normative tripartite system. 

By and large, the new schools adopted traditional models of 

organisation, curriculum and pedagogy. There were pockets of 

significant innovation. London developed a common course for the 

first three years of secondary education, but rejected, 

"the impracticable assumption that teaching groups 

covering the whole range of ability are suitable or 

desirable.,,17 

By 1965 only 8.5~ of secondary age children attended compre

hensive sChools. 18 It was the return, in 1964, of a Labour 

government committed to comprehensive reorganisation which gave 

impetus to change. 

The controversiality of change, and confusion and disagreement 

within the party itself, combined to produce a policy which, while 

exerting pressure for change, gave it little direction. Before 

the 1964 election the Labour leader, Harold Wilson, had assured 

teachers that grammar schools would be abolished 'only over his 

dead body': as late as 1970 he was representing the comprehensive 

school as 'a grammar school for all,.19 This was not mere rhetoric, 
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intended to reassure: it reflects the influence of the arguments 

which had led an earlier generation to champion the grammar school 

as an agent of social mobility. Conversely, it illustrates the 

absence of concern with the nature of the educational process 

which characterised Labour policy. 

Circular 10/65, the Labour government's instrument of change, 

sought the abolition of selection and segregated secondary schooling. 

Six distinct schemes were put forward to be considered by individual 

local authorities as models for reorganisation. These, however, 

were not the result of government sponsored research or po1icy-

making. 

"It was to local authority practice •• that the government 

and the DES turned when it came to drawing up Circular 

10/65. All six of the schemes suggested were either in 

operation or proposed through local authority initiatives. 

The 'central guidance' that 10/65 claimed to give in 

effect amounted to passing around to all authorities What 

the DES had found in its suggestion box in 1965.,,20 

On other matters, such as internal organisation, curriculum and 

pedagogy, 10/65 was silent. 

Government policy, then, perpetuated the pragmatism of the 

early years. It gave no clear lead in defining new aims or values 

for comprehensive schools. And Circular 10/65 made it clear that 

local authorities could expect no special financial assistance with 

the change. Both the aims of change, and methods of implementing 

them lacked clarity, coherence and completeness. 

The first government-sponsored research into comprehensive 

schools was the 1966 NFER descriptive survey.21 Not surprisingly, 
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the report of the NFER team pointed to an assimilation of change to 

existing values and practices. For example, the great majority of 

schools continued to group their first year pupils by ability 

(almost half using streaming), while at most 10% taught any subject 

to mixed ability groups at this level. 22 

The result of government policy has been to accelerate a process 

of drift towards a set of diffuse, and imperfectly defined aims. 

By 1971, 38~ of pupils attended at least nominally comprehensive 

schools: 23 of these schools, about 35~ used some form of mixed 

ability grouping with their first year pupils.
24 

While individual 

schools have developed successful models of internal organisation, 

curriculum and pedagogy, satisfying strong definitions of comprehen-

sive education, the great majority stick close to traditional models. 

In Sweden, by contrast, schools have had the benefit of clearly 

defined innovatory aims, and considerable professional support in 

implementing them. The result has been substantial change, dissem

inated throughout the school system. Harklund and Soderberg 

summarise the gains of reform as postponed selection, the develop

ment of a common course, and the individualisation of instruction. 25 

In both Britain and Sweden the intervention of government was 

a critical factor in creating a dynamic of change. But in Sweden, 

the active part played by government in initiating and planning 

change, produced significant benefits. First, it led to the pro

duction of a clear and coherent plan for reform, backed by a strong 

political mandate, and consistent with the values implicit in that 

mandate. 'Professional' judgements did not go unchallenged. As 

a result the professional expertise, which originally resisted the 

idea of mixed ability grouping, was redirected into developing 
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the individualised pedagogy which now makes this form of organisation 

feasible. 

Second, change was coordinated throughout the system, 

lessening the internal tensions of innovation, and ensuring a 

relatively uniform development. In parallel with the introduction 

of the nine year comprehensive school, the upper school, higher 

education and teacher training were all reformed, as part of a 

global plan for 'rolling reform' of the educational system. 

Finally, the priority aSSigned to educational reform in 

government policy, ensured that adequate resources were made 

available for the programme of innovation. 

(3) The Development and Implementation of Change 

The Swedish example illustrates how a purposeful government 

can initiate, guide and promote innovation within its school system. 

But there is a point beyond which such sponsorship is of little 

value. New aims and practices, however clearly conceived, plausibly 

argued, powerfully sponsored, and well financed, cannot simply be 

injected into the school system. This is particularly true when 

change aims to modify not just the organisational structure within 

which schooling takes place, but the rationale and procedures of 

teaching itself. 

This lesson was learnt by the early protagonists of, what 

Havelock has termed,26 the 'research, development, and diffusion' 

model for innovation, in which a central team of experts designs a 

new educational package to be distributed to practitioners on the 

periphery. It was this highly technocratic model, befitting the 

era, which found favour in the rash of curriculum development during 
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the sixties. 

The standard pattern was for a team of subject specialists, 

often drawn from outside the school system, to develop a compre

hensive set of classroom materials, embodying a new curricular 

philosophy. It was assumed that, once this research and develop

ment phase had been completed, diffusion would be a simple matter 

of distributing the package and its accompanying curricular message 

to schools. 

This assumption proved misconceived. In many cases schools 

were reluctant to acquire the new packages, or rapidly consigned 

them to the deepest recesses of their storage cupboards. Even the 

apparent success of certain projects, measured by their take up and 

use by schools, often concealed an assimilation of innovatory 

intention to established practice. 

A striking e~ple is described in a research study by McIntyre 

et al.,27 which examined science teaching in the early years of 

the Scottish secondary school. Within two years of the Consultative 

Committee on the Curriculum suggesting that science should be taught 

as an integrated subject in S1 and 82, the great majority of S1 and 

82 classes were 'integrated'. Within these classes, however, 

nearly all the content taught could still be clearly identified as 

'physics', 'chemistry', or 'biology'. In addition while centrally 

produced worksheets, aimed at promoting 'guided discovery' and 

taking account of differences among pupils in 'mixed ability' classes, 

had been widely adopted, they were rarely used as intended, more 

frequently being adapted to traditional teaching strategies. 

Similarly, I have noted how the emphasis on heuristic explana

tion and discovery learning, which was a strong element in the 
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curricular philosophy of the New Maths, failed to take root in the 

classroom. In the case of the Scottish Mathematics Group project, 

for example, innovatory 'success' was attributable to the weakening 

or abandonment of this, and other central elements of the reform 

philosophy, in favour of traditional perspectives. 

One response to such failures had been the espousal of, to use 

Havelock's terminology again, 'social interaction' and 'problem 

solving' models of innovation. In the former, the central agency 

merely becomes a clearing house for small-scale peripheral develop

ment, without any unifying aims or philosophy. In the latter, the 

central agency coordinates small-scale peripheral development, guided 

by what practitioners perceive as their needs, and disseminates the 

results. 

But the available evidence suggests that the adoption of these 

models is likely to reinforce a reactive, unsystematic, and 

incremental, pattern of change. If, as the teacher study of Part II 

concluded, teachers lack an articulate and developed perspective on 

their subject, and the value and purpose of teaching it, and, in 

practice, their actions are intended to meet often immediate 

organisational goals only tenuously related to the subject itself, 

then their perception of problems, and the solutions they seek are 

unlikely to challenge the tacit values and purposes of the existing 

curriculum. 

While this response to the failure of the 'research, development, 

and diffusion' model, in its early versions, does not offer an 

effective alternative, it does point to the reasons underlying the 

failure. The real weakness of the curriculum development of the 

sixties was the subject-mindedness of its analysis, which failed 



to take account of the complex social ecology of the school and 

classroom. 

As I have argued in Part III, the new curricular aims and 

methods were initially derived from theories about the subject, 
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and only later legitimised, rather than operationalised, in terms 

of highly speculative and abstract theories of learning. The 

implementation of change in the classroom itself was seen as un

problematic, as simply a matter of the teacher using the prepared 

curriculum materials, and adhering to the new curricular philosophy. 

This, of course, reflected the popular view that teaching is 

a simple and consciously rational activity, and that the knowledge 

and skills which a teacher requires are primarily those of the 

subject. The innovators believed that the aims and practices of 

teachers are guided by their view of the subject. But the evidence 

suggests that the reality of the classroom is very different. The 

teacher study of Part II concluded that teachers do not have a 

highly developed and articulate view of their subject - indeed, that 

they feel ill at ease in this area - and that their aims and 

practices are located not in rationalistic theories of knowledge and 

learning, but in largely tacit structures of social interaction and 

institutional purpose. The failure of much curriculum development 

is attributable to an underestimation of the complexity of class

room life, and a fundamental misapprehension about its dynamics. 

As a result, curriculum developers have omitted to translate new 

curricular aims and methods into feasible teaching strategies, con

sistent with the realities of classroom life, and to train teachers 

to incorporate these strategies into their teaching repertoire. 

Any serious attempt to operationalise new curricular aims and 
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methods must take account of the fact that the theoretical models 

of classroom life which are currently available offer little help 

in identifying effective strategies for change. Although adequate 

as descriptions of current practice, beyond this familiar equilibrium 

they offer little insight into the structure and strength of the 

constraints on change. This is a major impediment to any radical 

initiative to reform the curriculum. 

How then can the R, D and D model be reformulated to incorporate 

these insights? In the absence of ready-made 'solutions', in the 

form of systematic and holistic models of classroom life, the only 

feasible innovative strategy is to build awareness both of the 

'problem' and of the 'reality' it concerns, into the development 

mechanism. 

First, this demands the introduction of social scientific 

perspectives into research and development, and the establishment 

of channels of communication between the 'idealistic' curriculum 

designers and the 'realistic' practitioners, to encourage the 

feedback which was missing from the original model. 

One realisation of this kind of mechanism is provided by an 

'action research' model in which researchers, designers and 

practitioners work together to identify the constraints on change, 

and to develop structures and strategies which enable agreed 

innovatory aims to be achieved, within a particular school. This 

kind of experience in a number of schools then provides a basis 

for the development of feasible models of organisation and 

teaching to attain these aims, and of methods of training practi

tioners in the use of these models. 

This latter point is relevant to the second major change 
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which is required to make the R, D and D model effective; the pro

vision of (and the development of strategies for providing) 

extensive professional support, in particular retraining, to guide 

the wider diffusion and implementation of change. 

For example, the kind of curricular innovation which I have 

proposed in mathematics is likely to require not just that teachers 

incorporate new strategies into their teaching, but that they 

acquire new perspectives on their subject, and develop the ability 

to apply these new perspectives to the activities which take place 

in their classrooms. Furthermore, it is likely that an important 

aim of such innovation would be to counteract the intellectual 

isolation and stagnation, the lack of involvement in .athematicB, 

which many teachers display, and which is reflected in the image of 

mathematics conveyed to their pupils. 

Behind this approach to innovation lies a revaluation of the 

role of the teacher, and of the centrality of the process of 

teaching (in its widest sense) to successful learning. One of the 

reasons for the resistance of teachers to change based on the 

technocratic assumptions of the original R, D and D model, has been 

its devaluation of their role, with its emphasis on 'teacher-proof' 

packages which cast the teacher as a pedagogical machine minder. 

Another has been the experience of many teachers asked to implement 

change without adequate resources, experience, or professional 

support. Successful change must enhance teachers' self esteem; it 

must emphasise the value of the teacher's contribution to learning. 

The provision of opportunities for professional development, and in 

particular of adequate retraining programmes to meet the demands 

of innovation, is an essential part of this revaluation of the 
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teacher's role. 

(4) The Future 

The central problem of effecting the kind of curricular change 

I have advocated remains a political one. At present the proposal 

that the secondary school curriculum should be democratised towards 

a generalist model lacks any powerful constituency. Of course the 

current curriculum is widely criticised as anachronistic and over

academic; by the major teacher unions on both sides of the Border, 

by the inspectorate, even, on occasion, by industry. But behind 

the felicitous phrases there is little real consensus on what change 

is desirable, and a general inclination to let caution take 

precedence over commitment. 

Furthermore, the main corollary of democratisation, a fundamen

tal change in the relationship between school and university, is 

certain to antagonise those who see the primary role of the school 

as the nurture of a future elite. Democratisation of the school 

curriculum would require universities, at the least, to adapt their 

courses to take account of the quite different pattern of attainment 

of their students on entry. Further, the change in values implicit 

in the reform of the school curriculum would be likely to encourage 

criticism of the role of the university, and, in particular, of its 

curriculum. Finally, inasmuch as the majority of secondary school 

teachers receive most of their higher education within subject

specialised university courses, radical reform in the school 

curriculum would strengthen demands for change in the university 

curriculum. 

In some ways this pattern of largely conflicting opinion and 
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influence is not dissimilar to that which confronted the early 

proponents of comprehensivisation: indeed, in view of my contention 

that democratisation of the curriculum can be seen as an extension 

of the policy of comprehensivisation, this is unremarkable. Where 

the two reforms differ significantly is in the absolute priority 

which curricular democratisation places on reforming the rationale, 

content, and procedures of classroom teaching, even given the 

cautious strategy of preserving, in some measure, existing subject 

boundaries within the school curriculum. 

Here, because of the particular influence that they wield over 

the school examination system, and their more general influence on 

public conceptions of legitimate knowledge, the universities are in 

a considerably stronger political position. On the issue of school 

organisation the universities possessed only indirect influence; in 

the matter of the school curriculum and examinations they e~joy, and 

have been prepared to exercise, direct and considerable power. 

Teachers, on the other hand, may be rather less resistant to 

change than they were in the sixties. First, the idea of change is 

no longer novel: that, if nothing else, is a significant outcome of 

the last two decades. Second, whereas in the early days of compre

hensive reform the main teacher unions remained uncommitted, 

reflecting the division of opinion among their membership, they now 

confidently defend the comprehensive system. Teacher opinion has, 

at the least, come to terms with change. Indeed it could be said 

that teacher opinion, as expressed through the major trade unions, 

is relatively sympathetic to carrying change further. Organised 

teacher opposition to curricular change towards the deaocratic model 
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is likely to focus on its feasibility, rather than its desirability, 

and to be concerned to defend, and if possible enhance, the teacher's 

role and status. That is no bad thing if it helps to ensure the 

careful planning of change, the provision of resources and re

.training: its dangers lie in the arrogation to teachers of 

unfettered control of curricular decision making. 

But, as I have argued, the critical initiating and mediating 

role must be played by government. The evidence on comprehensivi

sat ion is not encouraging. Its proponents had to wait at least 

twenty years to see it emerge as government policy. Even then it 

remains highly contentious, not just between, but within parties. 

It is this failure to create consensus which clearly differentiates 

the Swedish from the British experience, and points to the danger 

either of half-hearted innovation, or of a curriculum bending with 

every turn of the political wind. Further, while curricular change 

remains politically contentious, the universities may be able to 

forge effective alliances to impede change. Here a great deal reats 

on the pattern on which further and higher education develops in 

the future. 

The increasing demand for, and the extension of post-school 

education must undermine the power and influence of the universities 

to some degree. Already they are coming under criticism from 

certain groups within government, business and industry for the 

highly academic and specialist nature of their courses. They may 

either choose to diversify to meet new demands (as the American 

university system has done), or they may stand aside and watch the 

non-university sector grow. In one case they must, to some extent, 

compromise in their curricular values, in the other, they must cede 



some of their influence and power. 

At the same time, the inviolability of university entrance 

standards is likely to be questioned as more and more students 

successfully complete some form qf higher education without high 

specialist attainments at school. Indeed the succeS8 of the Open 

University has already started this process. 
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Both these trends will be accentuated by financial considerations. 

The long run cost to the university system of the expansion of 

higher education in the sixties has been increased financial 

dependence on, and accountability to government. The market 

alternative, the American evidence suggests, offers no general defence 

against pressure for change in the university curriculum. A 

minority of institutions may successfully hold out, but the majority 

must give some ground, or perish. 

There is only one certain conclusion to this discussion: the 

proponents of democratisation of the curriculum cannot expect success 

in the short run. For the present they must be content to develop 

and disseminate their ideas in two critical arenas; first, within 

the educational professions, and second, within those organisations 

and parties with a commitment to democratising our society. It is 

here that the seeds of any future advance must be sown. 
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Appendix 1: Lesson-outlines 

This Appendix contains four lesson-outlines which 

exemplify the approach to mathematics education for which I have 

argued. Each contains the skeleton of a lesson: in two cases I 

have indicated possible extensions in square brackets. 

Rationalisation of Area Measurement 

Stage 1: Direct comparison of shapes. This is analogous to the 

method used to compare lengths. But here the method does not cover 

all cases. It works for some - 1 and 2 - but not for others - 3 

and 4. 
(,) I (2) / 

(?)x (4) X 



Stage 2: Use of dissection to facilitate comparison. Theoreti

cally tight but complicated in practice 

Stage 3: Use of congruent unit shape - see 4. How many times 

does the sole of a shoe fit into each shape? Or how many penny 

pieces. Shape must be chosen with care - circles leave gaps, 
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large shapes miss nooks and crannies, small shapes make heavy work. 

Gives approximate answers only for most shapes, but can be used to 

compare any number of shapes. We have started to measure. 



(6) 

Stage 4: As long as unit shapes are the same size the comparison 

can be made. Measurement is independent of shape . 

(~ 
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Stage 5: Choice of a generally agreed unit of measure - cm2 , for 

example - so that measurements made on different occasions and by 

different people can be compared. A s tandard unit. 
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Stage 6: A general strategy for finding approximate areas - the 

use of a grid. How accurate? Does it always give the same answer? 

For what kind of shapes is it of little use? 

:::r _ _ 

Stage 7: Special rules for common cases - the rectangle and the 

triangle. Most shapes can be reduced to what is close to an 

aggregate of these standard shapes. Having these special rules 

makes measurement quicker and easier. 

At each stage questions about the consistency, accuracy, 

reliability, generalisability and convenience of methods arise. 

These can, of course, often be related to the particular uses made 

of measurement in a society, as well as more abstract questions 

about the structure of methods. 

Modelling with geometric seguences 

Each time a ball bounces it loses some of its energy and rises 

to a certain fraction of its previous height. 

A tennis ball dropped onto concrete might rise to half its 

height. If the tennis ball was dropped from a height of 100 
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centimetres, it would rise to 50, 25, and about 13 centimetres after 

successive bounces. Mathematically we can express this by the 

equation, 

where h represents the height to which the ball rises, and n the 

number of bounces which have taken place. 

A superball might rise to 0.9 of its height. If it was dropped 

from a height of 100 cm. it would rise to 90, 81, and about 73 cm. 

after successive bounces. Using the same letter conventions, 

A lump of plasticine would not rise at all. If it was dropped 

from 100 cm. it would remain at 0 cm. on hitting the concrete. By 

stretching our concept of 'bounce' we could write, 

Now each of these mathematical descriptions takes the form, 

where f is the fraction of its previous height to which the ball 

rises. 

An even more general description of a bouncing ball would be, 

where ho is the height from which the ball is initially dropped. 

Let's take another example. 

Each time a pair of jeans is washed it loses a certain 

proportion of its dye. 

A normal pair of jeans might retain about 0.9 of its dye after 

each wash. If initially the jeans contained 20 g. of dye, after 
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successive washes they would contain about 18, 16, and 15 g. of dye. 

Mathematically, 

where m is the amount of dye, and n the number of washes. 

A pair of colourfast jeans should retain all its dye. So, if 

initially the pair of jeans contained 20 g. of dye, after successive 

washes it should contain 20, 20 and 20 g. of dye. Mathematically, 

m = 

Each of these descriptions takes the form, 

m = 

where d is the fraction of the dye retained after each wash. 

An even more general description of the loss of dye would be, 

m = 

where m is the amount of dye in the jeans initially. 
o 

Now, notice that the general descriptions of bouncing balls, 

and the loss of dye from jeans have the same structure, 

number of times 
__ --- the event has n-

~ v = v r happened 

~ \ --"---------
current value initial value proportional 
of variable of variable constant 

A seguence of values which has this structure is called a 

geometric sequence. By studying geome'tric sequences in their 

abstract generality we can deduce things about bouncing balls 

the loss of dye from jeans, and the many other specific examples 

for which this mathematical structure is a model. 



For example, by solving the inequation, 

that is 

(0.5)vO > vo(0.9)n 

> 0.9
n 

we discover that after 7 bounces the superball will rise to less 

than half its initial height, and that after 7 washes the jeans 

will retain less than half their dye - because 0.96~ 0.53 while 

0.97 z 0.48. 

Again, because when r is a proper fraction rn gets smaller 

and smaller as n gets larger and larger LTry i!7 we can see that 
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in the long run the superball will come to rest and that the jeans 

will lose all their dye. 

So by studying an abstract mathematical structure such as a 

geometric sequence we can eventually learn a great deal more about 

a huge variety of real situations for which the structure is a 

model. And by matching a particular real problem to a mathematical 

structure we enable ourselves to use powerful mathematical tools 

to try and solve the problem. 

LFind other situations for which a geometric sequence is a 

good model: situations where r can be greater than 1, or negative~ 

Mathematics in decision-making: an example 

This example is directly related to economics and geography, 

and thence to planning. It concerns the passenger rail network 

linking the major centres of population in Scotland. Loosely, we 

are interested in how easy it is to travel in the network, and 

how different proposals for extending or cutting back the network 

would affect the ease of travel. Of course such decisions cannot 
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be made from mathematical considerations alone: the role of 

mathematics here is to help to clarify and operationalise concepts 

from other disciplines. 

The first step is to be more precise about what we mean by 

'ease of travel in the network'. We can identify three interlinked 

aspects: 

(p) the mutual accessibility of any two centres - pairwise 

accessibility, 

(I) the overall accessibility of a particular centre - individual 

accessibility, 

(G) accessibility within the whole network - gross accessibility. 

Our objective, as mathematicians, is to develop indices for these 

three aspects. To do so we will need to take into account the non

mathematical use to which these indices will be put. We will start 

with a very simple index system and develop it by criticising its 

assumptions. 

But first we need a way of representing the network. The 

commonest way is by using a graph or network. We construct it by 

marking down the centres and drawing in the passenger routes 

between them. Here is the current passenger network for the ten 

principal centres I have chosen - this choice is, of course, open 

to question. 



Inverness 
Aberdeen 

Fort William 

~------~,Edinburgh 

More precisely, each centre is represented by a ~ or vertex. 

An edge or link is drawn between these two nodes if there is a 

passenger service which links the corresponding centres directly; 

that is without passing through another of the centres on the way. 

For example, since there is a service linking E~inburgh and Glasgow 

directly we draw a link between these two centres. On the other hand, 

to travel from Glasgow to Dundee one must either take the through 

train which stops at Perth, or travel via Edinburgh and change there. 

For this reason we do not join Glasgow and Dundee. 

LWe have established a relation on the set of centres. This is 

a symmetric relation - if you can travel directly one way between 

two centres, then you can return directly. This is not true for 

all networks - one-way traffic systems are a simple counterexample. 

We could represent such a relation by using directed edges with 

arrows to indicate the direction of travel.-1 

We can now make our first attempt at an index for (p). Clearly 



all the centres are ~utually accessible in the sense that it is 

possible to travel between any two of them - possibly involving 

intermediate stops and changes. In other words the network is 

connected. LTbink of an example of a disconnected network~ 
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So this does not provide a criterion for discriminating among pairs. 

At first sight the simplest way to do so is to ask if the pair is 

directly linked. This gives us the direct access matrix for the 

network. ~e mark a 1 in the matrix if there is a link between a 

pair of nodes, and a 0 otherwise. Notice that there will be O's on 

the leading diagonal since there are no links marked between a node 

and itself. LThis is essentially an arbitrary decision. Check 

whether subsequent arguments would be affected if we had elected to 

place 1's on the leading diagonal~ 

W I A F P D G E K Df I 

Wick 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 

Inverness 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 3 

Aberdeen 0 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 

Fort William 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 

Perth 0 1 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 4 

Dundee 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 3 

Glasgow 0 0 0 1 1 0 0 1 1 0 4 

Edinburgh 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 3 

Kilmarnock 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 2 

Dumfries 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 

From this matrix we can find a simple index of individual accessibil

ity for a particular node by adding the entries in the corresponding 

row in the matrix. We are just counting the number of nodes to 
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which it is linked. This is called the order of the node. Glasgow, 

for example, has order 4. A node with only one link, such as Wick, 

is called a terminal or isolated node. We can rank the nodes in 

order of accessibility. Clearly Glasgow and Perth are the most 

accessible since they have the largest number of links. 

LWhat is the highest index that any node could have in a connected 

network with 10 nodes? and with n nodes? What is the lowest17 

A common way of measuring (G), accessibility within the whole 

network is the f3 -index. 

number of links in the network 
f3 -index = number of nodes in the network 

In this case the r -index is 1.2 since there are 12 links and 

10 nodes. 

LWhat is the lowest ~ -index that a connected network with 10 nodes 

can have? with n nodes? 

Another way to calculate the ~ -index is to sum the I column 

beside the direct access matrix and divide by double the number of 

nodes. Whyy 

Our first try at an index for (p) does not really tell us how 

easy it is to travel between two nodes - only whether or not we can 

travel directly. We want an index which is more discriminating. 

One way to discriminate more precisely would be to find the smallest 

number of links that must be traversed in order to travel between 

two nodes. For example, the route from Wick to Glasgow via 

Inverness contains 3 links, while any other route would contain more. 

In other words we are minimising the number of nodes we must pass 
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through. These measures can be represented in the shortest route 

matrix. 

W I A F P D G E K Df i1 

W 0 1 2 4 2 3 3 3 4 5 27 

I 1 0 1 3 1 2 2 2 3 4 19 

A 2 1 0 4 2 1 3 2 4 5 24 

F 4 3 4 0 2 3 1 2 2 3 24 

p 2 1 2 2 0 1 1 1 2 3 15 

D 3 2 1 3 1 0 2 1 3 4 20 

G 3 2 3 1 1 2 0 1 1 2 16 

E 3 2 2 2 1 1 1 0 2 3 17 

K 4 3 4 2 2 3 1 2 0 1 22 

Df 5 4 5 3 3 4 2 3 1 0 30 

g, 214 

Again we can find an index for (I) by adding up the entries in the 

row of each node. We are adding the number of links that must be 

traversed in travelling to each of the other centres. This time the 

node with the lowest index is the most accessible. Why? 

~What are the minimal and maximal values for this index in a 10-node 

connected network? an n-node network!? 

Finally we can construct a gross index g1 by summing the individual 

index (i1) column for the network. Our results have a face validity. 

They correspond fairly well with our intuitive ideas. Although we 

will criticise this system later we are now going to use it to compare 

the effects of two alternative extensions to the rail network. 
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Imagine that the government has decided to devote more resources 

to rail travel. In Scotland they have proposed the construction 

of one major new rail link. Two possible links are in contention, 

an Edinburgh-Dumfries link, and an Inverness-Fort William link. 

It is our job as mathematicians to evaluate the consequences of 

each of these two alternatives as they affect accessibility. We 

use our index system. 

Case (1): Edinburgh-Dumfries line 

W I A F P D G E K Df 

W 0 1 2 4 2 3 3 3 4 4 

I 1 0 1 3 1 2 2 2 3 3 

A 2 1 0 4 2 1 3 2 4 3 

F 4 3 4 0 2 3 1 2 2 3 

p 2 1 2 2 0 1 1 1 2 2 

D 3 2 1 3 1 0 2 1 3 2 

G 3 2 3 1 1 2 0 1 1 2 

E 3 2 2 2 1 1 1 0 2 1 

K 4 3 4 2 2 3 1 2 0 1 

Df 4 3 3 3 2 2 2 1 1 0 

i2 

26 

18 

22 

24 

14 

18 

16 

15 

22 

21 

g2 196 
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Case (2): Fort William-Inverness line 

W I A F P D G E K Df i3 

W 0 1 2 2 2 3 3 3 4 5 25 

I 1 0 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 4 17 

A 2 1 0 2 2 1 3 2 4 5 22 

F 2 1 2 0 2 3 1 2 2 3 18 

p 2 1 2 2 0 1 1 1 2 3 15 

D 3 2 1 3 1 0 2 1 3 4 20 

G 3 2 3 1 1 2 0 1 1 2 16 

E 3 2 2 2 1 1 1 0 2 3 17 

K 4 3 4 2 2 3 1 2 0 1 22 

Df 5 4 5 3 3 4 2 3 1 0 30 

g3 202 

The decision we make will depend on our objectives. If we 

wish to improve gross accessibility then we will choose the first 

alternative. The citizens of Wick, on the other hand, will be 

anxious to improve the coamunications of that particular centre: 

it would appear that they should support the second alternative. 

Dundee, on the contrary, would benefit most from the first 

alternative. 

Note also that our first index system could not give us these 

results. The orders of the end-nodes of the new links would have 

increased, but not those of nodes like Dundee and Wick. Similarly, 

in both cases the p-index increases to 1.3 which does not 

enable us to choose between alternatives. This second index system 

is a real advance on our first. 

But this index system can still be criticised. It takes no 
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account of the travel-time between each centre, the number of 

changes of train, the frequency of services, the population of each 

centre, or the volume of traffic on each route. Our index can be 

refined in a number of ways to take account of such criticisms, 

possibly at the expense of simplicity and facility of use. !For 

reasons of space I will not do so here~ 

Finally, note that we cannot escape the reality of the 

problem. The technical problems and cost of building the two 

links we have considered are broadly comparable: that is why our 

mathematical refinement of the problem has a value. Topologically, 

of course, the optimal link would be Wick-Dumfries: topographically 

and economically it would be quire unrealistic to build a direct 

link between these two centres. Here the abstraction is not fruit

ful, and possibly misleading. 

Data-banks and civil liberties 

This lesson uses the article 'Your life in their Files' as 

source material: students should have read it in advance. (A copy 

is included in the supplementary folder). The lesson should 

start with the clarification of terms or references in the article 

with which some of the students may not be familiar - 'main-frame', 

the Lindop Committee, the National Council for Civil Liberties, for 

example. It can then proceed around the following central questions; 

What is a data-base? How does it work? 

What other existing or planned data-bases raise issues of civil 

liberties? 

How has computerisation affected 

the amount of information recorded, 



the extent to which it is used, 

the accessibility of information, 

the way that information is recorded and interpreted, 

the ways in which information is used? 

In what ways can automated information retrieval assist the 

work of the police? 
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In what ways may automated information retrieval threaten civil 

liberties? 

How secure are computerised records? What checks are there on 

the validity and relevance of such records, and the use to which 

they are put? 

Is legislation on data protection necessary? What form should 

it take? Is it enforceable? 
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Mathematical Topic Handling System (MATHS): Classroom version 

1 GENERAL CODING INSTRUCTIONS 

1.1 Identifying topics 

1.2 Demarcating topics 

1.3 Measuring topics 

1.4 Recording coding 

2 IDENTIFYING SUBSTANTIVE TALK 

2.1 Identifying nonsubstantive talk 

2.2 Identifying substantive talk 

2.3 Ground rules 

3 GROUP CLASSIFICATION 

3.1 Identifying the group 

4 CONTENT CLASSIFICATION 

4.1 Preliminary definitions 

4.2 Categorical definitions 

4.3 Ground rules 

GENERAL CODING INSTRUCTIONS 
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1.1(1) The substantive content of the lesson should be divided into 

one or more topics each having a single overarching concern - that 

is, a central point, a conclusion to which the verbal exchanges 

lead, a theme that pervades the exchanges. 
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(2) The theoretically significant distinctions which the 

topical structure chosen must respect are those between the content 

and group categories described below. 

(3) Once these systematic constraints have been satisfied it 

is often convenient to exploit the 'natural' structure of the 

lesson in order to subdivide it into topical units. The following 

are useful cues to natural structure. 

Management and structuring comments, 

Markers such as 'Right' and 'Now', 

A teacher or pupil question (may mark a shift in focus), 

Summarising or concluding comments. 

Strictly, however, it is essential only that theoretically 

significant distinctions be made. 

(4) All topics must be categorised. 

a 
(5) In general/topic will consist of a single sustained 

period of talk, but it is possible that a topic will be interrup-

ted and returned to later in the course of the lesson. It then 

falls into two or more segments. 

1.2(1) The first and last utterances of each segment of a topic 

should be recorded. Classroom talk is usually quite structured 

and it is generally easy to pick out the first and last substantive 

utterances of the segment. 

(2) Sometimes, however, structuring utterances run into 

substantive utterances. 

"Now last week we were looking at certain special kinds 

of quadrilaterals ••• rhombuses •• squares •••• " 



In such a case the coder should choose the nearest clean break 

(syntactic or auditory) in the discourse to mark the boundary of 

the segment. 
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1.3 (1) The basic unit of measure is the 10 second interval. That 

is, all measurements are made to the nearest 10 seconds. 

(2) Individual measurements smaller than two units (effectively 

15 seconds are ignored. 

(3) The length of a segment is the time from the opening to 

the closing utterance with any nonsubstantive interruptions 

(including silence) subtracted. 

(4) Note that, as a corollary of 1.3(2), segments, topics and 

interruptions lasting less than two units are ignored. 

(5) Note that any sUbstantive interruption lasting two units 

or longer creates a topic in its own right. 

(6) Where there is a choice of topical division within the 

same category, a useful guideline is to aim to create topics 

lasting between one and five minutes. 

1.4 The coding data should be recorded on a chart under the 

following headings. 



SEGMENT 

opening 
utterance 

label 

closing 
utterance 

title 

DELEl'ION 

time ' opening 
utterance 

TOPIC 

time group 
category 

closing 
utterance 

time 

content 
category 

IDENTIFYING SUBSTANTIVE TALK 
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2.1 The following phenomena are regarded as nonsubstantive talk; 

(1) silence, 

(2) talk which involves someone who is neither a pupil in the 

class nor the teacher, nor acting for the teacher. 

Examples 

(a) The headmaster addresses the school over the Tannoy. 

(b) A pupil enters and announces that a football match has 

been cancelled. 



(c) A teacher enters the class and converses with the class 

teacher. 

(3) talk which is not monitored by the teacher, 

Example 

(.) Whispered talk between two pupils. 
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(4) talk which functions exclusively to manage and structure 

the learning environment. 

form. 

- talk concerning school and class management. 

Examples 

(a) The teacher reads out a circular announcement. 

(b) A pupil explains his absence. 

(c) A pupil asks when homework is due. 

(d) The teacher announces pupils grades. 

(e) The teacher explains how the grades were arrived at. 

(f) The teacher hands out rulers. 

(g) The teacher shows pupils how to fill in an administrative 

- talk which links, structures and comments on the activity 

of the class, or manages pupil learning. 

Examples 

(a) The teacher outlines the form that a lesson is going to take. 

(b) The teacher signals that a change in activity is about to 

take place. 

(c) The teacher alerts pupils to their previous experience 

of some subject matter. 

(d) The teacher advises pupils on the topics they should study 

for a forthcoming examination. 



(e) The teacher asks a pupil what example he is on, or is 

having difficulty with. 
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(f) The teacher tells pupils to open their books at a certain 

page and to do certain examples. 

(g) The teacher comments on the performance of the class or 

individual pupils. 

2.2 Talk, other than that covered by the previous rule, is 

sUbstantive. 

2.3 Ground rules 

(1) Giving or correcting answers in some codified form in which 

there is no indication of meaning is nonsubstantive talk. 

Example 

(a) Giving answers to multiple choice questions. 

Teacher: What's the answer to number one? 

Pupil: A 

Teacher: That's right, A. 

(2) Giving a non-content-specific instructions about how work 

is to be done is nonsubstantive. 

Example 

(a) "You must write things down clearly •• and remember to divide 

your page in two •• put your working at the side •• then 

you'll get on much better." 

(3) Instructions which simply refer to topics are nonsubstantive. 

Example 

(a) "We're going on to inequations today." 
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GROUP CLASSIFICATION 

3.1 Each topic is classified INDIVIDUAL or CLASS depending on 

whether the teacher is addressing a group of less than four pupils. 

No topic can mix Group segments. Any shift in audience requires 

the creation of a new topic. 

CONTENT CLASSIFICATION 

4.1 Preliminary definitions. 

(1) By mathematical methodology we mean the concepts, rules 

and procedures of the conventionally recognised branches of 

mathematics - Logic, Algebra, Arithmetic, Geometry, Topology, 

Mechanics, Probability, Statistics, Actuarial mathematics, and so on. 

(2) By a mathematical problem we mean any task or problem 

framed in terms of mathematical concepts or solved by means of 

mathematical methods. 

(3) We distinguish two kinds of judgement about mathematical 

methodology or its use. Standard judgements are those made wholly 

within some conventional framework of rules, or some conventional 

model, which, in principle, determines their form. They are 

judgements about whether that framework or model is being used 

correctly, conventionally, or appropriately. For example, the 

typical problem in dynamics asks for a situation to be analysed in 

accordance with a taken-for-granted Newtonian model of motion. 

Judging whether a proposed solution to the problem conforms to the 

rules of the model, or follows from a conventional use of the model, 

is judging in terms of standard criteria. By contrast, to judge 

the degree of validity of the Newtonian model, or its convenience, 
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or elegance, is to use a nonstandard criterion. 

Again, to judge whether a pupil has given a normal definition 

of 'prime number', or a definition consistent with or equivalent to 

a normal definition, is to use standard criteria. To judge whether 

a definition of 'prime number' which classifies 1 as prime is a good 

one, is to use nonstandard criteria. 

Standard judgements, then, take place within taken-for-granted 

systems of rules - rules governing the use of concepts (axioms and 

theorems for example) and rules governing procedure (algorithms, 

heuristic strategies, and so on). It is the use and manipulation 

of these given rules which is problematic. Nonstandard judgements 

are open with respect to systems of mathematical rules, concepts and 

procedures. Judgements about beauty, simplicity, clarity, and 

convenience are instances of this type. 

4.2 There are five Content categories defined as follows: 

SMA Standard methodological articulation 

Topics in this category describe, or discuss in terms of stand

ard criteria, mathematical methodology or the formulation and 

solution of mathematical problems. 

Exemplary forms 

Conceptual: the description of a set of rules governing the 

use of some mathematical concept, term or sign 

(or system of concepts, terms or signs). 

the exemplification of some mathematical concept 

term or sign (or system of concepts, terms or signs). 

Relational: the description of some relation (or network of 

relations) within a mathematical system. 



The exemplification of some such relation (or 

system of relations). 
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the demonstration of some relation (or network of 

relations) within a mathematical system. 

Procedural: the description of some mathematical tool (such 

as a calculator or pair of compasses) and how to 

use it. 

the description of (the steps making up) some 

mathematical procedure (and the rules governing 

its use). 

the execution of some mathematical procedure. 

the demonstration of the validity of some mathe

matical procedure. 

Problem solving: the description of some mathematical problem 

(and the characteristics of the desired outcome). 

the solution of some mathematical problem. 

Critical: 

Examples 

the description of general strategies for problem 

solving. 

the critical discussion (evaluation, explanation, 

justification) of some aspect of methodology or 

its use in terms of standard criteria. 

(a) The concept of 'prime number' is defined and examples of prime 

numbers sought. A list of numbers is presented and the primes 

identified. 

(b) A demonstration of the protractor in use is given. 

(c) A quadratic equation is solved. 

(d) A proof of Pythagoras Theorem is given. 
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(e) An algebraic expression is simplified. 

(f) The mistakes in a proposed solution are identified. 

(g) The conventional way of solving a problem is demonstrated. 

NMA Nonstandard methodological articulation 

Topics in this category critically discuss methodology or its 

use in terms of nonstandard criteria. 

Exemplary forms 

Some aspect or feature of methodology is evaluated in terms 

of some nonstandard criterion. 

Some aspect or feature of methodology is explained or justified 

in terms of some nonstandard criterion. 

Examples 

(a) Two alternative methods of solving quadratic equations are 

compared and evaluated in terms of speed, reliability and easiness. 

(b) The case for and against one of the assumptions of a model 

is discussed weighing accuracy against conciseness and elegance. 

(c) A standard method is justified in terms of its convenience 

compared with possible alternatives. 

(d) The plausibility of the Newtonian model of motion is 

discussed. 

(e) Several proofs of Pythagoras Theorem are compared in terms 

of their clarity, elegance, brevity and rigour. 

MR Methodological reflection 

Topics in this category describe and discuss mathematical 

methodology from 'philosophical' perspectives. 

Exemplary forms 

Discussing the nature of the criteria (such as truth, beauty, 



and convenience) which are used to evaluate and justify 

mathematical methods. 

Discussing the nature of mathematical thought, mathematical 

knowledge or mathematical activity. 

Describing and discussing standard views on these issues. 

Discussing which criteria ought to be used to criticise 

methodology. 

Examples 
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(a) Discussing what a number of 'beautiful' theorems and proofs 

have in common. 

(b) Discussing what is meant by a 'good' model of a phenomenon. 

(c) Discussing whether there is such a thing as a 'correct' 

model of a physical phenomenon. 

(d) Discussing whether we ought to be concerned to produce 

elegant proofs. 

(e) Describing and evaluating the formalist view of mathematics. 

CR Cultural reflection 

Topics in this category treat mathematics and mathematical 

activity as a social and human phenomenon: they describe and discuss 

mathematics in its social, historical and intellectual context. 

Exemplary forms 

Describing and discussing the characteristics, actions, beliefs, 

and purposes of mathematicians or users of mathematics. 

Describing and discussing the social institutions of mathematics; 

for example, the 1MA or the Royal Society. 

Describing and discussing the history and usee of (parts of) 

mathematics. 



Describing and discussing the influences on, and causes of 

mathematical activity, or some instance of it. 
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Describing and discussing the consequences, implications and 

influence of mathematical activity, or some instance of it. 

Describing and discussing the purposes, beliefs and actions of 

mathematicians. 

Examples 

(a) A biographical account of the life of Descartes. 

(b) A historical account of attempts to prove the parallel post

ulate, and of the influence of the discoveries of Bolyai and 

Lobachevsky on mathematics and philosophy. 

(c) A discussion of the reasons for developing game theory, 

its current and potential uses, and their moral implications. 

(d) A discussion of whether mathematics is of social or 

personal value. 

(e) A brief identification of the inventor of some teChnique. 

(f) A description of the kinds of work that mathematicians do. 

(g) A description of the range of mathematics used at different 

times or in different societies. 

RES Residual 

A topic which does not fall into one of the previous categories 

is placed in this category. 

4.3 Ground rules 

(1) It is permissible for NMA, MR and CR topics to contain 

sections which, standing independently, would be classified SMA. For 

example, one part of an NMA topic concerned with comparing two 

mathematical procedures might consist of actually using the 
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procedures and then comparing the processes of using them and their 

actual outcomes. 

Such sections are absorbed only when there are explicit cues 

relating them to the larger unit. 

(2) A similar rule is applied to mutual absorption between 

the categories NMA, MR and CR. 

(3) The occasional historical reference woven into an SMA, NMA 

or MR topic does not transform it into a CR topic. If an independ

~t CR topic cannot be created such references are ignored. 

(4) It is important to distinguish between the concretisation 

of concepts and procedures (classified as SMA) and descriptions of 

the social application of concepts and procedures (classified 

as CR). 

Merely to offer the big wheel as an example of a circle is 

SMA: to claim that its designer used geometrical methods is CR. 

To pose, and solve the problem of the type "if one lollipop and 

two bags of sweets cost 26p and two lollipops and one bag of 

sweets cost 22p, what is the price of a lollipop?" is SMA: to 

suggest that such a technique is used by someone to determine the 

price of lollipops is CR. 

(5) Talk involved in playing games or engaging in practical 

activities is classified as SMA when it is contextually apparent 

that it helps to articulate or rehearse some aspect of methodology. 

Example 

(a) Playing battleships as part of a lesson on co-ordinates. 
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Appendix 3 

Interview Schedule used in teacher study 

The interview was preceded by a description of its structure and 

a brief explanation of the function of probing questioning. 

The interview is in three parts. The first part is about the 

lesson I've just watched, the second part is about the curriculum in 

general that the class is following, and the third part is about 

your background as a maths teacher. 

Now in the course of the interview I'm likely to say things 

like "Is there anything else that you think about this?" or "Have 

you any other reasons?". That doesn't mean that I think you ought 

to have other reasons or anything else to say. It's just to give 

you as full an opportunity as possible to say what you think. 

SEX;TION 1 

Well first of all I'd like you to think yourself back to the 

start of the lesson, and I'd like to know what things you intended 

or expected to talk about or do during the lesson. Of course, you 

know now what actually happened during the lesson but I'd like you 

to try and forget that for the moment, and to describe your thoughts 

before the lesson started. 

1.1 Can you tell me the main pOints that you wanted the pupils to 

take away from the lesson? 

Probe for additional points. 

For all classes other than Modular Mathematics continue with: 

Now in deciding what to teach this class there are probably 



various constraints that you have to take into account, but also 

to some extent there will be considerations which are matters of 

your personal choice. 
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1.2 What were your reasons for deciding to teach •••••••• today? 

Probe role of set curriculum if mentioned: then any topic which is 

not part of set curriculum. For all classes continue: 

1.3 Now as you actually taught the lesson did you do or talk about 

anything important that you hadn't intended or expected to talk 

about during the lesson? 

Probe for details and reasons. Then mention any salient topics. 

SECTION 2 

I'd like now to talk more generally about the curriculum that 

this class is fOllowing. 

For S1 and S3 certificate classes only, choosing appropriate options: 

2.1(C) The work of this class is based on the seE Syllabus ~ 

curriculum in arithmetic/mathematics and arithmetic? 

2.2(C) Is there any additional curricular component laid down for 

this class at department level? 

Probe for details. 

What I'd like to know is how this curriculum that is laid down 

for the class - that is •••••• - compares with the kind of curriculum 

that you believe is desirable. Now I know that, in practice, there 

are all kinds of immediate pressures and constraints that you have 

to take into account in your day to day teaching. But for the moment 

I would like you to distance yourself from those everyday pressures 

and constraints. I'm interested in what you yourself think is 
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important, in your personal opinions about the kind of mathematical 

education that is desirable for the pupils in this class. 

Now to help structure this section I've written down a few 

questions. 

2.3(C) LOOking at the set curriculum as a whole do you feel that 

there are any areas or aspects of mathematics, or ways of looking at 

or understanding mathematics to which it pays too much attention? 

Probe specific details, reasons, how teaching is influenced: then 

probe for further aspects. 

2.4(C) Do you, on the other hand, feel that there are any important 

areas or aspects of mathematics, or ways of looking at or under

standing mathematics to which the set curriculum pall too little -

and that could mean no - attention? 

Again probe specific details, then reasons, how teaching is 

influenced: then probe further aspects. 

If very little has been said continue with next question. 

2.5(C) So basically the set curriculum is the kind of curriculum 

that you think is desirable for the pupils in this class? 

Probe reasons for answer. 

S3 non-certificate classes only: 

2.1(NC) Is the work of the class based on a curriculum laid down at 

the departmental level? 

2.2(NC) Could you describe what kind of things you do, in general, 

with this class? 

Probe for details, reasons, examples. Probe for differences between 

this curriculum and that of certificate courses. 
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All classes: 

2.6 Have you recently read, heard, seen or done anything related 

to mathematics in any way - such as a TV programme, or a magazine 

article, for example - which you have talked to this class about, or 

intend to? 

Probe for details and reasons: then probe further cases. 

For 51 and 53 certificate classes only: 

2.7(C) Have you recently talked about, or done anything with this 

class which is not strictly part of the set curriculum? 

Probe for details and reasons: then probe further cases. 

S~TION 3 

I'd like to ask a few questions about your background as a maths 

teacher now. 

3.1 Are you qualified to teach any other subjects? 

Probe for details if necessary: then, if relevant: 

3.2 Do you currently teach these subjects? 

3.3 You've got a degree? ••• in? •••• What subjects did you study 

for this degree? 

3.4 Which of these subjects, if any, do you see as being of value 

in teaching maths, either actually or potentially? ••••• In what ways? 

Probe until reasons and examples are exhausted. 

3.5 Have you had any occupation other than teaChing? •• What was it? 

3.6 Do you see the experience you derived from this occupation as 

being of value, actually or potentially, in teaChing maths?.In what 

ways? 
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Probe until reasons and examples seem to be exhausted. 
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3.18 AREA: SurfClce of a Cone 

Fig. (i) 

~i$.. (ii) 

Th 
. '", t;'. ('I) h'l< two ,"urfacec;., ~'ne :l n .. t circular b~ISC and nne a curn-d surfac-: 

C c\'nc I •• , I);. • .. ' 

with dimt'ns:on~ shown. 
Fig. (,ii) sho\\5 the net for thi\ cone. 

for an\' cone: fir II • b'lS\! is nr or 'xV: 
If I 

" ih' 1ll<'<\SlOn: of Ihe slunt lll-jAhl. the measure 0 I l~ ~Ir~l_ ~\ II.: •• " 
I~ I:: .1 f . lor I -/ J/ 

ilnd,the nlC~ISurc \."11' thl: aI'C,! llf the ClIr\'l,!u ,>ur al.:c I~ :tr :. '" .. 

The m::asun: of lhe llllal :;\lrface &Ire" is: 
. nr!+ rcrl or' nr(r"7 I) 'or 1n[)l·! reD! 

, I F'ln'" the tOlal surface 'lrC;) (If a cone whose ruditl" is 6 em Ex:unp e. , , ' 
and whose height IS 8 em, • ' ' 
Firstl), lir.d I. the IllC;ISure 01 lhe shlnt heIght. 
I:: ~6i;_-gl ~ 10 
n"z+ Jtrl = 3-14', 36-+ 3·14 ': 6 ~, to 

= 113,04 ; I ~l\·4 ' .. 3() l'"'~ 
Total surrace area or cone i~ 301,4 em'. 

In th~ aircraft ~ntustrL mathematics t.cl~s determ1ne th3 be3t 
shape tor an airplane or space ~h1p, ~~d h~~ st~onG 1ta con· 

pla.'1e will shake 1t3elf to p1eces ~:3 1 t f11es throu~h stormy air 
tit high speeds. Still d1!'forent form;;, of :n~thc:n1Lt1c3 help design 
the r~d10 o:\d radar ckv!ceo 'J~;.:j. to' gUitl;: t;r: !'lr~~ o..no to 
co:b.uni~~te I'd til ether planes a."d \'11 th a1:'fi~J,:h.l. 



We ha\'c !\c~n that a IiOl:ar Starch (for the m:l'(imum \':lh!~, ~r,a 
f':'lCtion. !(.l) ~ay. of a slnsle variable x) pl.l)"s :1 central ~~c ::; 
rr-,,\~c "ptiOliz:ltion' tcc~l\iq\l~'l\. How sh(\uld 5~.:h a $CA I 
~l:lduCh~d? One method would be co c\'alu:£t: !(:.:) at tc(:u:lr 
tnlCf'\'!\ls say 0·001 until the n1.l.'I(imum is rcach;:d. Howe\,er, in 

.. ••• h r. 'css. and such 
rr:lclkc fUliction e\'alulti~n i~ often alenr,t •. y ,\oHtn • 

• "brute for"~' method \\ould be \'cry in~lih:k:at. even wIth the 
~od or n computer. We are thus led to seck the bel>t search stra-

h .. the t"rm • ... ·,~t· ,,'11 the sense or cl1abHng the klY w eN we u!t... • ~. . 
ma.'dmum to toe loCated to 11 prescribtd !¢\'el o(n~'l:UrllCY \\lIh the 
fewest DossibJc e\'aJ~tions of th~ funetlo~. 

*Precision ~ Error 

In the discussion so far it has been assumed that the exact 
lengths and \ddths or the rectangles are lo1own. Actually of 
course, we have seen this is nev~r the ease since no measurement 
can be made exactly. Thus it l'le have r.:easured a rectangle and 

found measurecents of 2~ inches and ~ ~ches, we ~ust use the 
"approximately equal" s~bol and \,ll'ite ,t. ~ ~, fq ~ ~ and 

therefore: 
A- -/,w 
A~ (~) (2~) 
A~ (~) (~) 
A~~ .. , 

\' A~ ~ 
'-.-. 

Since A is the number of square inches, we find therefore 
that the area 1s approximately ~ square inches. 

A statc~ent ccncerning a ~c2sur~d q~a~t1ty should indicate 
that it 1s only approximate. 
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In studies of astronomy and space flight, especially, we ~ 

encounter very large numbers', The planet Pluto has a mean d1st~:" 
. from the sun of about 3666 million miles or 3.666 x 109 miles. ; 

Distances to the stars are usually neasu.red in "light years." A, 
light year is the dist~~ce that light travels in one year. This I 

,~ 

is a good way to mea~ure such distances, If \'1e expressed them " 
tf 1 

in miles, the numbers \'(ould be so large that 1 t would be d1rr1c~· i 
to write them, much less understand "that they mean, 

---

.~ , 

7.17 CURR'ENCY· CONVERSION II 

" 

Question: C~.\Oy.c,t:~5'OO intll Frcn~h fnlO\:s, 

Ans\\'cr: 297. Method (a) £1 - II'X~ fr&lncs (lh'lill TOIbic 2\ 
£~5 - :'5 ',ll'~~ '297 fram.'s 

!\Iethod (b) Using r;ltc of eXl.:hang.e \:ard in Tubh: 1. 
£2H)4 ---. :!5(1 fr.ancs 

3· '!o7 --. 40 fnmcs 
0·42 _. S francs 
0-16 --- 2 fnml'l' 

£20$,99 . -' -,. i9ff~anc~ 

Not~. for £25. 297 fmncs would he rcceived. 
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Scientific Notation 

. As we remarked, \':e can \-:r1 te 293 billion as 293 x· 109 or 
as 2.93 x lOll. These are compact ~':ays of \'lri tInE; the number. 
Also, It is easy to compo.re several large· numbers \'lr1tten 1n thiS 
form. For example, \'le can tell at a. glance that 4.9 x 1013 1s 
bi~ber than 9.0 x 1012 without countins decimal placcs 1n 
1~9000000000000 and 9600000000000. :';e shall see later on that it 

often slmplif1eo calculations \d~h large numbers to \'lork \'I1th the::l 
in such a standard form. This is especIally true of computa.tion~ 
by slide rule or by logarithms, as you \,,111 learn in high school. 

Far these reasons lt is common practice in scientific and engineer· 
1n£; \'lork to represent numbers ln' thl~ \'lay, namely 1n the form 

.(a number bct\'lcen land 10) x (a pOl-ler of 10). 
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A mathematical model of a situa tion is normally obtain.:LI by simplifying a 
description of the situation, Fo r cnmrlc. in the case:: of the di \'ir.g bel l. we ' 
treated the p!atform a.~ a lille having zero thidness . w!1er": ,tS in the real case th..: 
platform wou ld have a definite non-zero tp:ckne s = (Fi~urc 5,1) , W~ <11 50 

trc:lteu the pbtform as being lI'eif,; /rr iess, wh~rca il the real ea e the pl:l\fonn 
would almost cert:linly Ix made of rigid. probabiy metallic. ma ter ial s, Fin3llv 
we have assulllcd that there will be no leakage' of water pasl the cl.llis of the pIal. 
form. and in the real case this assumption. too. is likely to be rr:i staken. 

0\ mNe accurate model or the proposed di\ ing br: lI wili th ::rdore distincuish 
th~ dept.h of til:: platform's upper surface d. and its lowc: surracc d + :. \\'he~ : is 
the th ickness of the platfonn. It will disti nguis h the weight p!;tC~ on the;: plat. 
form W. from the total weight of the concrete blocks. pl:.ttform. k10se water, 
and human orer:Jtor W +x +)' + II' . It will t:J.xe into account the force (re:letion) 
R acrina between the platfonn and the sil)ping sides of the bell. 

If wc-takl! all thesc factors into account we obtain a mOre accurate mathe
matical model of the weight IV nceded to produce a platform depth cI 

IV = 9810(d+'}:){3 -Hd+ 1=)} - x- y -IV+ 2R si n O. 

[t is reasonable to suppose that rhe qU:lntity of ' loose w:trt!r' leaki ng into the ~t:ll ' 
d~pends 011 the depth at wh ich the platfonn is sct and the length of time it ha~ 
bc.:n operating at that d~pth . Thus the tenny maybe repl aced by a tenn or the 
kind k(rI+ ~ :)r , where k IS a const:!nt and / IS the time III hours. 

So the expression above will h~come more complica ted . nut,i n e st~a ting 
the eff.:ct o(the 'Ioose water' we have simpli fietl :!gain, Wc h:I\'e a. sumed that 
the bell has been operating \vi lh tht: p:al~ m'l at :1 nx~d dCPlh ,, ~ ~ : for ~ detinite ! ~ 
nu;;,ber of hours: whercas a graph showing t h ~ d~Plh of the p!.d fo rm agJinSl 
:imc will probably look mor~ ~i k c Figure 5.:!. , 

The quanllty of loose water lound at tIme r (whIch ha k :tked past thl! ~C:!IS : 11 
the ends of the platJonn) will thercfore .d~pl!nt~ on a Sfl1lII1l<l:ioll of thc \\'J ter 
which has Ieakt'd past at each Instan t of tllne trom the ITl CJ1lCllt the, rc;a:o r 
stl'O,~ onto the platform. I .... ~ J;) 

; " li - '" F' I R"F-"i-I:I~ ;id ; IG iR~ r~r:>I ' "1' "I' t' '1-''' '' - E' d· " '1'" , ,, ; .... ' '.- - " CCl~_ 
r-; ' -. 'J , .. ' i . " ,_. , .\ . . . ' " , ... c ' t • 1 J ' " ., .. .. ',4 , . tt hI. at i . . ..:~ f. il ii tt l:lc :l· ,- t' , 11. 1 ,. ) t ~ F' •. Lt,t : Iii ,- ~ • • , 4 :(1\ .,,( /r() ~':~~ " 

~' l:t i;; k"d II't' !l".d to tl~e I. " .ll~:,:!-l'f.ct:'cJ l,;!t'l , ,j , j-irtll .~" /I'i" , 1. 

-, 
, . 
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11,cre are b'lSiC':llly three a"f'.'\.'t$ m,'oh'l:\! In any scicntific 
acti\'ity, namely: (II) the: formulation ofa hyro:!-.~;s rcg:lrdinR Ihe 
n:l:ltionships ~t .... ('cn obscr.·cd data, such as Ih~ ~,!!C of !:I'owlh (If 
the national in~'Drn~ and the Icn:1 or cmpillymc~:; (/I) the coll~'C
tion or stOLtistks rdJti,·~ to the hypothesis:md !!:~ expression (lr 
the hypoth\.osis ill CC:lci~ or malhc:rnatkru terms: 3!ltl «(') moJificOi. 
tion or ampro\cmcnt of the hypothesis. 

Jlo .... -cvcr. \:\cn thot.:t:h a p:micular m:uhem.lt:ClI t:orm may be 
found to rcprcs~nt the numc:i..::d relationship ~:wcen obserH'\I 
qUOLntities, this 0',1)' be no more Ihan a concise ':~,",,~iption of Il:e 
p3.rticul:u' s!atistil."al data and us¢ of the form o..:~~~e the rnn~.: u( 
the data may lead to erroneOllS concluslor.s. ~e point can tIC 
stated exrlicitly in that OL !l;t:ltL~tkal rel:llionshl;::J t..:t\\~n quanti. 
tics is a limited association ano is not in at:) sellse a cau'I.ll 
relationship. "hieh c.,n only be establishcd by ~:1 t'bjectivc :l""I)" 
sis of the way in which the rclation~hip betW'c'Co the p:uti.:ul.tr 
quantities arises. 

, The industrial strength of the USA has '!::~n built on coal, 
steel and oil: and on the readiness of the Ar::cricans to experi
ment and to apply to industry the results 0:' ~hdr experiments. 
In Pennsylvania coal is abundant. :md bec~u5e it lies in thick 
scams. it is easily mined. At the head of u.';e Superior is the 
Mesabi iron ranse. an enormous deposit (\!' pure iron ore. In 
1856 B~ssemer discovered a means of ma~ing steel cheaply. 
In 1875 Andrew Carnegie. who h;ld gone to the USA as a boy 
(rom Dunfermline, opened his sted works 0:1 the Monong:lhcla 
Ri"'cr in Pennsylvania. These foor t~ings-phmtiful coal nnd 

iron ore, the D'e~semer process and the C:lrnegie works
enabled the USA to produce steel in ahunc~::ce for all indus
trial purposes: for the rails and rolling ~tvck of the expanding 
railways. fur the McCormick reapers which r:.ade possible the 
huge \\ heat farms of the l'r.dric~. r"f the r.~\'. '~~I,'l shirs. for Ihe 
ma\"hincry of th .. ' h.'xtilc mills, rpr :.11 t~:.: ',.:;~::.'~I neccs of '1Jl 

, industrial nation. 

", 
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Thl.' Intuitiulli~ts rl'pl'cSt!llt th"m,;,'ln':, as crili~ uf d . .s~ic:tllllgic. ,~'hkh 
hollIs to be tnle prilll'ipk'S to ",hkh there nrc, thl'Y cklim, COli Iller
eX;lll\ples. Uut it w\luld he :I Sl'rilllls mistake tn ~\lppo~c: that thdr 
disa~rcl'l1Icnt with cl'rr;,;n cbssic.\1 lop;ical principl~ .. is the basic t~nct 
of lntuitionism. Tl:i-. ,Iis,,~rccmcllt, Oil the contr;lry. is a consequence 
of a mure flllHhm~ll!al difference; a dilfcrcncc abllm the nature: and 
status of logic ilsdf. 

While 'cl:1ssical' I(lgic.:ians no doubt differ among. tht'mselves about 
the S.ltus of iL1l,!iI:, li!cl'c is one puint on ""hkh t1:I!Y .m.',1 think, a~rCl.'u; 
that logic is the most basic, tbe moo;t ~~cncral, ot th:,-vrit's. This idea i~ 
croci:ll to the lo~;ci~m ot Frc~e ;lnd Husscll; m,,:':t'm:nic:s is to be 
reduced to logic, anel tl~c ep;stcrnulo~ical \'alue of ll;~ progl'3mme lies 
in the presumed Jlmdmn.:lltal nature of the latter. Even pl'3gmatists. 
""hile wishing to trl!:lt logic as a theory like ocher'S, concede that its 
e.'l:tl'~me gCI~cr:\lity ~;\'Cs it :1 sped:!1 status. But Intl!itionists think 
otherwise. On thdr \'ie":\', fI):lthcm:uks is primary 3d logic second.lr),: 
logic is simply a collection of those rules which arc discovered, a 

, pOJt.:rjnri, to bc true of.m:llhematical reasoning. (Intuitionists ~'ould 
therefore r~ard the bgicist pro~r:lmmc as hopt"b~!y misconceived.) 

But this alone would not account for their claim tbt cert:un of the 
classical 10giC3l laws turn out not tel be generally true, for the laws of 
dassicallogic do bl)ld true of c1assic:l1 mathematical reasoning. How
ever, Intuitionists hold, in addition [0 their unusual \,!CWS about logic, 
an unusual view about madlcmatics. Their "iew has elements both of 
psychologism and of constructi\'ism. First, nUOlb~rs are mental enti
ties. They arc constructed, according to Brouwer, ou: of 'the sensation 

. ., .. ~ ... 
of time·. This st"ems to menn, rrom the idea or distinctness or plurality 
(BI"OI1""cr: 'rwo-ity') acquired thanks to the tempora: nature of experi
ence. ~lathem:1tjcs is, thus, a mental acrivity, ancl Bro'.l";\'er stresses that 
mathematical formalisms are strictly inessential, useful only for com
municating the real, menta) mathematics. Second, only cOfLItructlht, 
mathematical entities are admitted, so that, for instanc:e, it is not allowed 
that completed infinite totalities, which arc not constructible, exist; and 
only constructive proofs of mathematical statements are admitted, so 
that, for instance, a statement to the effect that there is :\ number with 
such-:md-such a property is provable only if a number with that 
property is constructiblo. 

111is view about the nature or mathematics h:ls a radical con
sequence: not all of c1a~sical mathematics is Intuhionistically ac
~ptablc. And from this restriction of mathematics there follows a . 
restriction of logic; s~tne principles of classical lC'~i4: are found not 
to be uni\'~rsally valid. The 'principle of excluded third· (LE~1) has. 
for example, counter-inst:mCe5. 

So the structure of the In,tuitionist critique of class:eallogic can be 
represented as. follows: 

, (I) A subjccti"ic;t, constructivist ,ie'" of mathem:uiCS' 

supports the thesis that 

(1) some parts of c.l,,~sical m:uhcmaties are unaccep~ble. 

and " .. ith . . 
(3) a "jew of logic as a description of the valid forms of mathe
m:llical re3.~oning 

supports the thesis that 

(4) some parts of classical logic are mistaken. 

The :,o:lrc;: of the J m:l:lio:1i'iIS' db:';~r('~'mcnt " .. i:: i ·c: . '"i,'a! If)~k thus 
Iil!s (b'jl' 

• 

• 
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10-11. H1stor1cal ~ 
So~e of the seometric 1deas in Chapte~ 10 were discovered 

by the EgJ~tians and Babylonians almost .~.OOO years ago. For 
example, they kne\'1 how to f1nd the area or a tr1angle and ur.ed 
tbiS kno\dedge in surveyins and measuring fields. 

Thales, ment10ned in Section 2, is credited \'I1th the 
discovery that the measures of the base angles of an isosceles 
triangle are equal. There is some ev1dcr.ce that Thales also 
knew that the sum of the 'measures in degrees· of the angles 1n 
a trianGle is 180. 

There were many other famous Greek mat!':ematj,c1ans. Their 
ttOrk made ancient Greece famous as the "Cradle of Knowledge." 
We will d1scuss only a few ?f these ~en. ~Jthagoras (569 ? B.C. -
500 B.C.) orgar.ized schools at Croton in scuthern Italy which 
contr1buted to further progress in the st~dy of geometry. You 
vill learn about some of the discoveries credited to him next 

i 1ear . Euclid (365 ? B.C. - 300? B.C.) became famous by writing 
: one of the first geometry textbooks called t,he Elements. Th1s 
'textbook has ,been translated into many lang~ages. It has been 
used 1n.t~aching geometry classes for some 2,000 ye~rs without 
Juch cnange. Its form has been somewhat ::l.::i:iernized to fit 
present needs. All' of the properties \-Ie have studied in this 
~pter may-be found in the Elements. 

From the 7th century unt1l the 13th ce~tury very little 
~ogress was ,made i~ mathemat1cs. From the 13th century, however, 
~e study of geometry and other mathematics spread'rapidly 
throughout Europe. Mathematicians began to examine ne\'1 trays of 
studying eler:tentary mathematics. You \':ill learn about the t/ork 
~t men sugh a.s Rene Descartes (1596 - 1650, France); Blaise Pascal 
(1623 - 1662, France); Pierre Fermat (1601 - 1665, France); 
~rl Friederich Gauss (1776 - 1855, German7)i and others as you 
:ont1nue your studies of mathematics. 

i' 
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The Egyptian 
system ~'las an 1mprovement over the caveman I s system because it 
used these ideas: 

l. A single symbol could be used to represent the number of 
objects in a collection. For example l the heel bone rep~esented 
the number ten. 

2. ~ymbols \'lere repeated to S'ho\'1 other numbers.· '. The group 
of symbols f> ~ 1 meant 100 + 100 + 100 or 300. 

-" 
3. This system was based on groups of ten. Ten strokes make 

a heelbone, ten heelbones make a scroll, and so on • 

.. 

. --
.. -

WhAt is frustrating and confusina in network problcQlS is tlA ' 

: ~rtete Jack of a uniform terminology. 'Wh3t'. in Q n~?' is 
" : !l:.tM)'" (2) s:lJ'CaStic quote from Romeo alUl Juliet as he rom· 

· .'.::ns about the 'pcrsonalised tennin%a.'Y' of V.lph theoreti· 
· ~~:r.s. Verte."(, point, DO.:!:, jur:ction. nrC variou~ly ul::d for the 

~{!:'.~ thing aud a lon~ ~Io')!i.'lry of pscudo-bot:lOic:lI namca - t~ 
· l:d. blossom. branch. vin~ and SO on - is h:mlly a prett)' sight. 

., .. . . . ... 
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The decL~al system uses the idea of place value to represent 
~he size of a group. The size of the Gro~p represented by a symbol 
"""ends upon the pos1tion of the sY1~'bo1 or diGit in a nu.'1leral. The 
"'I' ....,-bol tells us hO\'1 many of that Group \':e have. , In the n\.1.'ilera1 
~- . 
1~3, the "l" represents pne group of one h'.mdred; the "2" repre .. 
~e!'1ts t\'lO groupS of ten, o~ tl'ienty; an!i the .113" represents three 

~es I or three. 
Since we group by tens in the deci~al syste~, \'le say its ~ 

15 ten. Because of this, each successi've (or next) place to the 
left represents a group ten times that of the preceding place. 
~e t1rstplace tells us how many groups or one. The seconiplace 

ttll' us hO~'l many groups of ten, or ten tir::es one (10 x 1). The 
.. ,.4rd place tells us ho\" many groups of ten times ten (10 x 10), 
~-
,1" one hundred; the next, ten times ten times ten ,(10 x 10 x 10), 
c'f one thousand, and so on. By usinl:!» a base and the ideas of 
.. lace value, it is possible to \'lrite any n\.1.-:;ber in the decimal 
r 
--stem using only the ten baSic symbols. There is no limit to the 
~I • 
• ize of numbers \'lh1ch can be represented b~ the decimal system. 

To understand the mean1ns of the numbe~ represented by a 
~-eralsuch as 123 \'re add the numbers repre~ented by each symbol • .. -
..... ~s 123 means (1 x 100) + (2 x 10) + (3 x 1), or 100 +- 20 + 3 • .. , 
'loe Sar.le number is represented by 100 + 20.+ 3 and 'by 123. ~'lhen 
.,.; 

t~ t:rite a nt.:.~eral such as 123 ,.,.e are using number s~bols, the 

!~ea of place value I and base ten. 

, 



In the lJSSR :I spc"cial form of Communism hJS dc\'eI()p~d. 
In practice the Stat&: is nil-important and inJividu:lls c:(ist to 
serve the statl!. The pcopk's lives. work ~Ind iJ~as must all 
serve the St;\tc and m~n and w\)mcn are not fr~ as we arc. 
&:condl .... ~Iap, :lOd Lenin taught that our 'C'ap:talist' way of 
org:lOizi'ng industry O1mt be ovcrthn ... wn. as it /us been over
thro,vn in Russia. Cl.>mmunists b~lic\'c th:11 if cvcrything
including all indumks-belongs to lhe State then everyone 
will be richer, and lhe gulf belween rich and poor will dis
appear. (In fact, what happens is that under communist rule 
some pcople of the ruling class have many pri\i1e~e5. while the 
vast majority of the people have few.) rvSarx and Lenin taught, 
too, that capitalist countries could not be changt'd peacefully; 
there would have to be a world revolution first. 
--" . 

-,., 

Mathematics-Queen of the Possibility-simulating Disciplines 

Mathematics has often been described as the 'Queen of the Sciences', It has 
gradually become clear. however, that mathematics is not a 'science' in the 
ordinary sense at all. It is ab~ut possibilities; whereas ~he sciences are about. 
actualities. 

A much more opt description of mathematics, at least when seen from the 
applicable point of view, is that of 'Queen of the Possibi!ity-simulating Disci
plines', 'Queen' because it is free from the awkwardnesses which invuri:lbly 
attach themselves to physical simulutions, and because it is by far the most 
powerful way of simulating possibilities. ' 

In applicable mathematics we do not rely on the properties of one real situa
tion to be used as a substitute for another. We use symbo!s :lnd formulate rules; 
then WI! construct s)mholic expressions, the patterns of Ch3:lgl!, in which, will, if 
imaginC'd, mimic the real situation. " 

.. . . . .. 
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j .The or1g1n ot the 1eea ot zero is uncerta1n, 
t t:.tt the Hindus '([ere using a symbol tor zero about 600 A.D., or I ~oss1~lY earlier. 
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1.10 

(I) 

Relations 

3 
PQ 

LASC 

. is grenler than 
is parallel to 

Is the complement or 

., 
YZ 
LenA 

In each C;lSC tht! words is greater than. is I,arallel to anJ i~ the complement 
or st'lle a relation connecting J and .2. PQ <lnLl rz. :.. .. ~BC .and L CDA 
r~spcci iwly. 
These relations could be: re-written in symbols thus: 

3>i 
-' PQII YZ 

LABC+ LCDA = 90' 
(2) Now consider the following four relations from e\'eryday languag~: 

Jane is taller th:m Mury 
London is nonh or the cqlUttor 

James o\\'ns a motorcyCle 
Televisio~ was innnted in the ::!Oth century 

In each of these the rel.nion is expressed in words and not in symbols U:i 

there arc no recognised mathcl1l.Hical symbols for these expressions. 

Note. The above relations arc binary rel~ltions because in each C<lSC two 
objects ,ire rel'lted in 'l ddinitc order: "bi"' is a lAtin prefix meaning 
"two'" as in bicycle. 

... 

" • 
• . -
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The ~;:it.'ntific rrin~il'les of wireless telegraphy were: dis
cowred in IS87 by a German called Hertz, but it \\:1S ~I:lrconi, 

an Italian. who uc\"cll)p~J it fl)r cClmm·:rdal use. He d~mon
slraled the possibilities of wireless telegraphy by sending 
nlessa£~s across the English Channel and in 1901 he $ent :1 
message consisting or three dots of thl.! :-'lorsc code-the letter 
S-:1cross the Atlantic. Radio teleir:lph)' was publicized in 
1910 when it was lI~ed to arrest a mun!ercr. Dr Crirp~n. after 
murdering his , ... ·ife. fled by liner to America. He did not fl'alilc 
that messages c.ould be sent by wireless to the ship and he was 
very surprised when he was arrested. Ur(., .. tdcasting as we know 
it touay. howcvcr, would ha\"e been im!"ossibh: without the 
in\'cnlfon of the thermionic valve by Sir Ambrose Fleming. 

The 1914-18 war hastened the de\,clopmcnt of radio, for' it 
was used by ships and aeroplanes and by unifier),. But it W:lS not 
lilL nfter the war that a wireless set became a common sight in 

... people's houses and regular sound broadcasts beg"n. The first 
wireless sets would seem very strange to you: you listened 

·w ___ ... ~ - .... - --- _... • 

eitherthrough headphones or to a loudspeaker with llJarge horn. 
James Logie Baird, a Scot from Hclensburgh, was the 

, pioneer of television. In the 1930s he perfected an apparatus 
\. (or sending both pictures and sound by radio. It was much 
! improvcd by American scientists, and now we use the Ameri~an 

• 

systcm of telcvision~ Aftct he had discovered how to send bl:1ck 
"and white pictures Baird went on experimenting to find out 
. how to send pictures in colour. This is now possible but the 
apparatus is so expensive that it is as yet little used • 

. . 
• • 

. . 
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14-6. ~ Role of r·tathemat1c s 1n So ient;1f10 Rx'Oerir.".ent. 
Although the experiment us1ng the lever does not use a great 

, deal of mathematics, 1t does suggest how mathematics 1s used in 
scientific activities. You saw how ~athemat1os was used in 

.• ;measurins, counting, and cO,mpar1ng qua'ntit1es. You noted how 
observations of data were recorded in natheoatical terms • 

• You searched for a pattern by studying the numbers 1n your 
recorded data. By reasoning from a set of specific cases you 
developed a general statement to be applied in all similar 
situations. In Section 14-3 this kind of reasoning is called 
inductive reasoning. It leads from a necessarily restricted 
number of cases to a prediction of a general relationsh1~. This 
general relat10nship w~s stated in mathematical· symbols in an 
equation: WD • wd. To establish this general pr1nciple, 
further exper1mentat10n was performed. 

In' addition, you drew a graph of ~~ • 120 and of 
WD = 96 to show how these statements tell the complete story in 
each case. The graph is another instance of the use of 
mathematics to interpret and to summarize a coilection of tacts. 

,. 

The graph also helped to reveal the gene!al pattern which was 
discovered. 

Many scient~fic facts were undiscovered for thousands of 
years until alert scientists carefully set up experiments much 
as you have done and made discoveries on the basis ot obser
vation~. Some examples of these are the following~ 

(a) Until the time of Ga111eo,' people assumed that if a 
heavy objeot and a light objeot were dropped at the 
same time, the heavy one would fall much faster than 
the 11ght one. Look up the story of Galileo and his 
exper1~ent with falling objeots and see what he 
disoovered. 

, .. 

• .. 
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{bJ From time im.":1cr.lorial, people ''latched ec11pses of the 
sun and moon ,and saw the round shadow of the earth but' 
did not discover that the en~th was round. '" 
Eratosthenes, 1n 230 B.C., computed the distance around 
the world by his observations or ~he sun in two 
lo:::ations in Egypt, :Yet Deventeen hundl~ed years later 
when Columbus started on his journey, many people st1ll 
believed the "lorld \':as flat. Loo;; up in a history of 
mathe~atios book or in an encyclo~ed~a the story of 
Eratosthenes and this exper1~ent. 

(0) People had watched pendulums for many centuries before 
Galileo did some measuring and calculating and 
discovered the la\-: which gives the relation between 
the lenGth ~r the' p.endulu:n and the time of its swing. 
Look up this experiment 1n a book on the history of 
mathematics or of science. 

Notice that all these experiments are based on many careful 
measurements and observations in order to discover the scientific 
law. Then the law is stated in mathematical t~rms. A great deal 
of science depends upon mathematics in just this way. 

The examples which we have given here describe older funda
mental discoveries all of which used relatively simple mathe
matics, The sc1enti"sts of today are using r.lore advanced 

.' 

mathemat1cs, and many of the newer kinds of mathematics, in their 
soient1~10 e~perlments • 

.. ~ .~ 
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suppose we' now wish to cal~late the annu31 premium r~r an 
~olnce on a person a~ed (,() to pay £HlOO on dc~th before age 
6$ and £lOOJ on survival 10 th;!1 a:;e (this h commonly described 
" an ~ndowrr.ent assurance policy). It i'l clear from the lire, table 
that the major part of the premiums will be required to pro\'ide 
the ~ur\'h'al Nneflt and thus the cOlurany will be: in n I'\)sition to 
earn interest on the prC:lniums. If it is aS$umed that mClncy earns 
interest nt ;~~ per annum then tbe prescnt \.llue of a unit duc 1 
)'CoV hence will be v ... l/O 1- ;),2 years hence ,.: - 1/(1 + 1)1, 

. etc. 11 is then a simple m.lu.:r to calculate the present "alue of the 
cxrcctcd premiums by combining the prob3bilit)' that thc:persoll 
y .. i11 be alive to ray the premiums witb the appropriate present 
\alucs, i.e., to discount the cXf'cclcd payments. Similarly, the 
claims outgo can be discount.:d. By c:quating these two expecta
tions the required premium can be found. 

The calculations. based on an interest rate I - 4%, are shown 
in Table 5.4. It is assumed that premiums arc payable at the 

,"BLE 5.4 
,. r -= 1,(1 + i)' ,,'I .. +, v' + ld.o + " 

0 1-00000 100000 ·1414 
J 0-96154 94740 1487. 
2 0-92456 89609 15.58 
:4 0-88900 84605 J628 
4 ()OSS480 19723 1696 
5 ()OS2t93 14961 

becinning of the year, cnd that claims IIrc paid at the cnd of the 
.. )'tar. Thus the v:llue of expected premiums of P per annum at the 

outsct of the policy in respect ot 100 000 persons is 

{I.. + "I" + ... + ,AI ... } x P - 448 677 P 
and tbe vaJue of the expected claims 

{rd •• + ,.2d" + ... + "'d .. + vii,,} x 1000 - 82744 x 1000. 
lienee p ... £184'42. 

.' 
. . • 
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The vic\\' 1 shall S~IPptlrt is the nne ( called, in cit. I, :1 'pr:lhnl:ltist'l 
conception Ofl('~ic; "ccNding to which l('hie is 3 thcory, " thcory on " 
par, CXl"t'pt (or it" cXln'mc g"ncr:tlity, wilh other, 'scicl1tilil:' t111.'orics; 
and accordinrt to '\\'hich choice of l(lg:c, :ts of other thcllries, is to he 
m:ldc on the basis of nn nsscssmcnt ot the cconotn\', coberence :md 
simplicity' of the over,,11 belief sct. The very c:dstenc~ of arp;uments in 
favour ot Deviant In~ics lenrls !lmnc prima f:lcie pt1llsibilit)' to this 
view. Bur, of course, the proponents of such lop;ics could he mist3kcn 
about the I\:lturc of thdr o'\\'n clllcrprise. (rbe inventors of non
Euclidean geometries, "fter all, intcndl.·d to prove the dependence of 
the p:ltallel postulate.) ~lore argument is nCCCSS:lry. 

The pra~m:ltist cOllet'ption is r:lc!ically opposed to ';,bsl)lutist' views 
of logic, according to which Il'~ic:ll laws :ue umlltc.'l'abl<.', because they 
hnve a special status '\\'hich SU:lrnntecs their certainty. A proponent of a 
deviant logic couM t:lke the vic'\\' th:lt tile principles of /zis logic llre 

certain and unalterable, but it is, signitic.mtly, much commoner for 
absolutists to maintain the unahernblc certilinty of c!assI'cllogicallaws. . ..... .. . 

.' 

.' 
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D1snev Needed the r·~ather.:aticians 1 Helo 
:..:.;::.;..;.;;;.,.;.. - -

A number of such probablli ty questions were ans,.,.ered for 
Walt Dizney before Disneyl~~d was built. When he considered 
setting up D1sneyLand, Disney wanted to know how b1g to bu1ld it, 
where to locate it, what admission to charge, and what special 
facilities to provide for ho11days. He d1dn't want to take a 
chance on spend1ns $17,000,000, to build Disneyland without kno,.,.lns 
someth1r.~ of the p~obab~lity of success. 

What he really \>tanted ansNered ''las this type of question: If 
I build a certain type of facility, at this particular ,location, 
and charge so much a~~i~sion, then ~hat is the probability that I 
will make a certain amount of money? 

Disney went to the Stanford Rese~ch Institute. There he 
talked "~1 th a group of mathemat1cally tra1ned people who are - " 

specialists in applying mathemat1eal reasoning to'business proble=t 
, , , 

The people at Stanford f1rst collected stat1stics about people-
(their 1nco~e, travel habits, amusement preferences, number of 
children, etc.). Combin1ng'this information by mathematical 
reasoning they predicted the probabi11ty that people would come to 
a certain iocation and pay a given pr1ce' of admiss1on. From 
reasoning like this they could pred1ct the probab1lity of having a 
successful D1sneyland of a certain type at a given spot. Know1ng 
the chance of success under given conditions, Disney was better 
able to decide how ruld where to build Disneyland and h~w much to 
charge tor admission. 

This example 1s typical of the way probability is often used 
to give, an estimate of the degree of unc~rtainty of an event or 
the chance of success of a proposed course of action. 

, 
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\VUAT p.1rts ofmalhcl11atics are useful? 
First, the bulk of school mathematics, 

arithml'tk, c1cJ1l<.'ntary algebra, elementary 
Euclidean geometry, elementary difl'crcntial 
and integral calculus. \\'c must except a cer
tain amount of\\"hat is taught to 'specialists " 
such as projective.geometry. In appliC'd mathe- . 
matics, the clements of mechanics (electricity, 
as taught in schools, must be cbssified as 
physics) .. 

Next, 3. fair proportion ofunivcrsity mathe
matics is also useful, that part of it which is 
really a development of school mathematics 
with a more finished tt.~chniquc, and a certain 
amount of the more physical subjects such as . 

. electricity and hydromechanics. 'Ve must also 

remember that a reserve of knowledge is always 
an advantage, and that the most practical of 
mathematicians may be seriously h."ndicapped 

. if his knowledge is the bare minimum which 
is essential to him; and for this reason we must 
add a little under every heading. But our 
general conclusion must be that such mathe
matics is useful as is wantcd by a superior 

. engineer or a moderate physicist; and that is 
roughly th.e same thing as to say, such mathe
matics as has no particular aesthetic merit. 
Euclidean geometry, for example, is useful 
in so far as it is dull-we do not want the 
axiomatics of parallels, or the theory of pro
portion, or the construction of the regular 

• 

pentagon. . 
One ra ther curious conclusion emerges, that 

pure mathematics is on the whole distinctly 
more useful than applied. A pure mathema
tician seems t() have the aClvanta;e on the 
practical as well as on the aesthetic side. For 
what is useful above all is ttc/migue, and 
mathematical technique is uught mainly 
through pure mathtmatics. 

I hope that I need not say that I am not 

.. 
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trying to decry mathcJnatical physics, a splen
did subject with tremendous problems where 
the finest imaginations have run riot. But is 
not the position oran ordinary applied mathe
matician in some ways a little pathetic? If he 
wants to be useful, he must work in a humdrum 
way, and he cannot give full pl:ly to his fancy 
evcn when he wishes to risc to the heights. 
I Imaginary' l.miverses ilre so much more 
beautiful than this stupidly constructed I real' 
one; and most of the finest products of an 
applied mathematici:m's fancy must be re
jected, as soon a.'\ they have been. created, for 
the brutal but sufficient rCilson that they do 
not fit the facts. , 

The general conclusion, surely, stands out 
.. plainly enough. If useful knowledge is, as we 

agreed'provisionally to say, kno\'v'lcdgc which, . 
is likely, now or in the comparatively near 
future, to contribute to the matcrial comfort 
of mankind, so that mere intellectual, satis
faction is irrelevant, then the great bulk of 
higher mathematics is useless. Modern geo
metry and algebra, the theory ofnumocrs, the 
theory of aggregates and functions, relativity, 

quantum mechamcs-no one of them stands 
the tcst much better than another, and there 
is no real mathematician whose life can be 
justified on this ground. If this be the tcst, 
then Abel, Riemann, and Poincare wasted 
their lives; their contribution to human com
fort was negligible, and the world would have 
been as happy a place \vithout them. . 

• 



; The metric system 1s a s1mplified system of \'1eights and 
measures developed in 1789 by a group of French cathematicians. 
They decided that, since their system ot numerSltion \'1as a decimal 
(base 10) system it would be a good idea to'have a decimal basis 
for a system of measures~ In such a,system the units of lenGth 
would be some pOl'ler of ten times a basic unit of length. Then 1t 

would be easy to convert from one unit to another. It would onlY' 
require multiply1ng or div~ding by a 'power of 10. We shall see 
that this makes it very much s1mpler to work with quantities 
expressed in'metric units •. ,._., . 

The line and the eircl 'i ' e n the 
figure on the right remind us ot a 
train wheel resting on a t k . 
t rac , except 
hat the tlange (or lip) wh1 h 

th e guides 
e train 1s not shown H • ow many 

pOints are 'on the circle and 81 
on the line? There is onl' So 

y one 
such pOint, the one labeled T " 
.:e say tha,t the 'lino is 1angen; to 
of th of - '" the circle. Th ' e~r intersection is the E01nt of t e single pOint 
~ is the POint of tange -- angencl· In this drawing, 

f ncy. Another \~'!'ly t d 
o tangency is to say th t ,. 0 escribing a POint 
. a it i8 the onl' 1 
~hich is also, on the 1i ~ po nt of the circle ' 

ne. Hem 8ftS'.e! U.e r , l' , 
- v_ e .. _ •. t "'t0c .... III -Cl.~ 
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10.10 SAVINGS 

l 

A wise budget ensures that exrenditurc is lcss ,him income, ~h~lt is it provides for "saving", 
Savings may ~ intended for srecilic rurroses such as holidays. ,,·car. a TV 5et .... &l\'ings 
may also be intended to Conn :1 r.eserve of mom:y for usc in emergencies slich as illnc$S or 
loss of emr1oymenl. ona provide" reasonable income in \,:J ugc. In this section we look 
at some of. the ways in which s,l\'ings may be accumulated. 

(0) Hoarding Cash. Money saved may simply be stored in some place thought to be 
secure, but 'this method has many dis:ldvantages. The money may be stoll!n. destroyed 
by fire or some other disash:r or it mOlY simply be lost. Furthermore. cash hoarded 
in this way is "idle". It does not grow by the addition (.)1' interest and generally 
decreases in value with the passage of time. This decrease in the value of money' can 
be seen in the tendency of wages and prices to incrc:lse. 

(b) ~crsonal Sa\'ings Accounts. Trustee Savings, Banks IOl.)k after money deposited in 
'Chem and pay lhedeposilor interest at a stated rale. Money deposited in these accounlS 
inay.be withdrawn at any time without pri9r notice and th~ operatiQn of such accounts 
is very.simple. 

«(') Deposit Accounts. Banks and Building Societies may accept deposits under the con
dition that repayment can only be mude after an agreed ~riod of notice. The rale of 
inlerest paid on deposit accounts is generally higher than that given on the ordinary 
savings accounts and is generally just below the Bank ·Itate which is controlled by 
the government and-published by the Bank of England . 

. " . , , 
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7.10 HOLIDAYS ABROAD 
More and more people .m: ~oint: abroad for holida)'s and educational tours. Such 
holida)'s rna)' be arrnnged as fullows: 

(I) By con ... ultilll! Trau!l A1:Cnl!;. They- .ue spcd~llists in mranging holid"ys. They arc 
paid commi~sion by the h~ltcJicrs and tmnsport scr\'ices with whom they do bllsin.:ss. 
The Agents make arrangements aceorcHng to your \l,ishC:s. SUl:h arrangcmcnts include 
accomnll'dati,)ll (where Y\"lU ;tre going h> st~ly) and tra\d (r"llte and foml of travel). 
Alternatively an A~cnt may propose a Pack'l~ Holiday . . 

(2) l'llckage Holidays. In this case the Agent h:ls himsc:lf ar:;J ng,,'I.'! holidays in units or 
packages and you select a unit to suit your choice. Su~h OJ pack~lSC holiday is usually 
chc<lpc:r than one specially arrnn~edb)' the I\~cnts to ~:Our own wishes as in (I) abo\'c. 

(3) Cruises. Shipping companies :man(:c cruises which all"w a visit to more than one 
. counlry. Th~ company usu"lIy arranges excursklns ash,,)re to pl:H:es of interest for 

sight-seeing and shoppins. A cruise is similar to'1 pad;a~e holiday in that the jour'ney 
is deCid~d beforehand. -. 

~ 

7.11 PAYMENT FOR HOLIDAYS 
, - , 

It is important to know before YOll le:we what trnvel or living ex.penses have been paid 
through the travel agents and what ex.penses you still h .. \ .. e to meet. In the case of a 
package holiday or cruise )'ou ,i.'i11 already have paid most of the charges before you 
leave. You will rcqtrirc to take with you only "spending" money. In the case of a holiday 
arranged in accordance with your own wishes you will require to take with you. in 
addition to spending money, enough money to cover expenses not already paid through 
the Agent. . 

7.12 SOME ADDITIONAL ITEMS 

Bcfpre visiting another country you require a valid passport. You cun obtain this either 
from the Passpl"lrt Office or the Dcpartnlcnt of Soci.1I Ser\'iccs. You must also know how 
much money you can tuke with )'ou. There may be restrictions OIl the amount of money 
you can take out of the country. 

A knowledge of the country being visited. its clim~Il~. customs. language, and so on would 
be useful. 

\ 

, 
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1 .. 4• Ki:1ds of t':athcr.1atics 
l>lathernat1cians reason about all sor~s or puz~11ng questions 

and proble~~. When they solve a problem they usually create ~ 
little more mathematics to add to the eve:--1ncreas1ng stockpile of 
Jilathernat1cal kno .... ledSe. The ne\'1 mathematics can be used wlth the, 
old to sol ye even more dirfieu1 t problems. This process has becn 
going on for centuries ~d thc total acc~ulation of mathematics 
is tal' greater than most people can 1rnagine. Ar1 thrnetic is 
~e kind of mathematics. The trigonomet~·, algebra, ~~d plane 
geometry you will study are other kinds. 

Today there are more than cighty different kinds of mathe
J:l8tics. No single mathematician can hope to master more than a 
small bit of it. Indeed the study of any one of these eighty 
different branches would occupy a mathematical genius throughout 
his entire lire. So don't be surprised 11' your t~acher sometimes 

. failS to know all the ans\~ers! 

Moreover, hundreds of pages of new mathematics are being 
created every day or the year -- much nore- than one. person could 
possibly read in the same, day. In tact, in the past 50 years, 
more mathematics has been discovered than in all the preceding 
thousands of years ot man', s existence. 

, . , 
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Provin~ a thcort'rn ill mathematics is mther like r,ctlin~ n t:ame of p;\ticnce to 
"come out' or checkmatin~ your 0pp~Hlcnt in chells. But why should WI! w.tnt to 
provc tli~orems'! \\'h:1I i:; the purpose of the "cti\'ity of pf\wing theorl.'ms? There 
arc two ditTerent answ~rs to these questions. 

. (I) B\!':Jus.! in bro\\ :--ing round the immense number cf possibilities in mlthc
maties we stumble ;\Cr05S surprising facts, The am:icnt lhbyloninns stumbled 
across the fact that if on:! tllkes a uiande with sides ('I' 3. 4. and 5 units. the 
largest angle turns out to be a right a,l'1gic. What a CO(l1.:'lcencc! But rerh:lp~ it 
was nOt a coincidence "flcr all; perhaps tri:lIlgles with sil!c:s of 4.5,6 and S. 6,7 
and 6, 7, 8 units ctc. arc right-angled too. 

The moti\'e for looking at this kind of thing is curiosity. Can we explain I\'I..\' 
a'triangle \\ith sides of 3.4. and 5 units should havc a ri~~ht all~le in it? After all. 
if we take any other set of three consecutive int~gers (say. i. 8.·9). we do nN find 
that a triangl.: with sides of th.csc unit lengths has a ri~::t angle in it. 

The difference hetwccn thinking that,\'! +),1 .. :2 n:i.du be true (for:lll right
angled triangles) and knowing that it mllll be true is quite significant. The fceiing 
we get when we move from the first st~lge to the second :;::!gc is rathcr like 'tuning 
out" nois\' interference on a radio or TV broadcast. To achicve this we have to 
prove the result to our own satisfaction. 

On the other hand Oile can still ask: Is there a purpose in it? This leads to the 
second answer • 
. (2) Proving results consists in 100kin1! very carefully at possibilities; making 

sure that one ,has considered all the cases; checking cad: step in the ar1!ument; 
and labelling the results one has taken for !!ranted. Now lr.ese are just the mental 
operations needed in handling applicable mathem:lIics 'too. In applicable 
mathematics our aim is mainly looking illlo possihiliri,'s: the din'ercnc," being 
that here the 'possibilities' are things which might hapr~n in the real world. 

The kind of question we can tackle 'in applicable ma:hcmatics is: 

o If a cable were stretched across the River Mersey from Liverpool to Birkenhead 
, (Figure 1.14) how.much would it 'sag' in midstream? How much extra cable 

would be needed to allow for this sag? How high wou~d the towers have to be 
on each side of the river? How much force would the cable exen on the towers. 
tending to pull them over? B 8 

Probably such a cable will never be thrown across l1:e Rivcr Mersey in this 
way. Nevertheless it is a possibility, aud by using mat~cmatics we can turn a 
spotlight of-attention onto thi~ possibility, We can. in fa::t, learn quite qefi~itc 
things about it, such as how hIgh the towers would have to be. 

Now the operations nceded to understand these pOSSIbilities are vcry simil.1f 
to the operations ne~dcd to underst:1nd geometrical possibilities. Pro','ing results 
helps us to become and h,'l stay 'mathem:ttically fit'; it helps us to tune-in to subtle 
arguments, and to spot loopholes in fallacious reasoning. In the case of Pytha
goras' theorem. the result itself. that.r + y! - :1, where .'t, y; and: are numbers 
representing th~ lengths of the sides of a right-angled triangle. is \'cry useful. It is 
used in finding the encrgy (If a spinning satellite, for e:'(J:nplc. 

Mathematics - looking into Possibilities 

To understand a thing. system or situation is to sec its possibilities chmrly; to be 
able lO make a gooo sue:,s at what will happen ne:<t; to be aware of what might 
happen under various conditions. 

Mathcmatics pro\'ide~ us with a sort of microscope bringing into focus the 
details of the predictuhle aspect!! of possibilities. Th:s enables us to rC:.lch 
definite conclusions about possibilities • 

• . .. 

, 
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f One adv~~tage or our decimal system is that it has a s~bol 
\ !er, zero. Zero is used to till places \'rhich \'[ould other\'r1se be 
i e:Pty and might lead to misunderstandinc. In ,·tr1t1ng the numeral 
~ !cr three hu'.dred seven, ,\'Ie \'rr1te 307. Hithout a symbol ror zero 
" \'t rdght [bind 1t

r
nece

d
ssary to \'rrite 3-7. The mean1n(?; of 3-7 or 

\ 3 7 mlgh~ ,_~ con use • 
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: '. \ie have seen that the \\'or~ .. rad1us" can Le used 1n t\·:o 
-"".' 
d1fferent \·:ays. By "lay 01' revie\·:, a radius of a circle is one of . . 
the'seSo1ents j?lnlng a 
length of one of these 

The word diameter 

poin~ of the circle and the ~enter. The 
segments 1s the radius of the circle. 
is closely associated with the word radiu& 

A dla::-:'e'tc!', of a circle is a l1ne set;nent \·:hlch contains the 'center 
of the circle and \·:hose endpoints lie on the circle. For the 
circle represented by the figure at the 
r1ght, three diameters are shown; AB, 
MN, and VW. (A diameter of a circle 1s 
the longest l1ne segment that can be drawn 
1n the interior of a circle ~uch that its 
end:'points are on the circle.) How many 
radi1 are sho\-m ·in the figure? 

...... 

A set of points \-lhlch is a diameter may be described in 
another way. A diameter of a circle is the union of tl'IO 
different· radii \-[hich are segments of the same line. How does 
the length of a diameter compare with the length of a'radius? . 

The length of any d1ameter of a circle is also spoken of 
as the diameter of the Circle. The diameter i8 a distance, and 
the radius 1s a distance . 

. The measure of the diameter is how many times the measure 
of the radius? If we choose' any unit of length, anq if we let 
rand d be the measures of the radiu~ and the d1ameter of a 
circle respectively, then "Ie have this imp'ortant relationsh1p: 

d. • 2 r. 
l~at replace~ent for the question mark makes the following 
n~~bcr sentence a true statement? 

". 

r • ? d. 

,. 
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Before l/orld liar II al:r.os t ell mathematicians \'/ore employed 3; 

teachers in schools and colleBes. Since then,. the world of I 
mathemati~s and the world of rnathematicia.."ls have chpJiged tremen
dously. Today there are more te?chers of matrematics than ever 
before. In junior and senior high school there are about 50,000 t 

people \':ho teach mathematics. Ther~ are about 5,000 more teachers, 
employed in colleges and universities. But now (1960), in busine: 
indus try, and government there are more· than 20,000 persons \·10rk1~.· 

• 
as mathematicians. ~ 

The Federa,! Government hires mathematicians in numerous i" 
agencies for many different assignments. Literally thousands of .r 

~ 

people \'lOrk \'lith computers and computer mathema~ics. Industries 
f· 

of all types are hiring mathematicians to solve complex mathe- I 

! ·matical problems, to help other \'lorlcers \-lith mathematical difri- ;: 
culties and even to teach mathematics to other employees. t.:. 

These changes have been brought about by th.e revolutionary .. 
advances in science and technology. which we talked about. These' 

!~ 

changes are still continuing. By the time you are ready for a Jc~ :. 
opportunities fora career in mathematics will be even more 
numerous and varied. 

~ .. ~ -... 
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Example 2. Jf the rate<lbll! "alue of a hOllse is £00 and the loc;lI rate is £ 1. ~O, WIHU arc the 
rate!' payable h)' the occupier? 
RRtes = Rate.; the mc.\sure of the rateable valuc 

== £J'20xthe mca~urc or the rateable villuc 
= £1·20< 60 ;:"" £72·00 

-. 

Exampl(' .~. If the r;\teablc ,alue of i\ cincnm is £956 anu the loe:ll rate il; £ 1·25, wh:lt arc· 
the rates (My:\blc by the occupier? 
Rates = Rate 'Y. the measure of the nltcilble value 

= £1·2Sx 956 
.... £1 195·00 

Example 4. If the r.ltcs r,IY<lblc: on" hOllsc arc £72 and the locill mte is £ 1·25 wh"t is the 
mteablc "ulue of the hOllse? 

. Rates = Rate .dhe measure of the r"llcablc value 
£72 ;. £1·25.<. * 

'. where· is the me"sure of the .rateable "iIJuC. 
72 = "25>=· 

.-L x 72 = _I _. x 1·25 x· (_,.1
25 

is. the multiplicative inverse or 1·25.) 
1·25 1,25 

.--

72. 
1·25 := 

so • =: ~ == 57'ro The rateable "alue or the house 15 £57·60. 
•. 1'25 

.-

It is not hard to see thlt all the mathematical models we ha\'c considered in 
this book, from the chain curves of Chapter I to the patterns of difTusion or dye 
in the River Rhine. arc opcn to __ improvements. The versions of the 
models which we h:l\'c considered have been. in every case, merely 'first approxi
mations' to the tnlth. nut this dOl!s not menn that it would be possible finally to 
obtain modds which were p(!~f('rt()· accurate, if one's mathematics were suf
ficiently ~Id\'anccd. !he contrary certainly seems to be th~ case. It seems to be 
true that we can never get ~, 'final' version of a molthcrnatical model; there is 
aJw:\\s H'{l::l for illlnro\'l!m~nt. 
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This clever idea of place value makes the decimal 
r. ~ster.l the mos t convenient sys tern in the \'lorld • 

.... ... ~ 

. 
We have seen that it is possible to use a numeration system 

other than our base ten system. Although' we have used five as a 
base, we could' have used any other number. A very important 
question ari!:cs then: "Is there a numeration ba.se better than ba~e 
ten?" To answer this question, we must consider ways in which a 
different base could impro\'c upon our present numeration method. 

First, it would be practical to select a numeration base having 
more c\'cn divisors than to has, for this ·would simplify work with 
common fractions. A number like J 2 might bc a good base, for 
the C\'en di\'i!(or~, or faclors, of 12 arc 2, 3, 4, and G, The only 
divisors of 10 are 2 and 5 (besides 10 it:self and I), 

Il would al!:o be convenient to havc a base that is rrl:u('d to some 
orour common units of mc.\~urc. ~Iany of our units of measure arc 
based on 12 or multiples of 12; for ('xampl(', 12 month!i in a rear, 
12 hours on the dock face, 60 minutt·s in an hour, 360 degrees in 
a circle. 12 ('!'.~c; in a dozen, ancl )·H unit<; in a ~ro"s. 
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SoMe rCllplc think th:\I ~\Il-- ("Ir l1lo~t--illdll .. tries sh<luld 
~Ions tll the State:. The State should fl1'l)\ i~l~ the mOllc)' 
nccded and should run the bu~ine~) a~ cllicil:ntly <IS J'~!\sillk·. 

Then no "Wiley woulJ haw to b~ raiJ to ~hardll'ld~'rs or on 
unnecess;try ;Hhcrl·ising--for in thl! 'n~lIil'n:llizeJ' inJu,ary 
there would he no sh;IrI:Il(lI"~rs :111;.\ no comp~tit~lrs, This i\ the 
policy of the Socialist P;trly. After it came 10 ru\\"~r in ll)~~ il 
natillnalizcd Ih~ coal industry. road transrort, the r .. ih\~IYs, 
and the gas and cle~tricil) )~f\kes. 

On the other hand. the C{llhc:r\":lliws anu the liberals 
disagrcc with these argu01enlll. 1 hey J'oint OUI !hat "h~ ;Imount 
of money p:,iu out to the sh:lrehol~krs in :m inJu)tr), is \'cry 
tiny compared wilh Ihe \\a~~s and salaric .. bill and with the 
amount of ml.'ne)' which is ·plou~hi.·J b:lI:k' into the industry 
to buy more and newer machincry. They feel. too. thaI com
petition is a good thing. When >ou h:m~ a competitor. you urc 
always trying to prouucc thing .. bcttl>r and ch\!apcr tlHln h~ can 
- ..... hich is all to the advantilgc of the cuslOll1\!r or 'consumer'. 
The huge sums spent in adwrtb;ing result in very large sales 
and where you are producing large quantitil!s of nn article the 
.cost of producing each onc is less and so. the selling price can 
be less. The result is, say the Con.;crvati\,e .. and Libcrals. th:tt 
the cllstomer pays less. Thc)' are afraid that the big nationalized 
industries which do not have any competitors ..... iII bring nn 
increase in running costs-and, therefore, higher prices. They 
are al!lo ufraid that we will see in Britain government by ollicials 
with more power than the ordinary person would like them 
to have.. ' 

Perhaps the answer lies between what the Socialists say on 
one side and the ~onser\'ati\'es on the other. It may be good 
tor the country to have some, of the largest industries 
nationalized and the ot~ers Icft 'free' if they are being run 
efficiently. Certainly. short of a revolution. it would be dinicult 
10 nationalize everything-and we in lhis c~untr)' do not like 
f'C\'olutions. -
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1-1. :·~athe:'na';ics in Other Vocations 
}~any people ~';ho are not pri::l~rily rnathe~aticians need to knO\·t 

a lot of mathematics, and use it almost every day 0 Th1s has long 
teen true of engineers' and phys1cists. NO~'l they find it necessary 
to use' even r.:ore adva."lced mathemat1cs. Eve:-y ne\'1 project ln air
craft, in space travel, o~ in ele~tron1cs de~ands greater skills 
fTo:& the engineers, scientls ts, a."'ld technicia."'ls. 

Mathematics is not" beins \'11dely used ~d required in f1elds 
such as social studies, medlcal sc1ence, psychology, Geology, and 
b~siness administration. r:'athematical reasoning and many kinds of 
::athema.tics are usefJ,ll in all these f1elds. Nuch of the use of 
electron1c computers in business and 1ndustry 1s carried on by 

.people \'rho must 'learn more about mathemat1cs and computing in order 
to carry o~ the1r regular Jobs. To work in many such jobs you are 
required to knO\,1 a lot about mathematics 0 r.:ere1y to understand 
theSe"phaSeS of modern11fe, and to apprec1ate them enough to be 
a good c1 ~1zen, you \"i11 need to know about mathematics •. 

0' 
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Euclid's theorem tells us 'that we have a good 
supply of matt:rial for the cOllStru:tioll of a 
coherent arithmetic of the intcgc~s. Pytha
goras's thcorc:m and its extensions tdl us that, 
when we have C"onstruckd this ar:.hmctic, it 
will not prove sufficient for our necds, since 
there will be many magnitudes whic:~ (lbtl"\1dc 
themselvcs upon €>ur attention and which it 
will be unable to measure; the diagonal of the 
square is merely the most obvious c."\amplc, 
The profound importance of this discovery 
was recognized at once by the Greek mathe
maticians. They had begun by assuming (In 

. -
accordance, I suppose, with the I natural' 
dictates of 'common sense') that all magni
tudes of the same kind are commensurable, 
that any two lengths, for example! arc mul
tiples of some common unit, and they had 

.. constructed a theory of proportion based on 
this assumption. Pythagoras's discovery ex

: posed the unsoundness of this foundation, and 
• led to the construction of the much more 
: profound theory of Eucloxtls which is set out 
~ in the fifth book of the Elcmmts, and which is 
_ regarded by many modern mathcmOlticians as 

the finest achievement of Greek maL':.ematics. 
This theory is astonishingly modern in spirit, 
.and may be regarded as the bcgiIlnh~g of the 
modern theory of irrational numbc:r, which 
has revolutionized mathematical anal\'sis and 
IJad much influence on recent philos~phy. . 

• . ' 
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About t,,;o hundred ycars ago, Gcorge!' HufTon, a French 
naturalist, sUl;~estcd that a ba~e twelve numeration system be 
universally adoplt'u. Although the base twelve system is somc
times callcd thc "do7.en system," wc usuillly call it the dllodrn'mal 
sysum. Duodecimal is another word for twch·c, just as duimal is 
another word for ten. 

The fight for balic t\.,·el"e was carried into thill· century, and 
duodecimal sotieties spran~ up all over the world. Some matht'ma
ticians have urgl·d the adoption of the duodecimal syslem which 
would replace thc present decimal notation. 

. •• . -_,"-",1 .. ... "~ rnn" 
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r,~~t_l'lc_ tln1 ts of Length 

The Fr~nch mathematicians began by 
calculating the distance n from the North 
Pole to the equator on the meridian through. 
Paris. For the basic U::1t of length they 

took lo,oo~,ood of this distance. By 

defining the unit in this way the orig1nal 
dis t:ancc could be measured again 1f the 
standard bar of unit lenGth were ever lost. 

N. Polo 

Meter. n 
10.000,000 

Tncy named th1s-new standard of length the meter and a 
standard meter bar was carefully preserved to assure un1formity 
1n future meter units. This definitlon of the meter was used 
until october 15, 1960, when a new standard of the meter was 
agreed upon by delegates from 32 nations. This defines the 
meter in terms of theorango-red wave-lengths of krypton gas. 
P~eclse1y, one meter 1s now defined as: . 

1 meter = 1,650,763.73 orange-red wave lengths 
in a vacuum of an atom of the gas 
kryptpn 86. 

This new definition has the advantage that the unit is easily 
measured on an interferometer anywhere in the world. Also, 

r-' !~ allOWS an accuracy of one part 1n one hundred millioll in 
, ",..car measurements. Using the old standard bar of platinum
i . ~'::d1um an accuracy of one' part in one million was the best 
~ ".-; .• )~1nable. . 
t ... " • 
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These modelling nppro:lches ha\'c been sut-jected to E-'.~vcrc 
uiticbmo;. First, as with all computable mot!:I'I, there is a tempta
tion to i&nor~ data and to build on 11 scric-; or' wh~t if' qtlc~tion$. 
It has b..:cn remarked that althoutth most of th.: 22 relatioll'ihil's 

. are plau!'ib!c. not a sin~l~ one has ~n tested cmpirically. The 
poput .. tif.'n model is criticizcd on the f!ol,H1ds that ullh"uJ;h it 
might N :1rrropri:uc (or animal popuiations, it is ccncr&1l1y 
rejected by demographcrs and economists (or human populations 
Uving abo\'c subsisten.:c I.:vcl. AJ~o. contrary to. Forn:s!er's 
assertion that population control o( itself will not 50h'c nil our 
probt.:ms thcre are population policies, otter than th~,~.e h" 
studied, which wil.l. A slow decline ill Population by itself will 
~li~\'C aU the CI'owth pains in world dyn.unics. There arc se'w'cral 

similar criticisms of other nspects of the model, nod the reader is 
referred to Nordham's trenchant critique •. 

Howevcr, the most elegant criticiun is of a. mathematical 
nature. In 5uth simulations tUld in the models (he flow of tlmc is 
arbitrary. Supp('sc thcrefuI'C that \\'0 sbrt r.-om the ultimato 

· ,leady states addu~ by Forrester for tbe ),C<!T 2000 and reverse 
lbe runs. WiU we DOW return to an~1hing like the coodidons or 
today's atmiDg point? It has b..""CD shown by Curnow and Cole 

· lbat backtracking as a tC'thnlque can detennillc four sources of 
error in dynamic controlling, vi7~ errors introduced by inteeration 

· procedures, errors introduced by the imprecision of finite digital 
~mputing, transieDt dbturbances Nld inconsistent stanine con
t.1itions. But the main' critici~m of thc:-<-e glob;!,) models does not. 
rest on back-trackins alone. If the flow dial.rramlillre examined In 
detail it can be seen that the focdb;lCk loops nil C\lllccntrate on the 
~SudlPtion of the flnitCLCSS of the a vailll.bility or Jlatural resources. . 
The models neglect the possibility of the renewability of n~turaJ 
resources. Even a minor change of the basic n,>\umptions of the 
global model wiD defer for centUries a 'predicted c:cUapso of the 
economic and mnteriaJ system. 

Mat~cm'&lics ~~'g'lI~ with' comll1on~cn~ and only gr~\duall)', over many 
centunes. crystllllll~ mto an "ex.let scil!ncc·. Now it h:ts become cll'ltr thal it is 
nol so much a 'scicn<:c:' as nn 'ul!tivity' in whld! Yo ~ op~rah'! with symbols and 

. diill!rams ill accord;m~'c wi1-!'! mlc", which \\c imi"""~ o!lrsclves. In l;thc:r words, 
ml'wing fr\)I~1 ~t.:r to 'it.:p ::1 a pi:;~c (,r Iluth..:m;,t k~ i.~ "cry likc maki!lg movc:; in :l 
board !.!,II11C. (Th.: lyp:: olnw\"cs will dl!Ill).'C from gamc tll game; curnp:uc, for 
instance, IHm, ch!,.,:.:;. go. hlllo.) Thl! h:ISIC difference III marh~mati<:s is thut there 
nre imm,'IfJ'I' "umh.",\' of PIJ~.:.ihl.: Ill;'" t'S. . . . 
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15 Using Pythagoras's Theorem 
6. 3 d Exnmple I. In a triangle ABC. LAeB = 90". AC =: man 

. BC = )·6 Ill. ('uk-utIle lh\! leng.lh of ... B. 

a ... '·6 
b-l 
(= ? 

,", 
Since L ACB is 90". (2 = el

2 + b2
, • 

_ (H,)1+3-
.... 2,56+9 
... 11·56 

. So. c = JTf36 -= 3·4 
The length of A C is ')·4 m. 

, 1 Ie 1 'In a riS1.ht-anglcd triangle the hypotenuse is 5 em and one, of 
Exan P • the other sides is 4·8 COl. Calculate the leng.th of the thIrd 

side. 

b ... 4·8 
,C'" 5 
a-? 

Since the triangle is right-angled. 
a2 .. (2_b 2 

... 52 _4'82 .. 25-23·04 

.. 1·96 
so 0-~ - 1·4 

• The lco&th of the third side is 1·4 em. 

• 

' .... 

Q\I~tiCln: I leiw is" ratepayer nOli~icd of the rale:; he b,,~ to pay? 
An .. "cr: r\ r.'t~'S d('llmnd 1I(1lin' :.howing the nnwlInt to be ,,<lid is !:ent hy post. Thi~ 

demand notice stdle!> the "mount of the mtcs and sctsout the method by \\hil:h 
they en 11 I'll: pa id : 

(1) By" single p;.ymcnt. 

or (~) B} a number (.\f instalment ... (not llH'IIC than f~')ur)"~ 'hed by the Council. 
or (3) Ilt)Ul\CS only. hy monthly inM;lllllcntl' by speci.tI .. rr:mscmcnl \\ ilh the 

Co \IIlfiI. 
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I hardly suppose that, up to this point, any 
reader is likd), to find trouble with my lan
guage, but now I am ncar to more difikult 
ground. For me, and I suppose for most 
mathcmatici:ms, there is another reality. which 
I will call' mathematical reality'; and there 
is no sort of agreement ~bout the nature of 
mathematical reality among either mathema
ticians or philosophers. Some hold thfl t it is 
'mental 'ami that in some sense we constnlct 
it, others th~\t it is outside .. md. independent of 
us. A man \\'ho could give a convincing 
account of mathematical reality would have 
solved very nlany of the most di.fficult problems 
of metaph),sics. If he could include physical 
reality in his account, he would have solved 
them all. 

I should 110t wish to ·argue any of these 
questions here even if I were competent to do 
so, but I will state my own position dogma
tically in order to avoid minor m~sapprehen
sions. I believe that mathematicall'eality lies 
outside us, that our function is to, discover or 
observe it, and that the theorems which we 
prove, and which we describe grandiloquently 

"as our C creations', are simply our notes-of our 
. observations. This view has been held, in one 

form or another, by many philosophers of high 
reputation from Plato onwar4s, and I sh:tllusc 
the language which is natural to a man who 
holds it. A reader who does not like the 
philosophy can alter the language: it will make 
very little difference to my conclusions. 

.. 



The main spur to the invention of the diITl!rcntial calculus C:lme from 
the work in astronomy of KCI')ler (1571 
-1630), another fascinating il\tcll~ct. 
Kepler. adopting the Cop.:rnican sys
tem. had discovered that c;tch planet. 
moves in nn ellipse with the sun at 'a 
focus, S, and in such °a way that tl~c 
line joining it to the sun :sweeps :out 
equal areas in equal times. It is clear intuiti\°cly from the diagram that 
this implies l:aryillg speeds. because the planet must travel faster when 
nearer the sun. 

No one had explained nny of Kepler's three Jaws, which involve the 
idea of lmritltioll as part of the general prohlem of motioll. NewtOn 
always rdied 011 his physical intuition to give him an insight into a 
problem, and it was from this point of vicw of motion that he began 
,,'ork on ""riation and variable speed in particular. He was the first 
capplicd' mathematician, and so successful was he that his law of 
gravitation remained unchallenged until Einstein's work early this cen
tury. To discover the law (or rather, to provc it: like Archimedes, he 
began with his suspicions) he needed the calculus, and so he inyented it. 
Gravitation led to traditional applied mathematics, while the calc'ulus 
led an outstanding French school to Canalysis' and traditional 'purc' 
mathematics . 

• 

.. '. ,0 • 



~~sndar;! Un! t for Anr;) es --:~;. Just as thel'c are standard units for measuring n line ses-
:.,ent (1nch, foot, yard, m1l1imeter, centimeter, meter) so are 
olo"re standard un1 ts for measuring :lll anGle. The one we Shall ... -

i "se is deter:nined by a set of one hundrea e1ghty-onc rays 
".t. ;:"1VIl from the same po1nt. These rays determine. 180 congruent 

,'# -'" <',: ~.sles which, together \11th their interiors, make a half-plane 
~ :,::d the 11r.o ,..-hlch deterr.lines the half-plane. The rays are 
'~ r:.;:lbered in order from 0' to 180, forming a scale. To f:!ach ray 
.~ =,rrespcnds a number; that is, there is a number for each ray, 

,;; ,~ a ray for each n~ber from 0 to 180. Not all 181 rays 
',. ,..-
-~ ,-"C shown in the sketch below, but the ray corresponding to 0 

. ~; ~J every tenth ray thereafte.r 1s drawn. One' of these 180 con
'.~ -'ent angles is selected as the standard u.t'}1t. The measurement 
• t .. _ ... 

~:. :, this angle 1s called a ·degree. The measure of this unit 
". q ;;~e, in degrees, is 1. 

~4 
~j 

'.~~. 
,'/: 
; :i 
}o"f 

,l,,~ 
l:.· ... ;,e 

:" .. ~ . ~",r. ,.] 
r}l 
~ ',.1 
"j 
': . ..-
'-c:' ,~ 

~'.,~ ,,' 
~ .. ,.: 
:,,;~ 

J 

.-,.' 
"'. 

o 

Figure 7-6a. 

"·1 You can use a scale like this to measure an angle. Place 
.; .• a,.'lgle on the scale with one side of the angle on the ray 
r:~ corresponds to zero and the oth~r side on' a ray that corre
~ ·~~;s to a number less than 180. The vertex of the angle is 
j f···~ 
:;:ed at ,the intersect10n of the rays. Then the number which 

J 
corresponds to that ray is the measure of, the angle" in degrees • 

. The s1ze or measurement of the angle 18 that number of degrees. 
'. 'rl'le s~il1bol for "degree lt is "0,, Thirty-five degrees may 

be written "35°" • 

• 
• 
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Hany attemptS' have been made to get the United States to 

adopt the metric system for general use. Thomas Jefferson in th~ 
Continental congress \'forked for a decimal system of money and 
measures but succeeded only in sccuring a decimal system of 
coinaGe. i-Then John Quincy Adams ""as Secretary of State, he 
foresa\'1 world metric sta.:'1dards in his 1821 "Report on \leishts and 
Heasures." In 1866, Congress authorized the use of the metric 
system, making it legal for those \',ho \'lished to use it. Finally, 
in 1893, by aC.t of Congress, the meter was made the standard of 
lensth in the United States. The yard and the pound are nO\'1 
officially defined in terms of the' metric units, the meter and the 

kl1ogra,m. 
A sudden change from our common units (yards, feet, inches, 

ounces, pounds) to metric units \'lould undoubtedly cause confusion 
for a time. HO\:lever, many people think that \'le. \'1il1 gr-adually 
change over to the metric system. Our SCientists already use the 

, .... 
metric system and people in most foreign countries use it also. 

' . 

• 
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N~\,'t()1/ Iras tltl! I.ut of ,I:~ magidalls. ,11,' last grt'ot mimi \l'hic/: /cmkt!d Ollt on 
(b~ l'isiMe ami imt·/I",'/ual \\'orld lI'illl th~' sam,' ,'\\'S tIS those "'/10 h"~an '0 
build our illldit'clllu/ ill/;l:r;I"'''''' (('II (lwl/salul Yl!ors ago. (J. M. 1'-1: \' N E S. i~'ssa,l's 
in PerSIIQl;oll) 

THIS VIEW of Nl!wton suggests a wry different figUTI! from the wise • 
. high-dl)mcd. silvcr-hairl!d (it turned gr~y at thirty) Nc\yton of the por

traits. :l ouhvark of the Age of Re:l~on. But these were painted in the 
latter phase of his lif!!. when he was t-.laster of the Royal Mint and 
running it with great administrative skill. Before 1696, in his rooms by 
the Great Gate at Trinity, the Newton of the calculus and the theory of 
gravitation was a Ycry different person, 'of the most rC~\rrul. ct\utious. 
and suspicious temper that I ever knew' according to his successor in the 
Lucasian chair of mathematics at Cambridge. 

During this first phase of his life. when he read the riddle of the 
hea\·ens. he tried continuously to read other riddles; of health, of im
mortality, even of the Godh~ad. His alchemy experiments went on, his 

. assistant wrote, 'about six weeks at spring and six at the fan when the 
. fire in the elaboratory scarccly went out'. After this period Cattle what we 
should now call a mental breakdown, coinciding with the death of his 
mot1:~er. and he never afterwards quite recovered the incisive edge of his 
mind. His friends induced him to leave Cambridge for London and his 
career as an administrator began. He took with him a grent trunk p~lcked 
with records of his alchemical exp.:rimcnts and other mystical specula
tions. He died with his secret heresy undisclosed; for when in the Inst 
century the lid of the trunk was lifted, it appeared that he had aban
doned belief in the Trinity since ,his early twenties. 

" 

. 
• i 
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It is often very helpful .to be able to express rational 

numbers as decimals, When it is necessary to compare two 
rationals that are very close together, convertlng to decimal 
form makes the compari~on ensier. The decimal form is particu
larly helpful if there are several rational numbers to 'be arranged 
1n order, For ex~mple, consider the fractions ~, ~, ~, and 
q. ., ., 
~ -and their corresponding decimals 0.:2, 0.5 11 , 0.375-, and 
o.h5 .. It is· much easier to order the numbers when they are 
~r1tten 1n decimal form. 
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2.12 Multiplication of Binomials and Trinomials 

Question: 
Answer: 
Question: 

Wh;u C';ln YOll writc for (tI+b},', lIsin~ the Distributi\'c law'! 
(tI+bk = ,/('+he, 
If you rcpbcc (' by (x+yl. so that you £I!t (,,+/1)(.\'+),). what 
docs the ;mswer bl:comc'! . 

Answer: (a +b)(.\' + 1') = (/(x+ 1')+o(.\'+ I') 
t f 1 f 1 f 

Remember: (CI+ b), C', == a. C + o. (. 
Question: In the S;IIllC wa)', wh:lt c:tn you write for (3" + :!)(:!/' + S),? 
Answer: (31'+~)(2p+5) = 3p(21'+5)+2(11'+5' 

1 t t ttl 1 11 1 
Remember: (a +b)(,~ +,r) = CI (x +.l')+h(.\' +,1') 

so, (3p+2)(:!p+S) = 3p(2p+ 5l+2(21'+S). ' 
~ = 61'2+ 15,,+41'+ 10 = 61'1+ 191'+ 10 

Question: 
Answer: 

Question: 
Answer: 

Wh.at c;tn YOLI write for (3C1+:!b)(:!,,+3('),! 
(3" + 2h)(2t1 + 3d 
~ 

== 311(2t1+3c')+2b(2ll+3(', 
... 6u1 -+ 9(1(' + 4"h + 6bc' , 
In the same W4lY, what can yotl write far (31' + 2}(4pl +1'+ .)? 
(31'+2)(4/,1+1'+ I) 
... 3P(4{ +1'+ 1)+2(4,,2 +1' + 1) 
- 121" +31'2+31'+81'2+2/,+2 
== 12pl+ 11/,2+51'+2 . 

Note, When you ha\'e expresscd the product 
Up + 2)(4/,2 + I' + I) as a sum of terms 1 11'3 ~ 111':! + 5" + 2. 
YOll have exp.andcd the pruJuct. lind your answer 
is c4llled thl! expansion of the product. ' 

. 
• ~ 

• 
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1 SI·!A 21' OR 61 CR 

2 CR 22 . S~!A 42 OR 

3 l\1.~A P3 1,~R ~3 NMA 

4 SMA 24 CR 44 Nl.~A 

5 m.~A 25 OR 45 MR 

6 S!.:A 26 NJ.:A ·~6 SMA 

7 I'I.~A 27 SMA 47 R3S 

8 NMA 28 RES 48 MR 

9 UR f9 RES 49 CR 

10 RES ~O OR 50 SMA 

11 MR 31 OR 51 OR 

12 CR 32 NMA 52 OR 

13 NUA 33 . SMA 53 l\"MA 

14 . m.:A 34 OR 54 SMA 

15 SMA 35 SMA 

16 RE3 36 MR 

17 J.:R 37 nMA' 

18 OR 38 l'J.!A 

19 SMA 39 R~S 
. , ... 

20 R3S 40 OR 

" 

I . • 

! 
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Nick .Ross 

YOu~ l:re in t le ~ fi les 
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!\('CC'&;i ,y is th !' pI ,, :! [ 0 :' erery infr inl; t' lT.C':1t 
o( llUm on fr eE- dom, It is the argu :nE' llt of 
tyrants; It is t he cr f?ed of ~ Ia ... ('s. 

William Pi tt, 17SS. 

The Brit L:-h police are \\'orld lea ders in th e 
ll se of c;.,mpuiC' t's ~llld ;ilrcady rely henrily 
on th em :or day·to·,l it .\' dctec: ti\'e wor:, an d 
crime p reH'nlion. "'l ost prodn<:i al f o!'C('s 
now ha vC' fh eir 0\\,11 m ' !11 ·fr:mle compute rs, 
or, at least, the usc of local auth orit y 
OI1CS, nnd , in addition, they arc li nked by 
VDUs (yi sLia l u isr l , ~' unit s, or coml utcr 
terminal s) to the b ig Poli ce Nation al Com· 
puter (or Pt\C) in Nort,h L~lIdo n. !\'ot 
surpri si ngly, because of It s Sl ~e. p~\ ... e ~·, 
and its network of alm ost 800 \ ' Des 
throu ghout (he co tn try. the P~C worries 
those conC:l'rned \ 'ii I ci\'il liber ti es who 
fear its Big Br ther imrlica ti ons. 

Th!"ee smaller force comruters ha\'c also 
caused special ioreo0din gs: those of Ta:.;· 
side, Th::! r.1 ,s Valley and Scotlan d Y ilrd. 
In 'l'a\·s id(' . a wid e \, il ri cty of court and 
crimilia l records are hclt1. ( o~et~; ('r wi th 
spe cul au\'c C'r i::l;n::l1 in:c! :igence data, .on 
a comp Ite r shared with other. non-polt ce 
users . 

:At Th aines Val1 E- ~', :m experi men tal 
'('oll ator projed ' ill\'o \,('S the coJl cL'ti Oll 
and storage of a \'as1 ,HI OlI ll! of . eemingly 
r andom i Il f orl11 <JLion , a ' !iub tanti I pro
por1ion ' of which. ac:<:on.ling to the Poiice 
Review, is ' unch che'd bllnkum' about 
ci tizc ns fe\ 'pr than h:lIf \1 f whon hi \' 
(,I'imin al cond(,(jons, I\t '('otlanci Yard . t he 
Me( ropoli an Police hare a comruter (1.( 
enormous c:a ')Jcity and with na tIOnal r urn! ' 
lkation , abuut \\'hil'll t lley ha\'c U· n so 
secreti\'(' t l il t a rece nt Home Olfl('c r('port 

'on data pro tl·ct ioll- t ll e Lintlop COrnmtltN' 
-sped ficaJJy exclud ed it from a geTlt' ral 

t 
1 

" , 
t, ~ .1 IJ ~ 

( 

... ~ ... ~ .'i •. ~~! .#'. " ., ' . ( 

4·::. 4t,5";:'.·7' +". :~ 4.~ , ~r . 
public re ssu rance about the use tll wh ic !1 
police ('o:n puters are put. 

E\'e n so, a great de a! of infllrm :'l t ic n 
about the ),letropollt an Police computt.:' r 
has no\ ' teen le.Il,ed. and :l ~s : 5 t an t com mis· 
sioner J e.( k Wilson confi rme d for the lirst 
time , O!1 ,Hatl Al i re, th2t at least· some (I f 
those Ie' ks are accura te. As for the P:\C, 
the 11 o:l1c Office perm itt ed .'10/1 AIH'e 
cameras to take a very ra r t.:' glimpse a t the 
hard w:Jre and allowed report r J enny Cen· 
way to ex tract a numbt' r of d isc: lo s :t res 
ab~lll it~ usc. But the !\le tr opoJit,an r ol ic:e 
would r.ot agree to their com puter bei ng 
filmed. and the Home Offic:(', as is so oft en 
the (' ;1 - (' nowadays, d('c1ineu to provide it 
spok csn,an for the stud io debate. 

The P:\C is housed in a hea vily guard d, 
unm arke d bu iiding in Hendon, and the 
cntrance to the computer rooms is sil fe· 
guard ed by a most imp r ssi\·e·!ooking an d 
el'lbor:; :e sys tem of scc:un ty de vices. Th 
iuea is to gh'c policemen on the beat any· 
whrre in Britain alm ost instant acce.s to 
cen tra!. n:ltional file s. The ('o:n putE'r l a :t 
hold ' up to 40 mill ion rrcords (equ ivalent 
to one f r e\'ery adult in t he cOllntry) , nd 
handl es 160,000 messages a day. 

Just \ t, ;l:J t these mes 'ages ann ft' cords ilrc 
all alYl ·t is s till un cer tain. Acro rdi n to 
stak:11Cl:S made in Pa l li;;ment bv lI ome 
OtTIc:E.· r:l !l llstcrS, the PP;C i s sup rio:: ·rj to 
dea l 0 .:y in facts. Philip Knir.h ts . prl.':.loc'n t 
of the .-\ ~ :;o (·i~ tion of Ch ief Poli l' OI1'c('1's , 
confil':r.r.11 thil t this is ind C('d the rase : 

1'1I1 L1P K:-ih: IITS: It is not Ihr pll rpo ~e 1)( Ih e 
P;>\ C t o l' llnt ain "ha t IS kno wn n1(lrt' .:nl . 
Ir>qu: ;:!ly as ' in le ll lf.!cn (:c', ' 0, II is f OJ t;; 
th a t \, (. ~Io r(' on th e I'.'\C. 
J t:~ .... \' . n:-, \ 'A\': We'.:" IIi/ ked to p.'opic rri:h 
f lO CI", j llO l r c vrd :"'10 clOI"1 tilo r li ll'i r 
J)uli l ; (~; 1 u/Jil iatiolls amI, lor t' ) '11111 1' :,', 1,1 ·1Il. 
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bcnllip "1 oTgalli"aiion.f, hare bun includt>d 
in the comp~ter alongside iI/formation about 
their cars, 1,\ rhet true? 

1 would say Oley were 100 per ~nt 
Inaccurate, 

Totally inQccurate? 
Totally in:H'curate. 
And that u;o:dd be impo$!ible. tl'ould it~ 
Oh, anythil"g's pOSSible, but that is not 

what the P~C is tor and it docs not store 
that sort of information. 

But tnat seems to be at variance with the 
views of Geoffrey ColE', who: is head of 
operations for the PNC. He agreed that 
data stored on the computer is factual, but 
co~edes that: 

GEOFFREY COLE: Some of the informatioD is 
rrcording slISpicion by the police. , , 
J~~Y CO!\WA'C 1/ the in/ormation is cbout 
suspicions, it can', ~ then clauiJied GI 
1actual. Do you agree"! 

Not eDtirely, DO. It is a factual statemeDt 
of the suspicion, 

It may be factual that the police hare t1lm 
,uspicion$, but their su.spicions may not be 
grounded, 

By the nature of suspicion, It may Dot 
always be accurate~f course, 

There are, tnere/ore, some dangeTl that 
ill/ormation may be stored on the computer 
aboflt totally innocent ~opre~ 

That's true. 

So the computer does contain sup
positional, unverified information. It would 
be surprising if it did not, since police work 
has always inyolved hUllches, What is sur· 
prising is that the authorities are so coy 
about it. Indeed, the Undop Committee sug
gested in its report that it is this 
secretiveness about police computers "'hich 
has been the cause ·of alarm rather than 
the computers themseh·es. Charles Read, a 
member of the committee, amplified the 
point: 

I hate no reason to think that the poJlce 
are doing anylhing that I wouldn't wal'lt 
them to do. I think, compare-d with the police 
forces in most other countries I've seen ·in 
action, they adhere to quite extraordinarily 
high professional standards. I really don't 
think there is anything they need to hide, 
and r think It is a great pity that they 
pretend that there Is nothing to hide. 

In return, the police point out that they 
are worried that independent access to 
their records might frighten away inlor-

., mants (though this has not happened in 
Sweden where a data protection authority 

'already exists); and that, in any ease, com
puter records are generally more secure 
than manual ones, since not everyone will 
have access to a VDU, fewer still will know 
lhe appropriate codes, and some computers 
ma](e a nole of the time and, origin of 
inrormation requ('sts. 

However.the standard response {rom the 
most heavily criticised force, the Metro-, 
politan Police, embodies something of a 
oontradiC'tion. On the one hand, according 
tn Jnck Wils(Jn, v;h\1::c joh indu,Ls n''::jl,'nsi· 
hility for their comr-utl!f. 'we h:1\ C Ilutiling 
to hide whatsoever,' and they have co-opere 
ated • in full • with every official request for 
information, including the provision of 19 
pages of written evidence ,m.l two hours 
01 oral evidence to the Lindop Committee, 
On the other hand, when chiJllenged by 
Charle$ .Read with the fact that most of 
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the most important questions have not been 
answered, )(r Wilson responded with this: 

r 
i 

t, . 
\ 

If you want a police service to do a reason· 
~lJly good job (or you then you must trust 
the police to do that job With the information 
they have at their disposal • , . I've been 
kceplng secrets in the Metropolitan Police 
fur 33 years and 1 don't \hink (independent ~ 
&crutiny 1 is neciessary, 

But Mr Wilson did reveal one secret: the { 
purpose of the Scotland Yard computer. ! 
He confirmed that it contains lh'e s~lions 
of information, all devoted to police intel, 
ligence, They relate 'to the Central Drugs 
Intelligence Unit. the Nationallmm.lgralh)n 
Intelligence Unit. the Fraud Squad (C6), 
the Criminal Intelligence Squad (Cll), and !, 
the Sp~ial ~ranch, Be)''Ond that he would ' 
not go, 

But Duncan Campbell, selenee and tech, 
nology correspOndent of the New States
man, went a great d~al farther. It was Mr ~ 
Campbell's interest In national Intelligence •• 
gaUlering that earned him prosecution- ~ 
and virtual .exoneration-4n the notorious \', 
ABC official secrets trial at the Old Bailey I 

last year. The Special Braneh section, he l 
maintained, held 850.000 • nominal' files, ~ 
and 300,000 • big dossiers' on people back t 
in 1974. These files were said to be gro\\ing 
at the rate of 2,000 new names a month: 
• In two or three years, the Special Branch \ 
wUl have something like one and a hall 
million personal files on record.' i '., 

What is stlll not known publicly are the 
eriteJia used by the Metropolitan Pollee 
for regarding any individual as a critninal 
suspect, a criminal associate. a political 
risk or a prospective terrorist. Nor is It 
cl~ar by which criteria Information about 
peopl~ and vehicles Is stored on the PoUee 
National Computer at Hendon, According 
to Geoffrey Colc, who runs it: 

The l~formation aboui peoplo consists of an ! ,. 
Index of all those wanted or who have been 
rel)orted as being missin, from home, and 
the Jlamcs 01 all thc people who have a 
crIminal record, together with their Rnger. 
prints. The ve.hieJe information consists of 
an Index of aU the owne... of vehicles In 
the country (supplied by the Dfivers and 
Vehicles Lieensin; Centre at Swansea) and 
also vehielet stolen and suspocted of bein, 
.Involved in crimes. 

But Duncan Camp~l1 says there Ire 
sinister implic~tions. For example, of the 
120,000 records contained in the PNC's 
Suspoct and Stolen Vehicles file in 1976, 
only 30,000 related to stolen vehicles. Three 
times as many were therefore simply 
c suspect', and, according to Duncan Campo 
bell. most of them were, for undisclosed 
reasons. 'of long·term interest' to the 
pol~cc. These, he pointed out, are theretore: 

Dot vehicles which are stolen, nor even 
Dccessarily vehicles which are suspected of 
.... in a erlme-, which most people would 
think a pt'rrt'ctty It'gitirnatc cat(';;ory for 
in:<)l m;lt :'Jll. T:,',',e .Il'~ Vl'll:l.'ll~,'. willi-it I it I..: 
Vill'IUU" IW!I\;\1 Cure,,':; ,.11II;3l) wanl "~'Ill umli..:r 
survcillan<.'C and, 4$ usual. 11 lar;;l' fll'ullorlion 
of Bu .... ·('illanco apldicalions Are pul on by 
the: nalion .. l intelligence !ifluadll, particuiarl.\' 
-the Special Branch, who hnve the largC'st S('t 
of files of political afllJi:ltions alld so on 
anywhere in thc.' country, 

Once again, Chi~{ Constable Philip Knights 
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: is emphatic in his denial:' 
• 

1.~/l:NY ('ONW,\\': Wuuld it cOlltain people u'11,) 

• llC'rc u "dl'r $un.·ci!!ancc? 
rUlt.It" KSIGHTS: No. 1t wouldn't_ 

Warde{ it contain informarion ollo"t people 
11110 had" 't actually ClIllmlirtt'd any crime, 
,but infnrmants heec Sll(JIJ"sted that 'hell 
m(J11 01.' about to commit crim~'s? 

That is'not the purpose of the PN'c. 
The net result of all these claims and 
eounter"<:laims is that the public must draw 
its own conclusions, No doubt those who 
habitl!liBy think or the police as Good Guys 
wm continue to find no cause for alarm, 
while groups like the National Council for 
Civil Liberties will continue to believe that 
tneir fears are fully justified. 

The police themselves are clearly irked 
by the suggestion that they are not to be 
trusted, and loathe the idea of what Jock 
Wilson ('aIls 'yet another super-body to 
say, "We're in charge, we'll run the' 
place ".' Nor do they understand the obje(:· 
lions to unfettered Home Office and police 
use of their own computers. As West Mid· 
lands chief constable. Philip Knights, put 
It: • There is nothinjf in my cupboard that 
I mind anyone looking at. The only people, 
It seems to me, who are worried are those 
who have something to hide. I haven't, and 
they can oomputerise my records 50 times 
• day if they wish.' 

In truth, Man Alive's researcher, Jill 
Yarshall. and producer, Paul Hamann, 
toiled almost in vain for over six weeks to 
lind any firm evidence that innocent people 
had suffered as a dired result of computer 
data. They found one man who angrily com
plained t.hat be had been misidentified 
(though on private, not police, reoords) as 
a member of the Communist party, but he 
declined to appear on the programme 
because • television is reformist and I want 
to see the total overthrow of society'. 
There was, though, one case which lent 
weight to the suspicion that political 
affiliations are sometimes tagged to, for 

, example, supposedly innocuous information 
about vehicles in the PNC. A member of 
the NCCL, Roland Jeffery, was waiting for 
a routine check on the ownership of his 
motorbike after he had been involved in 
a minor a('cident: 

I was waiting in Uw entran('e lobby of the 
police station, and from there you can't see 
the computer terminal, but you can hear 
conversations fairly well, After a brief 
pause, somebody said. • Yeah. this seems 
OK'; then one of the others said, • You want 
to watch.out here, We've got one of those 
clvillibcrties types: 

It Is an interesting, perhaps even a dis-
, lurbing st01'),. but it did not result in Air 
Jeffery suffering in any material way. If 
anything. knowle-dge of this NCCL affilia
tion seems to have prompted the police 
to • watch out here', At any rate, they 
rl'turned his dI'iving liecne,", and promptly 
b.,(iL' him (,n I;l,; way. 

Xdlll'Uldc:,'s, it ii :lrgu;d)!l' Pl:.t the nll..'I"C 
. holding of this sort of infonnation by thc 

pnlice constitutes an invasion of privacy. 
Certainly that is the view of Lord Gardiner, 
the Cormcl' l()rd chancellor: 

If you had on one ('(lnlllufer overybody's 
financial }lO!ition u(.'(;ording to inforrnation 
fMn the Inland R('venut', th('ir healtb 

record, Including the tact that the, bad 
gonorrhoea when they were young, their 
I'choul OInd Ulll\'CfSlty record, their data 
credIt position and so forth, nobody would 
have a private life len. . 

Rory Johnston, a journalist with Computer 
Weekly. dot'S not agree. In his view, much 
of the disquil't about computers is base<! 
on ignorance of their uses and their: 
limitations: 

Records are simply an extension of people', 
minds, If yuu say, . You clln think what you 
like but as soon as you write it down I'm 
,oing to start controlling It' that 15 iIIolical 
and doesn't make consistent Jaw. You can't 
control telephone numbers written down on 
the back of cigarette packets, and .0 you'd 
have to rpake lome arbitrary decisions II to 
which pieces of paper oT wl'llch cOfD1)"ter 
records you're gOing to control. In any case. 
if the police have got unfounded suspicioDi 
about me on their wmputer, it doesn't atrec' 
me because tliey can't prosecute me without 
evidence, The whole Idea of our legal system 
is that the police can suspect me until they're 
blue In the face. The court is Impartial; the 
court will judge whether or not their rut
picions are founded. 

It Is a logic that does not Impress Patrida 
Hewitt or the NCCL. In her view, inCol'
mallon about people's politics, sexual pre
dilections, or other details of their private 
lives, can influence policemen In several 
potentially damaging ways. The pollee can 
(maliciously or with the best intentions in 
the world) invoke a number of non-judicial 
• punishments', such as detaining, tailing 
or harassing people. She cites as evidence 
the 30,000 people who haye not been 
charged with any oft'ence, but hlJl! been 
detained, interrogated or expt'lled under 
the 'so·called anti·terrorist laws '; or the 
faC't that the police can press or withhold 
charges or, given any ambiguity in the 
circumstances surrounding an arrest, can 
bring charges of greater or lesser severity. 
-of suspicion under the Vagrancy Acts, or 
of assaulting a pollce officer, perhaps, 
rather than of resisting arrest: 

We're obviously not opposed to the polite 
haVing information: we're not opposed to 
the police USing COml)uters-thcy're often 
the most efficient way. What we're sa)'ing Is 
that there needs to be' public debate and 
publicly a('eountable controls over the kind 
of inCormation that is kept and how it II 
used. 

Whether or not such controls will be intro
duced remains to be seen. Those who want 
them most and who feel most vulnerable 
without them tcnd to, be of the polttical 
lett and find it hard to generate widespread 
public supp()rt. It is undoubtedly true that 
those citizens who are politically orthodox, 
monogamous, heterosexual and law,abid. 
ing have little personal cause lor 
alarm. at least in the short term. Moreover. 
successive British governments have 
resisted th(' introdu("tion of privacy laws 
fl>l' 1l1;ll1y Yl':J\";; (hl:.;, .. l:,- ;tt the hlsis!cncc 
of the 110:111:' UnilC, art'tlrding to I.AJ1'd 
Gardiner), JC precedence is anything to go 
by, the Lindop Report could well suffer 
thc fate of the Younger Report on privacy 
which preceded It. Like so much else, it 
might simpl\" be filt.'d. 

Nick I(uss Tel)()rlcfl JOl' • l\tcm Alive' 
(BBC2). 
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